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information ownership, we. arc working to streamline the flow of combat information to 
assure broader and faster dissemination of actionable. intelligence. Al the individual level, 
finally, there is no substitute for experiential learning. Some of the best lessons. learned 
are associated with honest, even tragic mistakes. We can not allow a zero defects 
mentality to write off such learners too early, and we. should review our leader evaluation 
systems to ensure they are leader development tools. and not mere management sorting 
tools. 

The. Army has always prized leader development, and in an era dominated by peace 
would take risk to facilitate it .. An emphasis on career-broadening experiences, however,. 
makes less sense in an environment where most commanders will employ their units in 
combat.. The. Army docs. not exist to broaden careers, and units arc. not training aides for 
a commander. Effective collective training requires the participation of the entire team. 
Especially in an environment requiring more multi-functional junior leaders, we. must 
avoid too rapid a turnover of those. leaders. in the name. of career development.. 

The. problem is. somewhat less acute for middle- and senior-grade officers, among. whom 
some. degree of specialization is. unavoidable. Even in their case,. however,. the increasing 
complexity, uncertainty, and political sensitivity associated withjoint and expeditionary 
operations urges some measure of stabilization in assignments that inherently involve 
interpreting complex requirements and implementing sophisticated solutions. This 
completes a trend already begun in recent changes to officer management. 

At the individual level, 
Army leader development 
will be subordinate to 
mission requirements; so 
too at the institutional level 
it will be subordinate to 
joint requirements. If we. arc. 
to create a culture that 

"I'd just like to tell you right up front and declare 
I am a joint officer, who. happens to be in the. 
Army, who happens to be the Chief of Staff of the 
Army right now." 

Army Chief of Staff 
General Peter J. Schoomaker 

empowers our leaders to think beyond their own service. for creative. solutions to tactical 
and operational problems, Army. leader development must be. fullyjoint, incorporating 
joint education. and experience. W c. must build a bench of leaders able. think creatively at 
all levels of war,. leaders able to operate comfortably in joint, inter-agency, and multi
national environments .. And if achieving that requires submitting our internal educational 
institutions to joint oversight, we should not shrink from it. 

Doctrine and Materiel 

Doctrine. The Army rightfully views itself as "doctrine-based." In the 1970s and 1980s, 
doctrine was. the. engine that transformed the post-Vietnam Army into the victor of our 
post-Cold War engagements .. That doctrine, however,. reflected the strategic environment 
of its time,. particularly a singular, mirror-image adversary. Although the. challenges of 
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developing doctrine for an expeditionary Anny with ajoint mindset and campaign 
qualities are very different, they are no less essential. 

In any era, doctrine links theory, history, experimentation, and practice. It encapsulates a 
much larger body of knowledge and experience, providing an authoritative statement 
about how military forces do business and a common lexicon with which to describe it. 
As it has evolved since the end of Cold War, Army doctrine portrays military operations 
as a seamless and dynamic combination of offense, defense, stability and support. Our 
challenge now is to extend it to address asymmetric opponents. 

To deal with such opponents, 
doctrine must reflect an 
operational philosophy that takes 
the uncertainties associated with 
asymmetry fully into account. 
Uncertainty is in some measure 
inseparable from the nature of 
warfare. Asymmetry merely 
increases it. Doctrine can't 
predict the precise nature and 
form of asymmetric 
engagements, but it can forecast 
the kinds of knowledge and 
organizational qualities necessary 
to cope with an asymmetric 
operational environment. 

Asymmetry and Adaptation 
Strategic:. 

"This is a game of wits and will. You've got to 
be learning and adapting constantly to survive." 

Army Chief of Staff 
General Peter J. Schoomaker 

Operational : 
"The enemy is evolving. He's getting a bit 

more lethal, a little more complex ... " 
Joint Task Force 7, Iraq 

L TG Ricardo Sanchez 
Tactical: 

"This is the way you take down Samarra - at 
night. You can either lockstep and not change 
with the enemy, or you can evolve to keep him 
off balance." 

Commmander, 5-20 In, after night raid 
L TC Karl Reed 

A doctrine geared to uncertainty cannot prescribe solutions. Instead, it must furnish the 
intellectual tools with which to diagnose unexpected requirements, and a menu of 
practical options founded in experience from which leaders can create their own solutions 
quickly and effectively. Its underlying philosophy must be initiative and creative 
thinking. Such a doctrine is more playbook than textbook, and like any playbook, it is 
merely a gateway to decision, not a roadmap. The U.S. military has an immense array of 
capabilities that arc. worthless unless both their prerequisites and limitations arc 
understood. Doctrine can help frame those prerequisites and limitations in context. It 
cannot prescribe how they should be accommodated in any given case. Instead, the 
purpose of doctrine in a contest with asymmetry is to underwrite flexible thought and 
action and thereby assure the most creative exploitation of our own asymmetric 
advantages. 

Most important in today's environment. doctrine must acknowledge the adaptive nature 
of a thinking, willful opponent and avoid both prediction and prescription. It isn't the part 
of doctrine to predict how an adversary will behave. Rather, its function is to enable us 
recognize that behavior, understand its vulnerabilities and our own, and suggest ways of 
exploiting the former and diminishing the latter. It will be useful only to the extent that 
experience confirms it, and its continuous review and amendment therefore is essential. 
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Such review would be necessary in any case to assure Army doctrine remains consistent 
with and imbcddcd in joint doctrine and that our operations thus remain coherently joint. 

Materiel. Materiel development is a special challenge for an Army at War, because. we 
must not only meet pressing current needs, but also anticipate and address future ones. 
Both share one common first priority: Equipping the individual Soldier. Since war began, 
the Army has shifted more than a billion dollars to improved body armor, up-armored 
vehicles, and other essential equipment for the Soldiers who arc kicking down doors 
every day. In the past, 
the best individual 
equipment was 
reserved for units 
most likely to engage 
first. In an 
expeditionary 
environment, it is 

"Every soldier in theater will have it (Interceptor Body 
Armor). That wasn't the requirement when we went 
there. It was intended only for the front-line soldiers 
that we thought would be in the closest contact with the 
enemy. But with attacks rampant on convoys and 
checkpoints, the decision was made to equip all soldiers." 

Acting Secretary of the Army Les Brownlee 

impossible to forecast which those will be. Every deployed Soldier needs the best 
individual equipment available. 

In an expeditionary environment, we can no longer continue to treat equipment as 
permanently owned by the units to which it is assigned. In a rotation-based force, 
equipment ownership will be the exception .. We will increasingly divorce Soldiers. from 
their carriers and equipment, tailoring the materiel mix for the mission at hand. We 
currently are reorganizing Army Prepositioned Stocks to reflect an Army Regional 
Flotilla concept that will expedite our ability to deploy and fight on arrival.. As brigade 
combat teams modernize and transform, they will take advantage of their position in the 
unit rotation cycle to re-equip through unit set fielding. 

With respect to weapon systems,. the challenge of reconciling. cun-ent with. future needs. is 
tougher. An Army at War exhausts its current set of equipment ever faster, while future 
development needs arc unabated. Many systems arc promising -- we have barely tapped 
the potential of UAVs. Aviation systems will need particular attention if they arc to 
remain a key tool of maneuver, with better C2 connectivity, extended operational reach, 
and all-weather capability. Being most amenable to. adaptability, speed, and flexibility, 
aviation assets will be key to an expeditionary force. 

Still more vital is the continued development of more rapidly deployable fighting 
platforms. The Future Combat System remains the material centerpiece of the Army's 
commitment to become more expeditionary, and it is well on its way to addressing the 
challenge of reconciling deployability with sustainable combat power. But even if FCS 
meets all expectations, we will remain a hybrid force for the foreseeable future, and we 
must seek ways to improve the dcployability of the platforms we already own. 

Moreover, although we arc confident of the general direction of the FCS program, we arc 
not as confident of its priorities. Originally conceived as an 18+ I "system of systems" 
( 18 systems plus the connecting network), we increasingly appreciate that it is actually 
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"I+ 18", for if the network fails, FCS will not reach its potential. Limitations in 
communications.bandwidth at corps level and below, particularly in an expeditionary 
environment, remain our single most serious deficiency. To repair it, the Army together 
with the Joint community must relentlessly address the architectures, protocols, and 
systems of a redundant, non-terrestrial network capable of providing the. focused 
bandwidth necessary to. support mobile. Battle Command andjoint Blue Force. tracking. 

Until now,. the Army has. pursued a dual approach to networking, one. business-oriented 
(Army Knowledge Management). and the other operational (LandWarnet). We. now need 
to bring these approaches together, because for an Army at War,. still more. a rotational 
Army, units. in the. field arc inseparable from the installations that train, mobilize,. deploy 
and support them. 

Installations are. part of the sustaining base once. units. deploy - power projection 
platforms from which they mobilize, deploy, fight and sustain. Routine use. as reach-back 
platforms will profoundly alter the way we manage installations, and unit rotation and 
home basing will change them even more. In an expeditionary environment the metrics 
for effective installation will increasingly be measured in access to the internet as much 
as access to railheads, airheads. and seaports. Their potential to facilitate habitual joint 
training will be another important criterion. Facilities will be increasingly modular and 
reconfigurable to accommodate the one. certainty of future installation requirements: 
change. 
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Constant Conflict-Constant Change 

The Army always has changed and always will. But as the default condition shifts from 
peace to conflict, we must change the way we change. 

Current and Future. In peacetime, armies tend to change deliberately and gradually -
and for good reason. Land warfare is immensely complex. The vast array of capabilities, 
skills, techniques and organizations on which it depends is a recipe for chaos without 
careful analysis to assure interoperability, synchronization, and synergy. The second and 
third order effects of a change in any part of this mechanism arc difficult to forecast, and 
the consequences of misjudgment can be immense. 

Peacetime also tends to sacrifice effectiveness to economy and interdependence to the 
inevitable institutional competition for budgets and programs. Institutional energies tend 
to focus on preserving force structure and budget "programs of record.'' Resource risk is 
allocated evenly across all budget years and all programs - including forces in the field. 

But we arc an Army at War. Our current force is totally engaged. and in a way not 
perfectly forecast. Our near term demands are urgent, and the need to accelerate 
capabilities that can feasibly be made available in the near term necessarily outweighs 
protection ofthe "program ofrecord.'' Resource risk must must be redirected to where it 
will do the least damage to our fighting soldiers. 

To be sure. this urgency docs not excuse us from the obligation to prepare for the future, 
for the continuation of this conflict as well as others we can only hypothesize. But it docs 
significantly blur the usual dichotomy between the cun-ent and future force. We must be 
willing to risk the integrity of a future force program if necessary to ensure we win the 
fight today. And we must assure the lessons learned from todays fight are applied to 
future force programs, even if that means altering their direction and timing. The 
integrating mechanism of the simultaneous consideration of the current and the future 
must pervade our change processes. 

It must also pervade our institution. Change will not be restricted to our operating forces. 
The institutional Army confronts equally dramatic change in organizations and processes. 
The same soldiers and leaders who adapt, learn, and innovate on our battlefields also 
serve in our institutional Army. Success on the battlefield must be matched by successful 
change in our internal institutions. Such change already is apparent in the expansion and 
rctailoring of our combat training centers, establishment of the Future Center in Training 
and Doctrine Command, reformulation of the Army Campaign Plan, and a wide range of 
consolidation and reorganization initiatives in Army Materiel Command. 

Interdependencies. Earlier we noted that our future is irrevocably joint. 
Interdependence is central to both the expeditionary mindset and campaign quality we 
seek. Achieving it is first a conceptual challenge, for all capabilities- not only in 
materiel but also doctrine, organization, and so on-spring from operational concepts. 
Joint operational concepts are emerging, and the Army has participated actively with its 
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sister services in their creation, articulation, wargaming, and experimentation. The 
collaborative development of joint concepts allows Army concept development to be 
nested in a coherently joint context. That context embodies five key joint and 
expeditionary interdependencies: 

- Joint Battle Command. The flexible 
supported-to-supporting relationships first 
attempted in Operation Iraqi Freedom will 
demand interdependent command and 
control driven by top-down, comprehensive 
architectures and redundant, interoperable 
networks. Joint protocols and standards will 
enable effective joint fires, blue force 
tracking, and logistic support for effective 
anticipation and reaction in an expeditionary 
context. Army contributions to Joint Forces 
Command's Joint Battle Management 
Command and Control (JBMC2) 
Transformation Roadmap wil1 be essential to 
integrate the Army's LandWarNet, the Air 

Interdependent Commandand Control 
Operation Iraqi Freedom 

Kuwaitto Ba11dhad: 
~~~ Supported:JFLCC 

··. Westem Iraq: 
Supported:JFACC 

Force's C2 Constellation, and the Navy's ForceNet. 

- Joint Fires. Interdependence ofjoint fires will be vital to mitigating risk and reducing 
reliance on organic fires in ajoint expeditionary environment. Linked through an 
effective joint command and control system, the American Soldier has the entire target 
acquisition and engagement resources of the theater at his fingertips. Al1 of our modular 
solutions depend on enabling even our smallest combat formations to leverage joint fires 
through mechanisms such as "universal observers" or "joint effects control teams." To 
facilitate more effective employment of close air support in a non-contiguous battlespace, 
we need universal standards for observation, designation and target acquisition. The Air 
Force has demonstrated increasing flexibility in recent operations and has committed to a 
general officer-led Joint Force Air 
Component Command clement at every 
Army corps exercise. Both the Army and 
the Air Force still have concerns, the 
Army for responsiveness and reliability, 
the Air Force for control and training 
demands. Their resolution will require 
cooperative adjustments by both services. 

Air Force Sorties Redirected After 
Launch 

Operation Desert Storm : 20% 
Operation Enduring Freedom: 43% 
Operation Iraqi Freedom: 80% 

- Joint Lift. The Army's dependence on its sister services is nowhere more obvious than 
in the area of mobility, both strategic and operational. We cannot wish away the laws of 
physics, but neither must we surrender to them. The solution of the Army's mobility 
challenges will require action by both the Army and its partners. For its part, the Army 
must continue to improve its inherent deployability. This remains the focus of major 
development programs such as Stryker, the Future Combat System, and numerous 
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complementary systems,. all of which are being designed to the. satisfy the space. and 
weight limitations. of the C-130. It also. is. a major objective. of our tactical unit redesign. 
For their part,. our sister services. must recognize strategic and operational lift as. critical 
service. competencies .. Intra-theater lift will be. especially crucial in a future conflict in 
which enemies. may be. able. to. obstruct or deny altogether the. use of fixed entry points. 
such as. airfields and seaports .. To overcome. that challenge,. we. will need the ability 
through vertical envelopment to bypass. those. defended areas. with forces of operational 
significance,. forces with the.mobility, lethality,.and survivability to maneuver to and 
defeat these. integrated point defenses. Current intra-theater lift assets. have. neither the. 
range nor the. payload to support that.. Future. lift assets. will require. both .. We. also share. 
the Marine. Corps'. interest in the. feasibility of deploying from a Sea Base .. The. Army 
supports. the. Sea Base Joint Requirements. Office and looks. forward to a cooperative. 
effort to address the. intra-theater lift challenge .. 

- Joint Air and Missile Defense. The increasing range. and speed of air and missile 
threats, and their potential ability to deliver weapons. of mass. destruction, place. a high 
premium on the. interdependence of service air and missile defenses, regardless of their 
domain of origin. This interdependence has driven considerable. integration of programs 
and requirements,. most recently the merger of Army and Marine. Corps programs. to 
defend against cruise. missiles. All services. need to pursue. complementary air defense kill 
mechanisms. able. to. defeat mixed threats. of varying complexity through the right amount 
and combination of effects at the. right time and place .. Collaboration already underway 
addresses key issues:. Joint Airspace Control Procedures, Joint Identification Procedures, 
Joint Engagement Authority Procedures,. resolving voice and data communication issues, 
incorporating into school and unit training a common grid reference system,. improving 
situational awareness. for all participants, and emission deconfliction / control.. All 
services. also are collaborating on a Joint Theater Air. and Missile Defense Course,. to be 
conducted for the first time. at Ft Bliss. in June,. 2004. 

- Joint Logistics. All the. services. have. key interdependencies. in the. logistics. arena and 
will experience even more. in an expeditionary. environment.. There. is. a pressing demand 
for a joint end-to-end logistics. structure. that permits. reliable sustainment of distributed 
operations. in which deployment, employment, and sustainment are simultaneous .. At the 
national level, the Army is. prepared to make. resources available to a global logistics 
command. At the. theater level,. where the Army is. the predominant service component, 
we are. willing to redirect the resources. of our current Theater Support Commands. to 
regional joint logistics commands under the. supervision of the. regional combatant 
commander. If another service. is the predominant component, that service's logistics 
organization similarly could be. used as the. basis for a regional joint support command, 
with the Army contributing in its. normal Title.X/WEAR (Wartime Executive Agency 
Requirement). role .. At the. tactical level,. to bridge the. gap from theater or regional support 
commands to brigade combat teams,. we. already plan to convert current COSCOMs and 
DISCO Ms intoj.oint-capable. Army Expeditionary Support Commands. that are more 
rapidly deployable,. employable, modular and sustainable. 
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Moving Out 

The changes ahead are significant. But they are neither reckless nor revolutionary. On the 
contrary, they reflect years of Army study, experimentation, and experience. We have 
delayed this transformation repeatedly, believing that we could not afford such change in 
a time of turbulence and reduced resources. Now we realize that what we cannot afford is 
further delay. The 3rd Infantry Division is reorganizing today to a prototype redesign that 
converts its combat structure from 3 brigades to 4 brigade combat teams. Other divisions 
will follow. 

Throughout, Soldiers will remain the centerpiece of our formations. The effects of 
changes in organizations, material, doctrine and facilities are additive. Those of training 
are multiplicative. Those of leadership are exponential. Simultaneous consideration of 
current and future requirements will be the integrating mechanism in all our change 
processes. And all will be viewed through the lens of a joint and expeditionary mindset.. 

The best way to anticipate the future is to create it. The Army is moving out, and this is 
merely the beginning. As drastic as some may consider these changes, the incentive for 
pursuing them is not radicalism. The incentive is effectiveness, and if additional change 
becomes necessary to defeat our adaptive adversaries, those described here will be only a 
down payment on what follows. 

"We're going to have to [change] some of the things that made us the best Army 
in the world. Our values are sacrosanct ... everything else is on the table." 

Army Chief of Staff 
General Peter J. Schoemaker 

The Army has never failed the nation. It has just prevailed in two successive campaigns, 
and has earned the nation's respect and gratitude for its resolute determination to stabilize 
Afghanistan and Iraq. Despite the dangers confronting us, most of our citizens can 
continue to pursue their lives in relative peace and safety - a significant measure of our 
success. 

But our challenge is to measure ourselves not against others, but against our own 
potential. It is not enough that we arc changing. The real question is, arc we changing 
enough? Our brave Soldiers and adaptive leaders constitute the best Army in the world, 
but we can be far better. It is inside of us and it is what the nation expects. The future of 
the world as we know it - our Ii ves, the Ii ves of our families, this country, everything we 
love and cherish - all depend on our success in meeting this challenge. Are you wearing 
your dog tags? 
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·, TO:. 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Larry Di Rita 

Donald Rumsf eld 

June I , 2004. 

12:11 PM. 

SUBJECT:. Q&A 

Somewhere. in the. press briefing you. might want to begin doing the Q&A. 

Here's. the. question that has. been raised,.here's. the. answers .. 

It's been __ weeks since the Tagubareport was made public. 

We've completed __ number of investigations, we have. __ number still 

underway, and there will. be. more initiated .. 

There have been a great many charges leveled during this period, and a great many 

of conclusionsjumped. to .. 

What I can say at this. point, and it may be. subject to amplification,. elaboration,. or 

even correction later as more information is known .. 

Knowing we do not yet have. the. full information, several things seem to 

be. coming clear. 

We have. learned a great deal,. but there. is more. we. need to learn. That 

means that very likely there will be. new revelations. 

At least thusfar it appears that the services have been open and 

forthcoming and moving. with dispatch as. problems. have been 

discovered. 

While ce1tainly regrettable, the. abuses. do not appear at least thusfar to 

be widespread. 

0SD 16129-04 
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The suggestion that the abuses were. the. result of a senior official's 

encouraging such actions as. patt of a softening up process for 

intenogation have. not been demonstrated thusfar. 

Then use. the. Q&A approach. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
060104.24 

Please.respond by: ____________________ _ 
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TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

l(b )(6) 

Donald Rum sf eld 

June 1, 2004 

3:56PM 

I want to send Joe Castle, Dick Stevens, Somers Steelman, James Mac William at 

Princeton, the unclassified version of the Iraq weekly summary with a bump slip 

from me. 

DHR/azn 
060104.37 

Please respond by: __________________ _ 

oso 16130-04 
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DRAFT WORKING PAPERS 01 0500 EDT May 04 

. ·Highlights/ < 
CPA Priorities: 

• Governance 
• Essential Services 

• Economy 
• Security 
• Strategic 

Communications 

Weekly Highlights: 

CPA Intermediate Objectives: 
• Support transition to sovereignty 

• Develop framework and capacity for 
elections 

• Build Financial Market Structure 

• Reconstitute Oil Infrastructure 

• Mr. lyad Allawi nominated unanimously by the Iraqi Governing 
Council {IGC) for prime minister of the Interim Iraqi Government 

• UN panel interviewed candidates for key Independent Election 
Commission {IEC) positions 

• Iraq's annualized inflation rate for Apr 04 was 19.6°/o, down from a 
peak of 47.7o/o in Oct 03 

• Estimated crude oil export revenue is over $6.2 billion for 2004 to 
date 

J 
.. f 

.· : . I 
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·. Governance·. •· 
• Former exile Mr. lyad Alawi's nomination for prime minister of the 

Interim Iraqi Government unanimously endorsed by Iraqi Governing 
Council (IGC) 
- UN Special Representative Lakhdar Brahimi 11 respects 11 the decision 

and will work with Alawi to pick remainder of government 
• Brahimi continues consultations with a broad spectrum of Iraqi people 

and their leadership 
• UN completed processing the 1,878 nominations for the Independent 

Election Commission (IEC) positions 
- UN panel interviewing 25 short-listed candidates 
- 18 nominations will then be submitted to IGC for review 

• Iraqi Property Claims Commission (IPCC) Offices accepted 2,582 claims 
as of 21 May, providing Iraqis a means to resolve property ownership 
disputes 

• Ministries of Transportation and Environment transitioned to full Iraqi 
control last week (15 Ministries have transitioned to date) 

I 
I 

3 UNCLASSIFIED 
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Governance(Cont)--Natioilal'l'raDSiti<Jn ··· 1 

oe Mar Transitional Administrative Law signed 

End-May Establishment of Election Commission (approximate date) 

End-May I Selection of Interim Government (approximate date) I 
30 Jun . . . I Iraqi Interim Governmenttakes power I . . , Phase I 

·... . . . .· . . .·· . . .. > > (Interim Government) 

31 Jan 

· ... 1 National Conference selects Consultative Council / 

Elections for the National Assembly complete: NL T 31 Jan 05 
(31 Dec 04 if possible) 

Iraqi Transitional Government takes power I (Elected.Gove'::!~~) 
National Assembly completes draft of permanent constitution J 

Referendum for permanent constitution I·· 

Elections for government completed 

31 Dec) I Elected government assumes office 
4 UNCLASSIFIED 
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Strategic ·CoDlmunlcation ·. 
01 0500 EDT May 04 

• USAID's Democracy Development Activities (ODA) program 
organized over 9,000 sessions in Iraq, with 280,000 participants 

- Stimulated civic participation and increased Iraqis' 
understanding of the Transitional Administrative Law (TAL) 
and basic democratic principles 

• Other activities continue in support of political transition and the 
TAL including: 

- Distribution of booklets and leaflets on the T AL 

- Numerous focus groups, seminars, public forums, and town 
hall meetings across Iraq 

• CPA and USAID continue to undertake extensive activities 
providing assistance to Iraqi women, including: 

- Establishment of women's centers 

- Vocational training and education programs 

- Civic education and participation 

~; UNCLASSIFIED 
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1tial/Services~···~~··· ... :water;'fiil<1'.)S~iit1J1tiilt;·, ..•.• ;·.·•·:·,······:·\·· .. ::. ··•··. . :·:. :···.~.. . . -~: ... :·.. : ·: . : •. :· ::~· ;'• • .. ·., : . ;· .. :•. ·: . .. :, . 

,ntinuing on the expansion of Shark Dijlah water treatment 
:1ghdad 
ements to the plant will increase potable water flow by 45 
t to the underdeveloped area of east Baghdad 

: I 
I 

Dijlah is one of two main water treatment plants that serve 4.7 
Baghdad residents 

:11 and electrical work is more than 50 percent complete at Ad 
1 wastewater treatment plant 

nefit more than 80,000 when completed in Aug 04 

damaged water and sewage stations and networks in Fallujah 
; urgent needs after the recent conflicts 

completed by end of Jun and benefit more than 200,000 

ater Obiective: Provide Water Supply, Sewerage & Municipal 
Services; Improve Water Resource Management 

1le organization to deliver water/sewerage/municipal services (WSMS); 
;Ms to meet national needs; Develop full range of municipal services & 
elivery mechanism; Infrastructure improvements to water resource 
cilities improvements & capacity building within Ministry 
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Essential ·Serv1cesr~;·Telecommun:1ca.ti'ons:; and·.:Postal I 
. . . . . . .: . . ',. . ':. :,. . . . . . . : ...•.. : . . . . . .. ,. '," . .. . . ,' . . . . J 

• Total number of telephone subscribers in Iraq is now over 1,192,000 
(inc. 415,000 cell phone subscribers)- over 43 % above pre-war levels 

!" -· ·-- ·-- -··-·" ·-- -· - ·-· ·-.. ·- -- -· -- ,,, __ ---·· --· ·--· ··-. ·--·-· ----· ·-- l 
Telephone Subscribers (Fixed and Cell) 

• Chart shows 
d 

. b 1,400.000 · 
tren 1n num er I 1.200.000 

of telephone 1 ·~~~:~~~ 
subscribers 600

·
000 

! • Cell Phones 1 
J • Fixe~Phones J 

I 400,000 

[ 200.oo~ ·. 

I 
Mar_03 Oec_03 Jan_04 Feb_04 Mar_04 ~r_04 May_04 

(Pre-Vlfar) ("sat 
!. ___ ... _ . _ .. _ ·--· .... __ ·- _ __ . _ _ _ _;_ ____ ____ __ __. -~ay,24) ___ _ 

• Completed the Baghdad Digital Network, which provides emergency 
communications capability for police, fire and emergency medical 
technicians 

·--1 

• Iraq Post's International Service Center opened at Baghdad International 
Airport and introduction of Iraq's new Postal Code system announced 

CPA Obiectives: Reconstruct Communications & Postal Systems 
Build Iraq's first responder network• Establish independent regulatory agency• 
Upgrade Iraqi Telephone and Postal Company (ITPC) network• Build transmission 
component data network for Iraq, including international gateways• Restructure 
ITPC and its business operations• Upgrade and modernize postal systems• Upgrade 
ITPC outside plant for increased subscriber capacity and use 
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• Reconstruction of Baghdad International Airport (BIAP) and other 
activities continue in preparation for commercial operations and 
increased traffic 

- More than 30 cargo handlers unload up to 45 tons of cargo each day 

- BIAP transition timeline due to commence on 01 Jun with Iraqi Air 
Traffic Control (ATC) taking over the civilian side of airport operations 

- Work is expected to be complete by Aug 04 

~, • Port Umm Qasr received 50 ships in Apr and over 40 in May, dredging of 
the port continues 

• Work initiated on a $7M project for salvage and dredging at the port of 
Khor Az Zubayr to enable oil tankers to use dock facilities 

- Contract awarded to an Iraqi company based in Baghdad 

CPA Obiectives: Restore Economically Strategic Transportation 
lnfrastructu re 

Enable Iraqi civil aviation to prepare for international commercial aviation and 
cargo service• Enable Iraqi Port Authority to administer a port of call with 
intermodal capabilities and inland container distribution• Enable Iraqi Republic 
Railways to provide domestic and international passenger and freight 
capabilities• Reform civil service at Ministry of Transportation 
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Essential;/'ServiceS'-.••·•F.oOd.·~~ttrit)IJ".·•••·.•t•·i.;;t::(.···· .... 
• Chart below shows 0/o of estimated requirements for Public Distribution 

System (PDS) goods from Apr - 01 Jul 

• Requirement 
includes stocks 
sufficient for the 
period and a three 
month buffer by 01 
Jul 

• While substantial 
additional 
shipments of most 
goods have been 
procured, they are 
not shown as these 
shipments will 
arrive after 01 Jul 

I 160% _ 

I 140% ·· 

: 120% .. 

100% 

80% .. 

60% -

40% .. 

20% 

0% 

--· ··-----·- . 

Progress Toward Three-Month Buffer Stock by July 1st 

CPA Food Security Obiective: Provide Food Security for all Iraqis 
Enhance capacity of Ministry of Agriculture• Assure supply of inputs • Strengthen 
research system• Ensure adequate stocks for Public Distribution System (PDS) • 
Monitor food security• Hand over administration of system in the North• Initiate 
reform of rations basket• Environmental Initiatives 
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EssentialSeryices ..,.:).f OOd·Security ~~Bl):: . ··. i .·· .. •. .· I 

• Buffer stock build-up is slower than anticipated, due to delays in 
finalizing the first round of Ministry of Trade (MoT) contracts 

• Transporting commodities from Um Qasr to warehouses and silos 
has been affected by truck drivers concerned about hijackings 
and robberies 

• Concerns over wheat requirements for June addressed by 
additional procurement by CPA/ MoT of 100,000 metric tons of 
flour and scheduled arrivals of wheat supplied by World Food 
Program 

• A schedule for the second phase of MoT commodity 
procurements was due to be finalized by 30 May 

10 
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I ttialSetviceS'"··HealthiCat~ < /.···.• / .. ·.··•··.···•··•.·.(. .. . . . . . . . . .. ·· .··. -~···'. · ... : :• .. . ·-·------'---' 

t that 85o/o of children have now been immunized and rates will 
with ongoing programs 
hospitals and over 1,200 preventive health clinics are 
I 
medical supply shortages continue to be reported, especially 

Jth, however: 
hipment of Ministry of Health (MoH) emergency drug purchase 
~d and two more shipments were due to arrive last week 
,nd emergency drug purchase was finalized last week 
>ur MoH employees attended a World Bank sponsored training 
n Amman covering the establishment of National Health 

,Ip the MoH make cost-based decisions as they establish a 
,able National Health Care finance system 
y, distribution of over 30,000 medical books and reference 
:o 46 medical hospitals, clinics and universities throughout 

ealth Obiective: .. Improve Quality: and,,Access to: H·ealth ·care. . . 
1ealth care organizations, management, &·Jnfrast·ructure; Train health · 
?ssionals; Pharrnaceuti'cals logistic support; Pobuc·; lteitl;th .· .• · . . ·· · · 

. . . ., . . . ... . . . . . . . ·. . ...... ' .... 
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Essential' Service$.:iEd~ca~pll , 2\\,f: Yit);·
1
C · ·. I 

• Nearly 2,500 schools have been rehabilitated 

• Primary, intermediate, and secondary students have been completing 
their final examinations for the school year 

- Ministry of Education reports that the examination process has 
been uneventful 

- Apart from a few schools in Najaf and Karbala, all schools have 
been open for exams including Fallujah 

• To date, over 32,000 secondary school teachers and 3,000 
supervisors have been trained as part of effort to upgrade the quality 
of education 

- Includes modern teaching methods,.curriculum development, and 
promoting change in teaching philosophies 

• Six Iraqi high school students attended the second United World 
Youth Council at Radley College in Oxford, England 

CPA Education Obifj~tive:;&lmprove:-.Qui'Jl'fy;\ah~d~1-:;A&cti~tl&;~-Edu~ation.\ _ . : !~0s·J\jff?'\;"'"~ 

• _ Advance n·ation:al: dialog ()n curriculum,-refbrrri:'.S: ( · .. ::;i(( ·-. . . . . 
• Continue arid expand·te·acher trainh1g s:· . ·. _,,. · . 
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Program Managelh¢1it•.Office·•(~~0J•.•··.!i•.··•J .. ·· .. · 

Trans/Comm 

Ed/Hum an/Road/Health 

Water 

Security/Justice 

Oil 

Electric 

$ (Millions) 0 

Data as of 27 May 
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• Obligated 

• Committed 

Iii 7/1 Comm Target 

1500 

Construction 
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Committed 

(Target figures are for 
01 Jul) 

1993 

2000 

PMO Web-site Portal: 
www .rebuilding-iraq.net 
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Economy 
. .. . : . . . . . : 

·:· : .. ..... · ... 
.. , .. 

• On 21 May, estimated crude oil export revenue was over $6.28 for 2004 

• In Jan 04, the Ministry of Planning reported a national unemployment 
rate of 28% and an underemployment rate of 21.6o/o 

• Iraq's annualized inflation rate for Apr 04 was 19.6%, down from its peak 
of 47.7o/o in Oct 03 

- Over past six months the CPI has risen by 3.5%, or 7.0% at an annual 
rate 

- The April CPI declined by 3.7% relative to its level in March, partially 
reversing the 9.2% increase in Mar 

• The Trade Bank of Iraq has issued 206 letters of credit, totaling 
$789.1 M, covering imports from 33 countries 

• The New Iraqi Dinar was at 1,465 dinars per dollar on 20 May, and has 
been relatively stable for nearly three months 

.· -· ·. . . CPA Economic·. Obiectives-:.~.-->.·.-,-.,..,.·:.~~:'..,. .. ~·.-:. . . : .. .-. .._· 
Build Financial Ma~ket Sfr·~·ctu"t~s·;· Oe\/elop Trans .. p·~te~t-'sua~~tfr{~~:;JJi~d Acb~u'nti~·g .. 
Arrangements;· Private Sector lnltiatives; Desi·gfl.Oil _·rr,,JsfF.:u.Jic::l:;;:~y'.;:.Fou o#afions For . 
An Open Economy; Pursue>Nationa1StrategyForH'1Jmar1·Resobrcegfbevelopment .... · 

. . . .. .. . ·. . . .' . . .,:.. . .. .. . 

I 
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·:. ·. ··,,· .. ·.·' · ... ·. 
. . :··:··· .. ... . 

.. · : .... ·. · ..... ... .... ·: .. ·,· 

• Micro-credit loans now total almost $SM, with 2,500 clients 

- Provide credit to financially viable micro and small businesses 

- First loan in Fallujah as micro-lending presence is established in 
Al Anbar Province 

• As of 20 May, the balance in the Development Fund for Iraq (DFI) was 
$10.28 ($3.1 B is already committed, and $7.1 B is slated for projected 
04 budget items) 

• Recent economic sector surveys were completed by the Iraqi Central 
Statistics Organization {CSO) 

- Will assist in economic and planning and in meeting data 
requirements for an IMF stabilization program 

- CPA and USAID providing technical support and training to build 
CSO's capacity to use modern statistical data and forecasting 
techniques 

I 

• A Ministry of Trade delegation attended the World Trade Organization 
(WTO) General Council meeting in Geneva, Switzerland 

- This was the first formal participation in the WTO by Iraq 
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Acceleratediraqi ReCons~~Ucti~\t~~g~("IRP).· .. 
• New Accelerated Iraq Reconstruction Program (AIRP) announced to 

meet urgent local needs in eighteen Iraqi cities 

• Projects and requirements were developed as a joint effort between 
CPA, PMO, various US and Iraqi agencies, and local community 
leadership 

• Projects cover: water and sanitation, health, education, building, 
roads, power, and telecommunications 

• Benefits of the AIRP: 

- Will employ thousand of Iraqis in high unemployment areas 

- Jump starts community essential services construction 

-1 OOo/o contract awards by 15 Jun 

- Rapid execution and impact 

- Over 160 urgent, high profile projects 

- Stimulates local economy 

- Provides opportunities for local businesses 

- Improves Iraqi's quality of life 
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I 

• The following chart shows Iraqi budgeted spending for 2004, from all 
revenue sources: 

Ministry funding in millions of US$ 

Finance (with selected major paymentst 
Public Distribution System 
Fuel Imports 
Transfer Payments 
Foreign Obligations (e.g., reparations) 
LocaVRegional Grants 
Salaries and Retirement Awards 
SOE Restructuring and Salary Support 
Regional Development 
Nation Building projects 
Additional Security Projects 
Rapid Regional Response Program 
CERP 
All other 

Electricity 
Health 
Education 

Transport 
Housing 
Oil 
Public Works 
Water Resources 

Interior 
Justice 
Defense 

17 

8 

230 
682 

7 

37 
5 

15 
19 

367 
42 
77 

265 
7 

New OFF 

Revised Iraqi Budget, March 2004 Deposits 
Other Operating Capital Projects Other Total .Total Budgeted 

Ex enses Total 

12,938 
2,400 
2,100 
1,671 
1,432 

18 

831 
797 
761 
600 
571 
500 
225 

70 
981 

210 
750 
103 

82 
17 
56 
21 

7 

108 

67 
24 

425 

184 

900 
50 

170 
212 
233 
200 
166 
128 
10 
42 

0 
237 

814 13,953 
2,400 
2,100 
1,671 
1,432 

831 
797 
761 
600 
571 
500 
225 

70 
981 

1,118 
1,030 

955 
301 
287 
261 
202 
155 
485 
151 

101 

1,580 15,533 
200 2,600 

0 2,100 
0 1,671 
0 1,432 
0 831 
0 797 

50 811 
277 877 

0 571 
500 1,000 

0 225 
123 193 
430 1,411 

315 1,433 
0 1,030 

0 955 
0 301 
0 287 

460 721 
0 202 
0 155 
0 485 
0 151 
0 
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Electricity OverView · •·. · '·.·.· .:.:· .. ,:·: ' ,' 
' . ... : ; . ;• 

.. :· ,, .. .. ~.: . 

Goal 01 June 04: 6,000 MW 
Peak Deliverable Generation 
Capacity 

6000 ...--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-----, 

5000 
4098 3896 

~ 4000 -~ 
~ 3000 
m 
GI 
:ii 2000 --

1000 ·-· 

O· 
19 Mar- 26 Mar- 02 Apr- 09 Apr- 16 Apr 23 Apr- 30 Apr 07 may 14 May 21 May 
25 Mar 01 Apr 08 Apr 15 Apr - 22 29Apr - 06 • 13 - 20 - 27 

Apr May May May May 

1 - P~ak.- Production (MW) ] 

- Goa1Jun 04 

- Goal Oct 03 
-~ .. __ _ _, 

• Ambassador Bremer approved an increase plan in Jan to reach 
6,000 MW of peak deliverable capacity and 120,000 MWH of daily 
production by 01 Jun. Due to unforeseen problems, these goals 
will slip until 30 Jun 

• CPA spring maintenance program continues resulting in about 
1,323 MW of generation capacity currently offline for scheduled 
and 529 MW for unscheduled maintenance 
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Power Production·:· ·_ -: I 
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Hours0f.Power-Weekof.20Ma,Y· 

Naynawa 
293.1 MW 

9Hrs 

Anbar 
179MW 
11 Hrs 

Muthanna 
37MW 
10Hrs 
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..... 
. ,, .:.. · ... 

i 
I 
i 

Average Hours of Electricity 
Available to Governorate 
Per Day Over a 7 Day Period 
s 8 Hrs= Red • 
9 to 15 Hrs =Amber 0 
~ 16 Hrs= Green e 

Percent Chanae (7 Dav} 
Baghdad 2.7o/o 

Duhok O.Oo/o 

Naynawa 12.4o/o 

Tamim 10.2o/o 

Salah Ad Din 6.7o/o 

Anbar 8.0o/o 

Dyala 24.8% 

Babil 7.3% 

Karbala 8.2% 

Najaf 10.9% 

Qadisiyah 7.9% 

Wasit 9.4% 

Muthanna 13.3o/o 

Dhi Qar -1.4% 

Misan 7.9o/o 

Basrah -0.2o/o 
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Crude OiliP:roduction .·•···· .· . ' ... 

2-8 Pf)r 9-15 Pf)r 16-22 Pf)r 23-29 Apr 30 Apr - 6 May 7-13 May 

- Production -Target 

01 0500 EDT May 04 
. . . . . I 

. . . 1· 

: 

14-20 May 21-27 May 

Weekly Average of 2.236 MBPD Is Below Target of 2.5 MBPD 

• Long Term Target (Dec 04): 2.8 - 3.0 MBPD (Pre-War Capacity) 

• Pre-War Peak: 2.5 MBPD in Mar 03 

• Post-war Peak: 2.595 MBPD on 16 Apr 04 
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Crude OilEXJ)OtlS···· < .•... .: . .. :;. 

I 

Monthly Average of Crude Oil Exports 

1.825 1.804 

1.524 1.541 

0.000 +----- · ·y ---···-----------~ -·-··-.--·---,---~--··· • T • ·----y-

Jun-03 Jul-03 Aug-03 Sep-03 Oct-03 Nov-03 Dec-03 Jan-04 Feb-04 Mar-04 Apr-04 

• Current Monthly Average: 1.198 MBPD 
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Diesel Supply:_.· .. _· ----=--_..,;__-"----------' 
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Current Goal: 19.5 M Liters 
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--- ··- -··· ·····-·-··. . .. 
- Production - Import -Target 

• This week's average production and imports are 85o/o of goal 
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k's average production and imports are 97% of goal 
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.... ··.···. I Gasoline/Benzene··supp:,....._····1y~.· ·· .•. _ ... ·•· ___ ....__ ___ ~
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• This week's average production and imports are 83°/o of goal 
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89,369 65,084 21,018 4,701 90,803 1,174 250 92,227 

.• 20,420 0 0 0 17,472 101 0 17,573 

3,939 2,763 6,702 

24,874 100 24,974 
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Iraqi Security·•.·Fol'Ces P~l"SoriDe(t&\T~~-i~~i•y:(cofit)•· ... · 

73,992 

Total 
Required: 
259,337 

73,992 156 74,148 

Total on Duty 
and in 

Training: 
215,624 

New requirement from MNF-122 Apr based on better census data. IPS implementing new 
reporting procedures 

OSC SITREP 29 Apr. DBE includes Border Police, Customs, Immigration, Nationality. There 
is no TIP training for DBE but Border Police received basic sentry training 

MNF-1 C3 Effects NISF Roll-up 

OSC SITREP 29 Apr. ICDC includes the 36th ICDC BN 

FPS requirements changed by Ministries. Numbers are estimated. Source OSC SITREP 

Number required and total on duty reflects best available data in 
the wake of recent combat operations. 

Re-assessments and updates are continuing 
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Security,.,Bllild:.JUStice./• .. •···•',i.••···'·········,···••• . . ·.;:.;,.:/!;,) > ,.,', ,, , '' I 
• Ambassador Bremer announced the creation of the Special Task Force 

on Compensation for Victims of the Former Regime 

- Initial endowment of $25 million from the Development Fund for Iraq 

• President Bush announced that Abu Ghraib prison will be demolished, 
as a symbol of Iraq's new beginning 

• The fourth of six judicial training courses has been completed, each 
course trains approximately 30 judges 

- Covers due process, rule of law, human rights, judicial 
independence, ethics, developments in international law, and CPA 
Orders 

• Weekly programs to train about 600 court-appointed defense 
counselors for indigent defendants began last week 

• Iraqi Corrections Service has improved the prisoner transport system, 
which has reduced disruptions to scheduled court appearances 

CPA Obiective: Build Justice 
Establish Independent Judiciary; Reform Judicial System; Improve the Penal 
System; Establish Commission on Public Integrity; Solidify Real Property Rights 
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Security ,. De¥eI6})m.ents i< · ) .. · .... , ..... . ·./ i ;{\ · .·.· 1 

• The Coalition military headquarters, Combined Joint Task Force - 7 
stood down and transitioned into the Multi-National Force - Iraq 

• Fallujah has remained relatively quiet since the creation of the Fallujah 
Brigade and there have been no violations of the cease-fire since 
03 May 

• All militias have now agreed to a transition and reintegration plan 

- Almost 90 percent of the roughly 100,000 militia members will have 
passed into new occupations prior to the elections 

• The Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD) Personnel Redirection 
program continues to make progress with the hiring of 25 high-level 
former weapons scientists and engineers 

- Will work as scientific and technical consultants with Iraqi Ministries 
and the private sector in support of reconstruction efforts 

CPA Obiectives: Security 
Achieve a Secure and Stable Environment; Develop Institutions that are Effective in 
Protecting Society and Constitutional Order; Develop Iraqi Defense Capabilities and 
Oversight Mechanism 
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Security ... Ueveloplllellts {Collt) . • . :· · · · ··· · ·•···· ..• ··. ·· 1 

• Key leadership of the Ministry of Defense has been appointed, 
including the Inspector General and all five Directors General 

• Status of the Iraqi Army: 

- Three battalions conducting operations with Coalition forces 

- Three new battalions are training new recruits and leadership staff 

- One battalion is learning techniques for military operations in 
urban terrain through a "train-the-trainer" program 

• 19 Iraqi helicopter pilots graduated from flight training conducted at 
the Royal Jordanian Air Force in Jordan 

- All 19 airman were pilots under the former regime 

• Thirty police managers are enrolled in the first Mid-Level Management 
course for the Iraqi Police Service (IPS) 

• More than 21,000 police of the former regime are on duty after 
completing Training and Integration of Police program 
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• Chart shows significant 
insurgent activities in 
Iraq, includes attacks 
using: 

- Improvised explosive 
devices (IED), vehicle
borne IEDs, mortars, 
rocket propelled 
grenades (RPG), and 
improvised rockets 

• Chart opposite shows 
murders reported to the 
Baghdad Police 
Department since May 03 
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Murders do not include manslaughter, deaths due to terrorist actions, or Iraqis killed by Coalition torces. 
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Stability Contribtlto,z~ff QIF.i .•.••. ·· 
. . . . . . . . . . ..·. ·. . . .. , · .... :::·, : . . . '·· . . . ~ 

Countries with forces in Iraq Countries considering decision 
to provide forces for Iraq 

Albania 
Australia 
Azerbaijan 
Bulgaria 
Czech Rep 
Denmark 
Dom Rep 
El Salvador 
Estonia 
Georgia 
Honduras 
Hungary 
Italy 

Japan 
Kazakhstan 
Korea 
Latvia 

Data as of 28 May 

I TOT AL -24K I 
Lithuania 
Macedonia 
Moldova 
Mongolia 
Netherlands 
New Zealand 
Norway 
Philippines 

Poland 
Portugal 
Romania 
Singapore 
Slovakia 
Spain 
Thailand 

Ukraine 
UK 

11-L-0559/dSD/037598 

I TOTAL TBD I 

39 Countries 
Potentially Supporting 

Iraqi Stability and 
Humanitarian Relief 
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM:. 

Steve. Cam bone 

Powell. Moore. 

Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Intel. Bill. 

June 16,2004 

I am told Porter Goss has an intel bill that he. has. going through, and. he. got Duke. 

Cunningham to sign up for it. Duke said, "l wonder if Rumsfeld is going to be 

mad at me for this." 

You have not briefed me at all on any of the. legislation coming through. I need to 

know what is going on .. Please. let me. know, so. we can get Cunningham off of it if 

we. should be. off of it.. 

Thanks. 

J>IIR:dh 
061604-10 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond hy ----------
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TO:. 

FROM:. 

Powell. Moore. 

Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Support from the. Hill 

June 16,2004. 

You heard me talk to Duncan Hunter about the items we are worried about. 

l also saw Congressman Lewis. and talked to. him about the. $500 million for train 

and equip. He said he would work on it. 

Thanks .. 

DHR:dh 
061604-11 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please re!}pond by ________ _ 
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

Pett et t tez w eafi! et f!sif 

Gen. Dick Myers 

Paul Wolfowilz 

Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Air Defense 

June 21,2004 

Lel' s Lalk aboul how we could slop anolher airplane from hiuing an imporlanl 

target in the US. Either we can or we cannot, or it is somewhere in the middle. 

I think it is important that the President know which it is, and that we let the 

Congress and the world know in some way, so expectations are not unrealistic. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
062104-13 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ________ _ 
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.June 21,2004. 

TO: Powell Moore. 

cc: Paul Wolfowit7. \ • 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld {1/\,, 
SUBJECT:. Funding Strategy 

We. have. to make a major effort using the Chiefs and everyone else. to get the train 

and. equip money and. the. CERP money. 

Please. give me. a battle. plan .. 

Thanks. 

DHRdh 
062104-5 

••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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JUN 2 1 mt 

TO: Paul. Butler 

FROM: Donald Rum sf eld ]/l 
SUBJECT: Document Production 

George. Tenet and I agreed that we. would each tty to pull together data on the. 

reams of material that we. have. been required to send to different organizations. -

the House,. the. Senate. Committees, individual Congressman and Senators,.the 9/11. 

Commission,. subpoenas on other things, etc .. and the. man-years of work that it is 

taking. 

The purpose would be to. show that what is happening has. gone past the. point of 

"oversight.". A question is: How can we manage this, and is it possible to conduct 

a war given the accelerating kinds of demands. 

I cannot remember to what extent I stm1ed getting this project organized in the. 

Department. I think I asked Feith to pull it together. Please look into it. The. key. 

people. would be. Doug Feith, Jim Haynes, Steve Cambone, Paul Wolfowitz and 

Powell. Moore .. You could check with others .. 

Please. see me to discuss. 

Thanks .. 

DHR:dh 
061904-4 
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TO: 

CC: 

Doug Feith 

Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfcld 

SUBJECT: Including Coalition 

June 16, 2004 

You should figure out a way we can include the coalition in all the fast-moving 

decisions that are taking place with respect to security issues in Iraq. 

Thanks. 

l)IIR:dh 
061604-20 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by _________ _ 
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TO:. 

cc: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

FOR & I KEW "19fi! 8! Its¥ 

David Chu 

Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsfcld <17/2.. 
Waivers. 

June 23,2004 

l notice I am signing more and more waivers - for adverse information, for the 

number of years so they can retire in a higher rank, for joint service, etc. 

It strikes me that it is not a good procedure to keep signing waivers. If the rules 

are wrong, we should change the rules. If the rules are right, we ought to adhere to 

them and not sign so many waivers. I am not a purist, but the volume seems to be. 

too high. 

Please check, and come back to me with a recommendation. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
062304-7 

fil8Il 8J.iilil@Ihts UEili Qt Its Y 
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TO: David Chu 
Ray.DuBois 

c c : Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM:. Donald Rurnsfeld 

SUBJECT: Naval Nuclear Propulsion Director 

June 23,2004 

Attached is some. material on the. Director of Naval Nuclear propulsion. My 

instinct is that eight years is too long. 1 would like to get it changed so it is four 

years with the. possibility of adding one, two,. three. or four years. 

Please come. back to. me with a proposal. 

Thanks .. 

Attach .. 
6/14/04 GC memo to SecDef re:. Position of Director, Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program 

DHR:dh 
062304-13 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ________ _ 
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Jone 30,2004 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfel~""-5 

SUBJECT:. POTUS Oulreach to Velerans' Groups 

When we met with John McCain, one of the. things he recommended is for the. 

President to meet with heads of the veterans'. organizations and figure out ways we 

can work with them. so we slay in good. Louch wilh Lhem. 

Please come up with. a proposal,. and Lell me how you are going Lo propose il lo Lhe 

While House. 

Thanks .. 

DHR:dh 
063004-6 ~1:~s: ~:;;:~~ ~~· ' ' ' ' '1_ '/, 'q] ~' 'i' ' • ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' • ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' • ' ' • ' 
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TO: Peter Rodman 

CC: 

FROM: 

Pau1 Wo1fowitz 
Doug Feith 

Donald Rumsfe]d j'-
SUBJECT: Edits to "Thoughts on Iraq" Paper 

Qe~S ~ 
'&Se.k~f ~-

r )(6) 

~16SI 

Thanks for the edits on the GWOT paper. I am currently incorporati them. 

Please also edit the "Thoughts on Iraq" paper, along the Jines of the me o you 

sent on June 10. I have attached another copy of the paper. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
6/toi04 ASD(ISA) memo to Sec.Def re: Thoughts on Iraq 
6/7 /04 .. Thoughts on Iraq" 

tr~~~ 
. 0-" ~~\ r.,,V'-

oP. \ t5' J 9' 
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INTERNATIONAL 
SECURITY AFFAIRS 

11UtJ8 a 

ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

2400 DEFENSE PENTAGON 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20301-2400 

INF011EMO 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

1-04/007908 

USDP ---

FROM: Assistant Secretary ofDFrfense Tntemrtional Security Af~l O JUN 2004 
(Peter W. Rodman,l(b)(5) -----

SUBJECT: Your Memo "Some Thoughts on Iraq ... " 

Your memo on Iraq (I have the 7 June draft) could be the basis of an important 
speech. However, it would have to be recrafted with care. Seeming to "blame the 
media" is an explosive matter, and you would need to prepare the ground well, with a bill 
of particulars and appropriately humble admissions of USG fallibility. E.g.,: 

• There are many examples in history of governments deluding themselves and 
misjudging reality. But there are also precedents - I would cite Tet '68 -
where the USG was correct and the media got it wrong. 

• A bill of particulars could start with the contrast between coverage in April and 
in 11ay. In April we faced two real challenges (Fallujah; Sadr), which led to 
screaming headlines about a national uprising. By May these challenges were 
overcome but the headlines never caught up. 

• In addition, there is the host of cheap-shot negative articles interviewing 
grumbling Iraqis. This is too easy and just tendentious. · 

• I would give credit to leading Democrats - Senators Kerry, Biden, Lieberman; 
Sandy Berger - who have made good statements that we have to win this. But 
they too probably feel the heat from the media reporting. The trick is to find a 
way to bring this strong consensus of our political class forward, so that it and 
not the negativism dominates the national discourse. 

• We need to admit fallibility. The superficial media notwithstanding, there are 
also serious - and friendly - voices like Eliot Cohen who see a deteriorating 
security situation (measured by the ability to move around easily and safely). 
This could be the context for your discussion of what the right metrics are. 

11-L-055~0/037618 
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The reason this is worth a speech is that your central point - that we can't be 
defeated unless we defeat ourselves-. really needs to be said. 

I would be glad to try my hand at it. I have two Congressional appearances next 
week that I have to write statements for, but I will do my best to do it if you would like. 

Pre;ia,cd by: Peter W. Rodman, ASD/ISA,.._l(b_}(_6_} _...., 

11-L-05S9~~mo/037619 
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ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

2AOO DEFENSE PENTAGON 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20301 ·2.AOO 

INFO MEMO 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

I-04/008677 

USDP __ _ 

FROM: Assistant Secretary of DF,feosc InteIIJ8tional Security Affair(}\~ 2 8 JUN 2004 
(Peter W. Rodman,l(b}(6) I 0" V( ...._ ___ _. 

SUBJECT: Your Memo "Some Thoughts on Iraq ... " 

I have redrafted your memo of June 7 (Tab D) on "some thoughts on Iraq and how 
to think about it," as you requested . . .·. My redraft is at Tab A. I have cast it as a 
speech. 

However, criticizing the media can be a kamikaze exercise, as DepSec has 
discovered. Therefore, whether to deliver such a speech at all is a separate question. 
You may wish to consult with other Principals. 

What I have tried to do is .. embed" this criticism deeper in a discussion of your 
broader points, e.g .• what are the right metrics, what are the lessons of history, etc. It 
might work. 

Attachments 

TAB A: Redraft 

TAB C: My memo of June 10 
TAB D: Your memo of June 7 

Prepared by: ASD/JSA Pele!' W. Rodman, , ... (b_)_(6_) _ __. 

FQiR: ilZ:lil.IIOR @tlis:ti 
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SUBJECT: Some Thoughts on Iraq and How to Think about It 

A central question that I wrestle with everyday is: How do we assess properly 

what is going on in Iraq? What is the right measure of success? Or of failure? 

The fact is, there are contradictory trends. There is the daily turbulence that makes 

the news - the bombings, the casualties. The extremists are showing themselves 

somewhat more capable of organizing their attacks, and it is clear that the job of 

suppressing them will not be easy. 

At the same tinie, our soldiers see a different ground-truth: of schools and 

hospitals and institutions oflocal government being rebuilt; of brave haqis coming 

forward to def end their future against the extremist minority trying to hijack it. And we 

see the extraordinary political progress that the June 28 turnover of sovereignty 

represents. 

Which is the right perspective? 

All 9fus should approach this question with some humility. There is ample 

historical precedent for governments misjudging reaJity very badly and the critics being. 

P8R 8PJil@IY& CSE Olftil 
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right. However, there is also historical precedent - I think ofTet 1968 - when the 

government was correct in its analysis of the strategic outcome and the media got it 

wrong. (I refer you to Peter Braestrup's classic study, Big Story, of how the media t 
- S"r,: 

covered Tet 1968.) • fll_ L .. (;_ 
/(}in~.k.~~·· 
~ . .fl:>""'¥-

Our soldiers, as I said, see a certain reality on the ground, face-to-face. These <:j · 
dedicated men and women - all volunteers - know that the overwhelming majority of the 

Iraqi people not only welcome their liberation from Saddam Hussein but continue to 

yearn for a decent, democratic future. Opinion polls show this too. Of course, Iraqis 

wanted to see the occupation over; so would you and I. But our soldiers see every day 

how hard the Iraqi people are striving to rebuild their lives, and that they reject what the 

extremists stand for. 

Our anned forces also know that conflicts have always been difficult, that people 

get killed or wounded. They know that the purpose of terrorism is to terrorize, to frighten 

and to alter behavior - and it sometimes works. There have always been those who, 

when terrorized, change course and seek to appease the terrorists. It bas been so 

throughout history. So, those brave Americans on the front lines of this struggle see it for 

what it is, and their expe~tations tend to be realistic. Their perspectives are rooted in an . 

understanding of history and their own personal experiences. 

I UkbftftJCD& USE ONLI 2 
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In 1946, there were some who complained that we had "botched" the occupation · 

of Germany, that it was a hopeless mess, that we didn't know what we were doiilg, that 

the Europeans didn't love us as liberators any more, and so on. We have a file of such 

reports back in the Pentagon. Maybe that's how it looked in 1946. But they lacked the 

perspective we have now. 

The process of building new institutions to fill the vacuum left by the collapse of a 

totalitarian regime is a complicated one. It takes time. Even today in the fonner Soviet 

· bloc, where the transition was peaceful, we see the dislocations that come from building 

different kinds of institutions to replace the flawed institutions of the past. It takes time. 

So, when we look at Iraq today, what do we compare it to? What standards and 

expectations do we apply? 

Some among us seem to measure Iraq's many difficulties and challenges not 

against history or realistic expectations but against a false standard of perfection, that of 

countries that enjoy relative tranquility, of countries that have succeeded in their 

struggles for freedom. 

Events in Iraq are not tranquiJ, and in many cases are ugly. The media are doing 

their job when they report that. But, without perspective being brought to bear, our 

publics risk falling prey to despair - to the conclusion that all is lost, that the terrorists are 

PGIE OJ il@lPdS 63£ 6.CLI 3 
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sure to win, and that what is being done is hopelessly flawed, or misguided, or even 

malevolent. 

That is wrong - totally wrong, very dangerously wrong. 

History tells us that the path to freedom has always been arduous, dangerous, and 

sometimes marked by ugliness. Democracy in Iraq is being fought tooth-and-nail by 

extremists who fear its success because of what it wiU mean for the entire Middle East. 

So, to measure its condition by the standard of countries that have already achieved their 

freedom misses.the point. 

The Iraqi people are on a tough road, a road filled with lethal dangers. But, as 

tough as it is, it is the right road. It is a road that has been successfully, if perilously, 

traveled by a number of countries over the decades. So, despite obstacles and opposition. 

it can be done. It has been done. Our own republic went through tough periods -

surviving rebellions, riots, and civil war- but we made it. We succeeded because the 

American people were steadfast and courageous and did not listen to counsels of despair. 

As Thomas Jefferson said of the path to democracy: "One ought not expect to be 

transported on a featherbed." 

P8R 8 Plil 81: ll!i lf 01 If 1117£ 4 
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Many contended that Japan, Germany and Italy could not successfully advance 

from fascism to democracy. But, although it was not easy, they made it. In each case, it 

was hard. It took time. But they succeeded, to the benefit of the civilized world. 

What is taking place in Iraq is hard, to be sure. It is far from perfect and certainly 

not predictable. It should not be expected to be perfect or predictable. But is it failing? 

No. ls there a good chance it will succeed? You bet. One thing is certain: US and 

Coalition forces cannot be defeated on the battlefield in Iraq. Coalition nations will 

suffer casualties, as they are, but they cannot be defeated. The only way this noble 

cause can be lost is if people become falsely persuaded that the struggle cannot be 

won or that winning it is not worth the cost. 

Thus, the question of how to measure success or failure - of what perspective or 

standard or expectation to apply - is not simply an analytical challenge to us in the 

Department of Defense. It should be a core question in our national debate. 

· I am convinced there is a solid bipartisan consensus in both houses of Congress, 

and among most leaders of both parties, that we must succeed in Iraq. The cause ·could 

not be more just; the enemy could not be more vicious or more hostile to our most basic 

. values; the strategic stakes in a vital region of the world could not be higher. 

FOR OFRiilJli: 1819 524£1 
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· Senator Kerry, to his credit, has strongly affinned this. So have other key 

Democratic leaders such as [President Clinton], Senator Biden, Senator Liebennan, 

Congressmen Skelton and Lantos, [William Cohen], Sandy Berger, and many others. 

The task we all face is: How do we bring this national consensus and national 

steadfastness to the fore in our national discussion? How do we get this story to be front 

and center? The American people deserve this, so that the daily events. in Iraq can be 

better seen in their context - so that the progress being made will be properly perceived, 

so that the courage that our men and women are showing on the ground in Iraq will be 

reinforced by a confident and determined nation back home. 

The Iraqi people need to hear this message, as well: They, who are truly on the 

front line·- and who are bravely taking on more and more of the security responsibility

need reassurance that the Coalition will back them and help them. This is our national 

commitment, and they need to know we will fulfill it. 

And the enemy needs to bear that message too. We are in a test of wills with a 

fierce enemy. The enemy has many faces - die·hard remnants of the old totalitarian 

regime, or fanatical Islamists - but we have seen that it is the face of evil. Much more is 

at stake than the future of Iraq. In that test of wills with the forces of evil, the forces of 

freedom must prevail. f>oes anyone disagree with t1i.at? 

P81C 8PJl@lx£ CSE 614£1 
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It is instructive to ask: What might be the alternatives to the course we are on for 

the 25 million recently liberated Iraqis, for that troubled region, and for the United 

States? Those who reject this enterprise, or who oppose doing what it takes to win, can 

be asked: What is your proposal'! Some say: Leave. What if the Coalition were to 

leave? The possibilities are not attractive. They include: 

- a failed state, anarchy, with terrorists taking over and creating a safe haven 

to attack other moderate friends in the Middle East, or in Europe, or to 

attack this country; 

- a civil war and ethnic cleansing, filling up still more of Saddam's mass 

grave sites; 

- falling under the sway of a neighboring country and radical clerics, 

spreading a virulent Islamist ideology; 

- a split-up of Iraq into several parts; or 

- a new Saddam Hussein taking control and reimposing a brutal dictatorship. 

P81t 81ililllil 1 I TISE Ct? JC 7 
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Which of those options would anyone argue would be better than the goal of Iraq 

as a single country, at peace with its neighbors, not trafficking with terrorists, and 

respectful of women and all ethnic, religious and minority groups with its borders? 

We are on the right course. The difficulties we face are understandable, given the 

history of countries that have navigated through these difficult seas. There is no better 

alternative for the Iraqi people, for the region, for the United States or for the world. 

I repeat: There is no way this struggle can be lost on the ground in Iraq. It 

can only be Jost if people come to the conclusion that it cannot be done. There is no 

reason for such a conclusion, since our strategy in Iraq - the empowerment of 

moderate Iraqis to take charge of their own future - is on track. 

But, for us and the Iraqis to prevail, we in this country will need to conduct our 

political debate this year in a manner that does justice to the huge stakes involved. The 

imperative to win in Iraq should not be a partisan issue; the Administration will not treat 

it as one. Nor is this a debate about media coverage; the media should report the truth as 

they see it. But our country's leaders, as they discuss Iraq, owe the American people 

perspective, and balance, and a clear affirmation of what is at stake and of why we must 

be wiited in the will to win. 

F8R 82 ii@IYm 88!1 81 .. H 
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I trust the American people. They_ usually get it right. Their common sense, and 

courage, and patriotism, will prevail. Caving in to terrorist blackmail is the worst 

possible course - and the most dangerous. That is not in the cards. This is the United 

States of America. 

Fi:R 9 liflUH. lls If lR 8fllfai .9 
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ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

2400 DEFENSE PENTAGON 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20301-2400 

INTERNATIONAL 
SEC:URITY AFFAIRS I-04/007908 

USDP ---
INFO MEMO 

FOR: SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Assistant Secretary of Defense, International Security Affl}~/\ l O JUN 2004 
(Peter W. RodmanJ(b}(6) I 0''1-" 

SUBJECT: Your Memo "Some Thoughts on Iraq ... ,, 

Your memo on Iraq (I have the 7 June draft) could be the basis of an important 
speech. However, it would have to be recrafted with care. Seeming to "blame the 
media" is an explosive matter, and you would need to prepare the ground well, with a bill 
of particulars and appropriately humble admissions of USG falJibility. E.g.,: 

• There are many examples in history of governments deluding themselves and 
misjudging reality. But there are also precedents - I would cite Tet '68 -
where the USG was correct and the media got it wrong. 

• A bill of particulars could start with the contrast between coverage in April and 
in May. In April we faced two real challenges (Fallujah; Sadr), which led to 
screaming headlines about a national uprising. By May these challenges were 
overcome but the headlines never caught up. 

• In addition, there is the host of cheap-shot negative articles interviewing 
grumbling Iraqis. This is too easy and just tendentious. 

• I would give credit to leading Democrats - Senators Kerry, Biden, Lieberman; 
Sandy Berger - who have made good statements that we have to win this. But 
they too probably feel the heat from the media reporting. The trick is to find a 
way to bring this strong consensus of our political class forward, so that it and 
not the negativism dominates the national discourse. 

• We need to admit fallibility. The superficial media notwithstanding, there are 
also serious - and friendly - voices like Eliot Cohen who see a deteriorating 
security situation (measured by the ability to move around easily and safely). 
This could be the context for your discussion of what the right metrics are. 
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The reason this is worth a speech is that your central point - that we can't be 
defeated unless we defeat ourselves - really needs to be said. 

I would be glad to try my hand at it. I have two Congressional appearances next 
week that I have to write statements for, but I will do my best to do it if you would like. 

Prepared by; Peier W. Rodman, ASD/ISA~ 
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ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

2400 OEFENSE PENTAGON 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20301·2AOO 

INTERNATIONAL 
SECURITY AFFAIRS I-04/007908 

USDP __ _ 
INFO MEMO 

FOR: SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Assistant Secretary of JDfensc Tntemaf ional Security Aff~JI\ l O JUN 2004 
(Peter W. Rodman ~b)(5) _ · 0''1"" . 

SUBJECT: Your Memo .. Some Thoughts on Iraq ... " 

Your memo on Iraq (I have the 7 June draft) could be the basis of an important 
speech. However, it would have to be recrafted with care. Seeming to "blame the 
media" is an explosive matter, and you would need to prepare the ground well, with a bill 
of particulars and appropriately humble admissions of USG fallibility. E.g.,: 

• There are many examples in history of governments deluding themselves and 
misjudging reality. But there ar.e also precedents - I would cite Tet '68 -
where the USG was correct and the media got it wrong. 

• A bill of particulars could start with the contrast between coverage in April and 
in May. In April we faced two real challenges (Fallujah; Sadr), which led to 
screaming headlines about a national uprising. By May these challenges were 
overcome but the headlines never caught up. 

• In addition, there is the host of cheap-shot negative articles interviewing 
grumbling Iraqis. This is too easy and just tendentious. 

• I would give credit to leading Democrats- Senators Kerry, Biden, Lieberman; 
Sandy Berger - who have made good statements that we have to win this. But 
they too probably feel the heat from the media reporting. The trick is to find a 
way to bring this strong consensus of our political class forward, so that it and 
not the negativism dominates the national discourse. 

• We need to admit fallibility. The superficial media notwithstanding, there are 
also serious - and friendly - voices like Eliot Cohen who see a deteriorating 
security situation (measured by the ability to move around easily and safely). 
This could be the context for your discussion of what the right metrics are. 
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The reason this is worth a speech is that your central point - that we can't be 
defeated unless we def eat ourselves "'."' really needs to be said. 

I would be glad to.try my hand at it. I have two Congressional appearances next 
week that I have to write statements for, but I will do my best to do it if you would like. 

Prepared by: Peter W. Rodman, ASD/JSA, .._l(b-)(-6) _ _, 

' 
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June 7, 2004 

SUBJECT: ·some thoughts on Iraq and how to think about it 

Mi)jtary commanders and other visitors to Iraq have confidence and conviction 

about the progress being made and what they see as the solid prospects for 

success. But, television and press reports in the United States and in much of the 

world gen~raily focus on the problems and the difficulties, creating pessimism and · 

even despair. And it is the media that is shaping public opinion here and across 

the globe, 

It. is fair to ask: Which of the two widely differing perspectives is correct, or more 
. . 

correct, and, therefore, which view ought to be shaping U.S. policy and world 

thinking on this important matter? 

One reason for the disparity in perspectives may be the standard that one measures 

progress against. The dedicated volunteer soldiers engaged in the struggle against 

extremists are on the front lines. They see first~band the extremists trying to 

hijack a religion from the majority of moderate Muslims. They see the terrorist 

insurgency that the Iraqi people face. They see. first-hand, ground truth. Further, 

they seem to understand that war has never been tidy, orderly or predictable. 

Our troops recognize that conflicts have always been difficult, that people get 

killed and wounded. They see the Iraqis who courageous]y step forward and · 

become targets of assassins. They know that the purpose of terrorism is to· 

terrorize, to frighten and to alter behavior - and it works. There have always been 

those who, when terrorized, change course and seek to appease the terrorists. It 

has been so throughout history. So, those brave souls on the front line of this 
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struggJe see the conflict for what it is, and their expectations tend to be reaJistic. 

Their perspectives are rooted in an understanding of history and their own 

personal experiences. 

Conversely, those removed from the battle, who receive their information from the 

media. tend to see it differently. Their perspectives are shaped by those who seem 

to compare the many difficulties and challenges, not against history or personal 

experience, but against a false standard of countries that have already succeeded in 

their struggles for freedom, countries that today enjoy relative tranquility. The 

media report events in Iraq that are not tranquiJ and, in many cases, are ugly. So, 

our publics risk fa11ing prey to the argument that an is lost, that the terrorists are 

sure to win, and that what is being done is imperfect, or wrong, or misguided, or 

even malevolent. 

The more correct perspective, I believe, is to look to history, to consider the 

struggles that have taken place over the decades and the experiences of countries 

that have made that difficult and dangerous journey from dictatorship to civil 

societies. Only by considering history can one fully appreciate that the path to 

freedom has always been difficult, dangerous, and marked by ugliness. So, to 

measure the Coalition's progress against countries that have successfully achieved 

their freedom misses the point. 

What is taking place in Iraq is not unusual. The Iraqi people are on a tough road, a 

road fiUed with lethal dangers. But, as tough as it is, it is the right road. It is a 

road that has been successfully, if ~rilously, traveled by a number of countries 

over the decades. So, despite understandable concerns, it can be done. It has been 

done. Our own country went through tough periods, surviving demonstrations, 

riots, battles, deaths - but we made it. We succeeded because the American 

people were steadfast and courageous and did not listen to counsels of despair. 

2 
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Many contended that Japan, Germany and Italy coul~ not successfully move from 

fascism to civil societies. But, although it was not easy, they made it. In each 

case, it was hard. It took time. But they succeeded, to the benefit of the civilized 

worJd. 

For a people to achieve great things requires that they be purposeful and steadfast. 

. They must have a concentration span of something greater than a 30-second sound 

. bite. They need to appreciate why Thomas Jefferson said of the path to 

democracy, "One ought not to expect to be transported on a featherbed.'' 

What is taking place in Iraq is hard, to be sure. It is far from perfect and certainly 

not predictable. But it should not be expected to be perfect or predictable. But is 

it failing? No. Is there a good chance it will succeed? You bet. One thing is 

certain. U.S. and Coalition forces cannot be defeated on the battlefield in Iraq . 

. Coalition nations will suffer casualties, as they are, but they cannot be defeated. 

The only way this noble cause can be lost is if people become falsely persuaded 

· that the struggle cannot be won or that winning it is not worth the cost. 

Those who seek the truth should challenge any who would measure progress in 

Iraq against unrealistic. expectations. Ask: When in history it has ever been easy 

or predictable? When has a country gone from a repressive dictatorship to a 

peaceful, stable, constitutional, civil society without difficulties or loss of life -

"on a featlterbed"? Why should Iraq be measured against an unrealistic standard? 

What is taking place is tough. It is uncertain. It is dangerous. It is ugly. It is 

requiring the sacrifice of fine young men and women - each a volunteer - and 

may God bless them all. But the very least they deserve is a totally honest 

assessment by their countrymen of what it is they are doing. The least they 

deserve is an accurate, truthful recognition of the progress that has been and is 

being achieved in Iraq, as well as in Afghanistan - the hospitals built, the clinics 
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opened, the schools staffed and provided new textbooks and. the economic 

progress. And the least the Iraqi people deserve is an appreciation of the courage 

they have demonstrated - by their .security forces and by the hundreds of Iraqis 

who have stepped up to become governors, city council members and police. 

chiefs, at risk to their lives. 

The test of wills we face - and it is a test of wills, let there be no doubt - calls for 

balance and historical perspective. The American people deserve that. They 

deserve it from. the media that benefits from the constitutional protections, and, 

with those protections, has a responsibility to be fair, honest, and accountable. 

The Iraqi people want their freedom, their security and the opportunities that will 

flow from them: More than 80 percent of the Iraqi people say they want Iraq to be 

· whoJe. They are oppo$ed to a breakup of the country. We know, despite terrorist · 

attacks, assassinations, and disruptions.to services, and despite the fact that 

terrorists and extremists kill innocent Iraqi citizens by the dozens each week - and 

have killed some 400 Iraqi security forces - that 70 percent of Iraqis say that 

getting rid of Saddam Hussein was worth the hardships they face today. Over 90 

percent oflraqi Kurds and 80 percent of Shia agree. Even among the minority 

Arab Sunnis, many of whom governed the country under Saddam Hussein, the 

figure is only slightly below 50 percent. . So the Iraqi people .understand that their 

. lives are better today, despite the drumbeat to the contrary. 

It is insttuctive to ask: What might be the alternatives to the course we are on for 

the 25 million recently liberated Iraqis, for that troubled region, and for the United 

States? What alternatives do those who criticize and contend that all that is lost 

suggest? Some say leave. What if the coalition were to )eave? The possibilities 

are not attractive. They include: 

- A failed state,.anarchy, with terrorists taking over and creating a safe haven 
to attack the United States and other civil societies. 
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- A civil war and ethnic cleansing, filling up still more of Saddam's mass 

grave sites. 

- Takeover by a neighboring country and radical clerics. 

- A split up oflraq into several parts, or 

A new Saddam Hussein could take control and re-impose a vicious 
dictatorship. 

Which of those options would any argue would be better than the goal of Iraq as a 

single country, at peace with its neighbors, not trafficking with terrorists and· 

respectful of women and all ethnic, religious and minority groups within their. 

borders? 

We are on the right course. The difficulties we face are understandable, given the 

history of cowitries that have navigated through these difficult seas. There is no 

better alternative for the Iraqi people, for the region, for the United States or for 

the world. 

· I repeat: there is no way this struggle can be lost on the ground in Iraq. It can 

only be lost if people come to the conclusion that it cannot be done. This struggle 

is being waged during an era of 24-hour news, seven days a week - for the first 

time in history. And it is being waged during a Presidential election year, when 

there seems to be a suspension of civil discourse. So, we are in for a rough period 

of months. But, when we are successfu], it wi]] be a fresh 2]
51 

century 

demonstration of the good center of gravity of the American people, and their 

common sense ability to separate fact from fiction and perseverance from 

paralysis. 

DHR:cfh 
CUITCIII MfRs/Jlloughu on Iraq 
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June 18,2004. 

TO: Steve Cambone 

cc: Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfel~ 

SUBJECT:. Intel Reform 

Please give me. a copy ofBi1l Schneider's.dissent on the Scowcroft Commission .. 

Isn't that something we could be. using? 

It seems. to me. we need. to. mount a major campaign on this. in tel reform. The. 9/11. 

Commission is. going to. recommend it. Goss is. now recommending it. Scowcroft 

recommended it.. 

We need to hit it head. on. No one. is doing it intellectually. Why don't we. get a 

team of folks together and get after it?. It is a bad thing for the country. 

Thanks .. 

DIIR:dh 
061!!04-4 

~l~~::;~;;:~~:····~·k·~~~······································· 
I 

JUN 1 9 2004 ottoi£..d..__ 
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ADDITIONAL VIEWS 

William Schneider, Jr. 

While I sh~u-e the views and recommendations of the Commission concerning the 
challenges and opportunities facing the Intelligence Community (IC) and our current and 
planned capabilities, I disagree with its recommendations concerning the reorganization 
of the IC ('lase 4, Organizing for Success). If the Commission's reorganization 
recommendations were implemented, I believe that the ability of the IC to respond to the 
President's aspirations to transform the nation's national secmity posture could be 
sharply diminished. 

The need to transformthe IC to meet 21" century international security requirements 

The international security environment of the 21st century no longer permits the United 
States to predict the nature of threats posed to its interests. As a result, the US mi.litaey 
posture cannot be optimized against well-understood threats, as was the' case during the 
Cold W:lr. For this reason (among others), public policy aims to transform US military 
capabilities to those that are far more agile, flexible, and adaptable than the legacy force 
structure of the Cold W:lr. To meet this requirement, intelligence must not simply be 
"good" or "better"; it must be exquisite. In the words chosen by the Commission to 
ch~u-acterize the requirement, "US. intelligence will not meet the demands of the future if 
our intelligence agencies continue with business as usual." 

To pe1mit the US national defense posture to adapt to new threats, the IC will need to 
provide deep insights into the nature of US adversaries, their capabilities, vulnerabilities, 
resources, infrastructure, personnel, and most closely held secrets. At the highest level of 
national policy, the transformation of the IC is needed to strengthen the hand of 
American diplomacy, and pennit the national leadership to anticipate and act before 
future threats pose overwhelming problems for US security. 

It is the tactical or operational requirements of the armed forces that pose the most. 
compelling challenge for the transfonnation of the intelligencecommunity. The impact of 
the military applications of information technology and the intelligence that supports that 
capability will be fundamental; Twenty-first century wwr .. ,e requires US military forces 
to conduct operations within the decision cycle of its adversm·ies if it is to prevail in 
future conllict. Intelligence information to support military operations will need to be 
collected from multiple sources, processed and fused into an actionable form, and 
delivered to military users in a timely manner. This. processed intelligence information 
will often need to be transmitted directly to the seeker in a weapon system to permit US 
forces to bring a fleeting target under attack in a matter of seconds, not minutes or hours. 
or days as is now the case. Moreover, extraordinary precision in the location of targets 
will be required as well to permit discriminate targeting, and a reduction in the risk of 
unintended casualties from f1iendly fire and collateral damage to non-combatants. These 
demanding intelligence requirements for 21st century warfare are affirmed in the. Joint 
Chiefs of Staff document, Joint Vision 2020. f 
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Role of shared. DCI-DoD responsibility forthe manm!ement of IC 

The responsibility for the management of lC is. shared between the Director of Central 
Intelligence and the. Secretary of Defense. This unique managerial an-angement reflects 
the special circumstances surrounding the uses of intelligence information within the. 
government. The DoD is both the collector and user of an overwhelming fraction of 
intelligence information - more than three fourths of all intelligence collected by the US 
government. Moreover, the DoD' s need for timeliness and precision are unique and on a 
scale without p~u-allel within the US government. 

Notable IC difficulties during the 1990s in predicting crncial international developments 
have had powerful implications for US security. These difficulties included a failure to 
predict developments such as the proliferation of weapons of mass. destruction and their 
means of delivery in India, Iraq, Iran,. Libya, N:J:t:h Korea, and Pakistan. This failure to 
predict these developments remind us that th! IC must jointly serve both DoD and non
DoD interests as. well. 

The need to jointly serve the "national" or "strategic" intelligence requirements of the US 
government with the demanding "tactical" or "operational" DoD applications for the. 
conduct of military operations establishes a need for shared management of the. lC. The 
Department of Defense cannot transform its military capabilities to meet 21" century 
requirements without access to intelligence that meets its needs for timeliness and 
precision. Its interaction with elements of the lC most directly associated with producing 
such intelligence is intimate. and routine, and led by personnel directly managed by the. 
Secretary of Defense, but with shared responsibility for tasking and i:esc::moe allocation 
with the DCI. This "creative tension" between intelligence collectors and users is a 
constructive managerial model for which there is strong empirical support.1 

The new administration has undertaken constructive measures that have. mitigated some 
of the most damaging failures of the Secretary of Defense and the DCI to coordinate. 
The failure of the Secretary of Defense and the DCI to meet regularly during the. late. 
1990s when some of the most egregious and damaging lapses in coordination took place 
has been replaced since January 2001 by frequent meetings between the Secretary of 
Defense and the OCI. The. exigencies imposed by wartime. inte11igence demands have 
further strengthened this collaborativerelationship. 

1 The tri-comered relationship between the DCI and the Secretary of Defense and the Director of the NRO 
for 1he management of the National Reconnaissance Office (NRO) ha~ been affmned in the report of a 
recent statutory body~ The National Commission for the Re,iew of the National Reconnaissance Office. 
See The Report d National Commission for the Review of the National Reconnaissance Office, " 
(Washington: Govenunent Printing Office, November2000), p 44. In the report, the Commissioners 
W1animou45Iy concluded that ''the tri-cornered air.mgeinent runong the Secret.ary of Defense, the DCI, and 
NRO Director has at times provided great strength 1o the NRO because it has allowed the NRO Director to 
draw on the resources and benefit from the advocacy of two Jru\ior forces in the Intelligence Community 
adtheDoD." 
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Limitations of the Commission's reorganization recommendations 

The Commission has recommended that the authority to manage and appoint the 
leadership of the. major DoD agencies in the IC (the National Reconnaissance Office, the 
National Security Agency, the National Imagery and Mapping Agency and other special 
programs) be shifted from the Secretary of Defense to the DCL 

Doing so would, in my view, perpetuate the IC's institutional weaknesses that have 
adversely affected its post-Cold 'NI:' perforn1ance. Further, the proposed reorganization 
is likely to ~roduce a result that is' orthogonal to the modernization aspirations the 
Commission. 

1, The Commission's recommendation to centralize management of the lC agencies 
under tte DCI would perpetuate the obsolete organizing principle of the IC around 
the means by which intelligence is collected rather than ends served by national 
inte11igence? lt is. the flawed underlying organizational concept of the IC that 
focuses on collection disciplines that produces the performance problems for the. IC 
from the perspective of the user of intelligence - not whether the DCI or the 
Secretary of Defonse leads the collection management function. Moreover, 
centralizing the management of these important inte11igence co1lection disciplines 
will greatly increase the "distance" of these organizations from the user. Such an 
outcome is precisely opposite to the underlying need for the. modernization of the 
intelligence function. The example of the manner in which the Predator unmanned 
aerial vehicle (UAV). is employed in support of US military operations in 
Afghanistan offers an informative example of the constructive interplay between 
users and producers of intelligence. In this case, inte11igence co11ectors operating 
under the control of users collaboratively participate in meeting the. needs of use.IS. 
This model is more appropriate to the supp01t of 21st century military operations than 
the supplier-user model thal would be created if the major defense-related 
intelligence organizations al'8 subordinate to the DCI. 

2. The intense needs of the DoD to improve the timeliness and precision of inte11igence 
infonnation make the responsiveness of the IC crucial. By moving away from the 
constructive tension of shared responsibility for the. IC between co11ector and user as 
the Commission proposes, the responsiveness of the. IC to the warfighter is at risk 1n 
practice, diminished responsiveness by the IC is likely to produce undesirable 
bureaucratic pathologies. It is likely that the DoD wi1l be forced to create para1lel 
capabilities to those control1ed by the DCI within elements of the DoD that aie not 
included in the National Foreign Intelligence Program to assure responsiveness to the 
immediate tactical requirements of the aimed forces. 

2 The Commis~ion seeks to (.Teate national intelligence that reflect~ "seamless integmtion across 
intelligence disciplines, opemtional agility, and ana1)1ic prowess that are nece~ry to support the President 
and the NSC in the 21'1 century." 
3 The Secretary of Defense has directed that lhe Defense Science Board establish a Task Force to study the 
concept of managing foreign intelligence by focusing on endi, vice means to study the organi7,ational and 
operational implications of such ai organizing principle. 
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3. Institutionalizing the existing informal DoD-DCI collection management function 
(called the Collection Management Center in the report) would burden the. IC by 
adding yet another coordinating bureaucracy to the excessively baroque existing 
structures with little. value-added to the. user of intelligence.. The. Commission's. view 
of the. coordination difficulties between the DoD and the. DCI were influenced by an 
exceptional period in the late 1990s when the Secretary of Defense and the DCI 
never met. This practice has been reversed by the. new administration. Similarly on a 
smaller scale, the. informal coordination process between the. Secretary of Defense, 
the DCI, and the Director of the. NRO has been successful] y maintained for nearly 40 
years (apart from exceptional 1997-2001 period) when the DoD function was 
delegated to the Deputy Secretary of Defense. In this respect, it would be 
constructive tor the DCI to participate more directly in the intelligence dimension of' 
the Defense Planning Guidance process. to better assess. the. intelligence implications 
cz. DoD modernization initiatives. 

4. Appropriating funding to the DCI rather than to the Secretmy of Defense jeopardizes 
the ability of the government to maintain the secrecy of patterns. of resource 
allocation within the IC. Moreover, such a change does. not address the most 
important problem - the allocation of resources. within the IC to adjust to changes in 
priorities. The IC budget is assembled two years in advance of execution .. The fast
breaking international security environment will not permit the ~to.be effective 
unless its resources. can be. reallocated in a timely manner to respond to contingencies 
that could not have. been anticipated when the budget l'8S created.. The .DCl's 
authority should be strengthened by the repeal of the 1997 statutory provision in the 
Intelligence Authorization Act. The statutory provision prevents the DCI from 
reallocating funding within the IC without the agreement "of the. Secretary or the 
head of the department which contains the. affected element oc elements." The 
provisions. of the 1997 legislation were insufficiently mitigated in Section 105 of the 
FY 2001 Intelligence Authorization Act 

Draft 02 31 December 2001 
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TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

The Righl Honourable Geoffrey Hoon 

Donald Rumsfeld1, V 
Update on Iraqi Security Force Training 

October 15,2004 

I. Here is the latest infonnation on our training program for Iraqi forces. I'll 

continue to send these along every couple of weeks, and would ask you to 

pass Lhem along lo the Prime Minisler. 

2. Our discussions in Romania were. pleasant and productive as always -1 

look forward to our next meeting. 

Attach. 
10/13/04 lr.tqi Security Forces Update 

DHR:ss 
101504-8 

iAl[Q 
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.. Iraqi Security Forces Update 
Executive Summary 

13 October 2004 

Data. as of: 13 Oct 04 Version.M.7 as of: 150830 Oct 04 
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Grand Total all Ira i Securit Forces 
..-. ""~ -~ -• •T-- "'-1 .. 
ru1 '-J'lll'-UU V.>" '-'•UJ 

• Ministry of Interior Forces 
- Police 

- Civil Intervention 

- Emergency Response 

- Border Enforcement 

- Highway Patrol 

- Dignitary Protection 

• Ministry of Defense Forces 

-Army 

- National Guard 

-Intervention Force 

-Special Operations 

-Air Force 

-Coastal Defense Force 

*Note: 74,000. Facilities Protection.Service forces are not included 

Data as of:.13 Oct 04 

•1111 

Trained & Equipped* 

57,726 

Trained & Equipped 

48,540 

106,266 
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Trained and Equipped Iraqi Security Forces 
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• Iraqi Regular Army 
m Iraqi National Guard 
• Border Enforcement 
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CJ Army Special Opns Bde 
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II Iraqi Intervention Force. 
• Iraqi Regular Police Service 
o Civil. Intervention Force 
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~ 
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Bl Coastal Defense & Air Force. 

Note: Does. not include 74,000 in Facilities Protection Service. 

Data as of: 13 Oct 04 
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oflnterior Forces-Proiltr 
Projected Percentage of goals of Capable (Manned, Trained, Equipped) Policing Units on hand over time 

Ministr 

Siecurity Current 
force Targeted 11 OCT 04. tNOV04. 1 FEB 05 1 MAYOS tAUG 05 tJAN 06 
Eilement End State. 

Regular Iraqi 
135,000 Police* 

Dept of Border 
32,000 Enforcement** 45% 50% 

Emergency 
270 Response Unit 

Special Police 
1,200 Regiments*** 

Public Order 3,600 Battalions*** 

Bur. of 
Dignitary 500 
Protection .... 

Iraqi Highway 
1,500 Patrol 47%· 

Notes 
•• Police figures reflect trained and equipped individuals,. not units 
*** Border Police considered trained based on training by coalition forces; capabilities are uneven 

Special Police. Regiments and Public Order. Battalions equipment schedules still TBD; training of. 
initial 3. Public Order Battalions.will commence. this week. 
*"** Bureau of. Dignitary. Protection personnel have. completed initial. training and began specialized 
training on. 2 October.. 

Data as of:. 13 Oct 04 
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58% 

58% 68% 

Legend 

t)·! 70-100% OF REQUIREMENT 

0 40-69 % OF REQUIREMENT 

- 39 % OR LESS OF REQUIREMENT 
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Ministry ofDefense Forces-Projection 
'Dnr r\l't':n:.n.1 T 1,.. ... "'--•--
- -- '-"•••~• .. •• ~"2'-" ......, ••• , 1111 
Projected Percentage of goals of Capable (Manned, Trained, and Equipped) Units on hand over time* 

Security 
Force. 
Element 

Iraqi Regular 
Army 

Iraqi 
Intervention 
Force 

Iraqi National 
Guard 

Commando 
Battalion 

Iraqi Counter 
Terrorism 
Force 

End state 

27,000 soldiers 

6,584 soldiers 

61,904 soldiers 

1,516 soldiers 

451 soldiers 

11.0CT04. 1.NOV04. tFEB 05 

58% 67% 

40% 

*Based. on achievement of Limited Operational Capability 

Data.as of:.13 Oct04 

11-L-0559/0SD/037649 

tMAY.05 tAUG 05 1JAN06 

58% 

Legend 

h~tJ,! 10-100% OF. REQUIREMENT 

D 40-69 ~ OF REQUIREMENT 

1139 ~ OR LESS. OF. REQUIREMENT 



Albania 
Australia 

73 El Salvador 
148 Estonia 

MNF-1 and Iraqi Security Forces 
1111 

MN F-1 = 32 Countries 
380. !Korea 2,837 Norway 9. Tonga 53 
48 !Latvia Poland 2,470 Ukraine. 1,565. 

Armenia O Georgia 162 !Lithuania 
282 Macedonia 

3,088 Moldova 

133 
88 
31. 
11 

Portugal 12 United Kingdom 7,657 

Azerbaijan 
Bulgaria 
Czech Re~ 
Denmark 

150 
449. 

92 apan 
535 azakhstan 

800 Mongolia 
30 Netherlands 

132 

1.470 

Romania 745 us 131,69 

Singapore 33 
Slovakia 103 
Thailand 0 Total 155,40 

................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ,., ............................................................................................................................... . 

D Iraqi Forces On Hand D MNF-1 

Data. as of: 13 Oct 04 

~ 
I 
l 
! 
~ 
f 
i 

Police Service 47,109 
Civil. lnterv. Force. 1,336 
Emer. Response Unit 107 

Dept. of Border. Enf.. 14,858 
Bureau of Dignitary Protection. 446 
Highway Patrol 589 

Army 

National Guard 
lnterventi.on Force 

Special Ops Force. 
Aar Force 
Coastal Defense Force 

D Trained Iraq/ Forces D MNF-1 

11-L-0559/0SD/037650 

ti,,,,,.,,,_,,.,,,,,_,,,,,,,,._,,,,,.,,_,,,.,,,,,_,.,,,,,,,_,,,,,,.,,_,,,,.,,,,_,.,,,,,, •• 

Other Forces 

Facilities Protection 
Service 
73,992 

NATO Trainin Team= 15 

6 



NATO Trainin 
T.' .... - n...-: ..... : ..... 1 TT"'"' £\.nlu . '-'• '-'•··""· ... ~...,...- .............. ., in;,11111 

• North Atlantic Council decision, 8 October includes: 
- Approval of concept of operations for NATO Training Mission-Iraq (NTM-1). 

- Dual-hatting the Multinational Security Transition Command-Iraq Commander 

- Help in establishing an Iraqi Training, Doctrine, and Education Center. 

- Help in establishing an Iraqi Training Command. 

- Focusing on training, equipping, and technical assistance. 

- Adding value to training and equipping efforts already underway in Iraq. 

- Providing out-of-country training. 

• NATO Military Authorities will now develop the Operations Plan within the 
next four weeks and submit it to the NAC for approval. 

Data as of: 13 Oct 04 

11-L-0559/0SD/037651 
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Da~ as of: 13 Oct 04 

Back Up 
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COMPONENT AUTHORIZED. 

POLICE 135,000. 

CIVIL 
INTERVENTION. 4,920 

FORCE. 

EMERGENCY. 
RESPONSE. 270 

UNIT 

BORDER 
32,000. 

ENFORCEMENT 

HIGHWAY 
1,500 

PATROL 

DIGNITARY 
500. 

PROTECTION 

TOTAL I 174,190 

Data as of: 13 Oct 04 

I 

I 

Iraqi Security Forces Mol Update 
1111 

TRAINED.& 
TRAINED.& 100% 

ON. DUTY. EQUIPPED ON. TRAINED.& 
EQUIPPED 

31 JAN. '05 EQUIPPED 

84,950 42,302 I 52,800. JUL '06. 

1,336. 
0 1,800. JUL '05 

(In Training) 

107 76 188. MAY '05. 

15,688. 14,313 15,900 MAR '06. 

927 589. 750 SEP'OS 

446 446 I 500. DEC'04 

103,454 I 57,726 I 71,938 OCT '06 

9 
11-L-0559/0SD/037653 



Iraqi Security Forces MoD Update 
1111 

LIMITED 100%FULL 
OPERATIONAL FULL OPE RATIONAL 31 JAN'OS OPERATIONAL 

COMPONENT AUTHORIZED CAPAB1UTY<1> CAPABIL TY(2} L/F CAPABILITY CAPABILITY 

ARMY 27,000 4,507 0 0 121,831 JUL '05 

NATIONAL 61,904 I 41,097 0 46,0001.0. SEP'OS 
GUARD 

INTERVENTION I 6,584 I 1,743 I 0 I 73215,852 MAY '05 
FORCE 

SPECIAL OPS I 1,967 617 I 0 I 725 I 0 SEP'05 

AIR FORCE 502 167 TBD BASED ON TBDBASEDON 
0 AIRCRAFT AIRCRAFT 

PROCUREMENT PROCUREMENT 

COASTAL 582 TBD BASED ON TBDBASEDON 
DEFENSE 409 0 PATROL BOAT PATROL BOAT 

PROCUREMENT PROCUREMENT 

TOTAL 98,539 48,540 0 I 47,457127,683 MAR '06 

(1) Limited Operational Capability= unit is conducing combat operations, but continues to receive advanced unit training and may still require some 
equipment 

(2) Full Operational Capability= unit is fully manned, trained, and equipped and is capable of conducting independent operations 

Data as of:.13 Oct 04 

11-L-0559/0SD/037654 
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. i Securitv Fore es Training 
1111 

COMPONENT TRAINING NUMBER IN TRAINING 

Iraqi Police. Service. 3 Week TIP Training 

8 Week Academy 4,888 
Specialized Training. 

Civil. Intervention Force. 6 Week Specialized Training 1,336 

Emergency Response Unit 8 Week Specialized Training 31 

Dept of. Border. Enforcement 4. Week Academy 
545. 

Specialized Training 

Highway Patrol. 3 Week TIP Training 
0 

8 Week Academy Training. 

Bureau of Dignitary Protection. 3 Week Initial Training 

2-3 Week Advanced Training 138. 
M entering by US Special Forces 

Iraq Regular Army Cadre: 4 Weeks 

Basic Training: 4 Weeks. 7,269 
Collective Training: 4 Weeks. 

Iraqi National. Guard Basic.Training: 3 Weeks 
1,965 

Collective Training: 4 Weeks 

Iraqi Intervention. Force. Cadre:. 4 Weeks. 

Basic/Collective Training: 8 Weeks 5,290 
Urban Operations Training: 6. Weeks. 

Iraqi Special Ops Force. Field Training Provided by. US Special Forces (Small 
- Commando Un it tactics. Ranger type training) 72 
•Counter.Terrorist Task 12 Week course.on. Close Quarter. Combat 

Air. Force Varies. by specialty:. 1-6 months 39 

Coastal. Defense. Force Basic.Training: 8 Weeks followed by specialized 
0 Training at Umm Qasr (In Progress) 

TOTAl 21 573 

Data as of:. 13 Oct 04 11 
11-L-0559/0SD/037655 



Iraqi Security Forces Missions 
1111 

Unit Mission 

Police. . Provide. law enforcement, public safety and internal security 

Civil Intervention Force. . Provide a national level, high.end, rapid response. police. capability to.counter. large scale . 
disobedience and. insurgents .. 

Emergency Response Unit. . Provide a special operations police capability in support of.the. Iraqi Police. Service .. 

Department of Border . Protect the. integrity of Iraq's border. and. monitor and control. the movement of persons and. 
Enforcement goods 

Highway Patrol. • Provide. law enforcement. public safety, and internal. security,. and convoy security along Iraq's 
Highways. 

Bureau of. Dignitary. Protection • Provide close. protection, convoy security, and fixed-site. security fo r.1 raqi key political leaders .. 

Regular. Army • Defend Iraq against external threats .. 
• When directed,. assist the. Ministry of Interior in providing defense. against internal threats. to 
national security .. 

National. Guard • Conduct stability operations to support the. achievement of internal security, including (as 
required) support to Ministry of Interior elements. 
• Conduct Constabulary duties.in support of internal security 

Intervention Force. • Conduct operations in order.to defeat anti-Iraqi forces.in Iraq, with primary focus on urban 
areas. 
• Assist in the restoration of a. secure. and stable. environment in which the. Iraqi Police. Services. 
and Iraqi National. Guard can maintain law and order. 

Commando Battalion • Sup~ort fo r.1 raqi Counter. Terrorist Force. Similar in organization, training, and.mission to US 
Armv anner. Battalion 

Counter-Terrorist Task Force. . Direct action counter-terrorism similar in organization .. mission. and training. to. US Special. 
Operations Forces.with counter-terroristfunction 

Air. Force . Provide aerial reconnaissance,. and rotary and. fixed wing transport for Iraqi Security Forces. 
and authorities 

Coastal Defense. Force • Conduct security operations on the Iraqi coastline. and.over territorial waters, including gas 
and oil platforms out to 12 nautical miles. 
• In conjunction with. DBE,. conduct pol ice. operations on the. Iraqi coastline and out t o.12 
nautical. mi I es.to counter pi racy, s mu gg Ii ng. and other. u n I awf u L activities. 

Data as of: 13 Oct 04 12 
11-L-0559/0SD/037656 



ni icant Events Since Last Report 
1111 

Manning: 
• 9,065 available and qualified Army recruits ready for movement to initial training. 
• 1st Iraqi Transportation Battalion started its first driver class. 
• Two additional Special Police Commando Battalions recruited. 

Training: 
• 1,500 Public Order Battalion recruits began initial training at Numaniyah Training Area 
• 804 Iraqi Police students graduated from Police Basic Course at the Baghdad Academy. 
• 545 DBE students started courses in Border Policing, Immigration, and Civil Customs at Jordan 

Academy 

Equipping: 
• Issued 16,000weapons, 64 vehicles, and over 2.6 million rounds of ammunition to Ministry of 

Interior forces 
• Issued 1,958 radios and 4,560 kevlar helmets to Iraqi National Guard. 

Building: 
• 
• 
• 

Approximately $1B of construction ongoing; 75°/o of construction of Iraqi military bases complete . 
Awarded 16 Department of Border Enforcement border fort construction contracts . 
Began construction of 8 Iraqi Police Stations in Baghdad . 

Data as of:. 13 Oct 04 

11-L-0559/0SD/037657 
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Si nificantEvents Since Last Re ort 
1111 

Mentor/Employ: 
• 5th Battalion, 3rd Brigade conducted cordon and search operations with 1st Cavalry 

Division in Baghdad; assisted with the recovery of a large weapons and ammunition 
cache. 

• 41 of 45 Iraqi National Guard battalions continue effective operations throughout 
Iraq. 

Data as of: 13 Oct 04 

11-L-0559/0SD/037658 
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TO: 

cc: 

FROM:. 

SUBJECT: 

recs 

President George W. Bush 

Vice President Richard B .. Cheney 
Secretary Colin Powell 
Honorable Andrew H .. Card,. Jr .. 
Dr. Condoleezza~ 

1

) 

Donald Rumsfeld LJ 
Update oflraqi Security Force Training 

Mr. President, 

October 15,2004 

1. Here is the latest update concerning the training efforts in Iraq. We. remain 

on track .. I had a chance to visit with various elements of the Iraqi Security 

Forces. in the.Kirkuk region earlier this week, and they appear determined 

and confident. 

2. As. always, I'll ensure. a copy of this is forwarded to Tony Blair via his 

Minister of Defense. 

Attach. 
10/J 3/04 lntqi Security Forces Update 

DHR:ss 
101504-7. 

tcee 
OSD 16181-04 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON 

Mr. Walter E. Massey 
Morehouse College 
830Westview Drive, S.W. 
Atlanta, GA 30314-3773 

Dear Walter, 

OCT 15 axJ4 

Thank you so much for your recent letter. It was 
good hearing from you. 

I do also appreciate the information about John 
Hopps. I am soITy to hear he passed away. It's clear that 
the Department of Defense lost a dedicated member of its 
community. 

Send my best wishes to Shirley. We hope to see 
you soon. 

11-L-0559/0SD/037660 
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Mr. Walter E. Massey 
Morehouse College 
830Westview Drive, S.W. 
Atlanta, GA 30314-3773 

Dear Walter,. 

Thank you so much for your recent letter.. It was 
good hearing from you. 

I do also appreciate the information about John 
Hopps. I am sorry to hear he passed away. It's. clear that 
the Department of Defense lost a dedicated member of its 
community. 

Send my best wishes to Shirley. We hope to see 
you soon. 

Sincerely, 

11-L-0559/0SD/037662 
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September 24,2004 

TO: 

FROM: 

Paul Butler + Donald Rumsf eld 

SUBJECT: Information on John Hopps 

Please. see if you can figure out who John Hopps is that is mentioned in Walter 

Massey's letter. 

I'd like to answer Walter's letter - he is a good friend. 

l 
Thanks .. 

Altach. 
9/19/04 Note from Walter Massey 

DIIR:ss 
092404-5 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ~ /2 f> / 0 lf 

-

I ObE!S 
OSD 161 ~ -i •04 
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WALTER E. MASSEY 
l(b)(6) I 

q II• Ir. LP 

.. ....-.--.. e t e c ··n, I re, :::4.;;·a,,·!ttn - rte: ....._ _ .~~ ~ - --- _. 
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Walter E. Mas~ey 
Morehou~e College 

830 Westview Drive, S.W. 
Atlanta, Georgia 30314-3773 
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OFFJC•: OJ<' TH•: s•:cR•:TARY OF. m:n:NSE 
THE SPECIAL ASSISTA!',T 

7b s~c-oJ-
F,~ /.J t3..,,fl-ev Pau~~utler 

1/?-1 
~.)., J e.cf : /)Jo. 1kt' /fl,,~ l~ Oi' ;Jl'M f/ws. 

144-+4' ~d .~ (c b, {) °"' ~,. Jt.Jk., ~ 
~\u ~ovt.eL ~ M,~ 1Uj11n~ ,~ A,,cj L. 
t.19 \~ p .. ,s ... J ~wQ.~ t 1'i ~ (•~ ~·~ . 
'f l~w. I.+ ~ ~~ ,:f.. '6"~ ~,.t I, ll~ ~ 
~ c\. o.0/1. iw\i°h4' I d ~ ,U re p~ ~ AAr. ~,s~ 
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DR. JOHN H. HOPPS,JR. 

Deputy Director, Defense Research & Engineering 
and 

Deputy Under Secretary of Defense 
(Laborato1·iesand Bask Sciences) 

3030 Defense Pentagon, Rm. 3E114 
Washington, D.C. 20301-3030 

Phone; '703) 692-4592 
Fax: l(b)(5) I 

Email: john.hopps@osd.mil 

Dr. John H. Hopps, Jr. serves in dual capacities within the. Office of Defense Research and Engineering. 
He. serves. as Principal Deputy 10 the. Honorable. Ronald M .. Sega, Director of Defense Research and. 
Engineering (DDR&E). Dr .. Hopps. also serves. as Deputy Under Secretary of Defense for Laboratories 
and Basic Sciences. (LABS). In this capacity he. has responsibility for the oversight of the Defense 
Laboratories,. for che. improvement of che. Defense Laboratory. science. and engineering workforce, and for 
DDR&E university-based basic research, instrumentation. graduate fellowship and education programs in 
the science and engineering disciplines. He has. additional responsibility for international programs of 
1echnical.cooperationbe1ween che. U.S. and its. allies .. 

Dr. Hopps comes. to the Department of Defense from No11hwestern University where he served as 
Institute. Professor in che. Materials. Research Center.. His. activities. included an initiative. for che. 
integration of materials science into the undergraduate liberal arts curriculum. His. research. interests 
involved the. application of bio-inspired perspectives. in the. study of strategies for self-healing in non-. 
biological materials. 

Prior to. returning 10 scientific activities. al Northwestern, Dr .. Hopps. served as. Provost. and. Senior Vice. 
President. for Academic Affairs, and as Professor of Physics, al Morehouse College. from 1995-1999 .. He. 
ww; responsible for all matters related to the academic program. student affairs, information technology 
and resources. institutional research. and athletics .. Significant accomplishments included establishing the 
Andrew Young Center for International Affairs and the. International Power Institute,. and establishing 
interdisciplinary programs in neuroscience.and telccornmunications,.all within the. framework of a 4-year 
liberal arts institutional structure. 

Prior to joining Morehouse, he. served as Director of the. Division of Materials Research at the National 
Science. Foundation ( 1991-199 5 ). Dr.. Hopps' tenure al NSF was. through an IPA arrangement with the. 
Charles. Stark Draper Laboratory. At Draper, Dr. Hopps was. a Principal Member of the. Technical Staff 
and. served as Chief of Photonics Technology. His responsibilities included overseeing research. and 
development activities, as well m; fabrication and test facilities in the areas of high performance fiber 
optic components,. integrated optic components,. laser devices, semiconductorphoton ic. devices, photonics 
fabrication automation and packaging, and optical signal processing. He also. had direct 1echnical and 
management responsibility for the. Laser Development and Test Facility. Dr.. Hopps supervised the. 
research. of graduate students in the areas. of quantum optics and. in the. microscopic theory of high
frequencydynamical behavior of complex. semiconductor laser structures .. 

11-L-0559/0SD/037668 
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Also, during his tenure at Draper, which began in 1977, he served as Manager of Energy Program 
Development, Manager of Fault-Tolerant Systems Research, and as Education Director. From 1977 to 
1991 he was concurrently a Research Affiliate in the Departments of Nuclear and/or Electrical 
Engineering at MIT. His primary research areas were the non-equilibrium statistical mechanics of dense 
fluids and their study via light and neutron scattering; and plasma kinetic theory and neutron transport 
theory, and their application to the control of fusion, fission and hybrid reactors. He supervised 
dissertations in the area of reactor control using fault-tolerant systems concepts and strategies, and in the 
application of real-time stochastic decision models 10 nuclear plant operational safety. 

Dr. Hopps is a member of Phi Beta Kappa, Sigma Xi, Beta Kappa Chi. and Golden Key Honor Societies. 
He has been a member, and in some cases held national office, in several scientific organizations 
including. American Association of the Advancement of Science, American Chemical Society, American 
Physical Society, American Nuclear Society and the Material Research Society. He has served on cask 
forces and evaluation teams for government agencies, educational institutions and foundations, as well as 
public service organizations. Board appointments have included the National Research Council's 
National Materials Advisory and Space Studies Boards; U.S. Department of Energy National Reliable 
Energy Laboratory. National Advisory Board; the Negro Educational Review Editorial Board: and the 
Oak Ridge Associated Universities (ORAU) Board of Directors. 

Education: 

Ph.D., Physics, Brandeis University, Waltham, MA ( 1971) 
M.S., Chemistry, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA ( 1961) 
B.S., Math and Chemistry, Morehouse College, Atlanta, GA ( 1958) 
Certificate, Institute for Educational Management, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA 

Other Honors and A wards: 

Ford Foundation Early Admissions Scholar,Morehouse College 
Jessie Smith Noyes Foundation Fellow. Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
Sanders Associates Corporate Doctoral Fellow, Brandeis University 
U.S. Presidential Citation for ''Outstanding Accomplishments in the Technology 

Reinvestment Project" 
Morehouse College Presidential Citation, awarded by Morehouse College Board of Trustees 

11-L-0559/0SD/037669 
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UNDER SECRETARY. OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON , ,-, 

WASHINGTON,. D.C .. 20301-4000 ' . 

ACTION MEMO 
PERSONNEL. AND. 

READINESS. October 19,2004.-10:00 AM 

FOR: SECRETARYOFDEFENSE 

FROM:. David~ C. Chu, USO (P~R) DepSecDef ___ _ 
c··-·--r;-;,~~" ,.rl. c,~- /'9 ;:;,:_-,!_ a•j 

SUBJECT: ""selective Servic~ Registration Options--SNOWFLAKE 

• This responds to your question (Tab A) about reducing or climinatingdraft registration 
requirements. National investments in the present Selective Service System (SSS) 
generally, and draft registration specifically, are of increasingly questionable value. 

• The SSS today registers. men aged 18-25 (citizens. and resident aliens) (90% 
compliance). One who fails to register is disqualified for certain Federal employment 
or education programs,. and in most states would be ineligible for a driver's license. 

• The SSS has about 200 full-time employees, including I 6military officers. Its. annual 
budget is roughly $26 million .. The registrant database. is used by DoD to identify 
recruitment leads, but is not essential.. We can and do purchase excellent and well 
targeted "lead lists" from the private sector.. 

• Although we must confer with the Director of Selective. Service, it presently appears. 
we. could pursue the following changes, with little or no risk to national security: 

I. Administration take. action to reduce registration and downsize SSS. 

2. Administration propose. repeal of the. Military Selective. Service.Act,. eliminatingthe 
SSS. This could be. done directly or as follow-on to "1" above. 

• Once. you have indicated the course of action you prefer, I would be glad to organize. the 
necessary consultative. process. 

RECOMMENDATION:. Select#. I Select#2 ------- ------
(T48 8) COORDINATION: GeneralCounsel (TabB) t 

Attachments: :; t' ?A . J. 
As stated ~ fl ~ , _(b-~e-~-----......._ S'D /,/] A 
Prepared by: Mr. Bill Carr, { J.J \ 

L...l":":""(b":"':')(6:::":")------, 

.. ~--·-t · TSA SD 
SAMA SD 
MASO 

EXEC SEC k'.-19.E~ .. i 
' """'""*· ~~ 

f ·1/1/1 
re~ &FFl£1 C P !165 OM! X 
11-L-0559/0SD/037670 
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November 5,2004 

TO: David Chu 

cc: Gen Dick Myers 

FROM: 

Gen Pete Pace ,1, J/ 
Jim Haynes ~ 

Donald Rumsfeld) ~ 
SUBJECT: Selective Service for the. 21st Century 

Please take a good look at what they are. doing with Selective. Service, including 

general registration, maintenance of specific skill lists,. and anything else. they are 

doing. As we move. forward, we may want to significantlychange the approach. 

Please show me some. options, including ending it entirely. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
101904-19. 

~1~:S~ ;~;::; ~~-• • .... ;;: lS-"] ~q ...... • • • ....... • .. • • • • • • .. • • • • ...... 
l 
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FOR OFFICIAL 632 OIGE I 

UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE.PENTAGON. 

PERSONNEL.ANO 
READINESS. 

WASHINGTON, D.C.20301-4000 

INFO MEMO 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: David S. C. Chu, USD (P&R) 

SUBJECT: Selective Service.Registration Options 

October 14,2004,3:00 PM 

DepSecDef ____ _ 

o This responds to your question (Tab A) about reducing or eliminating draft registration 
requirements. National investments in the present Selective Service.System(SSS) 
generally, and draft registration specifically, are of increasingly questionable value. 

o After 30 years of success with the. All Volunteer Force,. and with the. Cold War behind 
us, we find mandatory draft registration increasingly questionable. Today's weapon 
systems and tactics do not lend themselves. to a rapid infusion of draftees. 

• The SSS today registers men aged 18-25 (90% compliance). One who fails to register 
is disqualified for certain Federal employment or education programs, and in most 
states would be ineligible for a driver's license. 

• The. SSS has. about 200 full-time employees, including. 16 military officers.· Its annual 
budget is roughly $26 million. The registrant database is used by DoD to identify 
recruitment leads, but is not essential. We can and do purchase excellent and well 
targeted ''lead lists" from the private sector. 

• Although I must confer with General Meyers, it presently appears we could pursue 
the following changes, with 1 ittle or no rise to national security: 

1. Administration take action to~~~~ registration and downsize SSS. 

2. Administration propose repe~e anachronistic Military Selective Service Act, and 
do away with the SSS. This could be done. directly or as follow-on to" 1" above. 

COORDINATION:. General Counsel:. ~~ ()o~ 

R ,oj,1/,1 
Attachments: 
As. stated 

Prepared by: Mr. Bill C:a:rJ .... (b-)(_
6

) ____ ..., 

Fi". IPP14 -,ea 8Ul!Z.S 
11-L-0559/0SD/03767 4 
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CHAIRMAN Of 11-IE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20318-9999 

CM-2179-04 
12 November. 2004 

~ FOR THE UNtER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE FOR 
PFRSONNFLAND READINESS 

Su~ject: SeJective ServiceSyste1n (SSS)Registration Options 

1. I have reviewed the SSS options outlined in your recent note.1 Reco1nn1end 
that \\e pursue Option 1: "Adrninisti:ation take action to reduce registration 
and downsize SSS." 

2. The SSS database provides the Nation a valuable strategic manpower pool 
that should be retained. However, it is essential to transform the. agency into a 
more n1odem, agile and efficientoperation. AccordingJy, the administration 
should pursue the. following initiatives. 

a. Retain the legislation supportingthe.SSS. as a response to a national 
security crisis or emergency. 

b. Realign the organization and infrastructure to a bare-bones operation 
and. change the scope of the nlission to a more limited, quick-response 
capability tor the Nation. 

c. Mandate that SSS's leadership exploit modem information technology 
applications, lessening the staff and administrative burdens to further reduce 
unnecessary costs. 

Reference: 
1 USD(P&R) Note, 29 October 2004 

FOFI OFFICIAL tJSE er~LY 
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM:. 

David Chu 
Jim Haynes 

Gen Dick Myers 
Powel I Moore 

Donald Rumsfeld--;}f 

SUBJECT:. Selective Service. Registration Options 

OCT O 8 2004 

Please get back to me with options for reducing or eliminating the. requirements 

associated with Selective Service registration. 

You mentioned that current requirements cost the. taxpayers a considerable. amount 

of money. We should look at whether it is worth it.. We should take. a thorough 

look - rapidly - and decide what to propose. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
100704-13 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by (01 ~~-. DV,--

P"@~8 
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GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE. DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
1600 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

GENERAL COUNSEL 

FOR:. 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20301.-1600 

INFOMEMO 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

William J. Haynes II, General Counsel~ 

Options Regarding Selective. Service 

• You asked Dr .. Chu and me to provide you with options. for reducing or 
eliminating the requirements associated with Selective. Service registration. 

• The. Selective Service. System is a separate agency in the. Executive. 
Branch .. It is not part ofDoD. 

• I have asked a member of my staff to work with Dr.. Chu' s. staff in 
preparing a reply to you. l will coordinate on Dr.. Chu's. reply, and ensure. it 
incorporates my advice. 

COORDINATION: None. 

~ 
Prepared by: Jim Schwenk/DoDOGCJL__J 

cc: USD(P&R) 

G OSD 16220-04 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Gen Leon LaPorte 
ADM Tom Fargo 
Gen Dick Myers 
Doug Feith 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Kissenger Memo 

FQUQ 

OCT 1 5 2604 

Attached is a dated memo by Henry Kissenger on China that is of interest. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
7/'J0/03 Memo by Dr. Henry Kissingerrc: Chinese. Views. on Korea 

J>Hlbs 
101404-23 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ________ _ 
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MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD 

FROM:. Dr. Henry A. Kissinger 

DATE:. July 30,2001 

SUBJECT: Chinese Views on Korea 

Two recent conversations. with senior PRC officials underlined the skepticism with which 
China now views North Korea. Minister Chen Yunlin, who is dual-hatted as the Director 
of the Taiwan Affairs Office of both the State Council and the Chinese Communist Party 
Central Committee, called on me July 24 accompanied by his deputy, Zhou Mingwei. A 
significant portion of the conversation concerned Korea .. Subsequent) y, the departing 
PRC Consul General in New York, Ambassador Zhang Hongxi, hosted a dinner for me 
on July 28, during which we again touched on the problem posed by North Korea's 
nuclear weapons program. 

Although Chen holds no responsibilitiesrelating to North. Korea,. he. himself broached the. 
subject by asking for my views on how good or bad outcomes on the DPRK nuclear 
weapons issue might affect the Taiwan Strait. He seemed comfortable with my view that 
the. emergence of a nuclear power on China's Yalu River border would not be. in China's 
interest and would make. the proliferation of nuclear weapons. in Northeast Asia inevitable,. 
possibly including Taiwan .. I noted the issue was whether we could create a political 
framework for resolving the issue that would also be able to address broader concerns on .... 
the Korean peninsula, much as. the CSCE process had done in Europe. I urged that we not 
get bogged down over tactical issues. For a viable solution, we needed to involve the five 
or six (including Russia) key countries involved. This would also be the most effective 
way to commit Japan to nuclear restraint.. I emphasized the central role that China and the 
United States needed to play, since neither of us. could tolerate having a new nuclear 
power on the Korean peninsula. I recalled that 1 had seen a major shift in China's position 
on North Korea as US-Chma relations had evolved and touched on the enormous 
expansion of China's trade and other relations. with South Korea .. 

Chen did not take issue with any of these observations and responded positively to the 
further point that good cooperation between China and the United States in dealing with 
North Korea would also deny an opportunity to elements on Taiwan who wanted to drive 
a wedge between Beijing and Washington, whereas poor cooperation would have the 
opposite effect. He appreciated my remark that China's interests on the Korean peninsula 
were broader than simply the question of nuclear weapons, and that these interests.needed 
to be respected. I also noted the beneficial impact on elites.in both countries if we were 
seen as cooperating closely on an issue as important as Korea. Chen called these 
observations very important and useful for China to consider. 

l 
During my dinner with Ambassador Zhang, he. readily acknowledged North Korea's. 
appalling weakness as. a. result of its own policies. He doubted that the regime there could 
survive for more than a month if war were to break out. 

11-L-0559/0SD/037679 
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In contrast to the pollyannaish views of some. Chinese officials in the past when 
discussing North Korea, 1 was struck by the realism about the North displayed by both 
Chen and Zhang in these conversations .. Neither tried to make rhetorical points. 

Overall, my impression is that the implications of North Korea's current policies are so 
grave for Beijing, and pose such high risks of international complicationsthat impact 
directly on fundamental Chinese security interests, that there are divided counsels in the 
PRC government over the best approach. At the same time,. top leaders clearly recognize 
that if China is. perceived as disengaged, or unwilling to press. resolutely for a non-nuclear 
Korean peninsula, it will compromise its ability to sustainJapaneserestraint on acquiring 
nuclear weapons. For that reason, China is. more resolute than South Korea in its. 
determination to reverse North Korea's nuclear program, even at severe. cost to its. 
relations with North Korea, or to the survivability of the regime there .. 

However, for China it is. vitally important, in part because of its internal divided counsels, 
that regime-threatening actions. not be. taken except after every alternative possibility of 
resolving the. matter through dialogue and negotiations has. been exhausted.This 
underlines the need for a patient but resolute tightening of the screws. on North Korea, 
rather than premature resort to a regime-threatening approach that will maximize. 
Beijing's internal difficulties and increase the risks. that China will seek more starkly to 
differentiate its approach from that of the United States. 
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October 18, 2004 

TO: Gen Leon LaPorte 
ADM Tom Fargo 
Gen Dick Myers 
Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld/y~ (") 
... 

SUBJECT: Kissinger Memo 

Attached is a dated memo by Henry Kissinger on China that is of interest. 

Attach. 
7/3/03 Memo by Dr. Henry Kissinger re: Chinese Views on Korea 

DHR:ss 
101404-23 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ________ _ 
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MEMORANDUMFORTHERECORD 

FROM: Dr. Henry A. Kissinger 

DATE: July 30, 2003 

SUBJECT: Chinese Views on Korea 

Two recent conversations with senior PRC officials underlined the skepticism with which 
China now views North Korea. Minister Chen Yunlin, who is dual~hatted as the Director 
of the Taiwan Affairs Office of both the State Council and the Chinese Conununist Party 
Central Committee, caiied on me July 24 accompanied by his deputy, Zhou Mingwei. A 
significant portion of the conversation concerned Korea. Subsequently, the departing 
PRC Consul General in New York, Ambassador Zhang Hongxi, hosted a dinner for me 
on July 28, during which we again touched on the problem posed by North Korea's 
nuclear weapons program. 

··-· .. ... . .. ·-·· . . ... 

Although Chen holds no responsibilities relating to North Korea, he himself broached the · 
subject by asking for my views on how good or bad outcomes on the DPRK nuclear 
weapons issue might affect the Taiwan Strait. He seemed comfortable with my view that 
the emergence of a nuclear power on China's Yalu River border would not be in China's 
interest and would make the proliferation of nuclear weapons in Northeast Asia inevitable, 
possibly including Taiwan. I noted the issue was whether we could create a political 
framework for resolving the issue that would also be able to address broader concerns on 
the Korean peninsula, much as the CSCE process had done in Europe. I urged that we not 
get bogged down over tactical issues. For a viable solution. we needed to involve the five 
or six (including Russia) key countries involved. This would also be the most effective 
way to commit Japan to nuclear restraint. I emphasized the central role that China and the 
United States needed to play, since neither of us could tolerate having a new nuclear 
power on the Korean peninsula. I recalled that I had seen a major shift in China's position 
on North Korea as US·China relations had evolved and touched on the enonnous 
expansion of China's trade and other relations with South Korea. 

Chen did not take issue with any of these observations and responded positively to the 
further point that good cooperation between China and the United States in dealing with 
North Korea would also deny an opportunity to elements on Taiwan who wanted to drive 
a wedge between Beijing and Washington, whereas poor cooperation would have the 
opposite effect. He appreciated my remark that China's interests on the Korean peninsula 
were broader than simply the question of nuclear weapons, and that these interests needed 
to be respected. I also noted the beneficial impact on elites in both countries if we were 
seen as cooperating closely on an issue as important as Korea. Chen called these 
observations very important and useful for China to consider. 

1
1 

During my dinner with Ambassador Zhang, he readily acknowledged North Korea's 
appalling weakness as a result of its own po1icies. He doubted that the regime there could 
survive for more than a month if war were to break out. 
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In contrast to the pollyannaish views of some Chinese officials in the past when 
discussing North Korea, I was struck by the realism about the North displayed by both 
Chen and Zhang in these conversations. Neither tried to make rhetorical points. 

Overall, my impression is that the implications of North Korea's current policies are so 
grave for Beijing, and pose such high risks of international complications that impact 
directly on fundamental Chinese security interests, that there are divided counsels in the 
PRC government over the best approach. At the same time, top leaders clearly recognize 
that if China is perceived as disengaged, or unwilling to press resolutely for a non-nuclear 
Korean peninsula, it will compromise its ability to sustain Japanese restraint on acquiring 
nuclear weapons. For that reason, China is more resolute than South Korea in its 
detennination to reverse North Korea's nuclear program, even at severe cost to its 
relations with North Korea, or to the survivability of the regime there. 

However, for China it is vitally important, in part because of its internal divided counsels, 
that regime-threatening actions not be taken except after every alternative possibility of 
resolving the matter through dialogue and negotiations has been exhausted. This 
underlines the need for a patient but resolute tightening of the screws on North Korea, 
rather than premature resort to a regime-threatening approach that will maximize 
Beijing's internal difficulties and increase the risks that China will seek more starkly to 
differentiate its approach from that of the United States. 
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Washington Headquarters Services 
Executive Services & Communications Directorate 

115 5 Defense Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-1155 

Phone: 703-695-3133 -- Fax: ..... l(b-)(
5_> ___ __,! 

FROM TO: Commander, UNC/CFC/USFK (GEN LaPorte) 

Subject: Kissinger Memo Organization: Office of the Secretary of Defense 

Phone: DSN l(b)(6) I 
Pages (Including 
Cover): 

/ 4 / Date: J 0/J 8/2004 Fax:l(b)(6) I 

D Urgent D For Review D Please Comment D Please Reply ~ Information 

Comments: Item of interest from SECDEF 
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TO: Gen Leon LaPorte 
ADM Tom Fargo 
Gen Dick Myers 
Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld/9~ 

SUBJECT: Kissinger Memo 

1666 

October 18, 2004 

Attached is a dated memo by Henry Kissinger on China that is of interest. 

Attach. 
7/3/03 Memo by Dr. Henry Kissinger re: Chinese Views on Korea 

DHR:ss 
!01404-23 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ________ _ 
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MEMORANDUMFORTHERECORD 

FROM: Dr. Henry A Kissinger 

DATE: July 30, 2003 

SUBJECT: Chinese Views on Korea 

Two recent conversations with senior PRC officials underlined the skepticism with which 
China now views North Korea. Minister Chen Yunlin, who is dual-hatted as the Director 
of the Taiwan Affairs Office of both the State Council and the Chinese Communist Party 
Central Committee, called on me July 24 accompanied by his deputy, Zhou Mingwei. A 
significant portion of the conversation concerned Korea. Subsequently, the departing 
PRC Consul General in New York, Ambassador Zhang Hongxi, hosted a dinner for me 
on July 28, during which we again touched on the problem posed by North Korea's 
nuclear weapons program. 

Although Chen holds no responsibilities relating to North Korea, he himself broached the 
subject by asking for my views on how good or bad outcomes on the DPRK nuclear 
weapons issue might affect the Taiwan Strait. He seemed comfortable with my view that 
the emergence of a nuclear power on China's Yalu River border would not be in China's 
interest and would make the proliferation of nuclear weapons in Northeast Asia inevitable, 
possibly including Taiwan. I noted the issue was whether we could create a political 
framework for resolving the issue that would also be able to address broader concerns on 
the Korean peninsula, much as the CSCE process had done in Europe. I urged that we not 
get bogged down over tactical issues. For a viable solution, we needed to involve the five 
or six (including Russia) key countries involved. This would also be the most effective 
way to commit Japan to nuclear restraint. I emphasized the central role that China and the 
United States needed to play, since neither of us could tolerate having a new nuclear 
power on the Korean peninsula. I recalled that I had seen a major shift in China's position 
on North Korea as US-China relations had evolved and touched on the enormous 
expansion of China's trade and other relations with South Korea. 

Chen did not take issue with any of these observations and responded positively to the 
further point that good cooperation between China and the United States in dealing with 
North Korea would also deny an opportunity to elements on Taiwan who wanted to drive 
a wedge between Beijing and Washington, whereas poor cooperation would have the 
opposite effect. He appreciated my remark that China's interests on the Korean peninsula 
were broader than simply the question of nuclear weapons, and that these interests needed 
to be respected. I also noted the beneficial impact on elites in both countries if we were 
seen as cooperating closely on an issue as important as Korea. Chen called these 
observations very important and useful for China to consider. 

1 
During my dinner with Ambassador Zhang, he readily acknowledged North Korea's 
appalling weakness as a result of its own policies. He doubted that the regime there could 
survive for more than a month if war were to break out. 
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In contrast to the pollyannaish views of some Chinese officials in the past when 
discussing North Korea, I was struck by the realism about the North displayed by both 
Chen and Zhang in these conversations. Neither tried to make rhetorical points. 

Overall, my impression is that the implications of North Korea's current policies are so 
grave for Beijing, and pose such high risks of international complications that impact 
directly on fundamental Chinese security interests, that there are divided counsels in the 
PRC government over the best approach. At the same time, top leaders clearly recognize 
that if China is perceived as disengaged, or unwilling to press resolutely for a non-nuclear 
Korean peninsula, it will compromise its ability to sustain Japanese restraint on acquiring 
nuclear weapons. For that reason, China is more resolute than South Korea in its 
determination to reverse North Korea's nuclear program, even at severe cost to its 
relations with North Korea, or to the survivability of the regime there. 

However, for China it is vitally important, in part because of its internal divided counsels, 
that regime·threatening actions not be taken except after every alternative possibility of 
resolving the matter through dialogue and negotiations has been exhausted. This 
underlines the need for a patient but resolute tightening of the screws on North Korea, 
rather than premature resort to a regime-threatening approach that will maximize 
Beijing's·intemal difficulties and increase the risks that China will seek more starkly to 
differentiate its approach from that of the United States. 
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October 18, 2004 

TO: Ambassador Zal Khalilzad 
L TG David Barno 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld • 

SUBJECT: Conversation with 

Kristin Devoid, the T\orwegian MOD, is going to be coming to Afghanistan. 

We suggested she sec both of you. Possibly sec a U.S. PRT -- maybe Kandahar, 

Gardcz or Jalalabad. We also suggested she might think about seeing Wardock or 

the Minister of Finance. 

She is a very bright, capable person and it would be a help if she had a good trip. 

Thanks. 

UHR:ss 
101504-12 
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Please respond by ________ _ 
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TO: 

FROM: 

f@JUG 

Ambassador Zal Khalilzad 
L TG David Barno 

Donald Rumsfcld ~ 

SUBJECT: Conversation with Norway's MOD 

Kristin Devoid, the Norwegian MOD, is going t~in 

October 15, 2004 

We suggested she see both of you. Possibly see a U .. PRT -- maybe Kandahar, 

Gardcz or Jalalabad. We also suggested she might ink about seeing Wardock or 

the Minister of Finance. 

She is a very bright, capable person and it 11d be a help if she had a good trip. 

Thanks. ~ 

DHR:ss 
101504-12 I 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ____ __., ___ _ 
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TO: 

FROM: 

F8t!18 

Ambassador Zal Khalilzad 
LTG David Barno 

Donald Rumsfcld ~ 
SUBJECT: Conversation with ~orway's MOD 

Kristin Devoid, the Norwegian MOD, is going t~ing to 

October 15, 2004 

ghanistan. 

We suggested she sec both of you. Possibly see a U.S. Pf) -- maybe Kandahar, 
I 

Gardez or Jalalabad. We also suggested she might think bout seeing Wardock or 

the Minister of Finance. 

She is a very bright, capable person and it would be a help if she had a good trip. 

Thanks. 

DIIR ss 
IOI.S04-12 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ---------

F8M8 
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PERSONNEL ANO 
READINESS 

FOR: 

FROM: 

UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20301-4000. 

S'3F iSITIVE 

ACTION MEMO 

- ..... , 

October 14,2004. -11 :00 AM 
DepSecDef Action _____ _ 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

DAVIDS. C. CHU, li~ SECR~TA~_YOF J?~~ENS~,(~&R) 
. .'AJ'J/.:},, (! . C '/U·!v "'.:r,,. "'::!.. '" 'fl 

SUBJECT:. Female General and Flag Officers-SNOWFLAKE 

• You asked two questions.regarding female general and flag officers (Tab A). 

• Have we. ever had a four-star woman? Answer: No 

• Are there. any four-star candidate.females in any of the Services right now? 
Answer:. We currently have no three-star female officers. The. Services do 
intend to nominate several three-star slates this year .. The Service game 
plan meetings with you later this month should provide a dear assessment 
of the. potential of each of these two-stars .. 

• Among recently retired female three-stars, perhaps the. strongest possibility is 
L TG Kenne, who could be. a candidate. for Air Force Materiel Command at a 
future date (bio at Tab B ). 

• Reflecting the period when they entered military service,.all one and two-star 
women officers chose careers in "support" specialties. This will make. it 
difficult to compete successfully as. combatant commander candidates,. and 
likewise for chief of service. But some may be. strong candidates for the four
star training commands in the. Air Force. and the Army,. the acquisition 
commands,. and possibly for vice chief of a military service. 

RECOMMENDATION: That you discuss with the Service Secretaries and 
Chiefs how they are developing women with operational backgrounds. for the next 
cohort ofjunior flag officers. 

secpEF DECISION: 
Attachments: As stated APPROVED:------

DISAPPROVEO: _____ _ 

Prepared by:. Captain StephenM. Wellock ... !(b_}(_6) __ __. 
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• Oct: 8. 2004 5:15PM 
at 'Q C 

No. I 3 9 6 · P. IT ~~, ,· 

TO: 

cc: 
FROM: 

David Chu 

Gen Dick Myers 

Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT:. Four-Star Question 

October. 7 ,2004 

Have. we ever had a four-star woman? And are. there. any four-star candidate. 

females in any. of the. services tight now?. 

Thanks. 

DHR:,s 
100704-14 
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LIEUTENANTGENERALLESLIE F. KENNE 

BIOGRAPHY 
UNITED STATES AIR FORCE 

LIEUTENANT GENERAL LESLIE F. KENNE 

Retired. Sep. 1,2003. 

LL Gen. Leslie. F. Kenne. is. Deputy Chief of 
Staff for Warfighting Integration, Headquarters 
U.S. Air Force, Washington, D.C. She is 
responsible to the Secretary of the Air Force 
and the Chief of Staff for forming and 
executing policy and strategy to integrate 
command, control, communications, 
computers, intelligence, surveillance and 
reconnaissancecapabilities to enable more 
effective employment of air. and space power 
in support of national objectives. General 
Kenne also provides guidance and direction to 
four field operating agencies: the Air Force 
Commandand Control& Intelligence, 
Surveillance.and Reconnaissance Center;. the 
Air Force Communications Agency; the Air 
Force Frequency Management Agency; and 
the Air Force Agency for Modeling and Simulation. 

Page 1 of3 

General Kenne. entered the Air Force. in 1971 as a distinguishedgraduate of Auburn University's ROTC 
program. She. has served as a flight Ii ne. maintenance. officer in operations, and attended the U.S. Air. 
Force Test Pilot School in 1974. After school, she served as a test and evaluation project manager, and 
in test and evaluation supervisory positions. 

General Kenne. has. served in two other Pentagon staff positions, first as. a division chief, and during a 
second tour, as. a deputy director. in the Office of the. Assistant Secretary of the. Air Force for Acquisition. 
She has directed three major. programs·- the. Low Altitude Navigation and Targeting Infrared System for 
Night, the. F-16. and the Joint Strike. Fighter. She also. has served as. Vice Commander. of Aeronautical 
Systems Center, Wright-Patterson Air Force. Base,. Ohio, and the Sacramento Air Logistics Center, 
McClellan Air Force Base, Calif. Prior to assuming her. current position, General Kenne commanded the. 
Electronic Systems Center, Hanscom Air. Force. Base, Mass. 

EDUCATION 
1970.Bachelor's degree in aerospaceengineering,Auburn University, Auburn, Ala. 
1975. Squadron Officer School, Maxwell Air Force. Base,. Ala. 
1979 Master's degree in procurement management, Webster. College, St. Louis, Mo. 
1981 Armed Forces Staff College, Norfolk, Va. 
1986 National War College, Fort Lesley J. McNair, Washington, D.C. 
1988 Defense Systems Management College, Fort Belvoir, Va. 
1993 Advanced Management Program, Whittemore School of Business and Economics, University<£ 
New Hampshire 

11-L-0559/0SD/037693 
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LIEUTENANT GENERAL LESLIE F. KENNE 

1995 National and International Security Management Program, John F. Kennedy School of 
Government, Harvard University.Cambridge, Mass. 

ASSIGNMENTS. 

Page 2 of 3 

1.April 1971- December 1971,space systems analyst, Headquarters Foreign Technology Division, 
Wright-PattersonAir Force. Base, Ohio 
2, December. 1971 - April 1972, student, aircraft maintenance officer course, Chanute Air Force Base,. Ill. 
3. April 1972-June 1973, flight line maintenanceofficer,347th Tactical. Fighter Wing, Mountain Home 
Air Force Base, Idaho. 
4. June 1973 • June 1974, maintenance supervisor, 474th Organizational Maintenance Squadron, Takhli 
Royal Thai. Air Force. Base, Thailand 
5. July 1974- October 1975, student, flight test engineering course, U.S, Air Force Test Pilot School, 
Edwards.Air Force Base, Calif. 
6. October. 1975 - June 1978, project manager for air. combat measuring instrumentation, later, Deputy 
Test Director, Range Measurement System Joint Testing.Tactical Fighter. Weapons Center, Nellis Air 
Force. Base, Nev. 
7. June 1978 • August 1981, program manager.for Secretary of Defense Office-directedjoint tests, Air 
Force. Test and Evaluation Center, KirtlandAir Force Base, N.M, 
8. August 1981 -January 1982,student, Armed Forces. Staff College, Norfolk, Va. 
9. January 1982. -June. 1985, Chief, Airborne Systems Test Branch, later, Chief, Electronics Systems 
Test Division,3246th Test Wing, Eglin Air Force Base,. Fla. 
10. June. 1985- June. 1986, student, National War College, Fort Lesley J. McNair, Washington,, D.C, 
11. June. 1986. - April 1988, Director of Operations and Support, Airborne. Warning and Control Systems 
Program Office, later,. Program Manager, Joint Tactical. Information Distribution System Class 11, 
Headquarters Electronic Systems Division, Hanscom Air Force Base,. Mass. 
12. April 1988- September 1988, student, Defense Systems Management College, Fort Belvoir,. Va. 
13. December 1988- August 1990,. Chief, Special Projects Division, Directorate of Special Programs, 
Office of the. Assistant Secretary of the Air. Forcefor Acquisition, the. Pentagon, Washington, D.C. 
14. August 1990- July 1992, Director,. LANTIRN Systems Program Office, Aeronautical Systems 
Division, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio 
15. July 1992· October. 1993, Deputy Director, Fighters, Command and Control. and Weapons 
Programs, Office of the. Assistant Secretary of the. Air Force. for. Acquisition, the. Pentagon, Washington, 
D.C. 
16. October 1993.· September 1994, Director, F-16 System Program Office, Aeronautical Systems 
Center, Wright-Patterson Air Force. Base,. Ohio 
17. September 1994 • July 1995, Vice Commander,.Aeronautical Systems Center, Wright-Patterson Air 
Force Base, Ohio 
18. July 1995- September 1996, Vice. Commander,.SacramentoAir Logistics Center, McClellan Air 
Force Base, Calif. 
19. September 1996- July 1997,. Deputy Director, Joint Strike. Fighter Program, Arlington, Va. 
20. August 1997 -June. 1999, Director.Joint Strike. Fighter Program.Arlington, Va. 
21. June 1999.· April 2002, Commander,. Electronic Systems Center, Hanscom Air Force Base,. Mass. 
22. May 2002 • August 2003, Deputy Chief of Staff for. Warfighting Integration, Headquarters U.S. Air 
Force,. Washington, D.C. 

MAJOR. AWARDS AND DECORATIONS. 
Defense Distinguished Service. Medal 
Air Force Distinguished Service Medal. with oak leaf cluster. 
Legion of Merit with oak leaf cluster. 
Bronze. Star Medal. 
Meritorious Service. Medal with two. oak leaf clusters. 
Joint Service. Commendation Medal. 
Air Force Commendation Medal. 

PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATIONS 
Level. Ill Program Management 
Level. Ill Test and Evaluation 

. . . . 11-L-0559/0SD/037694 
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LIEUTENANT GENERAL LESLIE F.. KENNE 

EFFECTIVE DATES. OF PROMOTION 
Second LieutenantApr 1, 1971 
First LieutenantApr 1, 1973 
Captain Apr 1, 1975 
Major Oct 24, 1980 
Lieutenant Colonel Mar 1, 1985 
Colonel Oct 1. 1989 
Brigadier General Oct 1, 1994 
Major General Mar 20, 1998 
Lieutenant GeneralJul 1, 1999 

(Current as of July 2002} 
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October 18, 2004 

TO: Ambassador Zal Khalilzad 
LTG David Barno 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld • 
SUBJECT: Conversation with 

Kristin Devold, the Norwegian MOD, is going to be coming to Afghanistan. 

We suggested she see both of you. Possibly see a U.S. PRT -- maybe Kandahar, 

Gardez or Jalalabad. We also suggested she might think about seeing Wardock or 

the Minister of Finance. 

She is a very bright, capable person and it would be a help if she had a good trip. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
101504-12 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ________ _ 

OSD 1636Li-04 
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l 0/ 18/2004 4:26:39 PM 

UNCLASSIFIED POU© 

OFFICE OF THE 
SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

CABLES DIVISION 

.FAX TRANSMISSION COVER SHEET 

To: Ambassador Khalilzad 

Subject: Conversation with Norway's MOD 

}'acsimile #: 011-93-20-230-1364 

}'rom: Secretary Rumsfeld 

Office/Desk: OSD Cables Division 

Number of Pages Incl. Cover: 2 

Telephone: Comm,:.:.:...a..(_b}(_6) ___ ----1 

DSN: (b}(5) 

Facsimile j(b )(5) 

Remarks: 

..__ _ ___, 

UNCLASSIFIED F8l1e 
11-L-0559/0SD/037697 



Memo for Khalizad from Sec Def Rumsfeld 

Steinfadt, Kyle D, Capt, OSD 

From: Mcinturff, Sandra L [MclnturffSL@state.govJ 

Sent: Tuesday, October 19, 2004 5:44 AM 

To: 'Steinfadt, Kyle D, Capt, OSD' 

Subject: RE: Memo for Khalizad from SecDef Rumsfeld 

I got it. I will take a copy to General Barno's people. 
Sandy Mcinturff 

-----Orig in al Message-----
Fro m: Steinfadt, Kyle D, Capt, OSD [mailto:Kyle.Steinfadt@osd.mil] 
sent: Tuesday, October 19, 2004 2:09 PM 
To: 'mcinturffsl@state.gov' 
Subjed: Memo for Khalizad from SecDef Rumsfeld 

Please receipt email for the attached 2-pg doc. 

Thank You, 
Capt Steinfadt <<Khalizad.snowflake.190ct04.pdf>> 

11-L-0559/0SD/037698 
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10/18/2004 4:28:24 PM 

To: L TG Barno 

UNCLASSIFIED FOUO 

OFFICE OF THE 
SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

CABLES DIVISION 

FAX TRANSMISSION COVER SHEET 

Subiect: Conversation with Norway's MOD 

Facsimile#: »SN £11?-1%4-3'7!-3 ) . ) 
c Fe...- f. Ma- A-!} J'I\J /IJ- N c o@ c ~ c. ... A • c e ,.,.+co,.,. > ...- "i . j-*1 , 

From: Secretary Rumsfeld 

Office/Desk: OSD Cables Division 

Number of Pages Incl. Cover: 2 

Tele[!hone: Comm}(b)(e) DSN:~~-)<5_) _______ __ 

Facsimile: _! (b-)(6_) --------------

Remarks: 

UNCLASSIFIED fiOUO 
11-L-0559/0SD/037699 
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No Classification in Message Body 

RSS - Sect>ef CablesESO 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

RE: 

System Administrator [postmaster@CFC·A.CENTCOM.SMIL.MIL] 
Tuesday, October 19, 2004 3:28 AM 
CablesESO@osd.smil.mil 
Delivered: RE: 

<<RE: >> Your message 

To: 'CFC-EMB-ADMIN-NCO' 
Subject: RE: 
Sent: Tue, 19 Oct 2004 07:30:26 -0000 

was delivered to the following recipient(s): 

CFC-EMB-ADMIN-NCO on Tue, 19 Oct 2004 07:28:03 -0000 

No Classification in Message Body 
11-L-0559/0SD/037700 
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RSS - SecDef CablesESO 

From: CFC-EMB-ADMI N-NCO [CFC-EMB-ADM IN-NCO@CFC-A.CENTCOM.SM IL.MIL] 

Sent: Tuesday, October 19, 2004 4:35 AM 

To: 'ASS - SecDef CablesESO' 

Subject: RE: 

Got it sir. Thanks 

MICHAEL K. ANDERSON 
SFC, USA 
Embu..i.u:...1~t..t2.lo!:ll..L~~-
DSN: (b}(5) 

-----Original Message-----
From: RSS - SecDef cablesESO [mailto:cablesESO@osd.smil.mil] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 19, 2004 12:00 PM 
To: 'CFC-EMB-ADMIN-NCO' 
Subject: RE: 

Classification: FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY 

I see all CAPS in the address, that was not told to me .... 

Please confirm receipt of 2-pg doc from SecDef to GEN Barno. 

Thank You, 
Capt Steinf adt 
SecDef ESO 

10/19/2004 

-----0 rig i na I Message-----
From: CFC-EMB-ADMIN-NCO [mailto:CFC-EMB-ADMIN-NCO@CFC-A.CENTCOM.SMIL.MIL] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 19, 2004 3:25 AM 
To: 'cableseso@osd.smil.mil' 
Subject: 

Test. 

MICHAEL K. ANDERSON 
SFC, USA 
Embassy Liaison NCO 

11-L-0559/0SD/037701 



ro: 
:IROM: 

Ray DuBois 

Dl'a1d RumsMd Jf\. 
iUBll!CT: <Ner Cla~ification 

Ple.a.sc look intothisarticle on over.classification. 

August 2!, 2004 

I have always telt that th~ has been a 'l:El:msafc than sony" approach. 

Everyone tends to classify things that cldn'l nced to be classifiei, and there is 

reall)' no procc;s h." rc,ic\\ing it in it timely fashion and declassifying it, 

\1aybe we. ought tD put to&etbcr a. team inside the Department to see if we can 

avoid havingexce.ssive das..,ification. Ia's get some folks to look at howwe 

might do a bctta' job on that-possibly a trnining progran. 

Thanks vcrv much. 

········································································· 
Please respond~ 1/ 3o./ D,( __ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/037702 
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of Ike commission have said that the reoommaida1iOGI form onrilal&I of Co~onl 
c;ic ovcniaht, which. 11~ J)IIICI described u "dysfunctional." were among the )llller1 most 
t - 1111d would be IIMnl the mt>.~I difficult forCol11JQ1 to cndorlc.. Tbc llOl1lmis&ioa called foc 
to consider creatioi of a ,i.agli:.ioint commillee 011 intcUigcnrcor, allemalivcly, for. a ai11gle 
in each hou,e ofCoGSJCI& that would have 1he pow« to appropriate budgnnocey. 

ropoul-uld almo11ce:tai11ly fice ~ opposition from lawmaker& ondicmany 
ioaal commilt.CCI 11\at now n:view intclli&CDCle ltfaus and would have to oedepawcr wider a 
ighl struclllre. 

ntbauip of 1be working group includet Mr. Robcns,es well u SaiuortJohn W. Wll'DCl'of 
Vi · , !he Jtcpublican chainmn of the Scnar.e Armed Services Committa:, andCarlLcvia of 
Miclii , the l:bmminee'a rankingDcmocraL Sawo11 Wamer 1111d LcviAb.vcaltcadycxprascd 

ubout 111yclwlgc that might stri(ilheDcfec&e J)cp&rlrnalt• and theMntd~cer 
aice as well. -of rontrol over imelligenceaaucnrdated to the military. 

1he 1:11laer rnallbcn oflhc WDrkiJla groupan:1hc lwoSalatc llltnon tiUie lqia\l&Dtbat 
lhe Sept 11 commilai1m: .J::m McCain, Republican of Arizona,md .Joseph 1.1.iebennm, 
rat or Co1111cc:IKISI. 

111 tbattbe Scua; isaseffilctivcupossilde'Mlell dealing with the tbreatoftcrrorilnJ iaa 
co""'11," Mi. Friataaid,. "andlwelcomcdv: workingaroup'1 ro:olMICllcWioN.• 

classificat1011 Overdone? 

on iatijla, It '"' 'on us, sule of ca,ition' · 

WalezDWI, \Jllitcd l'rua l111Cn16tional 

· I in cbarJt or illfonution ucuricy at the Pentap iofd laWlllllkm yatcrday that at least ulf 
foJ'Jllllioa rhc U.S. 1ovcnm&11t clu&ifia "'llrY YOIII' should aoc be b:pc IICa'el 

·How l ifl .. Y 50-SO?" C&nil HIIYe 101d the HomcGo'1emma1t1Womnwiouhcc:llrity, 
111 threel6 and intcnialional rclariom 111bconimi11ec. wbCP wed co Q111111ify dio i:,Ribla'I or 

OYetC jficanon. 

IIC, Ille deputy UJlduaccn:wy of dd'CIIIC fur cou.nttrinielli&e:a« md aecwity, said da-.-..ifkation 
ly WII IIOI done nwiciOll•ly, !)QI beC8UM "people uvu tClldeoc:y to Cff OIi the aide of caulion.. 

• WU Ol\C ill 11%1 uaprececlenled IRlmmel'-~ 'IOics held to couidu !be~. of 
I I commiuio11, which found •airra, MCW'ity reqllinmicnt1 nu~ ovcrclasaific&lioa" 

14 a berrier co the infonunon-wrill1 iw.cded 1D fight terrorism. 

812.5/2004 
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· stophcr Shay', COllDecciwt ~-the panel's chairman, called tile systc:m for 
ins lhe ution', ,ecr• "inoomptcbensibly complc.ll" and •so bloated it o~ does not 

ish between die aitically impottant am the C4mically im:lnlllt. .. 

ys said thetewu broa4 agn,ement tmtmany of the 14 millionpieccs of informationthe 
govcm ent classified llb1 year didnot oeccl tobe.11Um,bt. lhat~ varied wildly on howW die 
prob i.s. 

stimate 10 percent ofcwm11 accretubou!dlleffr havcbce,i classificd.Otliers p.t thea.tent of 
ific:ation ii high u 90 pcn:ait, • he w<i. 

The a ioisiration's aecrecy walchdog. Hill.Leollard, bead of tie lllfo1111AtiOll Sccwity ChmightOffiee, 
!Old le i41aton lhat too much infonnatiCBt i:i being ~ified in violation of Presidelll &ls!' s CA=cutive 
order veniiUJ IOfflity. 

, iatroduccd ia March, saya inlonnatloa cu la,miUy be eluli&d oDly it'ita "unauthorized 
ic .••. ~lycouldbecxpcct,odtorc.sul! :ind6rnaptotluuioMIICCl&rity ..•• • 

Ian. said Bill Crowell, a (cnner clc:puty director of die NMicnal Security Agency who bu 
served a aUJDber of C01111Diaaiou ioquirin& ialO chAification and accrccy, ia that die tystcm dated 

eColdWar. 

t ayaiem 1.uwna that it ii pouiblc to dctcnnine in advucc wbo 8"41 IG bow particul1r 
lion, ud that die rim associated witb di~ aie pcata thin the poll:llli&I bmefita of wider 
lion-6hari111: he aicl. 

It, thelc ai:e sigrlificantineentivra tDpro!ftt infonmtion,but DOiie to sha~ it. 

te Reignites Over US Aid 'lb Indonesia 

,4 eo rt r,,ling Htli~r t/116 IMttt/1 "41117.Ztj fo,,r offa&ilds Clttuftd in d,~ 199' IIUW#ICN 
ill E t TIMt>r. 

TA. INDONESIA-TialO campctin1 ~ llave loag domin&led Wlllhia~ wbtc\ ldlr. 
milllll)' aid f<1rJndonesia. Ononuided•urd1ose .iDCon1JCS5 who call t'bec:owibyt 
brulll abuscR of bumu riabta. They want US aid 1G remain sospmcled unlil llldonesia'1 
Is rd'ormc,d. 

On th otbet' sid( u the Pentag:.tl and aomc Wliite Hmisc offlcws who ,ay 1hc us, oncelDdo11e1i•'• 
Lara SOlll'QC ofmilituya.id, shwdresume fuDdinabecallle ~lhecountry', impo1"1a11Cc to lhewa: on 

8125/2004 
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INTELLIGfNCe 

UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
5000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC. 20301.•5000 
INFO MEMO 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

• ·- .. - -.- r 

. ·-· - ......... ~ 

·-··-· : ..... ::-:..: 

FROM: UNDERSECRETARYOFDEFENSEFORINTELLIGE~~ OCT 12 2()0! 

SUBJECT:. SecDcf Snowflake Regarding Overclassification 

• Your snowflake of25 August 2004 (attached) expressed concern about over 
classification within the Department. This is predominately a training issue. People 
overclassify because. they are in a hun-y or cautious, the classification guidance is 
unclear or the. derivative. source was over classified. 

• We have recently established the. DoD Security Directors. Group comprised of senior 
security officials from the. Military Departments, Joint Staff, Combatant Commands 
and Defense Agencies that is meeting quarterly to oversee implementation of security 
policies to include. this one. Recommend this be "the team" you suggest establishing 
in your comments to help reduce excessive classification. 

• Regarding your comment about review of documents, there are systematic and 
mandatory declassification review processes as well as reviews done in response to 
Freedom of Information requests. For example, USD(P) is conducting a 
declassification review of prewar Iraq policy material.. Also, there is a package on its 
way to you designating USD(I) as the. final declassification arbiter for GTMO related 
issues .. 

• Attached are some actions underway to help remedy the situation, but the key is 
command emphasis on security as. part of the. operational mission, training and 
oversight.. These actions and venues provide the. opportunity and ability to strengthen 
the DoD information security program and reduce over classification. 

Attachment: 
List of additional actions 

COORDINATION: DA&M: Concur GC:. Concur 

Prepared by: C. Bromwell, OUSD(I),,_!(b-)(_5) __ ___. 

0 
11-L-0559/0SD/037705 
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Attachment I 
Revised Guidance 

• As required by the SecDef All Hands message (attached), we are issuing a 
memorandum to all DoD agencies to rejustify their list of original classification authorities 
to ensure only those positions requiring this authority have it. 
• In a revision to DoD 5200.1-R, "Information Security Program:' we will be proposing 
that derivative classification authorities be identified on classified documents. This will 
reinforce accountability of decisions. 
• We are coordinating recommended changes to detainee guidance with a number of 
DoD agencies and once agreed, we will provide them to the Commanding General, Joint 
Task Force (JTF) Guantanamo (GTMO) for updating his security classification guide. 
• You wi II be receiving, if you haven't already, a memo for your signature designating 
me as the declassification authority for collateral classified information related to JTF 
GTMO detainee issues. 

Training Initiatives 

• The Defense Security Service Academy is updating and reinforcing the training 
requirements that will be articulated in a memorandum from me to all DoD Components. 
We are also investigating novel ways to disseminatethe information across the Department 
such as websites, and assist visits. We are also sending a survey to deploying commands to 
determine security training needs. 
• The. Director, Pentagon Force Protection Agency conducts a security awareness week in 
the Pentagon every year, and one of my staff will be participating in October to emphasize 
your message. 
• We continue efforts to enhance the training and professionalization of security managers. 
• Considering assigning DSS representatives to Combatant Commanders to educate and 
answer security-related questions. 

Oversight 

• The DoD Security Directors Group comprised of senior security officials from the 
Military Departments, Joint Staff, Combatant Commands and defense agencies that is 
meeting on 5 October and quarterly thereafter to help oversee implementation of revised 
security policies. 
• OUSDI-led coordination of JTF GTMO detainee-related documents. 
• Command self-inspections. 
• Considering a proposal to DoD Inspector General-make. classification a special interest 
item. 
• Information Security Oversight Office oversight visits to DoD Components. 

11-L-0559/0SD/037706 
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*** ~SIFIED *** • 

••••• This Message Has Been Altered***** 

RAAUZYUW RUEWMFU981S 2602142-UUUU--RUEKNMA. 
ZNR UOOUU ZUI. RUEKJCS9815 2602142 
R 1621412 SEP 04 
FM SECDEF WASHINGTON DC 
To ALOODACT 
ZEN/ALDODACT@ AL ALDODACT(UC) 
INFO RUEKJCS/SECDEF WASHINGTON DC 
RUEKJCS/OSD WASHINGTON DC 
ZEN/PTC OTC SPT. 

tJNCLAS 

SUBJ: SUBJ: DOD INFORMATION SECURITY PROGRAM 

ALDODACT. 13/04 

ADDRESSEES. PASS. TO. ALL SUBORDINATE COMMNADS 

Page. 1. of 2. 

REF:. (A) EXECUTIVE. ORDER 12958,. AS. AMENDED,. CLASSIFIED NATIONAL 
SECURITY INFORMATION. (B) DOD 5200 .1-R, INFORMATION. SECURITY. 
PROGRAM 

l.THE PRESIDENT ESTABLISHED.A STRONG INFORMATION SECURITY PROGRAM 
EXECUTIVE ORDER 12958 (REFERENCEA), IMPLEMENTED WITHIN 
DEPARTMENT BY REFERENCE. (B). ORIGINAL CLASSIFICATION. 
(OCA), DESIGNATED PURSUANT TO REFERENCE (A), AND. 

CLASSIFIERS,.ARE ACCOUNTABLE FOR THE ACCURACY OF THEIR 
DECISIONS. OFFICIALS WITH COMMAND SIGNATURE AUTHORITY. SHALL ENSURE 
THAT CLASSIFICATION MARKINGS ARE 
2. IT IS. IMPORTANT TO STATE THAT CLASSIFIERS. SHALL NOT: A) 
CLASSIFICATION 'l'O CONCEAL VIOLATIONS OF. LAW, INEFFICIENCY, 
ADMINISTRATIVE ERROR; B) CLASSIFY INFORMATION TO 
EMBARRASSt(ENT TO A PERSON,. ORGANIZATION, OR AGENCY;. C) 
INFORMATION TO PREVENT OR DELAY THB RELEASE OF INFORMATION THAT. DOES 
NOT REQUIRE PROTECTION IN THE INTEREST OF. NATIONAL SECURITY. 
INFORMATION MAY ONLY BE CLASSIFIED IF IT MEETS THE REQUIREMENTS 
ESTABLISHED BY THE. PRESIDENT. IN REFERENCE (A) AND REITERATED. IN 
REFERENCE (B) . 
3. THE UNDER SECRETARY. OF. DEFENSE FOR INTELLIGENCE. (USO (I) ) 
ISSUE MINIMUM TRAINING REQUIREMENTS FOR OCAS AND 
CLASSIFICATION AUTHORITIES WITHIN 45. DAYS. OSD(l) ALSO SHALL 
THAT SECURITY CLASSIFICATION GUIDANCE IS UPDATED,. CORRECTIVE 
IS TAKF.N, AS. APPROPRIATE, AT. DOD COMPONENTS THAT GENERATE 
RELATED. TO DETAINEES. AND PRISONER ABUSE,. AND THAT. ALL DOD 
CONDUCT ACTIVE OVERSIGHT OF ALLOCA POSITIONS. FOR JUSTIFICATION 
MAINTAIN. THIS 
4.ALL CLASSIFIED DRAFTS. AND WORKING PAPERS. SHALL .88 CLEARLY MARXEO 

OSD. - SECDEF CABLE DISTRIBUTION: 

SECDEF: / DEPSEC:. / EXECSEC: / 
C&O: ----'--- CCD: -----,-- CABLE CH: / FILE:. '>(t-£:ff 

USDP:. DIA: _____ OTHSR:Ec;/l.. / 
USDI :. __ .......,. __ PER SEC: COMM: -----

/J11t--/g / ~!<IP&z / 
/J~()'rt:JCe-~. ,;' 

*** UNCLASSIFIED *** 

11-L-0559/0SD/037707 
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• 
~SIPIBD *** • *** 

••••• This Message Has. Been A1tered ***** 
Page 2. of 2 

SUCH AND CLASSIFICATION MARKINGS.APPLIED.AS REQUIRED BY REFERENCE 
(B} . DRAFTS AND WORKING PAPERS MAY NOT BE USED AS SOURCES FOR 
DERIVATIVE CLASSIFICATION. PURPOSES. 
S.ANY QUESTIONS SHOULD BE SENT. VIA THE CHAIN OF COMMAND TO ONE OF THE 
MILITARY DEPARTMENTS SENIOR SECURITY OFFICIAL, THE DIRECTOR OF 
MANAGEMENT. JOINT. STAFF. OR THE. DIRECTOR, SECURITY,. (ODUSD/CUS) • 

PJBD .•• INFO 
USRMCU> ... INFO 
JSSC ... INFO 
SHAPE LNO. . . INFO 
USSOCOMWO , •• INFO 

JOINT STAFF V1 
ACTION 
INFO SJS-C(*) SJS-C(l) NMCC:CWO(*) CMAS(*) 

{O, 7) 

CMAS(l) JS COMPT(*) PJBD(*) JSSC(*) USSOCOMWO(*) 
JMUSI>C ( •) USTRANSCOMWO ( * } JSAMS ( *) SECDEF-C ( 1) 
SECDEF-C ( '} JCSONNIPRDA ( *) JCSONSIPRDA ( *) 

SECDEF. V2. 
ACTION SECDEF WASH DC(*) (U,6, 7 ,8) 
INFO CHAIRS(*) CHAIRS TESTBED ( N) CHAIRS2(*) DOTE :OSD(*) 

#9815 

NNNN 

DOD:IG{*) ATSD:IO(*) NCCS. SUPPORT(*) MDA(*) 
C3I-DASD-DCIO(*) USDAT:STS(*) ASD:PA-SMTP(*) 
DIR :PAE-RAM(*) DIR :PAE-SSACP(*) DIR: PAE-DCL(*) 
OSDCOMP(*) MILPERDIV(*) USDP:ESC(*) ESC-SMTP(*) 
IG-DCIS KWS(*) OSDONNIPRDA(*) OSDONSIPRDA(*) 

+SAFE 
TOTAL COPIES REQUIRED 

*** UNCLASSIFIED *** 

11-L-0559/0SD/037708 
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.. ,. 

A:apat lS, 2004 

'O: Ray. DuBois 

ROM: Donald Rumsfeld 'jf\ 
,UBIECT: Over Classificalion 

'lease look into thisarticlc: on owr classificalion. 

have always felt 1hatthcre has been a "better safe1han sorry" approach. 

~vi:ryone lends to classify.things that didn't need n be classiliccl,aixl there is 

eally no.process fur reviewiug it ina timely fashion and declnssifyiugit. 

loiaybc we ought to put togctber a team inside the Dt!partment to. see. if. we can 

1void ha,ing exces.~ive. classilication. JE's gel some folks to look at how we 

night do a b~nct job ai tha1'""'1)0SSibly a training~ 

1'banks very much. 

\lbdi. 
WIIUINll\o Sllav11. ""Owtclasaifiwioo Owldooer Waslltngt011 n..u, Ausust 2S, 2004, p. 6 . 

.....••...•...•••.••..•...••....•••.•..•.....•......•••......••.......•.. 

PltOJt respond by 'I/ ,0 / ()~ 
I 

11-L-0559/0SD/037709 
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of Ille commission have said that die n,commaulaliom (or III ovedlaul of Cona,a4iooal 
cc ovinight, wbicb Ilic paacl clcsc:ribcd u "dysfu~." were lmODI die pPCl'I most 
l- ud would be llllOD8 the most difficult t«eoua-, to endlmc. The coomiiuioll Clllecl fo: 
to co.nsidcr creatio11 of a 1iJli)c joint cornmitsee on intellipnce or, allffllllivcly, {or a tingle 
in each bOIUC of Cmgrca, tba1 would llavc die power IO appropriarc IJwlae!moncy. 

sal would almost certaialy f : 1 I p. 
iooel comminccs that now tc\ -·-...--
·g11, ~ 

Crom lawmen on the many 
wund would hf' to !d p je I 

mbcmip of the woddug IP'OUII illclllda M,, R.Dbcn&, .. -i1 u S.atort Joha W. Wll'llt« of 
, i. ~cpublican chairman of the Scna1le Aimed Scfviccs Comniincc, ud CM Lma of 
• Ille comminec'1 ranking l>cmomL Senatora Wamcr llld Levill have altcady cxpraHCI 

s about any change dlat mi3hl 1111ip die Defcmc Dcparuncnt- ud the Mmod Scrvir.ca 
'*• • well - o{ cot11rol °"er iatelli&CDCC nncn related to the mililaJ)'. 

the odler incmben ol the worki1111 poc&p lff tbe two Senate auzbon of the Jcaillltioa !bet 
the Sept. 11 commia6ion: Joba McCaiJ\, ~Im of Ari!Olla, 1114 ~ L Liltbcnna, 
IU o{ Conacc:licvt. . 

?18 dial tbe SCUIC ii II c!f«tive U pouible \lltiea dcalin9 wifi the tbJlal oftcncrism i6 a 
coni=i, • Mr. frilt I.lid, •a I wd~ lhc woitiag lf'OIIP'• ~-· 

classification Overdone? 

-qn tntlfia, it em 'on lb1 suk c£ c11111Jon' 

\\ llelllWI, United Presa lntemaliocial 

cial in c:bar,c of wonnacioD ,ccurity al the Paitap IO(d lawmakers yCltefday dial et lca.s& ball 
fonnalioa the \l.S. 1ovG111J1ait clulifia tvfZ)' year should DOI be kept tceret. 

•How if 111y ~o-so1• Carol Huvc rold 1bc HD11.1CGovcmmcat Rdonn ll&lioul .-int)', 
ng lb!Clla 1111d inletaational rclllio» wbcommillec, when asked to q111111lfy 1he piohlem of 

'ficatio?-

vc., lhe dq>uty ~sel&ry of dct'Cllse for COUNerimclliaaice 111d ICQlrity, aid cwaificalior 
ly wa,; not doac malic:ioualy, but because "people .ba\lt a tGlducy to ar OIi the Iida ol c:uio11. • 

· 111 v,,u one ia an Ubpiecedcnte4 tummcr-n:ceu Kriel held 1ocou\der the.,ccammr:ndaucm, of. 
I l commis.sio1i wbidl ftAIDI "'1ll'TtAl lllC\lrity raquiremcnta nunam, ow:n:lawficalioa" 

a barrier to the informacio11-slwiq nccdcd 11) fieht tenorism. 

8/2.512004 
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NEWS. EARLY BIRD P.~58of86 

• siopher Sbay1, Conacccia.i Republica1L L epa.nel'& chairman, caled the system fta· 
in1 lhc Dation•, ,ecre1& "incomprcbcn.siblycomplcx" and •.o blc:el:ed it often d~not 

ish beewC'Ctl the mtic.ally importantwi f:ecomicallyinclevalU." 

Mr. Sb ys said therewu broad egrecmen1 that many of the 14 millionpiccca of infonnation te 
sovcm cnt classified last year did m oeed to be ICCla, ht that~ varied wildly on how bad L e 
prob is. 

s1imate JOpercentofcwmit ICCl'Cta should never havebecnclas&ifiecl. Others JU th!cJ.tnt of 
· catioa u high u 90pcrc:ec,a, • ha Mid. 

The a ini1"tion'a accrccy wa~hdoa. Bill l.AoGard. head or die lllfonnatkm Security Ovenipt Office, 
told le illators that too much information iii being claaaified ill violluon of P~t Buah's cxa:uaive 
otdcr venai111 aecn:cy. 

That o et, iD1n>duced ill Macb, 11y1 informarion can lawfully be clUlificcl only irill "unautboriacd 
disclo re ... reasonably co11ld be expoctad to tUUlt ill damqe io lbc aetional IICl:Urity •••• • 

1cm, said Bill Cro..-cll. • fo,mcr deputy di~r of lbc Natiotial Security Agency wbo hall 
,avcd a nvmber of commiasio11, mqulrilla iaio cl•ifica1ion 1111d ICCnCy, i, that die ,)'Item dlllled 

eColdWat. 

cnt.ayatan &5SWllC6 lhat it .is possible todctamine ii advance who needs to know patticular 
lion ,and that the ri.sksastoc:illed with ~are aratcr lhan the potential beae.fiu of wider 
lion.uariaa: be aaid. 

Scicncc Mo11ilOI' 
25,2004 

te Reignites Over US Aid 'lb Indonesia 

A co rt ,,,Ung urli~, ,,.,., MOIS,.. eMnuwud/Ollr offi&ilds fflfUIU in,,,, 19" "'4$$0CH 
ln t Timor. 

UnmachC. ~t ofTbc Cbrisau Sacnco Monitor 

TA. INDONESIA-Two ccmpetina ~ have Ions domiutcd WashingtOD when &Ille 
milica,y aid for bldoncaa. On ooc: aide 1bcn an: thole in ~ who call die eouatry'a 
bru&al abusc:n of hutna11 rigllta. They 111ant US aid II) tcmaiD ,wipaided niil lndonaia't 
is n:fonncd. 

Ou 1h otbeiside i<;lhcPcm:agoallldaomeWlliitHcwe officials who~>' tlle. US,oncc llldOaaia', 
w, ~ of mi limy aid, shoulclmwnc l'unding becMl$C d' theCOllnlrys i,npoflallCle to the war. oo 

ht1p:l 'bird.afis.0£d.mil/dii1e&1c2004082Sulada_C011cat.h1ml 8/2.S/2004 
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TO: 

FROM: 

· • TAB 

Gen Dick Myers 

Donald Rumsfeld ?~ 

.. 8\98 

SUBJECT:. CM Cs 

.- ·~ . , 
\, __ . 

.. r~,~eptember 28,. .2004 
' J .. ; t 1 

Should we try to figure out a way to get better connected to those CINCs I don't 

deal with regularly? 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
092804-13 . 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond° hJt i 

Tab 

·~ ., 

OSD 16393-04 
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P'OPI OP'P'ICIAL USI! ONLY 
CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON, D.C, 20318-9999 

INFOMEMO 
I"'·-~· r.- ... , 

CH-212g/-Oi4 , : . 
19. October 2004 

FOR:. SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM:. General Richard B.. Myers, CJC~ I~ /fb 

SUBJECT: CINCs 

• Question .. "Should. we try to figure out a way to get better connected to those 
CINCs I don't deal with regularly?" (TAB) 

• Answer .. Yes, we. should strive for enhanced connectivity with combatant 
commanders. with whom we are not engaged on a regular basis. 

• Analysis. The following procedures provide the necessary links: 

• Encourage all combatant commanders. to request an office call with Sec Def 
whenever they visit Washington .. 

• Host periodic video-telecommunications or teleconferences with one command 
at a time. 

• Visit (accompanied by Joyce) one combatant command per month for a day .. 

COORDINATION: NONE 

Attachment:. 
As stated 

Prepared. By:. Lieutenant General Walter L Sharp,. USA; Director, J-5; ... l (b-)(_
6
_) -----

FOA OFFIGAL l:JSE 0Nb¥
050 16393-04 
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-· ,--------------------··-· •..... 

TO: 

FROM:. 

· • TAB 

G:n Dick Myeni 

Donald Rumsfeld ?~ 

16"10 

SUBJECT: CM Cs 

'- --
~ .. . ~eptember 28, .2004 
, ...... 

Should we tty to figure out a way to. get better connected to those CINCs. I don't 

deal with regularly? 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
092804-13 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond-by, i 

Tab 

OSD 16393-04 
11-L-0559/0SD/037714 
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October 25,2004 

TO:. 

FROM: 

David Chu • 

Donald Rumsfeld 71 
SUBJECT:. Memo. on Macro Layout of Languages 

I just looked over your October 13 memo on the Macro Layout of Languages. It is 

extremely disappointing. Please come back to me with a set of proposals as to 

how we can get some intelligent balance into this. 

It's clear things in motion remain in motion, and in the past period since 

September 11, people are nat making the. kinds oflogical corrections that 

thoughtful people would make. 

Please get back to me promptly with some ideas .. 

Thanks. 

DHR:$1 
102504-19 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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OCT O 4 2004 · 

TO: David Chu 

FROM: Donald Rumsfetct7f'. 

SUBJECT:. Macro Layout 

Please get back to me with a macro layout on languages in. the Department of 

Defense, including what it was each year beginning in 2000. to the present. 

I'm from Missouri on this. one. 

Thanks .. 

OHR:s, 
100104-l l 

• a •• a II • a a a• a • a S ••• a ••• a II a •• a. a• •.• a a a a a a a• a• a a. a. S. a 41 •• a • • • • S a a e I • • • • e • • • I 

Please respond h.\· ___ _J_Q_~J O~--. 

FGPO. 

OSD 16491-04 
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PERSONNEL AND 
READINESS 

FOR: 

UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D.C.20301-4000 

INFO MEMO 

,-
' r:.~-: , .. :· :· 

v·-· ...... 

2m~1 c~c -:. r:~ 2~ n~, 
November29, 2004, 5:00 PM 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Dav~. Chu, ?S~(P~R) ., . ; 
\~ 7}/t'!(.4/J -:I!.,, 44t~ ~ ~~ ~t/ 

SUBJECT: Memooii Macro Layout of Languages-SN6WFLAKE (attached) 

• The current language pool is driven by an outdated manpower "requirements" 
process. 

• We need to establish a number of people to. be trained in languages over and 
above the. needs. defined in this traditional manner, "capabilities based." This 
is one. of the objectives of our Language Transformation Roadmap. 

• We. can. begin by: 

o Identifying a goal for the percent of the force that should possess 
capability in investment languages (regardless of job), and tasking the 
Defense Language Institute to set up courses. to train these service 
members over and above their existing capacity. I propose. setting the 
goal at 5%. active, 2 1/2% selected reserve.(-: 70,300 active, 21,522 
reserves) 

o Establishing a Joint Service Language Corps. that could be used to 
support all services and operations. We are. currently developing the 
concept for such a Corps. 

o Expediting the full implementation of an Army pilot program to recruit 
Arabic speaking service members, by expanding the. languages. we 
target for recruitment and starting similar programs in other services. 

o Providing incentive for service.members to maintain their language 
proficiency with enhanced Foreign Language Proficiency Pay. An 
increase was included in this year's National Defense Authorization 
Act. 

• Subjecuo your guidance, I. will pursue all of the. above options and report back 
to you on our progress. 

Attachment: As. stated 

l
(b )(6) 

Prepared by Mrs. Gail McGinn, DUSD(PLANS), ._ ____ __, 

0 OSD 16491.-04 
11-L-0559/0SD/037717 
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October 25,2004 

TO: 

FROM: 

David Chu 

Donald Rumsfeld. 7i 
SUBJECT: Memo on Macro Layout of Languages 

I just looked over your October 13 memo on the Macro Layout of Languages. It is 

extremely disappointing. Please.come.back to. me with a set of proposals as to 

how we can get some intelligent balance into this .. 

It's clear. things in motion remain in motion,. and in the past period since 

September 11,.pcoplc arc not making the.kinds. of logical corrections.that 

thoughtful people would make .. 

Please get back to me promptly with some ideas .. 

Thanks .. 

DHR:ss 
102504-19 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by 11 / I 1 / 0 cf . 
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OCT O 4 2004 

TO: David Chu 

FROM: Donald Rumsfcl~ 

SUBJECT: Macro Layout 

Please. get back to me with a macro layout on languages in the Department of 

Defense, including what it was each year beginning in. 2000to the present.. 

I'm from Missouri on this one .. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
100104-11 

••••••••••••••••••• ··············~················ 

.-
f Si', 
J 1 

1 /-€' !(:} ,--J·(:' /JT/11( l.cJJ 

lJ1 
(De il 

L /L/.)0 

- ----- ----------
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UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENS~-:-··· 
4000 DEFENSEPENTAGOtff.:C:~~/·.\·.-:

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20301-4000. 

INFO MEMO 7GJ:i fCf f ,1 
/ 

[·' I ,(_ • r, '°' 
. , / I..,· "'·" 

l'KKSO:'ll:'111':1 .. AND. October 13, 2004, 3 PM 
READINESS 

u\ 6-R: SECRETARYOFDEFENSE 

@7 PR1 FROM: DavidS •. C. Chu, UnderSecretaryof Defen. 

lw6 
\1v SUBJECT: Macro Layout of Languages (Snowflake) 

• Active Service members with a minimum of Level 1 reading and listening ability: . 

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 
Arabic (Modem Standard) 2,391 1,979 2,586 2,606 2,556 
Chinese (Mandarin) 1,168 918 1,455 1,578 1,623 
Persian Farsi 657 446 739. 802 796. 
Persian Afghan 5. 4 15 13 16 
Korean 2,646 2,243 3,199 3,322 3,354 

2000 2001 2CH•2 2003. 2004. 
Arabic. (Modern Standard) 418. 417 398 376. 543 
Chinese. (Mandarin) 150 205 188 237 189 
Persian Farsi. 124 95 103. 138 166 
Persian Afghan 0 0 0 0 18 
Korean 264 322. 274 253 379. 

~ef 
<:?-(0¥'(,~ c-J 
Cl,~(' r 1 
af feq.r 
0 f ;x;c./( ('J 

• More. dramatic improvement has been hampered by the Services' lengthy processes 
for developing manpower requirements, which are largely based upon past 
operational experience instead of being driven by a capabilities-based assessment.. 
We. have initiated a pilot program to recruit heritage Arabic speakers into the 
Individual Ready Reserve with an eye to creating a surge.capability for operational 
units in the future. The. Army is having success with this. program, which should 
serve. as. a model for future efforts. 

• We arc also addressing systemic language issues to fix the. requirements process to 
allow for "top down". driven changes, a doctrinal change to incorporate foreign 
language and regional expertise as combat capabi 1 i ties for planning purposes, and a 
readiness index to measure.our progress. We. are currently coordinating a 
Transformation Roadmap that embodies these changes. and the need for greater 
language proficiency among our language specialists. In accordance. with the 
Strategic Planning Guidance,. the Roadmap will be. forwarded to the Deputy Secretary 
of Defense for approval. 

TSASO 
Attachment:. SRMA SD 1-------+-~~'""--t 
Data on Service Academies language requirements MA SD 

1-------+----""'-i,....-.-t ... l(b....,)("""'6)----1 EXEC sec 
Prepared by Mrs .. Gail. McGinn,. DUSD (PLO, . 

....__ __ __,OSD 16491-04 
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1 

SERVICE ACADEMIES 

United States Military Academy ( two semester mandatory requirement) Following are 
the. numbers for cadets in the. Classes of 2004-2008 for the seven languages taught at 
WestPoint. 

Academic AY2000 AY2001 AY2002 AY2003 AY2004 
Year (AY) (graduates (graduates (graduates (graduates (graduates 

2004) 2005) 2006) 2007) 2008) 
Arabic 91 89 208 209 244 
Chinese 84 112 S8 ss 78 
French 130 149 148 178 91 
German 263 232 234 26S 216 
Portueuese 118 100 58 127 178 
Russian 70 112 141 S6 52. 
Spanish 374 361 279 366 420 

United 9zates Air Force Academy (four semester requirement for non-technical majors; 
two semester requirement for mathematics, space operations, meteorology, and biology; 
no requirement for engineering majors) Students.enrolled in language courses, by year. 

Academic Fall 2000 Fall 2001 Fall 2002 Fall 2003 Fall 2004 
Year (voluntary) (mandatory 

a2ain) 
Arabic 104 111 47 84 135 
Chinese 108 10S 42 46 75 
French 312 253 98 151 164 
German 285 226 79 IS6 197 
Ja»anese 109 130 37 65 97 
Russian 171 181 92 112 128 
Soanish 46S 630 261 286 346 

United states Naval Academy (four semesterrequirementforhumanities and social 
science majors; no requirement for engineering, mathematics or science majors) N.rd:er 
of midshipmen taking languages by the academic. year. 

Academic 2001- 2002 2003 2004 2005 
Year (Spring & (Spring& (Spring & (Spring & (Fall) 

Fall) Fall) Fall) Fall) 
Arabic *34 
Chinese *56 103 111 51 
French 294 297 325 319 172 
German 177 174 207 230 120 
Japanese 109 112 92 123 82 
Russian 89 97 122 134 64 
Spanish 1122 963 9S1. 1078 456. 

Attachment 

11-L-0559/0SD/037721 



/ 
PERSONNELAND 

READINESS 

UNDER SECRETARY. OF:DEF-ENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAQ,9,f'J ,, _ 

WASHINGTON,. D.C.2030{~~ 1 

INFO MEMO 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: David S. C. Chu,. Under Secretary of Dcfcn · 

SUBJECT: Macro. Layout of Languages (Snowflake) 

2000 2001 
Arabic (Modem Standard) 2,391 1,979 
Chinese (Mandarin) 1,168 918 
Persian Farsi 657 446 
Persian Afghan 5 4 
Korean 2,646 2,243 

2002 
2,586 
1,455 

739 
15 

3,199. 

-.• ... , 

October l 3,2004, 3 PM 

2003 2004 
2,606 2,556 
1,578 1,623 

802 796 
13 16 

3,322 3,354 

• Students graduating with these languages at the Defense.Language.Institute:. 

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 
Arabic (Modem Standard) 418 417 398 376 543 
Chinese (Mandarin) 150 205 188 237 189 
Persian Farsi 124 95 103 138 166 
Persian Afghan 0 0 0 0 18 
Korean 264 322 274 253 379 

• More dramatic improvement has been hampered by the Services' lengthy processes 
for developing manpower requirements, which are. largely based upon past 
operational experience instead of being driven by a capabilities-based assessment. 
W c have initiated a pilot program to recruit heritage Arabic speakers. into the 
Individual Ready Reserve. with an eye. to creating a surge capability for operational 
units in the. future. The A1my is having success with this program, which should 
serve. as a model for future efforts. 

• W c. arc also addressing systemic language issues to fix the. requirements process to 
allow for "top down" driven changes, a doctrinal change to incorporate foreign 
language and regional expertise as combat capabilities for planning purposes, and a 
readiness index to measure. our progress. We are currently coordinating a 
Transformation Roadmap that embodies these changes and the need for greater 
language.proficiency among our language specialists .. In accordance with the 
Strategic Planning Guidance,. the Roadmap will be forwarded to the Deputy Secretary 
of Defense for approval. 

Attachment:. 
Data on Service Academics language requirements 

-l(b-)(--6) __ _ 

Prepared by Mrs. Gail. McGinn, DUSD (PLO,._ ____ _. 
11-L-0559/0SD/037722 
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SERVICE. ACADEMIES 

United States Military Academy (two semester mandatory requirement) Fo11owing are 
the. numbers. for cadets. in the Classes of 2004-2008 for the seven languages taught at 
West Point. 

Academic. I AY2000 I AY 2001 AY 2002 I AY 2003 AY 2004 
Year (A Y) (graduates (graduates (gradumes (graduates (graduates 

2004) 2005) 2006). 2007) 2008) 
Arabie. 91 89 208. 209 244 
Chinese. 84 112 58 55 78 -
French 130 149 148 178 97 
German 263 232 234 265 216 
Portu~uese 118 100 58 127 178 
Russian 70 112 141 56 52 
Snani!sh 174 161 279 166 420 

United States Air Force Academy (four semesterrequirement for non-technical majors; 
two semester requirement for mathematics, space operations, meteorology, and biology; 
no requirement for engineering majors) Students enrolled in language courses, by year. 

Academic Fall 2000 Fall 2001 FalJ 2002 Fall 2003 Fall 2004 
Year (voluntary) (mandatory 

again) 
Arabic 104 111 47 84 135 
Chinese 108 105 42 46 75 
French 312 253 98 151 164 
German 285 226 79 156 197 
Japanese 109 130 37 65 97 
Russian 171 181 92 112 128 
Spanish 465 630 261 286 346 

United. States Naval Academy (four semesterrequirement for humanities and social 
science majors~ no requirement for engineering, mathematics or science majors) Number 
of midshipmen taking languages by the academic year. 

Academic 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 
Year (Spring & (Spring & (Spring & (Spring & (Fall) 

Fall) Fall) Fall) Fall) 
Arabic *34 
Chinese *56 103 111 51 
French 294 297 325 319 172 
German 177 174 207 230 120 
Japanese 109 112 92 123 82 
Russian 89 97 122 134 64 
Soanish 1122 963 951 1078 456 
*Denotes inception year of program. 

Attachment 
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TO: David Chu 

FROM:. Donald Rumsfetd7"" 

SUBJECT:. Macro Layout 

CL · iV/7/u~ 

1/bp 

OCT O 4 2004 

Please get back to. me with a macro 1yout on languages in. the. Department of 

Defense, including. what it was. each year beginning. in 2000 to the present.. 

I'm from Missouri. on this one. 

Thanks. 

DHRss 
100104-l l 

~l~~·s·e· ;.:;;~:,~ ~~.· • •••• • j ~ j ~ ~ }~y • • • • •. •. • ............ • •. • ..... • ..... , 
1 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Ia::ty Di Rita 
V ADM Jan Stawidis 
Paul Butler 

Donald Rurnsfeld 't)\\,-
SUBJECT : Elevating Issues Proposal 

~ • ., . • • - • I • 

....... ... .. .. , ... . .. .. . 
,, . ' . 

r . . .. ·1 :' ...,._ ,.. r- I H . H .. ~ . .. . OCT 1 5 2004 

Please take a look at this proposal from Ray Dubois and tell me what you think of 

it. 

---Havc-PaulWolfowitz-loek-at-it,-and.then.come backJo..mc..w.ith a ..... . 

recommendation. 

Thanks:-·· · ··- .... 

Attach 
5/20/04 Memo to SccDef 12: Elevating Issu~ 

DHR:• 
I () 1404-33 . 

·;i;~;;·;;;;~~db-;········ee·· ,~······································· 
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Chain of' Comniand Reporting 

SD/DSD 
t At Least 14 Filter Levels. 

Stovepipes into Building 

rnrn00 
(/) 
0 
3 
(I) 

:z:: 
a --(I) 

3 

Major 
Headquarters 

Add'I Filterina Ill 

t 
Multiple Solution Attempts -------Theater/Regional 

Cdr/SES 

I 
I 
I 

First GO/FO/SES in 
Chain of Command 

L j Multiple Solution. Attempts I 
Manager(0-6/GS-15) I I 

Multiple Solution Attempts 

I Problem/Issue 

1st Line 

I 
I 
I 
I 

.Expedited Early-Warning 

SD/DSD 

EIMT 

3. or 4 Filter. Levels. 
(Raw Info - No 
Solutions. Attached) 

-- ~ 
~M~diaJ 

Media 

I Field Cdr/Manager I 

I 
I Problem/Issue I 
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TO: Ray DuBois 

cc: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Powell Moore 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
Letter from Governor Ehrlich 

October 19 ,2004. 

Attached is a letter from Governor Bob Ehrlich, and a copy of my response to him. 

It is in your hands. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
10/15/04 Gov F.hrlich T.e!l<;!r to Sec Def 

DHR:ss 
101904-21 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ________ _ 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE. 

WASHINGTON 

The. Honorable Robert L Ehrlich,. Jr.. 
Governor of Maryland 
State.House 
Annapolis, MD 2 140 I 

Dear Governor, 

Thanks so much for your note and your holiday 
greetings. Mary Beth dropped it off. 

4 

I have passed your letter along to Ray DuBois, who is. 
working the BRAC issue. for us, and I know he will give it 
the. most careful attention .. 

I look forward to seeing you the weekend after the. 
election, if you are able. to · 

11-L-0559/0SD/037729 



ROBERT. L. EHRLICH,. JR .. 

GOVERNOR. 

STATE OF MARYLAND 
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR. 

October 15,2004 

The Honorable.Donald H. Rumsfeld 
Secretary 
Department of Defense 
I 000 Defense Pentagon 
WashingtonDC, 20301· IOOO 

Dear Mr. Secretary: 

As you know, Maryland is home to nearly 100,000military personnel and some of the 
nation's most impo1tant military installations. While many of these installations have become an 
integral part of America's tradition and history, l would like.to draw your attentionto. the Naval 
Surface Warfare Center at Indian Head, a facility that is vital to the way we conduct warfare. 

Recently, the Naval Surface Warfare Center at Indian Head developed, tested, and fielded 
the thermobaric bomb in 68 days. It was a remarkable success story in our fight against Taliban 
and al Qaeda holdouts. in the mountainous Gardez region of eastern Afghanistan. Although this 
facility has. remained relatively anonymous, its unique combination of energetics capability and 
problem solving ~u-e essential to overcome the asymmetrical tactics of our enemies . 

• 
While industry has abandoned the energetics business, it can no longer meet this. quick-

response requirement. As a result, the Navy consolidated its energetics activities into the Naval 
Warfare Center at Indian Head, which provides a full life-cycle energetics activity, capable of 
pursuing science mid technology, design, development, in-service engineering, process 
development, scale-up and limited production. This. enormous capability is. supported by 800 
energetics scientists and technicians and efficiently housed in one facility in Indian Head. In fact, 
70% of all U.S.explosives and propellants, including the thermobaric bomb, developed since 
1985 originated at Indian Head. 

The. Base.Realignment and Closure (BRAC)2005 is designed to save money while 
injectingefficiencies into the way we station.and deploy our forces. In 1995,.BRAC analysts 
focused keenly on energetics and devised multiple scenarios to close Indian Head. It became 
clearthat it was too expensive to close Indian Head then, and it will likely remain too expensive 
to close today. In the wake. of BRAC, however, the Navy took the. opportunity to. consolidate 
even more energetics missions at Indian Head. Today, it remains the hub of the Department of 
Defense (DoD) energetics, it is the only rese~u-ch and development center for underwater 
weapons, the only facility for high-1isk chemicals (including being the sole producer of torpedo 
fuel), and it is DoD's center of excellence for all aircraft ejection seat propellants mid other 
cartridge actuated and propellant actuated (CAD/PAD) devices. 

STATE HOUSE,. ANNAPOLIS .. MARYLAND. 2.1401 



.. 

The Honorable Donald H. Rumsfeld 
October 15 ,2004 
Page2 

Others have. followed the. Navy to Indian Head,. taking advantage of its proximity to the 
Beltway and the affordable living conditions in Charles County. Today, the Joint 
Interoperability Test Command (JITC), which tests. the m~j01ity of new command and control 
systems for service-wide compatibility ,.has. re-located to Indian Head .. The Joint Service 
Explosive Ordnance Disposal Technology Center (EODTC)provides the capability to locate, 
gain access.to, identify, and neutralize hazards presented by military and improvised surface.and 
underwater conventional and nuclear devices. Today, the EODTC operates a 24-7 conummd cell 
linked via satellite co Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD) technicians on the ground in Iraq and 
Afghanistan to identify unexploded ordnance, including Improvised Explosive Devices (IEDs). 
Additionally, the U.S. Marines selected Indian Head to position its Chemical Biological Incident 
Response.Force (CBIRF), enabling a rapid response to Waslungton, D.C. while maintaining a 
safe distance in the event of a catastrophic event. As you know, it was the Indian Head-based 
CBIRF that responded to the. Senate Hrut Office Building following the post 9-1 I anthrax attack. 

In addition,.the analyses of BRAC 95 repeatedly demonstrate the. financial and military 
risk inherent in closing this. facility or moving its capability elsewhere. While Indian Head offers 
a continuum of energetics capability, from development and testing to neutralization and 
disposal for our military, it is also vital to Maryland. Ifl may be of any assistance on this or any 
other matter. lease do not hesitate to contact m De ut Chief of Staff, Mary Beth Carozza at 
(b}(6) r via email at (b}(6) 

cc: The Honorable Aris Melissaratos 

Very truly yours, 

~;).. 
Robert L. Ehrlich, Jr. 
Governor 

Mary Beth Carozza, Deputy Chief of Staff 

11-L-0559/0SD/037731 



ROBERT L. EHRLICH, JR .. 
GOVERNOR 

STATE OF MARYLAND 
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 

October 15,2004 

The Honorable.Donald H. Rumsfeld 
Secretary 
Department of Defense 
IOOODefense Pentagon 
Washington DC, 20301-1000 

Dear Mr. Secretary: 

As you know,. Maryland is home to nearly 100,000 military personnel and some of the 
nation's most important military installations .. While many of these installations.have become. an 
integral part of America's tradition and history, I would like to draw your attention to the.Naval. 
Surface Warfare Center at Indian Head, a facility that is vital to the way we conduct warfare. 

Recently, the. Naval Surface Warfare Center at Indian Head developed, tested,. and fielded 
the. thennobaric bomb in 68 days. It was. a remarkable success. story in our fight against Taliban 
and a) Qaeda holdouts in the. mountainous. Gardez region of eastern. Afghanistan. Although this. 
facility has remained relatively anonymous, its unique combination of energetics capability and 
problem solving are essential to.overcome.the. asymmetrical tactics of our enemies. 

While industry has abandoned the energetics business, it can no longer meet this. quick
response requirement.. As a result, the Navy consolidated its energetics. activities into the. Naval 
Warfare Center at Indian Head,. which provides a full life-cycle energetics activity, capable of 
pursuing science and technology, design, development, in-service engineering, process. 
development, scale-up and limited production. This enormous capability is. supported by 800 
energetics scientists and technicians and efficiently housed in one facility in Indian Head. In fact, 
70%. of all U.S. explosives and propeJlants, including the thermobaric. bomb, developed since 
1985 originated at Indian Head. 

The Base Realignment mid Closure (BRAC) 2005 is designed to save money while 
injectingefficienciesintothe way we station and deploy our forces. In 1995, BRAC analysts 
focused keenly on energetics and devised multiple scenarios to close. Indian Head. It became 
clear that it was too expensive to close. Indian Head then, and it will likely remain too expensive 
to close today. In the wake of BRAC, however, the. Navy took the opportunity to. consolidate 
even more energetics missions. at Indian Head. Today, it remains the hub of the Department of 
Defense (DoD) energetics, it is the only research and development center for underwater 
weapons, the. only facility for high-risk chemicals (including being the. sole. producer of torpedo 
fuel), and it is DoD' s center of exceJlence. for a JI aircraft ejection seat propeJlants and other 
cartridge actuated and propellant actuated( CAD/PAD) devices .. 

OSD 166 > 1) •04 
STATE. HOUSE, ANNAPOLIS, MARYLAND al401 
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The Honorable.Donald H. Rumsfeld 
October 15,2004 
Page2 

Others.have followed the Navy to Indian Head,. taking advantage of its proximity to the 
Beltway and the affordable living conditions in Charles County. Today, the Joint 
Interoperability Test Command (JJTC), which tests the majority of new command and control 
systems for service-wide compatibility.has re-located to Indian Head. The Joint Service 
Explosive Ordnance Disposal Technology Center (EODTC) provides the capability to locate, 
gain access to,. identify, and neutralize hazards presented by military mid improvised surface and 
underwater conventional and nuclear devices. Today, the EODTC operates a 24-7 command cell 
linked via satellite.to Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD) technicians on the ground in Iraq and 
Afghanistan to identify unexploded ordnance, including ImprovisedExplosive Devices (IEDs). 
Additionally, the U.S. Marines selected Indian Head to position its Chemical Biological Incident 
Response Force (CBIRF), enabling a rapid response to Washington, D.C. while maintaining a 
safe distance in the event of a catastrophic event. As you know, it was the Indian Head-based 
CBIRF that responded to the Senate Hart Office Building following the post 9-1 I anthrax attack. 

ln addition,the analysesofBRAC 95 repeatedlydemonstratethe financial and military 
risk inherent in closing this facility or moving its capability elsewhere. While Indian Head offers 
a continuum of energetics capability, from development and testing to neutralizationand 
disposal for our military, it is. also vital to Maryland. If I may be of any assistance on this or any 
other watter clrse do not hesitate to contact m . De ut Chief of Staff, Mary Beth Carozza at 

!(b)(6) or via email at (b)(6) 

cc: The Honorable Aris Melissaratos. 

Very truly yours,. 

~). 
Robert L. Ehrlich, Jr. 
Governor 

Mary Beth Carozza, Deputy Chief of Staff 
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THE. SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON 

Ms. Mary Beth Carozza 
Deputy Chief of Staff 
Office of the Governor 
State House 
Annapolis, MD 21401 

Dear Mary Beth, 

OCT 20 2004 

Thanks so much for your note and the letter from the 
Governor. 

I hope things are going well for you. We miss you 
here. 

OSD 16t.,,, ; -04 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON. 

The Honorable Robert L. Ehrlich, Jr. 
Governor of Maryland 
State House 
Annapolis, MD 2 1401 

Dear Governor, 

OCT 20 2004 

Thanks so much for your note and your holiday 
greetings. Mary Beth dropped it off. 

I have passed your letter along to Ray DuBois, who is 
working the BRAC issue for us, and I know he wi11 give it 
the most careful attention. 

I look forward to seeing you the weekend after the 
election, if you are able to · 

OSD 16AJ·J-04 
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TO: GEN George Casey 

CC: Gen Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 
Gen John Abizaid 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Peshmerga Possibilities 

October 20, 2004 

At the right time, in the right way, why don't you think about the possibility of using 

Peshmerga military forces for one or more of the following possibilities: 

- Protection of a UN presence 

- Protection of the NA TO Mission for training and equipping 

- Protection in the Green Zone 

- Protection for election activities in se]ected parts of the country 

- Convoy protection - since they wou]d be moving across the country, rather 

than permanently located 

- Selected site protection 

- Protection along the Syrian border and/or the Iranian border 

One possibility might be to make them an element of the Iraqi Army or the Iraqi 

National Guard. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
101904-20 

~~;~;;;;:;::;~;······;;i-~io·~·········································· 
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TO: GEN George Casey 

CC: Gen Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 
Gen John Abizaid 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Peshmerga Possibilities 

F8l'98 

October 20, 2004 

At the right time, in the right way, why don't you think about the possibility of using 

Peshmerga military forces for one or more of the following possibilities: 

- Protection of a UN presence 

- Protection of the NATO Mission for training and equipping 

- Protection in the Green Zone 

- Protection for election activities in selected parts of the country 

- Convoy protection - since they would be moving across the country, rather 

than permanently located 

- Selected site protection 

- Protection along the Syrian border and/or the Iranian border 

One possibility might be to make them an element of the Iraqi Army or the Iraqi 

National Guard. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
101904-20 

~;;;;;;s~·::;~;······;;i·~io·~·········································· 
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OCT 1 5 20l>i 

'- /\ ~"' 
' ,· 1· \ \\~-~,\ 

ACTION MEMO 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

'l ,·. 
\._ ':--; - ' \-

USD(P) .\ <;'-
150ct 2004 

OSD/ISA/NESA 
1-04/0 13743-ES 

ES-1027. 

FROM: Assistant Secretary of Defense, International Security Aff~ II OC.1 

SUBJECT: Thank You Note to Crown Prince of Bahrain 

• You asked us to draft a note to the Crown Prince of Bahrain thanking 
him for dinner and for his hospitality, enclosing a satellite photo of the 
Korean peninsula. 

• We have already sent him a thank you note (attached). 

• Next under is another note with photos attached. 

Recommendation: 

• Sign note to Crown Prince of Bahrain. 

oso 16625-04 

ol/so~ 
Prcpam.l by: CDR Peter McVety, OSD/ISA/NESA,r ... _)(-

6
) ___ __. 

PDASD/ISA ____ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/037739 l')-ln-otr P(l?:,n lt-.J 
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'10:. 

CC: 

FROM: 

.. Bill Luti 

DougFeith 

Donald Rwnsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Thank You Note to Crown Prince of Bahrain 

October 13, 2004 

E~-\O~l 
T -G '-\/0\~ rl\3 

lv-dllt to draft a note to the Crown Prince of Bahrain thanking him for dinner and 

for his hospitality, enclosing a satellite photo of the Korean peninsula, as 

promised. 

Please give ne a draft of the. note to review. 

101,304.11 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by IO/! 'l/ 0 f 

oso 16625-04 

11-L-0559/0SD/0377 40 



His. Highness 
Shaikh Salman bin Hamad bin Isa al-Khalifa 

Crown Prince. and Commander-in-Chief 
Bahrain Defense Force 
Kingdom of Bahrain 
Manama, Bahrain 

Your Highness, 

It was. a pleasure to see. you during my visit to Bahrain .. I 
want to again express my special appreciation for your gracious 
hospitality and the. elegant dinner that you hosted for all the 
visiting Ministers of Defense. 

Thank you for your continued cooperation. I look 
forward to returning to Bahrain in the future. 

Sincerely, 

11-L-0559/0SD/03 77 41 



His Highness 

THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON,. DC 20301-1000 

Shaikh Salman bin Hamad bin Isa al-Khalifa 
Crown Prince and Commander-in-Chief 
Bahrain Defense Force 
Kingdom of Bahrain 
Manama, Bahrain 

Your Highness: 

OCT 21 2004 

Enclosed is the satellite photo of the Korean Peninsula that I promised you 
during dinner. 

Again, thank you for the wonderful day in your country. 

Sincerely, 

11-L-0559,90/037742 

OSD 16625-04 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Doug Feith 
Mike.Wynne 
Tina Jonas 

Donald. Rumsfeld'\)/\ 

SUBJECT:. Managing Boards 

Please. talk to Larry Di Rita soon, and get clear in your minds the. responsibilities 

for the Defense Policy Board, the Defense Business Board and the. Defense 

Science. Board, and how you should manage them .. 

Thanks .. 

l>HRss 
093004-17 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by __ l_o_/_2. __ t;..._/_o_f--

'"Pl'.506. 

11-L-0559/0SD/0377 44 
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.. 
UNDER SECRETARY OF.DEFENSE 

l 100 DEFENSE PENTAGON 
WASHINGTON,. DC 20301·1100 

··- I ••• , ·-' ' •• --. . .. ~.. . . . 

INFO MEMO 2!Tlff r~r / I L:J ·' I •• I 

COMPTROLLER October20, 2004, 5:00 PM 

FOR: SECRETARYOFDEFENSE 
DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Tina W. Jona,(,( 

SUBJECT:. Managing Boards 

• At your direction, l have spoken with Larry DiRita on the. management of the. 
Defense Business Board (DBB)(snowtlakeat TAB A). 

• l understand your concern about the. Board's work products becoming public 
before they are in a final, releasable form. 

• The. DBB Executive Director will continue to work proactively with Public 
Affairs and Legislative Affairs, and will ensure they are. involved early and are. 
aware of the Board's activities, deliberations and draft reports. 

COORDINATION: None .. 

Attachments:. 
As stated 

Prepared by: Thomas. Modly, DBB ExecutiveDirector~ ... (b- )(_
6

_) ___ .... 

oso 16657-04 

11-L-0559/0SD/0377 45 
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TO: 

FROM:. 

Doug.Feith 
Mike Wynne 
Tina Jonas 

Donald Rumsfeld~ 

SUBJECT:. Managing Boards. 

F"U6. , 

Zffi'' rn "l t....11 .... · . .:. .. 

Please. talk to Larry Di Rita soon, and get clear in your minds. the. responsibilities 

for the. Defense Pol icy Board,. the Defense Business Board and the. Defense 

Science Board,. and how you should manage them. 

Thanks .. 

DHRss 
093004-17 

................................................••............••........ , 
Please respond by __ l_o __ ( 2.__._'l_,__/_o_f--

P'500 
OSD 16657-04 

11-L-0559/0SD/037747 



:-'' 

'IO:. Ian Brzezinski 

CC: Doug Feith 

FROM. 

SUBJECT: .Manning Tables 

,. - ... 

F8eJ& ··- · ·-
~:~~~·~· .: ~ .. · . 

"rn'\ j''.'T ')'i 
Ll~;· , · • ~ 

' • ' C"-· l '~ . : - ' ., 
October 13, 2004 

E.·S- \Od.\o 
~-oL\Jor-~14~ 

Please give me the naniJg tables for all the headquarters by country •• I want to 

take. a look at it. 

Thanks .. 

I>Hba 
101304·$ • 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by lo I ')..'v I fJq . 

OSD 167 84-04 
11-L-0559/0SD/0377 48 
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. ' 

INTERNATIONAL SECURITY 
POLICY 

OFFICE. OF. THE. ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF. DEFENSE 
2900 DEFENSEPENTAGON 

WASHINGTON,. DC. 20301-2900. 

INFOMEMO 
I-04/013742 

I-04/0 13818 I 
DepSecDef~ \-: ~ 

USD(P) \> \ \V 
FOR:. SECRETARY OF DEFENSE \;'IJr;(iJ 

THROUGH: Mira Ricardcl, Acting Assistant Secretary of Defense (I~~ 2 J 2004 

FROM: Ian Brzezinski, DASO (European and NA TO Policy)J _ ,iJ---_.; l 

SUBJECT: NATO Manning Tables V 
• You asked to see the manning tables for NATO headquarters/activities .. 

Attached is. a by-nation summary of military manning in the. NATO Command 
Structure (NCS) as. of January 2004 {TabA7. 

• Because. the. full manpower structure for the. new NCS has. not yet been finalized, 
NATO is. still working under its. pre-existing manpower authorizations. 

o This means the attached table does not reflect the 7 new NATO members, the 
handful of new French positions in ACO and ACT,. or the manpower savings 
that will result from command structure reform. 

• (U) As soon as. complete manning data for the new NCS. is available, we. will provide 
an updated list.. 

o We. anticipate the N AC will approve. the full manpower structure for the. new 
NCS by the. end of November 2004. 

l(b )(6) 
Prepared by. Lt Col John Harris, ISP/NATO)._ ___ _. 
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1/otf 

NATO Command Structure-MilitaryPositions (as of Jan 2004) 

ACLAN~ ACE~ Totals 
(becomes A CT)J. (becomesACO)f , 

Belgium 15 492 507 

Canada 60 256 316 

Czech Reuublic 7 103 110 

Denmark 18 388 406 

France 2 0 2 

Germanv 68 2381 2449. 

Greece IO 583 593 

Hnnr,nrv 5 78 83 

ltalv 24 1505 1529 

Luxembourg 1 0 1 

Netherlands 50 657 707 

Norwav 29 263 292 

Poland 14 258 272 

Portugal 169 44 213 

Spain 51 422 473 

Turkey 7 686 693 

UK 220 1216 1436 

U.S. 432 2797 3229 

Other* 103 337 440 

Totals 1285 12466 13751 



B 
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FUGO e5-(0GZ.. 
. . . . .. ~ .: 

Ol.f Io 13 &3<f-£S 
"l~!l r~T "~1 
L',.'.J', .. , .· ~ , . ~ .. 

t H (\~ ~ ~1 

;. l , • , ·oc1 1 s 2004 

TO: Ian Brzezinski 

SUBJECT:. Manning Tables Jl-
Plea~ be sure to get me. the Manning Tables by country for all those various 

NA TO activities. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
!01404-22 

·······························································~············ 
Please respond by _______ _ 

1'000 

11-L-0559/0SD/037753 
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.. 

'ID: Jan Brzezinski 

cc: Doug Feith 

FROM: 

SUBJECT ._Manning Tables. 
, 

~ ,, O· 1 '1 
i. I ! · i '1 

October 13, 2004 

E. S - . \ 0d. \.o 
'I-OL\/O\~l4a 

Please give me the. manning tables f<r all the headquarters by country·· I want to 

take. a look at .it. 

Thanks .. 

DMlbs 
101304-, ; 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
P/eqse respond by lo j'v,z., I iJ'f . 

FOO" 
OSD 16784-04 

11-L-0559/0SD/037754 
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TO:. Ian Brzezinski 

SUBJECT: Mam.ing TablesJl 

p(St,Q..t~ ;: :_ =. ~-- ~ 
~~·=r:.>:, ·:_: · .. :: :/ . 

e5-(0GZ. 

04;/ 01383<f-£S 
, , . (\ • n :.; ·· ', -ocr 1 5 2004 

Please be ~ure to get me. the Manning Tables by country for all those various 

NATO activities. 

Thanks. 

OHR:ss 
101404-22 

·······························································~············ 
Please respond by ---------

oso 16785-04 



TO: Tom Hall 

!l.@j 

MtJ8 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ?,~ 
SUBJECT: Transforming the. Guard and. Reserve 

October 21,2004 

Tom, l know your team has put in a great deal of effort over the. past year working 

with the Hill on the important task of transforming the Guard and Reserve; and l 

see that the. 2005 Authorization Bill supports most of our initiatives. We have. a 

way to go, but this is an excellent start. Thanks for all your hard and. effective 

work. 

DHR:ss 
102104-6 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ________ _ 

OSD 1681S-04 

ro~o 
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TO: Ken Krieg 
Jim Haynes 

FROM:. .. DonaldRumsf eld )I\ 
SUBJECT:. C-130 issue 

October 8,2004 

There. are allegations in the press concerning a C-130 contract or situation. It 

came up recently in a Congressionalhearing. also .. 

I would like. you to. look into and tell me. what you recommend the. Department do. 

about it.. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
100804-12 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ________ _ 

.. ,·. ; 

•• i •• 

.. 

. ' 

F8t'.10 
11-L-0559/0SD/037757 
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GENERAL COUNSEL 

( '. . . - .. 

GENERAL COUNSEL OF. THE DEPARTMENT OF DEF,ENSE 
1600 DEFENSE PENTAGON. 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20301-1600 

UNCLASSIFIED 

INFO MEMO 

.. -·, -.... ·... . 

October 22,2004,. 3:30 PM 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: WilliamJ. Haynes 11,General Counsel~ 

SUBJECT: C- 130 Program 

• Recent reports in the press concerning the Air Force's C- I 30program relate to 
two distinct issues: 1) the. Office of the. Inspector General's (OIG's) audit of the. 
Air Force's commercial procurement of C- I 30J aircraft; and 2) recent protests by 
Lockheed Martin and BAE Systems, challenging the Air Force's conduct of 
certain competitive procurements in which Darleen Druyun was involved as. an 
employee of the. Air Force .. 

• In its report of July 23, 2004, the OIG concluded that the acquisition of the C- I 30J 
aircraft as. a commercial item was improper, and that the. aircraft does not meet 
contractual requirements and cannot perform its mission. 

• Senator McCain cited the. OIG' s report in a hearing before the. SASC regarding the. 
9/1 I Commission, and in a letter to you concerning the analysis of alternatives for 
the recapitalization of the tanker aircraft fleet. 

• On August 18,2004, you requested that the. Deputy Secretary look into Senator 
McCain's concerns. In response to your request and the. OIG's report, the. Acting 
USD{AT&L) has unde11aken a review of the C-J30J program. That review is 
ongoing,. and may result in a plan to address. the. concerns. The Acting 
USD(A T &L) informed Senator McCain of the review in a letter dated September 
29, 2004. 

• Following reports of Ms. Druyun's plea agreement, Lockheed Martin and BAE 
Systems. addressed their protests. to officialsin the. Air Force .. The. protests. 
challenge the award of contracts to Boeing under the C-130 Avionics 
Modernization Program, and in other competitive procurements in which Ms. 
Druyun participated. My staff is reviewing the. protests. in coordination with 
attorneys in the Air Force. Office of General Counsel.. 

11-L-0559MD/037758 OSD 16863-04 



COORDINATION: TAB. A 

Prepared By: Charles Bidwell,r.__)(6_) ___ ...., 
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ro~o 

October 8,2004. 

TO:. Ken Krieg. 
Jim Haynes 

DonaldRumsfeld '\)\ 
' 

FROM: 

SUBJECT:. C-130 issue 

There are. allegations in the. press concerning a C-130 contract or situation. It 

came. up recently in a Congressional hearing also. 

: ,.) 

1 would like. you to look into and tell me what you recommend the Department do. 

about it.. 

Thanks .. 

DHR:ss 
100804-12 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ________ _ 

'' I 

FUGO OSD 16863-04 
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TAB A-- COORDINATION: INFO MEMO RE C-130 PROGRAM 

Mr. Krieg,. Director, Program Analysis and Evaluation, October 2 1, 2004 

Mr. Patterson, Special Assistant to the. Deputy Secretary of Defense, October 2 I, 
2004 

11-L-0559/0SD/037762 



TO: 

CC: 

FROM:. 

Honorable Andrew H. Card, Jr. 
Dr.. Condoleezza Rice 

Vice President Richard B. Cheney 

Donald Rumsfeld '] fl---# 
SUBJECT: Possible Talking Points 

October 22,2004. 

Attached arc some thoughts on how the White House might want to talk about the 

Myers letter. 

Again, Andy, my apologies that. I did not give you a heads. up this morning. 

Attach .. 
Draft statement on NID 

DHRdh. 
102204-10. 

OSD 1686 6- 0 4 
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DRAFT 
CLOSE HOLD 

October 22,. 2004 

General Myers has consistently provided advice to the President along the 

lines of his recent letter to Congressman Duncan Hunter,. the Chairman of the 

House Armed Services Committee. General Myers was asked by Chairman 

Hunter to provide his opinion on intelligence reform in writing. It has consistently 

been the position of the President's administration that when the Chairman of the 

Joint Chiefs of Staff is asked his. opinion by Congress, that he. should provide his. 

honest advice .. The President respects. that.. 

General Myers is right in his view that nothing should intrude on the. 

integrity of the. chain of command .. The. President has emphasized that that is his 

view and that principle was reflected in the legislation sent up by the. President on 

September 16,2004 on page 14, section 4(k)(b )(2), which says, in part: 

"The Secretary of Defense, in consultation with the National 
Intelligence Director, shall--(l)ensurethat the agencies an 
organizations of the Intelligence Community within the Department 
of Defense adequately satisfy the overall intelligence needs. of the 
Department of Defense, including the needs of the Chairman of the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff and the commanders of the unified and 
specified commands and,. wherever such agencies and organizations 
are performing Government wide functions, the needs. of other 
departments and agencies;" 

DRAFT 
CLOSE HOLD 

11-L-0559/0SD/037764 



DRAFT 
CLOSE HOLD 

The. President believes. that the. intelligence. reform legislation now being 

worked on in Conference can address this. issue in a constructive way. As the. 

President has indicated,. he is seeking a bi II that adheres to the important principle 

of respecting the chain of command and also gives full budget authority to the 

NID. These. principles touch on a variety of aspects of the relationships, including 

personnel,. budget authority, and management accountability. The. details on such 

matters could probably best be left to be worked out by the Executive Branch in 

consultation with Congress, given their impo11ance and their complexity. The. 

President expects. that any bill that comes forward for his signature will provide 

the NID full budget authority, while respecting the chain of command .. 

General Myers supports intelligence reform, including the NID and the 

NCTC,. and the President would not want a Chairman of the. Joint Chiefs of Staff 

who did not have. views on such important matters. and a willingness to express 

them .. 

OHRdh 
Curr~nt MFRs/NID 

DRAFT 
CLOSE HOLD 

11-L-0559/0SD/037765 
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September 27 ,2004 

.... _ .. 
' ; 

TO: David Chu 
~ . ~ 

'· ;,. 

Donald Rumsfeld ) /L., . ··I 

FROM:. 3 
t· ... ~ I 

SUBJECT: Training of MPs 
•.>) 

Should we have. a program lo get all Mililary Policejoint and trained all at lhe"."' 

same place wilh the. same. rules? (Army, Navy, Air Force, Marines, Guard, 

Reserve?} 

Thanks .. 

DHR:ss 
092704-25 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please. respond by_L<lµ,5J~o~~~,----

. ' 

OSD 16867-04 
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UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D. C.20301-4000 

::;. 

INFO MEMO 
,,.. -··" ,,. .. ' ,.. -:.. -, 

· .... ~ " ,.,. I ··. 
:,_:• *"' 

PERSONNEL AND 
READINESS 

OclOber 22,2004. -.6:00 PM 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE FOR:. 

FROM:. DR. DAVID S.C.CHU, UNDER~SRETARY OF DEFENSE 
(PERSONNEL AND READINESSh JJ ... • J ,.J .,)~.~ -,Jj 

, 't)---4 . I (; C.' ~-(._e. .. :;i.i., L--¥- •LP? 
Potential. Further Consolidation of Military Police. Training
SNOWFLA KE (attached) 

SUBJECT:. 

• We. have. already achieved substantiat.'1ointness" in MP training 

• Army and Marine Corps train together at Fort Leonard Wood 

• Air Force. and. Navy train together at Lackland Air Force Base. 

• Guard and. Reserve train with their respective service at thesejoint locations 

• Skill sels for Anny/Marine Corps differ subslanlially from Air Force/Navy) 
since principal. responsibility of Air Force and Navy personnel is protection of 
"places." Curriculum overlap is only about 20 percent .. 

• Unless. il is decided lo change lhe. mission of Air Force and Navy personnel, 
further consolidation would not yield any important benefits (and might 
engender some. unnecessary complications). 

RECOMMENDATION:. Information Only 

Attachment:. As. stated 

. l(b )(6) 
Prepared by: Captain StephenM .. Wellock, .... ___ __. 

11-L-0559SD/037767 
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,. 

fell!!J8. 

September 27 ,2004 

..... :,. .. , 
":J 

TO: David Chu . -
.• 
) 

Donald Rumsf eld) A,., 
. ···t 

FROM: :. ) 

\./·: 

SUBJECT:. Training of MPs 
. ') 

I, 

Should we have. a program to get all Military Police joint and trained all at the 

same place with the. same. rules? (Army, Navy, Air Force,. Marines,. Guard, 

Reserve?) 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
092704-25 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by _t_a_J_t-6_}~o_i~, __ _ 

1000 

··.·:· 
··;.i 

OSD 16867-04 
11-L-0559/0SD/037768 
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TABA ('::: . ... -· - .... 
\ .. ' .· .. - . 

. - .. : ·:· ···• ..... : 
. .. · \ _ ... .. , .. ., .. · ... ; 

Septemlfet'11&200AI ~:·: r~ !~ r. ! .,. I . ,. • . ... '!' •. I • ' .) 

TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

Gen. Dick Myers 

Paul Wolfowitz 
Doug Feith 
Tina Jonas 
Ken Krieg 

Donald Rumsfeld 'yl\.. 

es1 

SUBJECT: "Rules of Thumb" for Security Costs in Afghanistan and Iraq 

We. need some basic "rules. or thumb". reflecting our costs. for security in. Iraq and 

Afghanistan. A. few ideas might include: 

• Cost per soldier per month/ year 

• Total Cost per month/ year 

I'm sure there are other good metrics. I think it would. be helpful to have these in 

our heads. as. we look at trade-offs with. regard to U.S. and local forces as well as. 

our Longer range planning in both countries. 

Thanks. 

DflR:ss 
091501-5. 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please reJpond by 2-~ '?4j> 0 f 

TabA. 

11-L-0559/0SD/037769 OSD 16953-04 



·" 

CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20318-9999 

r·. - ··.: 
- . l:~r• .·· · .. , : . I • 

\.::_•_ ·. -. 

INFO MEMO CM-213(,-~,, r---; ".·· 
25 Octobe'r' 12004 · .) 

FOR:. SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM:. General Richard B .. Myers,CJCSf/,;(H to/;,f 
SUBJECT:. "Rules of Thumb". for Security Costs in Afghanistan and Iraq 

• Issue .. "We. need some basic 'rules of thumb' reflecting our costs. for security in 
Iraq and Afghanistan .. A few ideas might include:. Cost per soldier per 
month/year> Total Cost per montldyear. .. .it would be. helpful to have these in our 
heads as we look at. trade-offs with regard to US and local forces as well as our 
longer range planning in both countries.,, (TAB A) 

• Conclusion. Monthly per US Service.member cost for Operation IRAQI 
FREEDOM (OIF) is $30.SK; annual per Service member cost is $365.9K. Total 
US cost per month for OIF is $4.2B; annual total cost is $50.5B. Monthly per US 
Service.member cost for Operation ENDURING FREEDOM. (OEF) is $53.7K> 
annually$644.6K. Monthly total US costs for OEF is $752M, annually $9.0B. 
Only operational and recurring costs. (TABB) are. included in these. figures .. 

• Discussion. You must be. careful when using these. figures to estimate savings 
from future force reductions .. The cost avoidance will be. less than the per Service 
member cost.. A drawdown plan is required to compute. cost avoidance .. The 
drawdown strategywould describe.how much of the. support structure.remains in 
place as. ground combat elements redeploy .. Since the.more costly support will 
Ii kel y draw down more slowly than the. ground combat elements, costs wil 1. not go 
down at the. per Service. member rate. described above .. In addition,. the per Service 
member cost avoidance. must be off set by the costs of a prolonged US sustainment 
of the. Afghan National Army (ANA). Another rule of thumb for the. security costs. 
is the. FY 2005 US costs. to build the. Iraqi security force and the. ANA .. The US 
cost per Iraqi security force member is $16.7K and per ANA soldier is$44.5K. 
The. US costs for Iraq are lower because the Iraqi government offsets costs. for 
Iraqi secmity. 

COORDINATION:. TABC 

Attachments:. 
As stated 

l(b)(6) 
Prepared. By: Vice Admiral R. F .. Willard,.USN; DirectorJ-8; .... ___ _ 
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TO:. 

CC: 

FROM: 

Gen .. Dick Myers 

Paul. Wolfowitz 
Doug Feith 
Tina Jonas 
Ken Krieg 

FOU4'. 
TAB.A 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT:. "Rules. of Thumb". for Security Costs in Afghanistan and Iraq 

We need some basic "rules. of thumb". reflecting our costs. for security in Iraq and 

Afghanistan. A few ideas. might include:. 

• Cost per soldier per month/ year 

• Total Cost per month/ year 

I'm sure there arc. other good metrics. l think it. would be helpful to have these. in 

our heads as we look at trade-offs with regard to U.S.and local. forces as. well as. 

our longer range planning in both countries .. 

Thanks .. 

DHR:ss 
091504-5 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by 2-~ ~ 0 f 

. - ... ·: .. : 

TabA. 
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TABB. 

Operational and Recmring Costs 

• The costs per US Service.member in support of Operation ENDURING FREEDOM 
(OEF) are calculated by using the bum rate; that is, the average of the monthly costs 
per contingency operation. The bum rate costs. are the. recurring, operational 
(incremental) costs that Services and agencies report through the Defense Finance and 
Accounting System to Congress. 

• These costs. include both direct and indirect costs for OEF. 

o Direct Service costs include full pay and allowances for Guard and Reserve, 
incremental pay for active duty personnel (allowances such as imminent danger 
pay and family separation pay), personnel support, operations support, 
transportation and military construction. 

o Other direct costs include depot maintenance, National Geospatial-lntelligence 
Agency operations, Defense Intelligence. Agency operations, other intelligence and 
the Defense Health Program. 

o Indirect costs in support of OEF include costs for USCENTCOM Headquarters in 
Qatar, military overstrength, military construction in Southwest Asia external to 
Iraq and Afghanistan, the military t1ibunal and defense health care costs for 
military personnel in Southwest Asia,. external to Iraq and Afghanistan. Since 
these costs are contingency related and must be reported as a contingency cost, 
they are shown as a cost against the first contingency in the Global War on 
Terrorism, OEF. 

• The costs. per US Service member in support of Operation IRAQI FREEDOM reflect 
only direct costs incurred for Iraq. 

11-L-0559/0SD/037772 TabB 
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TO: Doug Feith 

... 
····· .. : . 

SUBJECT: NATO Question on Darfur 

-
ES- IOGG 

. ·- 0...10, 3e46 -E.s 
OCT 1 5 _2004 

We have to answer the Secretary General ofNATO>s question on Darfur. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
10140~30 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by _______ _ 

• 

F8e18 OSD 16996-04 
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l l ;i (1.,1.. \) t ~ ) 

T8110 ts- ros4 {ijl 
CH/ Ol?J80't 

;. ... 
" 

TO:. 

cc: 
FROM:. 

Ian Brzenzinski 

Doug Feith 

FOUO 

4: • i ,:uaqg ;nfz 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT : . Surveillance System 

October 15,2004 

It sounds strange that the test and analysis of the VERA-E passive surveillance 

system should take that long. Why don't we send some people there to test it 

instead of shipping it back? 

Please tell the folks working on it that that doesn't sound right, and ask whether 

they could accelerate. the effort. 

I would like a report back as to what their timetable could be. 

Thanks .. 

DHR:dh 
101404/DH-2 

. •.; 

. ···.) 

i. : .. 

-:.. .. ' 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by Io / i..-:; / o Lj 

11-L-0559/0SD/037775 
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OFFICE OF THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

ACQUISITION, 
TECHNOLOGY. 

AND LOGISTICS 

3000 DEFENSE PENTAGON. 
WASHINGTON,. DC 20301-3000. 

INFOMEMO 

FOR:. SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Mr~F~~) 

SUBJECT: Firing R~e in Yuma 

. . . . : : .. : ~ 

In my Info Memo to you, dated September 30,2004,. responding to your 
snowflake about illegal immigrants. coming. into the Yuma firing range, putting. 
themselves. at risk and inhibiting training, I reported that ODUSD(l&E) staff have 
initiated contact with Department of the Interior and Department of Homeland 
Security headquarters staff to identify the appropriate. points. of contact for further 
coordination as required to support the. Commandant.. Formal coordination of this 
issue will occur through the existing Range Sustainment Working Integrated 
Product Team (WIPT).process,. with the. Marine Corps leading a staff working 
group. l wanted to update you on this process .. 

• The Range. Sustainment WIPT met Tuesday,. October 12 and the Marine. Corps 
briefed the. Undocumented Alien (UDA). issue to the. other WIPT members. 
The. Marine Corps. agreed to lead a staff work group, coordinated through the. 
IPT process, and initiate staff level coordination between DoD~ the. Department 
of the. Interior, and the Department of Homeland Security. 

• Consistent with the Commandant's recommendation to you, the Range 
Sustainment IPT will coordinate. collaboration, both internal and external, on 
this. subject. Initial staff contacts. were begun the. week of October 18 including 
Department of the. Interior, Department of Homeland Security, and 
NORTHCOM .. The Marine Corps will present an update. at the. next WIPT 
meeting. An interagency staff-level meeting is scheduled for Tuesday, 
November 23. 

• As. the Range. Sustainment IPT continues its efforts at a staff level, it would be 
advantageous for you and. General Hagee to meet with Secretary Ridge at 
a mutuallv convenient time to discuss this. issue. 

OSD 17019-04 

0 
11-L-0559/0SD/037776 



,. 

TO: Dr. Condoleezza Rice 

7 L(~•)] 

ruu~ 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld y/L· 
SUBJECT: Iraqi Elections 

October 26, 2004 

The Iraqi elections in January could produce a variety of outcomes. Candidates 

could win who are right on the mark, somewhere in the middle, or notably 

unhelpful. 

The NSC needs to think through appropriate strategies and objectives now to: 

- Do what we can so the outcome is favorable to the President's goals. 

- Strategies to deal with all of the various possible outcomes. 

Let me know what we can do to help. 

DHR:ss 
102504-18 

11-L-0559/0SD/037777 
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

Richard Lawless 

ADM Tom Fargo 
Gen Dick Myers 
Doug Feith . 
~~ C,..a .. botlC:-' 

7 L(~•)] 

reeo 

~,r--.. iicar-de.f "'vll 
Donald Rumsfeld ~ 1'-· 

SUBJECT: Missile Defense and Japan 

October 26, 2004 

My impression is that the missile defense people are dealing with the Japanese on 

a separate track from the overall base realignment and force posture adjustments. 

They seem to fee] that is the right thing. 

My personal view is that it is probably not the right thing, and that the people ___. 
doing it don,t know much about what you and Tom Fargo arc doing with respect 

to force posture. It seems to me that all of these pieces fit together to a certain 

extent, and I am a little worried about their going off on their own. 

Please think it through, talk to Tom Fargo and tell me what you think. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
102504-24 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by I 1 / J q / D f 

FOGO OSD 17029-04 
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TO: 

FROM:. 

F@M@ 

Dr. Condoleezza Rice 

Donald Rumsfcld -i;¥l.. 
SUBJECT: Need for Briefing 

October 26,2004 

The center of gravity of the global struggle against extremists is very likely the 

Salafist financial network and the Salafist spiritual network .. 

I think it would be helpful to get a briefing for the PC meeting and eventually an 

NSC meeting, where we receive a report as to what is being done .. 

The lead agencies for those two taskers could brief the PC and the NSC, so the rest 

of us are aware of what is going on and are able to assist and cooperate. I assume 

Treasury has the lead on the financial networks and that State has the lead. on the 

spiritual networks .. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
102604-6 

OSD 17030-04 

11-L-0559/0SD/037779 
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TO: GEN Doug Brown 

cc: Gen Dick Myers 
Tom O'Connell 
Steve Cambone 

FROM: Donald Rumsfel~ __.. 

October 26,2004 

SUBJECT: Visit to Fort Belvoir l,J 

~ 
The time we spent at Fort Belvoir was exce11ent. The operatives are extraordinary, (.,J 

and we1ll work on the issues that surfaced in the briefing and see what can be done C, 
about their concerns. V 

Thanks for suggesting and organizing the trip - it was most helpful. 

DHR:ss 
102604-ll 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by __ -______ _ 

FOOO OSD 17031-04 
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TO: COL Conrad Trautman 

cc : GEN Doug Brown 
Gen Dick Myers 
Tom O'Connell 
Steve Cam bone 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 7~ 
SUBJECT: Visit to Fort Belvoir 

October 26,2004 

Thank you for a useful and impressive visit with your unit at Fort Belvoir. Your 

team is extraordinary and inspirational, and I learned a good deal during our time 

together. 

You can be proud of the. fine work you are. doing for our country. 

DHR:ss 
102604-12 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ________ _ 

~ 

°' G. 

oso 17032-04 ~ 
~ 
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October 26, 2004 

TO: 

FROM: 

President George W. Bush 

Donald Rumsfeld '17~ 
SUBJECT: Afghan Security Forces Update 

Dear Mr. President, 

Attached is the latest Afghan Security Forces Update, for your infonnation. 

Respectfully, 

Attach. 
I 0/25/04 Afghan Security Forces Update 

DHR:ss 
102604-lO 

FOGO 

11-L-0559/0SD/037782 
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~-- l"lr.'-'t"!-~~ I 'IT-- I'"\.-. lw, 
a va '-' aa '"a&"' '-"' .," '-' •••.._, 

• Ministry of Interior Forces 

- National Police 

- Highway Police 

- Border Police 

- Customs Police 

- Counternarcotics Police 

• Ministry of Defense Forces 

- Afghan National Army 

- Afghan Air Corps 

Data as of 25 Oct 04 

Trained & Equipped 

28,406 

Trained & Equipped 

14,225 

42,631 

11-L-0559/0SD/037784 
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hanistan Securit Forces 
•1111 
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160000 
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120000 
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100000 are now. 
43K 
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0 
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• Counter Narcotics Police D Highway Police 

• Border and Customs Police • National Police* 

• National Army 

3 
Data as of 25 Oct 04 
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Projected Percentage of goals of Capable {Manned, Trained, Equipped) Policing Units on hand over time 

Security 
Force 
Element 

Endstate 25-0ct-04 1-Nov-04 1-Feb-05 1-May-05 1 .. Aug-05 1-Jan-06 
1 1-Jul-08 

National 
Police 

Highway 
Police 

Border 
Police 

Customs 
Police 

Counter· 
Narcotics 
Police 

47,500 58% 63°/o 

2,500 

25,000 

800 

1,570 

1Projected 100% Date is 1 Jan 07 for all forces except CN Police which is a pilot program 
currently under review. 

Data as of 25 Oct 04 

11-L-0559/0SD/037786 

·so% 

Legend 

II 10-100 0/o OF REQUIREMENT 

0 40-69 0/o OF REQUIREMENT 

1139 0/o OR LESS OF REQUIREMENT 4 



han Armed Forces-Pro ~ection 
. 1111 

Projected Percentage of goals of Capable (Manned, Trained, Equipped) Policing Units on hand over time 

Afghanistan 
Security 
Forces 
Elements 
Ministry of 
Defense 
General Staff 

Corps 

Air Corps 

Sustaining 
Institutions 

Data as of 25 Oct 04 

Endstate 25-0ct-04 1-Nov-04 1-Feb-05 1-May-05 1-Aug-05 1-Jan-06 1-Apr-07 

3,000 

43,000 

3,000 

21,000 

11-L-0559/0SD/037787. 

51°/o · 

· .. 40°/o 63o/o · 

Legend 

II 10-100 % OF REQUIREMENT 

D 40-69 % OF REQUIREMENT 

II 39 % OR LESS OF REQUIREMENT 5 



Coalition Contributors 
t::~- fift';...,.:.,.1 TT ... ..,. 0 ... 1 ... 
- '-'• ........,, ••• "" .... """'""' ......., ••• ,.1 
----------·- ·-----~--------~---~ Ill 

OEF & ISAF = 42 Countries 
Albania 

Australia 
22 Denmark 

5 Egypt 

Austria 3 Estonia 

Azerbaijan 22 Finland 

Belgium 653 France 

Bulgaria 42 Georgia 

Canada 993 Gennany 

Croatia 51 Greece 

Czech Rep 22 Hungary 

Af a . . .. •: f ·.. :O :ff ,;,,,:< 

: N,tlonal Police .. 
: Highway -··: ._-. . . . . 

61 Iceland 

65 Ireland 

15 Italy 

75 Jordan 

1,296 Korea 

50 Latvia 
2,255 Lithuania 

121 Luxembourg 

156 Macedonia 

, Se>.rder Pc»llce . · :_--:_·<-;i·--- ·;-,;_---3~_11 i 

iFC:.~toms PQllce __ '. ':_::'--::.~~' ... ;\}\})) ~{( 
;. Counter: Narcottca ,P.ohce :::,:r::;··.\:-;.:.::37:::·; .. ·'·· .··: · .. · .. ~ H . · ... >: .. : . .-._.\):·~.·~>/,~--~·-.~. ·· .. ,. .,~ 

_.MirUst,y of Defense-:<·,: ·:· :. · . 

17% 

Data as of 25 Oct 04 • Coalition Forces • us Forces • Afghan Forces 

15 Mongolia 

7 Netherlands 

1006 New Zealand 

174 Norway 

205 Poland 

9 Portugal 

53 Romania 

11 Slovakia 

20 Slo~nia 

16 Spain 

512 Sweden 

9 Switzerland 

282 Turkey 

121 UK 

27 USA 

570 
55 
22 Total 

22% 

1,044 
102 

4 

252 
611 

15,903 

28,233 

• Coalition Forces • US Forces • Afghan Forces 
6 
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Data as of 25 Oct 04 

• 

Back Up 
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Forces Mol 'fil\1 

National Police 47,500 48,450 27,431 28,073 Jan 06 

Highway Police 2,500 891 200 515 Jul '06 

Border Police 25,000 3,417 750 2,200 Dec '06 

Customs Police 800 0 0 0 Dec '06 

Counter Narcotics Dec '07 
Police 1570 37 25 62 

TOTAL 77,370 52,795 28,406 30,850 Dec'07 

8 
Data as of 25 Oct 04 
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Forces MoD f il\'i 

Ministry of Defense 3,000 590 0 590/0 Sep 09<3> 
General Staff 

Corps 43,000 12,860 0 12,860/0 Sep09 

Air Corps 
3,000 0 0 0/0 Sep09 

Intermediate 
21,000 775 0 775/0 Sep09 

Commands<4> 

Totals 70,000 14,225 0 14,225/0 Sep09 

Notes: 
(1) Limited Operational Capability = unit is conducting combat operations, but continues to receive advanced unit training and 

may still require some equipment 
(2) Full Operational Capability = unit is fully manned, trained, and equipped and is capable of conducting independent operations 
(3) Full Operational Capability planned for Sep 09 utilizing the 5 battalion training model 
( 4) Intermediate Commands are: Recruiting, Logistics and Acquisition, Training and Education, Communications, and Intelligence 

Data as of 2S Oct 04 

11-L-0559/0SD/037791 
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Forces Traiif fi 
National Police 

Highway Police 

Border Police 

Customs Police 

Counter Narcotics Police 

Basic Course is 8 weeks for literate; 
4 weeks for illiterate 
2 weeks for existing officers 

·Instructor Development Course is 4 weeks 

Basic Course is 8 weeks 
1 week specialized training (Change from 2 weeks in 
last report.) 

Basic Course is 8 weeks 
2 weeks specialized training 

Program not developed 

Special Course sponsored by the DEA 

Enlisted Basic Training Basic Training is 10 Weeks 
Advance Individual Training is 6 to 8 weeks 
Collective Training is 6 Weeks 

National Military Academy- 4 Year Course 
Afghanistan (Begin Feb 05) 

Command and General Staff College 12 weeks 

Combat Leaders Course 5 weeks 

NCO Course 6 Weeks 

Officers' Candidate School 8 weeks 

Data as of 25 Oct 04 

11-L-0559/0SD/037792 

1759 

189 

844 

0 

25 

2384 

0 

0 

36 

420 

176 
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· Forces Missions 
1111 

Afghan National Police (ANP) forces are responsible for security and 
maintaining law and order. ANP enhances security in all 34 provinces of 
Af hanistan. 
Afghan Highway Police (AHP) enhance the security of Afghan highway 
network and increase government presence outside Kabul. Enforce criminal 
and traffic code violations. 
Afghan Border Police (ABP) responsible for border protection and control. 
Responsible for movement of persons and goods. Control cross border traffic 
and counteract threats posed by organized crime and other border conflicts, 
including armed conflicts. 

ustoms Police To asses and collect customs duties on imposed merchandise, prevent fraud 
and smuggling. Control carriers, persons, and articles entering and departing 
the country. 

ounter Narcotics Police Lead Agency for CN efforts in AF. Focuses on narcotic interdiction, 

Ministry of Defense 
General Staff 

interr ation and investi ations rimaril in urban areas. 

Corps Defend the Nation's independent, national sovereignty, territorial integrity, 
t-A-i-r -C-o-rp-s---------11and establishment of law. 

Institutional Commands 

Data as of 25 Oct 04 

11-L-0559/0SD/037793 
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Manning: 
• ANA: Command and General Staff Course #4 graduated 59 students 20 Oct 04 

Training: 
• ANA: Battalions #26, #27 and #28 are in training 
• ANA: Battalion #29 starts training 30 Oct 04 

Equipping: 
• ANA: Disarming, Demobilizing and Reintegrating subsidizes the ammunition shortage 
• ANA: Czech Republic ammunition donation has been approved by Czech Parliament 

Data as of 25 Oct 04 12 
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Build: 
• ANP: Construct/refurbish projects underway on 17 provincial/highway police stations 
• ABP: 2 Border Police headquarters and 1 crossing site under construction 

Mentoring/Employing: 
• ANA: J3 recommended delaying additional Embedded Training Teams until Feb 04 
• ANA: Delaying embedded trainers reduces battalion team manning from 16-12 
• ANP: Police Technical Advisory Team continues sustainment training. 

Funding: 
• ANA: $65m short for accelerating to 5 battalion model 

Data as of 25 Oct 04 
13 
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October 26, 2004 

TO: President George W. Bush 

FROM: Donald Rurnsfeld 1.~ 
SUBJECT: Iraqi Security Forces Update 

Dear Mr. President, 

Attached is the latest update on Iraqi Security Forces. I'm sending a copy along to 

UK's Minister of Defense Geoff Hoon, so that he can provide one to Prime 

Minister Blair. 

Respectfully, 

Attach. 
10/25/04 Iraqi Security Forces Update 

DHR:ss 
102604-8 

OSD 17040-04 

11-L-0559/0SD/037796 
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1,:qqi Security Forces Update 
· ·· EXeclltivl!,Summary 

Data as of: 25 Oct 04 Version M3 
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Grand Total all Ira i Securi Forces 
~-- "'~-.!.-1 'IT- ..... l'\.-1,., 
l ·ut '-II.Al'- IC-I '-' .:,11. '-'llll•J 

• Ministry of Interior Forces 
- Police 
- Civil Intervention 

- Emergency Response 

- Border Enforcement 

- Highway Patrol 

- Dignitary Protection 

• Ministry of Defense Forces 
-Army 

- National Guard 

- Intervention Force 
- Special Operations 

- Air Force 

- Coastal Defense Force 

Data as of: 25 Oct 04 

Trained & Equipped 

63,776 

Trained & Equipped 

48,742 

112,518 

11-L-0559/0SD/037798 
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Trained and Equipped Iraqi Security Forces 
1111 r., __ l"'\.h'!-!"I 'I T~r.. 0..-..lu 

a·v1 '-'•••'-'"' '-'->'- .......... , 
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~ g. 
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~ 
"Cl = i,s 50000 "Cl 
~ = ·-i,s 
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May 2003= 
O Iraqi Security 

Forces 

Where we 

~ ~ bt ~" .;§& ~ (J(;:j g: 
~ cf <:f ~ 

• Iraqi Regular Army 
a Iraqi National Guard 
• Border Enforcement 

k> 6 
':,~<? t(-.§f, 

~{:) J'{:) #<S> !f<S> c:Y <:f x ~ 

B Iraqi lnten.ention Force 
• Iraqi Regular Poli_ce SenAce 
D Ci'AI lnten.ention Force 

a Anny Special Opns Bde • Coastal Defense & Air Force 

- Does not include 74,000 in Facilities Protection Service trained by Ministry Of Interior but employed by other 
ministries. 

Data as of: 25 Oct 04 

11-L-0559/0SD/037799 
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Ministr o Interior Forces-Projection 
•1111 U-- £).4Y'!-?"'I TT-~ l"'\.-1- . 

.._ v• '-'•••'-•"• '-"->" '-'•••J 
Projected Percentage of goals of Capable (Manned, Trained, and Equipped) Units on hand over time 

Security Current 
Force Targeted 25 OCT 04 
Element End State 

Regular Iraqi 135,000 Police* 

Special Police 1,200 
Regiments*** 

Public Order 3,600 
Battalions••• 

Emergency 270 Response Unit 

Iraqi Highway 1,500 Patrol 

Bur. of 
Dignitary 500 
Protection ..... 

Special Police 
Commando 2,019 45% 45% 
Battalions 

Dept of Border 32,000 55% 60% 62% Enforcement •• 

Notes 
* Police figures reflect trained and equipped indlvlduals, not units 
** Border Police considered trained based on training by coalition forces; capabilities are uneven 
·- These units make up the Clvll Intervention Force 
***'* Bureau of Dignitary Protection personnel have completed Initial training and began speclallzed 
training on 2 October. 

Data as of: 25 Oct 04 

11-L-0559/0SD/037800 

1 MAYOS 1 AUG 05 

47% 

60% 

59% 

Legend 

Ill 10-100 % OF REQUIREMENT 

D 40-69 % OF REQUIREMENT 

1139 % OR LESS OF REQUIREMENT 
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Projected Percentage of goals of Capable (Manned, Trained, and Equipped) Units on hand over time* 

Security 
Force 
Element 

Iraqi Regular 
Army 

Iraqi 
Intervention 
Force 

Iraqi National 
Guard 

Commando 
Battalion 

Iraqi Counter 
Terrorism 
Force 

Current 
Targeted 

End State 

· 27,000 

6,584 

61,904 

1,516 

451 

250CT 04 

65% 

58% 

*Based on achievement of Limited Operational Capability 

Data as of: 25 Oct 04 

1 NOV04 

69% 

67% 

. 66% 

64% 67% 

40% 40% 

11-L-0559/0SD/037801 

1 MAYOS 1 AUG 05 

58% 

Legend 

70-100 % OF REQUIREMENT 

D 40-69 % OF REQUIREMENT 

• 39 % OR LESS OF REQUIREMENT 5 



MNF-1 and Iraqi Security Forces 
T:'-- ~6."P - O - • .T .r,,. • 

• ·u• '-,111'-,:141 u~c v111y 

Albania 
Australia 

.. 

73 El Salvador 
417 Estonia 

380 
48 

Armenia O Georgia 162 
150 Hungary 
449 Italy 

98 Japan 

MN F-1 = 32 Countries 
Korea 2,837 Norway 
Lat"1a 133 Poland 
Lithuania 76 Portugal 
Macedonia 32 Romania 
Moldova 10 Singapore 
Mongolia 132 Slovakia 

•1111 
9 Tonga 53 

2,461 Ukraine 1,617 
129 United Kingdom 9,095 
745 us 130,646 

33 
103 

Azerbaijan 
Bulgaria 
Czech Re~ 
Denmark 427 Kazakhstan 

278 
3,139 

812 
30 Netherlands 1,497 Thailand 0 Total 156,038 

i i :,: : t ... < , . '···. · . ,' ~· . ••, ' ! IBAOI FORCES TRAJNEQ AND IN I861HINO 128 ·202 j Notes 
r,u.Qf.P.OLlCEfs.1f I IRAQI POLICE SERVICE . 49,212 I 

:.·.· .·,.,;: .. '<····, .: .·· .. .. i ! 

.~fYII.;~ j CIVIL INTERVENTION FORCE 1,196 ! 
•'EM~GI .. EMERGENCY RESPONSE UNIT 197 ! :t~ttr;: ::He;~yo;:::~~TARY PROTECTION ::: ! 
~~~/, .· SPECIAL POLICE COMMANDO BATTALIONS 1,650 ' 

.~,_·,011tci! :.:·. ·.: ·.: ... · :• 
coAST.l\t DSFENSEi 

53% 

47% 

[] Iraq/ Forces On Hand D MNF-1 

Data as of: 25 Oct 04 

DEPT OF BORDER ENFORCEMENT 18,693 

ARMY 
NAT'L GUARD 

INTERVENTION FORCE 

SPECIAL OPS FORCES 

AIR FORCE 

COAST AL DEFENSE 

D Trained Iraqi Forces D MNF-1 

11-L-0559/0SD/037802 

11,776 

43,063 

6,907 i 
676 l 

; 

206 ! 
S36 ! 

i 
I 

! 
i 
i 
i 
I 

i 
! 
! 
i 

! 
i 
~ 
i 
! 

' I 

•Georgia expected to increase 
forces from 162 to 300 and add 
a 500 man battalion for UN 
Security 

•Armenia & Thailand pending 
deployment of their forces 

Other Forces 

Facilities Protection 
Service 
73,992 

NATO Training Team= 15 
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NATO Trainin · in lrai I I I 

• North Atlantic Council approved proposal for NATO Training on 22 
September. 

• Concept of Operations approved on 7 October. 

• North Atlantic Council decision includes: 
- Dual-hatting L TG Petraeus, MNSTC-1 Commander 

- Help in establishing an Iraqi Training, Doctrine and Education Center 

- Help in establishing an Iraqi Training Command 

- Focusing on training, equipping and technical assistance-not combat 

- Adding value to training and equipping efforts already underway 

- Providing. out-of-country training 

• NATO Survey Team currently in-theater to assess Training, 
Education, and Doctrine Command infrastructure requirements at 
Ar Rustimayah. 

• SHAPE developing OPLAN. 

Data as of: 25 Oct 04 

11-L-0559/0SD/037803 
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Back Up 

Data as of: 25 Oct 04 
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COMPONENT AUTHORIZED 

POLICE 135,000 

CIVIL 
INTERVENTION 4,920 
FORCE 

EMERGENCY 
270 RESPONSE UNIT 

HIGHWAY 
1,500 

PATROL 

DIGNITARY 
500 PROTECTION 

SPECIAL POLICE 
2019 

COMMANDO BNS* 

BORDER 
ENFORCEMENT 32,000 

TOTAL 176,209 

Iraqi Security Forces, Mol Update 
1111 

TRAINED & 100% OF 

ON DUTY 
TRAINED & 

EQUIPPED ON 
AUTHORIZED 

"EQUIPPED 
31 JAN '05 

TRAINED & 
EQUIPPED 

87,554 43,627 52,800 JUL '06 

1,196 0 3,120 JUL '05 

197 100 270 FEB '05 

925 555 750 TBD 

484 446 500 DEC '04 

2,019 900 2,019 JAN '05 

20,039 18,148 15,900 MAR '06 

112,414 63,776 75,359 JUL '06 

* New elements recently authorized, recruited, and trained by the Ministry of Interior 

Data as of: 25 Oct 04 9 
11-L-0559/0SD/037805 
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COMPONENT AUTHORIZED 

ARMY 27,000 

NATIONAL 61,904 
GUARD 

INTERVENTION 6,584 
FORCE 

SPECIAL OPS 1,967 

AIR FORCE 502 

COASTAL 
DEFENSE 

582 

TOTAL 98,539 

Iraqi Security Forces MoD Update 
•1111 

LIMITED FULL OPERATIONAL 31 JAN '05 100% FULL 
OPERATIONAL CAPABIL TY(2} UF CAPABILITY OPERATIONAL 
CAPAB1LITY<1 I (BATTALIONS) CAPABILITY 

3.887 620 10,915 /10,915 JUL '05 

41,261 0 45,000 I 0 SEP 'OS 

0 1,794 
1,794 / 4,790 MAY '05 

0 604 01725 SEP '05 

TBD BASED ON TBD BASED ON 
167 0 AIRCRAFT AIRCRAFT 

PROCUREMENT PROCUREMENT 

TBD BASED ON TBD BASED ON 
409 0 PATROL BOAT PATROL BOAT 

PROCUREMENT PROCUREMENT 

45,724 3,018 57, 709 I 16,430 MAR '06 

(1) Limited Operational Capability= unit is conducing combat operations, but continues to receive advanced unit training and may still require some equipment 
(2) Full Operational Capability= unit is fully manned, trained, and equipped and is capable of conducting independent operations 

Data as of: 25 Oct 04 10 
11-L-0559/0SD/037806 



COMPONENT 

Iraqi Police Service 

Civil Intervention Force 

Emergency Response Unit 

Dept of Border Enforcement 

Highway Patrol 

Bureau of Dignitary Protection 

Special Pollce Commando Battalions 

Iraq Regular Army 

Iraqi National Guard 

Iraqi Intervention Force 

Iraqi Special Ops Force 
• Commando Battalion 
• Counter Terrorist Task Force 

Air Force 

Coastal Defense Force 

Data a TOTAL 

3 Week TIP Training 

8 Week Academy 
Specialized Training 

. s . , ecurit 

TRAINING 

6 Week Specialized Training 

8 Week Specialized Training 

4 Week Academy 

Specialized Training 

3 Week TIP Training 

8 Week Academy Training 

3 Week lnltlal Training 

2-3 Week Advanced Training 

Mentoring by US Special Forces 

4 Weeks Basic Training 

1-3 Weeks Advanced Training 

Cadre: 4 Weeks 

Basic Training: 4 Weeks 

Collective Training: 4 Weeks 

Basic Training: 3 Weeks 

Collectlve Training: 4 Weeks 

Cadre: 4 Weeks 

BaslcfCollective Training: 8 Weeks 

Urban Operations Training: 6 Weeks 

Field Training Provided by US Special Forces (Small 
Unit tactics Ranger type training) 
12 Week course on Close Quarter Combat 

Varies by speclalty: 1-6 months 

Basic Training: 8 Weeks followed by specialized 
Training at Umm Qasr (In Progress) 

11-L-0559/0SD/037807 

Forces Traintfl 
NUMBER IN TRAINING 

5,585 

1,196 

97 

545 

0 

38 

750 

7,269 

1,802 

5,113 

72 

39 

127 

22,633 11 



Iraqi Security Forces Missions 
•1111 

Unit Mission 

Police • Provide law enforcement, public safety and internal security 

Civil Intervention Force • Provide a national level, high end, rapid response police capability to counter large scale 
disobedience and insurgents. 

Special Police Commando Bns • Provide a direct action, speclal operations, and counter Insurgency capability in support of 
Ministry of Interior. 

Emergency Response Unit • Provide a special operations police capability in support of the Iraqi Police Service. 

Department of Border • Protect the integrity of Iraq's border and monitor and control the movement of persons and 
Enforcement goods 

Highway Patrol • Provide law enforcement, public safety, and internal security, and convoy security along Iraq's 
Highways. 

Bureau of Dignitary Protection • Provide close protection, convoy security, and fixed-site security for Iraqi key polltlcal leaders. 

Regular Army • Defend Iraq against external threats. 
• When directed, assist the Ministry of Interior In providing defense against internal threats to 
natlonal security. 

National Guard • Conduct stability operations to support the achievement of Internal security, Including (as 
required) support to Ministry of Interior elements. 
• Conduct Constabulary duties In support of Internal security 

Intervention Force • Conduct operations In order to defeat anti-Iraqi forces In Iraq, with primary f~cus on urban 
areas 
• Assist In the restoration of a secure and stable environment In which the Iraqi Police Services 
and Iraqi National Guard can maintain law and order 

Commando Battalion • Sup~ort for Iraqi Counter Terrorist Force. Similar in organization, training, and mission to US 
Army anger Battalion 

Counter-Terrorist Task Force • Direct action counter-terrorism similar in organization, mission, and training to US Special 
Operations Forces with counter-terrorist function 

Air Force • Provide aerial reconnaissance, and rotary and fixed wing transport for Iraqi Security Forces 
and authorities 

Coastal Defense Force • Conduct security operations on the Iraqi coastline and over territorial waters, including gas 
and oil platforms out to 12 nautical miles 
• In conjunction with DBE, conduct police operations on the Iraqi coastline and out to 12 

11. ?.t:: rt,-# ()A nautical miles to counter piracy, smuggling and other unlawful activities Data as 12 
11-L-0559/0SD/037808 
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Significant Events Since Last Report 
1111 

Man: 
• Enrolled 2,526 new Iraqi Police Service recruits into the force for basic training course 

that started this week at Baghdad and Jordan Academies. 

• Enrolled 956 newly-hired Department of Border Enforcement personnel into the force 
for eventual train-up. 

• Recruited 96 new students to begin training for Emergency Response Unit. 

Train: 
• 5,585 Police Cadets training in basic eight-week courses in Amman, Baghdad and 

regional academies. 

, Graduated 90 and began training of 98 new law enforcement students in three 
specialized policing classes at the Adnon Training Facility (Basic Criminal 
Investigation and two courses in Election Security). 

• Graduated 27 Emergency Response Unit officers from their basic training course. 

• 17th Battalion, Regular Army, completed basic training 23 October. 

Equip: 
• Issued 3,860 weapons, 153 vehicles, 2,612 armor vests, 500 radios, and over 3 million 

rounds of ammunition to Ministry of Interior Forces. 

• Issued 2890 weapons and 3.2 Million Rounds of ammunition to Ministry of Defense 
forces. 

Data as of: 25 Oct 04 

11-L-0559/0SD/037809 
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Significant Events Since Last Report 
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Build: 
• Began construction on a Major Crimes Unit force protection enhancement project in 

Baghdad. 

• Committed over $363.7 million of the $859 million received for construction in the Iraq 
Relief and Reconstruction Fund (IRRF) transfer in early October. Projects are out for 
bidding with awards expected in late October and early November, putting MNSTC-1 
ahead of schedule in meeting its spending plan goal of $589 million in obligations in the 
first quarter after reallocation of IRRF. 

• Work productivity at construction sites is running at 80°k of normal capacity rather than 
the 67% anticipated during Ramadan. Working with contractors to mitigate using double 
shifts and labor attendance incentives. 

Mentor/Employ: 
• Ministry of Interior's Iraqi Police Service Qualifying Committee has screened over 7,000 

data records to date. · 

• Police Commando units executing operations with coalition forces in Samarra and Mosul. 

• Three Intervention Force Battalions, two Regular Army battalions, the Army Commando 
Battalion, the Counter-Terrorist Force, a Police Commando Battalion, and Emergency 
Response Unit preparing for possible future offensive operations. 

Data as of:· 25 Oct 04 

11-L-0559/0SD/037810 
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TO: Doug Feith 

SUBJECT: Iraqi ~rmy 

£5- 1oa1--
04/ot3q35-6S 

October 18, 2004 

·-I 

:•.,) 

c .. : 
...... 

\Vho disbanded the Iraqi Anny - ~remer or Gamer, and what date did it happen? , :J 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
101804-2 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Pau\ sutler 

r "/"1-" 

TSA80 
SAMA 80 
MASO 
exec sec 
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FROM SITE 8A WHSR \IUiD)OCT. 27. 2004. 15:06/51. 15.;07/NO .... l(b_)(_6_) __ Ip 2. 

'"" 

INFORMATION. 

THE.WHITE.HOUSE 
WASHJNGT0:'11 

OCTOBER 27,. 2004 

.. 

MEMORANDL!f,..1 FOR TIIE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM:. CONDOLEEZZA RI~ 

SUBJECT: 

Don, 

Need for a briefing on 
Salafist financial and 

· spiritual networks 

The lead on terrorist financing is an 
interagency effort that Fran Townsend has 
led .. I will arrange a briefing. The 
"spiritual networkn has largely been 
treated i~ a. disruption effort through the 
Agency, Elliott Abrams at the NSC'has 
also helped to coordinate a Muslim World 
Outreach strategy that might be of 
interest. I will ask them to brief as 
well. 

11-L-0559/0SD/037812 
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'10: 

FROM: 

\ltl1/V~I (.I LUV4 ~.Jl/-:il. 0-,H/l'tV, u1uv.,1.,, '" , ~ 

Dr. Condoleczza IUce 

Dooald Rwasfeld -y'L 

October 26, 1004 

SUBJECT: Neecl for Briefing 

The ccntu of gravity of the global stNggle against extremists is very likely ta. 
Salafist finwatjaJ network and the SaJafist spiritual network. 

l think it would be helpful to get a briefing for the PC meeting and eventually an 

NSC meeting, where. we receive a report as to what is being done. 

The lead asenci~ for those two taskf.rs could brief th~.PC and the NSC, so the reai 

of us ue aware of what is going on and u-e able tD assist and cooperate. l assumo 

T~ury has the. lead on 1he fmancial networks and that State has the k.od on the 
spiritual networks . 

. Than~. 

OSD 17030-04 

11-L-0559/0S ... Q.._{0 .... 3_..7 ... 61 .... 3..._ _______ _ 
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!ear Admiral H.E. Gerhard 
l(b )(6) I 

14 Oc:o:Oer 2004 

Dear Sec:::::-etary: 

WiLh respecl. Lo Lhe aLLached,. I 
DON'T BELIE\lE IT!. WiLh all Lhe PR i.n o:..her. areas. 
re: what is being done for families of II se:::::-ving11 
members, this smacks of poli:iciza:ion. 

IL ls qui.Le Lrue Lhi.s a~ea i.s one 
of heavily Democrat population. Mos: of the 
time., I. find fairness a pa:::::-t of BEAVER County 
cha:::::-acter. However, the 911th Airlift Wing at 
Pi.LLsbu~gh InLe~naL.i.onal Ai~porl. has been used 
regularly since. Lhe. fi.r-s:.. Gulf Wa~,. as have. 
oLher Reserv i.sL. and Guard uni. Ls. sub jec:.. t.c 
mobi.lizaL.i.on - locally. 

This at:i:ude has been building 
gradually, 3UT wi.Lhoul. con:..rary and facLual i.nfo 
f ram Lhe. Servi. ces .. 

You may wish to give this subject 
a "hard goll fac:ually to. d.~.J.i:--::-.,~-:o.i.r he:::::-e. 

Sincerely and Ve~y respecLfully, 

I 
;( ~?/fvu[JWl 

0 SD 1 71 3 5 • 04 

11-L-0559/0SD/037814 



TO: 

FROM: 

V ADM Jim Stavridis 

Donald Rumsfeld <j;Y\ 
SUBJECT:. Response to RADM Gerhard 

October 26,2004. 

Please get someone. to fashion the right answer to this. letter from RADM. Gerhard. 

Thanks. 

Alla(:h. 
10/14/04 Gerhard !tr to SecDef 

DIIR:dh 
102504-21 

......................... , .............................................. . 
Please respond by __ ~~-':/.~--

5,;./ 
~fk/115£ a-#-,d,ed 

11-L-0559/0S D/037815 

~/R 
~ .ft;,/ k~1tef 

{()( ;J7 

-· 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON 

OCT 2 8 2004 

Rear Admiral HE Gerhard 
rb)(6) I 

Dear Admiral Gerhard, 

Thank you for your letter and attached article from the 
Beaver County Times. 

Since 9/ 11, Guard and Reserve units have shouldered a 
large burden in the Global War on Terror. Approximately 35 
percent of the 911 th Airlift Wing (AW) has been mobilized at 
one time or another since September 11,2001. One of the 911 
AW' s C-130 squadrons was called up in December 2003 for 1 
year, and in July 2004 they were extended to 2 years. The basic 
rotation schedule for the mobilized squadron is 90 days 
deployed, followed by 90 days home, with unit members 
averaging 150days deployed this year. 

I appreciate your sending along the article; we'll keep 
working to ensure the facts are clear to the public. 

Sincerely, 

~ 
CXl 

0 ,,-, ;_, 
0 
'( 

--< 
0 ~, 
~ 

OSD 17135-04 °" 
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TO: 

FROM:. 

TAB A 

Gen Dick Myers 
Gen Pete. Pace 

Donald Rumsfeld v~ 

F0ef0 

81~ 

SUBJECT: Maritime Interdiction Operations in the Arabian Gulf 

We recently discussed the MIO work by NAVCENT in the Arabian Gulf. I'd be 

interested in an update, showing the numbers of boardings conducted, where we 

are focusing our efforts, what we are finding, and a general assessment of the 

value of the operations. 

Thanks. 

DHlbs 
100604-8 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by 10/t-6}0'( 

OSD 17161 •0ll 
Tab A 

11-L-0559/0S D/037817 
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.... · FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY 
CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20318-9999 

,_ 
;.f: __ .... 
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INFO MEMO cM-214s-04 zrnr: r~:-: = .) 
28 October 2004 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE .. /. 

FROM: General Richard B. Myers, CJCS~ /Ofi7 
SCBJECT: Non-Payment of Police Recruits in Najaf 

• Question. "Please have someone run down this question about why recruits are 
not being paid. I've heard this from three sources now, and I cannot figure out 
what's going wrong." (TAB A) 

• Answer. Najaf police recruits were not being paid due to the lag time between 
hiring recruits and their completing vetting and police academy training 
requirements. Iraqi Ministry of Interior representatives are committed to 
meeting the back-pay obligation. 

• Analysis. Attached information paper (TABB) provides additional background 
and actions to ensure the Najaf police recruits get paid. 

COORDINATION: NONE 

Attachments: 
As stated 

l
(b}(6) 

Prepared By: LTG Walter L. Sharp, USA; Director, J-5;._ _____ __. 

~-·, ''7: .'~ r) . •: - ... , 

))SD 17166-04 
FOFt Olf.:fffljAtsdaJ8ii10NL, 



TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

Oen Dick Myers 

POtJO 

SECRET// NOFORN 
Attachment 

TABA 

V ADM Jim Stavridis 

Donald Rumsfeld "'9/\ 
SUBJECT: Recruits in Najaf 

October 13, .2004 

Please have someone run down this question about why recruits are not being 

paid. I've heard this from three sources now. and I cannot figure out wbafs going 

wrong. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
J0/13/04 SECRET Memo re: 1,000 Police Rt::crwlS lfired in An Najlf 

DHJt:a 
101304-3 

..••....................•.............•••.•••...••....••.••...•.•.•..... , 
Please respond by /o /'J,1,fo Y 

Tab A 

. · ... 
t~:'~; •, _·._ : ... ~ '. ·.:~· ·; 
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OSD 17166-0il 
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FOFt OFI-ICIAL USE ONLY 

TABB 

14 October 2004 

INFORMATION PAPER 

Subject: Non-payment of Najaf Police 

1. Purpose. To provide an update on non-payment of Najaf Police 

2. Key Points 

• Background. During the fighting in Najaf, the Prime Minister and 
Minister of Interior authorized the Najaf police chief to fire officers who laid 
down arms or ran from the fight. They also authorized him to hire able , 
and willing replacements, and told him they would be added to police rolls 
once Ministry of Interior approved the "by-name" list. Hundreds were fired 
and replacements hired. 

Vetting and attending a police-training course qualifies a police candidate 
for pay. Many Najaf replacements, perhaps as many as a thousand, have 
since met these requirements and are now on the rolls. 

Though they have continued to serve in various unofficial capacities, some 
replacements had not been identified to the Ministry of Interior by local 
authorities; no action had been taken to get them on the police rolls. 

• Action Taken. We have discussed the issue with the staff of the 
Deputy Minister of Interior for Finance. The Ministry of Finance has 
committed to meeting the back-pay obligation if personnel are identified by 
name. If they pass the vetting process (literacy and criminal background 
check), these personnel can be accessed to the police rolls, though most 
will require training, as they have no prior military or police background. 

• Way Ahead. Multi-National Security Transition Command-Iraq 
(MNSTC-1) has oversight on recruiting and training Iraqi Security Forces 
(ISF) and will take the following actions: 1) Confirm with the Iraq Ministry 
of Interior, who controls the Iraqi Police Service, his intention to provide 
back pay and to submit names to Ministry of Interior for Finance. 2) 
Confirm the Minister's plans to accept applications from the unofficial 
police to join the police force and vet applications for permanent police 
status. 3) Accept a Ministry of Finance Pay LNO and establish a joint 
Finance Coordination Group to deal with future pay issues. 4) Assess if 
the problem is more widespread and initiate corrective action as 
appropriate. 

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY 
11-L-0559/0SD/037820 Tab B 
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October 14, 2004 

·,,.) 

TO: Doug Feith 
._:_3 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld JI\... 
. '·) 
....... 

SUBJECT: Luxembourg's MOD 

Luxembourg has a new MOD who is first rate and interested in the transatlantic 

relationship. I sense he is pulling away from France, Germany and Belgium. 

,_.,, 
V1 : . ! 

We need to find ways we can encourage that. 

Thanks. 

DHJl:u 
10140+11 
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Please respond by __ 1_0.......&.../_2.._1.._rj_t>+-f--
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TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

Ray DuBois 

Gen Dick Myers 
David Chu 
Powell Moore 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: BRAC 

L ... ;.: • • • :. 

~: '"":' .... ·--
"" _: ... ,. .... :, 

701!.I fr'T ?) t~·! !l: n:: 
_.,. . ·scptcmber' 2&,2004 

On BRAC, who selects.the commissioners,.and when do tsee a. proposed list?. Is 

there any. role for the Department of Homeland Security's needs. in BRAC? 

lt seems to me. it is time to get a briefing. Who.should I be briefed by·· you or 

Michael Wynne? 

How are we going to. think about combining training activities, so they get more 

joint training for: 

• Pilots. 

• Drill Instructors 

o Truck Drivers 

• Medics 

Thankl. 

DHJl:• 
092904-14 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by IO I tJ o, 

0SD 17232-04 
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OFFICE OF THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFEN$E-

3000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 
WASHINGTON,.DC 20301-3000 

\~. . . . . ·. 

2:nn rr-r "): • 
,_ . .;"i L .,· 1 •, 1 

ACQUISITION. 
TECHNOLOGY 

AND LOGISTICS INFO MEMO 

FOR: SECRETARYOFDEFENSE 

FROM:. Raymon~Boisfalso~ it)i9 )o'I 
SUBJECT:. Base Real~~1e~sure (BRAC) Commissioners 

This memorandum answers part of your 28 September snowflake on BRAC 
commissioners. I will address homeland security and joint training separately. 

• The. President must nominate the nine BRAC commissioners for Senate. confirmation 
no later than March 15,2005. Two commissionerseach are nominated in 
consultation with the Speaker and Senate majority leader and one each in consultation 
with the. minority leaders of the House and Senate. The President nominates the 
remaining three,. including the Chair, without consultation. 

• Because the Commission reviews the Secretary's recommendations, your 
participation in the selection process is critical to support the White. House selection 
of nominees not requi1ing consultation. You might also provide input for those 
nominations requiring consultation with the Congress. 

• Prior commissioners.have. been Bo Callaway, Jim Courter, Alan Dixon, Tom 
Eagleton, Marty Hoffmann, Graham Claytor, Gen H. T.. Johnson, Gen Duane 
Cassidy, Bob 91Btt,.Harry McPherson, Arthur Levitt, and Russ Train. 

• Commissioners must be able to make this a full time effort between the. time they 
organize and then receive your recommendations to their Sep 8th statutory deadline. for 
reporting to the President,. approximately five months.. (This is no more time than 
provided previous. commissions yet we expect a more robust recommendations set.) 
The statute authorizescommissioners to be paid$137K per annum, 
• . Congress appropriated $10 million in the FY O 5 Washington Headquarters. 

Services budget for the Commission's salaries and operating expenses .. 

• We will propose candidates to. you around 22 November to support nominations in 
late January and confinnation in March. The. Commission Chair (and the. staff 
director and general counsel the Chair selects) should receive priority focus. 

A IT~CHMENT : As stated 

cc:YQr. Wolfowitz, DepSecDef 

Mr. Wynne, Acting USD(A T &L) 
JimO~Beirne, WHLO 

,._, 
11-L-055,..,D/037823 
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TO:. 

cc: 

FROM:. 

Pay DuBois 

GenDick~ 
David Chu 
Powell.Moore 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: BRAC 

...::_• ... : . . : : . ·.~ 

~""!i'I r."- "- ···, . ,. , ' "'., 

L ! : r : , Sc~ic~~e~ 2e>2oo.t 

On BRAC, who selects.the commissioners,.and when do. I see a proposed list? Is 

there any. role for the Department of Homeland Security's needs. in BRAC? 

It seems to me it is time to get a briefing. Who should I. be. briefed by -- you or 

Michael Wynne? 

How m-e we going to think about combining training activities, so they getm:a:e 

joint training for: 

• Pilots. 

• Dril1 Instructors 

o Truck Drivers 

• Medics. 

Thanb • 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by IO I 8:} 04 
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TO:. 

FROM: 

V ADM. Jim Stavridis 

Donald Rumsfeld'v/v 

SUBJECT:. Letter to Maupin Family 

0 CT. 18 2004 

Please. check and see. if I've. ever written the Maupin family. If not,. I should .. 

Thanks. 

Attach .. 
I 0/6/04 Info Memo from Acting Sec Army to Sec Def re:. Meeting with Maupin family 

DHR:dh 
!01504-22 
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Please respond by 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON 

OCT 29 aJ04 

Ms. Caro1yn Maupin 
(b )(6) 

Dear Ms. Maupin, 

I rea1ize that the circumstances regarding your son, 
Matt, must be difficult for you. Please know that I ain 
keeping you in my thoughts and prayers. 

I understand you recently met with Mr. Les 
Brown Jee, the Secretary of the Army, and General Pete 
Schoomaker, the Anny Chief of Staff here in the 
Pentagon. I assure you that our people are focused on 
Matt's situation. I have also confirmed that the Army will 
keep you informed throughout this process. 

Again, you remain in my thoughts and prayers. 

Sincerely, 

cc: Mr. Keith Maupin 

oso 17241-04 

11-L-0559/0SD/037827 
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THE. SECRETARY. OF DEFENSE 
WAS HI.NGTON. 

OCT 29 2004 

Mr. Keith Maupin 

Dear Mr. Maupin, 

The circumstances regarding your son, Matt, must 
be so difficult for you. You are in my thoughts and 
prayers during this hard time. 

Please know that our people are focused on 
resolving Matt's situation. To that end,I understand that 
you recently 1net with Mr. Les Brownlee, the Secretary of 
the Army, and General Pete Schoomaker, the Anny Chief 
of Staff here in the Pentagon. I have also confirmed that 
the Army will regularly update you throughout this 
process. 

You remain in my thoughts and prayers. 

Sincerely, 

cc: Ms. Carolyn Maupin 

oso 17241-04 
11-L-0559/0SD/037828 



Mr. And Mrs. Keith Maupin 

Address 

Dear Mr. And Mrs. Maupin 

I know you recently met with Mr. Les Brow ee, the Secretary of 

the Army and the General Pete Schoo er, the Chief of Staff 

here in the Pentagon. We al1 want o assure you that the 

Department of Defense is very ccused on Matt's situation and we 

·Jllir~ 
will do everything we can o find him. ~ will also provide 

frequent and immedia updates to you. 

Our thoughts nd prayers are with you and the Maupin family 

during t · s difficult time. P.lea-'.@ let •~~e l<flew :19ers0Ra11)u.f 1bere is-

11-L-0559/0SD/037829 



Mr. Keith Maupin 

Dear Mr. Maupin, 

Please know that ou cople arc focused on 
resolving Matt's situatio To that end,.I understand that 
you recently met with r. Les Brownlee, the Secretary of 
the Army, and Gener Pete Schoomaker, the Army Chief 
of Staff here in the entagon. l have also confirmed that 
the Anny will reg arly update you throughout this. 
process. 

main in my thoughts and prayers. 

Sincerely, 

cc: Ms. Carolyn Maupin 

11-L-0559/0SD/037830 



Ms. Carolvn Mauoin 
(b)(6) 

Dear Ms. Maupin, 

I realize that the. circumstances regarding your son, 
Matt,. must be difficult for you.. Please know that l am 
keeping you in my thoughts and. prayers. 

R-eHlr~s YQYF ~8fH9 d pr,orrcyfo1 the Depattntent 
M Bekn~e: I understand you recently met with Mr. Les. 
Brownlee, the Secretary of the Army, and General Pete 
Schoomaker, the Army Chief of Staff here in the 
Pentagon. I assure you that our people are focused on 
Matt's. situation. l have also confirmed that the Army will 

-fJf8¥iElc apdatcs t"W throughout this process. 

Ket:('-'"'',,., ~e. l 
Again, you remain in my thoughts and prayers. 

Sincerely, 

cc:. Mr. Keith Maupin 

11-L-0559/0SD/037831 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY. 
WASHINGTON. DC. 20310·0200 

INFO MEMO 

OCT 6 2004 

FOR: SECRETARYOFDEFENSE ~ 
FROM: R. L Brownlee, Acting Secretary of the~ 

SUBJECT: Meeting with the Family of SPC Maupin 

On 30 Sep 04, General Schoomakerand I, along with other senior Army leaders, met 
Maupin family in the Pentagon. As you may recall, SPC Keith "Matt". 

our only Soldi~rmissi~g in action from ?peratiot~ Iraqi ~reedom. We. met 
Carolyn Mau pm,. Matts. Mother;. Mr .. Keith Mau pm,. Matts. Father; Ms .. 

LeeAnn Spenser, Matt's stepsister,. Mr. Carl Cottrell,. Ms .. Spenser's fiancee and 
Representative Roh Portman,. Member of Congress (R-OH). The. family received a 
detailed briefing from L TG Campbell, the. Director of the. Army Staff, and then met 
privately with General Schoomaker and myself. 

• The intent of this. meeting was. to reinforce to the family the importance. that the 
Department of Defense and the Army leadership places on resolving their son's 
situation. We. explained what information we had and what actions we are taking to 
find their son. We stated that Matt is one of our Soldiers and that we will do 
everything possible to find him and that this is one of our warrior ethos - "never leave. 
a fallen comrade. ti We also stressed that the family will receive immediate updates 
from the Army on any significant developments. 

• We just received the completed AR 15-6 investigation report covering the event 
leading to Matt's. capture .. We assured the family that we. would send someone 
knowledgeable from the unit's. chain of command to brief them and provide them a 
redacted copy of the report.. 

• Overall,. the Maupins and Representative Portman were. both satisfied with 
and appreciative of our commitment to finding Matt. If desired,. we. are prepared to 
come brief you on the. specifics of SpecialistMaupin's case. 

COORDINATION: NONE 

l(b}(6) 
PREPARED BY:. LTG James. L. Campbell._ _____ _ 

oso 17241-04 
11-L-0559/0SD/037832 
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SEP 10 2004 

TO:. 

cc: 

FROM:. 

David Chu 

Gen. Dick Myers 
Gen. Pete. Pace. 

Donald Rumsfeld;:> ~ 

s'$~ber 9,2004 

SUBJECT: Readiness Reporting 

As. we discussed at roundtable. this. morning, I would be interested in an update. of 

how we. are doing in revising our readiness reporting system so that it provides. 

sensible. and. accurate. indications to. senior decision makers. I know you've been 

doing some. work in this. area and I would like an update. 

Thanks .. 

OHR:ss 
090904-7 

•.•.....•.•.•.......•..••••.•......•.•.•.• , 

OSD 17247-04 
11-L-0559/0SD/037833 



PERSONNEL AND 
READINESS 

FOR: 

FROM: 

UNDER SECRETARY om::_-t>.EFENSE · -•-·-:. 
4000 DEFENSE PtNTAGON . . - . , -

WASHINGTON, D.C- 20301-4000 

.. ""' :• r ·· T "'; ) \\1 \ ~ ". 3 
INFO MEM-e·t l . ' •.. ' '. -

October29,2004 
SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

DR. DAVIDS. C. CHU, ~D (Personnel and Readiness) . 

SUBJECT: 
<------r:Jz:t,,,,, x_ J, L~ L.-1,4 -(_/ di/' c" d. Pf 

Readiness Reporting-=sNOWFLAKE (attached) 

• The new Defense Readiness Reporting System (DRRS) bridges the gap 
between readiness status, plans, and alternate courses of action. In short, it 
answers "ready for what." 

• Current reporting is essentially independent of mission needs. DRRS, on the 
other hand, allows force managers to determine quickly: 

What missions forces arc currently prepared for, based on "output" 
measures for the mission essential tasks. Every tasked organization, from 
the ship/battalion/squadron up to the Combatant Commands, will regularly 
assess whether it currently can perform its assigned missions. This is 
essentially a "yes" or "no" question that is supported by performance 
measures, resource. information, and commanders' comments .. 

Which forces are. currently deployed and where,. and which are available. to 
deploy. 

What the limiting factors are (e.g.> do they have. enough people which 
individuals are not "medically prepared," do they have their equipment and 
does it work). Data come automatically from authoritative sources ( versus 
today's manual feed). 

What alternative courses of action could meet mission needs. 

• We are paitnering with the Combatant Commanders in developing and 
implementing DRRS. 

• Initial software is in place on the SIPRNet; functionality and usability will 
improve over the next two years. We would be happy to provide you a 
demonstration at your convenience. 

Attachment: As stated 

Prepared by: Joseph J. Angello, Jr., Dir.diness Prog & Assessment, ... r_)_(
6
_) __ _, 

11-L-0559/0SD/037834 0 SD 172 4 7 -0 4 



TO: 

FROM:. 

Senior Officials of the Department of Defense 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT:. Dating Documents 

Please. put dates on all papers you are sending. 

October29,2004 

We. need to find a way to get this Departmentto move paper faster. If documents 

are not dated,. there. is no way for us to track the. delays. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
102904-12 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ________ _ 

oso 17268-04 

11-L-0559/0SD/037835 



OCT 2 9 2004 

TO: Marc Thiessen 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1J\ 
SUBJECT: My Remarks to AUSA 

Attached is a copy of the remarks I made to the Anny Association yesterday. 

might find something in there that's useful. 

You 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Sec Def Remarks to AUSA delivered I0/27/04 

OHR:ss 
102804-16 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ___ - _____ _ 
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DefenseLINK News: Association of the U.S. Anny Annual Meeting 

U.S. Department ot Defense 
Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Public Affairs) 

Speech 

On the Web: 
.!!!tQ:llwww.defenselink.mil/cgi-bin/dlprintcgi? 
http: /fwww.defenselink.mil/speeches/2004/sp20041027-
s;ecde!Ql,l.fi:4.html 
Media contact: +1 (703) 697-5131 

Association of the U.S. Army Annual Meeting 

Public contact: 
htto://www.dod.mil/faa/comment.html 
or + 1 (703) 428-0711 

Page 1 of S 

Remarks as Delivered by Secretary of Defense Donald H. Rumsfeld, Washington Convention Center. Washington, D.C., 
Wednesday, October 27, 2004. 

Thank you very much. Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen, good afternoon. It is good to be with 
you for this 50th annual meeting of the Association, with so many Anny leaders, soldiers and 
supporters -- patriots all. 

General Sullivan, thank you so much for your kind words and for your leadership of this important 
organization. It's good to see you, and I thank you for your service. 

I just left the table here with Secretary Les Brownlee and Chief of Staff General Pete Schoomaker. 
You two and your team are doing an absolutely superb job of leading the Anny as it meets the tough 

challenges of the 21st century. We appreciate your experience, your wisdom, your energy, your 
toughness as you tackle your vitally important posts. 

General Sullivan mentioned my meeting here some 20 years ago. I remember it well, meeting with 
this Association. I also remember that the fo)lowing year, the organization wisely presented the 
George Catlett Marshall Medal to my friend, Paul Nitze. 

As many of you may know, Paul Nitze died last week. 

As one of the key architects of the strategy that defended America through the long struggle against the 
Soviet empire, his keen inte11ect helped to give the hope of freedom to literally millions of people 
trapped behind the Iron Curtain. And through his long and distinguished public career and his 
dedicated service to the country, he remained a model of honor and integrity. We will certainly miss 
him. 

General Sullivan mentioned who the recipient of the George Catlett Marshall Medal is this year -- the 
American soldier. That is an inspired choice. There could be no better, and I congratulate you for it. 
To the soldiers. 

I never cease to be amazed at these young men and women -- active, Guard and Reserve alike. They're 
a very special group of truly selfless volunteers. Our country is so fortunate that they have stepped 
forward and said, "Send me!' And certainly to all of the soldiers here and across the world, please 
know that we are deeply in your debt. 

When I spoke to this organization in 1984, I did mention the growing threat of terrorism. I was 
concerned even two decades ago about what I had seen when I was serving as President Reagan's 
Middle East envoy. You'll recall 241 of our service people were killed in Beirut, Lebanon. I was 
afraid that the threat was underestimated, and I worried that the effect of a single attack could have a 

II d fi l
·n1c .
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serious effect on even the behavior of great nations. 

Seven weeks ago, we observed the third anniversary of September 11th, the day that awakened our 
country to a new world. Three years into the global war on terror, some sti)) ask, "Is our country safer 
today?" And it's a fair question. And the answer is yes -- we are safer today, without question. 

It's been said that the global struggle against extremism will be a task for a generation, that it could go 
on for years, as did the Cold War; and I'm afraid that's true. 

The Cold War was a great victory, a victory for freedom, but that 50-year struggle between the free 
world and the Soviet empire was marked by setbacks and failures all along the way, as well as some 
successes. 

There were times when the Soviets seemed to have the upper hand. I remember when "euro
communism" was in vogue, when the West was considering withdrawing from the Cold War. I was 
Ambassador to NATO in the early 1970s, and I recall having to fly back to Washington in a hurry to 
testify before the United States Senate against an amendment that would have begun pulling U.S. 
forces out of Europe at the height of the Cold War. Many Americans and many of our allies were 
exhausted, and they favored withdrawing from the struggle. 

The West's strategies varied. They varied from coexistence to containment to detente to 
confrontation. Our alliances wavered. In NA TO, there were frequent disputes over diplomatic policy, 
serious disputes over weapon deployments, and arguments over military strategies. 

In the 1960s, France pulled out of the military command in NATO, and they tossed NA TO out of 
France. In America, columnists questioned U.S. pohcies. There were vocal showings of support for 
communist Soviet Union, marches against the U.S. military buildup, even instances where American 
citizens saw their own government unfairly challenged as warmongers. 

Clearly, many did not fully comprehend the challenge posed by the Soviet Union's appetite for 
empire. But our nation, over a long period and with our allies, demonstrated impressive perseverance 
and resolve. We dared to confront what many thought might he an unbeatable foe, and eventually the 
Soviet regime collapsed. 

It seems that that's a lesson that needs to be relearned from generation to generation -- the lesson that 
weakness can he provocative, that it can entice others into adventures they otherwise would have 
avoided, that a refusal to confront gathering dangers can increase rather than reduce future peril. And 
that while there are risks to acting to be sure -- and there arc risks to acting -- there are also risks to 
failing to act, and that ultimately victory comes from those who are steadfast. 

It's with those lessons in mind that the President and a truly historic coalition of more than 90 nations 
have sought to confront a new and perhaps even more dangerous enemy -- an enemy without a 
country, an enemy without a conscience -- one that seeks no armistice, no truce with us or with the 
civilized world. From the outset of the conflict, it was clear that our coalition had to go on the offense 
against the terrorists: the need to pursue terrorists and regimes that provide them comfort and aid, to 
establish relationships with new allies and bolster international coalitions to prosecute the war, and the 
need to work with moderate Muslim leadership to undermine the terrorists' ideological foundation. 

Al Qaeda was a growing danger long before September 11th, 2001. Osama bin Laden was safe and 
sheltered in Afghanistan. His network was dispersed all across the world. 
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Today, a bit more than three years later, a large fraction of al Qaeda's key leaders have been detained 
or killed; and I suspect that Osama bin Laden spends a major portion of each of his days just avoiding 
being caught. 

Once controJJed by extremists, Afghanistan today is led by President Hamid Karzai, who's helping to 
lead the world in support of moderates against the extremists. Soccer stadiums in Kabul, once used for 
public executions under the Taliban only a few years ago, today are used for soccer. 

Three years ago in Iraq, Saddam Hussein and his sons brutally ruled an important nation in the heart of 
the Middle East. Saddam was attempting to regularly kilJ American and British air crews that were 
enforcing the southern and northern no-fly zones. He ignored more than a dozen U.N. Security 
Council resolutions. He was paying $25,000 to the families of suicide bombers. 

And last December, Saddam Hussein was captured by U.S. Special Operations Forces and by the 4th 
Infantry Division. He's no longer killing tens of thousands of innocent people. He's in a cell -- a 
prisoner awaiting trial by the Iraqis. His sons are dead after refusing to surrendci: to the Screaming 
Eag]es of the 101st Airborne. 

Some 112,000 trained and equipped Iraqis today now provide security for their fellow citizens. Under 
the new Iraqi leadership, Iraq is determined to fight the terrorists and to build over time a peaceful 
society. 

Interestingly, NATO is now leading ISAF, the International Security Assistance Force, in 
Afghanistan. It's also helping to train Iraqi security forces near Baghdad. For NA TO to be operating 
outside of the NATO treaty area, outside of Europe, for the first time in the history of that alliance, is a 
truly historic move. 

Here at home, the demands of the global war on terror have given an even greater impetus to the need 
to transform our armed forces. The armed forces, as you know, are faced with an increasingly 
complex array of missions. With the leadership of Les Brownlee and Pete Schoomaker, and using the 
President's emergency powers, the size of the active duty Anny has increased by about 30,000 troops, 
and is being reorganized into more agile, more lethal, and more readily deployable brigades -- brigades 
with the protection, firepower and logistics assets necessary to sustain them. And we're currently 
increasing the number of these new, more capable Army brigades from 33 to 43 or possibly 48, over 
the coming two-and-a-half to three or three-and-a- half years. 

In addition, the Army is restructuring and retraining the active component and the reserve components 
to achieve a more appropriate 21st century balance to get a distribution of skill sets between the active 
force and the reserve components to fit this new century -- to improve total force responsiveness -- and 
so that Reservists and Guardsmen will be called somewhat less often, possibly for shorter periods of 
time, and with somewhat more predictability. 

The ability of the armed services -- the Army, the Navy, the Air Force, the Marine Corps and the Coast 
Guard -- to work together is increasing. It has to increase. Jointness has to become the rule and not an 
occasional luxury. Communications and intelligence activities have been improved, and we have 
significantly expanded the capabilities and the missions of the Special Operation Forces. And they are 
doing a truly outstanding job for our country, let there be no doubt. 

Since the global war on terror began, our coalition has worked to undercut the extremists' efforts. Our 
world is, I suppose it's fair to say, divided between regions where :freedom and democracy have been 
nurtured, and areas of the world where people are subjected to tyranny. 
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And if one were to look down from Mars on the globe, we would see that it is those countries with 
political and economic freedom that are providing the most for their people; and those countries that 
have repressive systems, centralized systems, tyrannical systems that arc denying their people the 
opportunities available elsewhere in the world. 

In Afghanistan, over 8 million people voted in this month's election. They were hoping to get 6 
million people registered; 8 million voted. People dressed in their best clothes. They got up at 3:00 in 
the morning and they walked miles in the cold to go vote. A long line of women stayed in line, even 
after some explosives went off about a hundred yards from their polling place. 

Iraq now has an interim constitution that includes a bill of rights and an independent judiciary. There 
arc municipal councils in almost every major city in Iraq, most towns and most villages, and provincial 
councils for all of the 18 provinces. The Iraqis are now among those in the world who are allowed to 
say and write and watch and listen to whatever they want and whenever they want, and it's clear that 
governments and the people in the Middle East are taking note. 

l flew over much of Iraq a week and a half ago, I guess, coming in from the south, went to the west, 
went in towards Baghdad, went north, and it's a different country than one sees. It is different in 
different parts of the country, to be sure, but it is a very different one from what the people here in the 
United States see. The schools are open with new books. The clinics arc open. There's a stock 
market. The economy's strong. The oil listings arc back up where they were. The electricity is at or 
better than where it was. It is not burning and smoking in a way that one believes it to be by watching 
television. I don't talk to anybody who comes out of there who isn't struck by the contrast between 
what they experienced on the ground and the good things being done by the young men and women in 
the Anny and in the Air Force and in the Navy and in the Marine Corps for the people of that country. 

It's also clear that the people in the Middle East are taking note of what's happening in Afghanistan and 
in Iraq. 

Now, there have been setbacks in Afghanistan and Iraq, to be sure. And on a bad day, Iraq is not a 
pretty picture. But the road from tyranny to freedom has never been peaceful, it's never been tranquil, 
it's never been without bumps. It's always been difficult and dangerous everywhere. It was tough for 
the United States. It was tough for Gennany and Japan and Italy. And the idea that the path from a 
repressive system to a free democratic system is or could be easy is fanciful. It isn't easy. It's hard. 
It's tough. 

But these enemies cannot defeat the coalition in a conventional battle, let alone in a war. But of course 
they don't seek conventional war. Their weapons are terror and chaos. They want the world to believe 
that the coalition cannot win; that the free Iraqi and the free Afghan governments cannot win; and that 
the fight is not worth it; that the effort will be too hard, that the losses will be too great, and that it's 
simply too ugly for an era of24-hour news, seven days a week. They attack any sort of hope or 
progress in an effort to try to undermine morale -- the morale of the Afghans, the morale of the Iraqis, 
the morale of the coalition countries, and -- let there be no doubt -- the morale of the American 
people. They're convinced that if they can win the battle of perceptions -- and they arc superb at 
managing perceptions, much better than free societies arc, that's for sure. But they're convinced that if 
they can win that battle of perceptions, managing the media and affecting people's thinking -- that we 
will lose our will and toss in the towel. 

WelJ, they're wrong. Failure in Afghanistan or in Iraq would exact a perfectly terrible toJl in this 
world. It would embolden the extremists. It would make the world· a vastly more dangerous place. It 
would tum it all over to those who would lead the world into a dark, dark place. 
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Our 26th president, the Commander-in-Chief, Theodore Roosevelt, wrote in his autobiography that, 
"The worst of all fears is the fear ofliving." He was correct, and we cannot allow the terrorists, the 
extremists, to win this struggle and destroy the way of life of free people. 

From Baghdad to Kabul, Madrid, Bali, the Philippines, Turkey, Saudi Arabia, Pakistan, the call has 
been sounded, and the outcome of this struggle will determine the nature of our world for some 
decades to come. These enemies will not be wished away. 

Those who behead innocent people on television, those who seek to enslave others, have shown that 
they were perfectly willing to do literally anything to achieve their goals. The deaths of the innocent 
people that they kill are not incidental in this war. Indeed, innocent men, women and children are in 
fact the target in this war, and the extremists will willingly kill hundreds and thousands more. 

The world has gasped, if you will, at the brutality of the extremists: the hundreds of children in Russia 
who were killed or wounded on their very first day of school; the commuters blown up in the trains in 
Madrid on their way to work; innocents murdered in the nightclub in Bali; the cutting off of heads on 
television. Should these terrorists acquire the world's most lethal weapons -- and they are seeking 
them, to be sure -- the lives of tens of thousands could be at stake. 

There have been losses, and they have been borne heavily by the United States Anny -- active, 
Reserve, and Guard alike. 

Every loss is deeply felt. 

Today, as before, the hard work of history falls to our country, to the U.S. armed forces, and certainly 
to the United States Army. Our people have been entrusted with the gift of freedom, and it is for each 
generation to safeguard and to defend that freedom. And as the brave men and women in uniform face 
these new challenges, they can know that the great sweep of human history is for freedom, and that 
that is on our side. 

The Afghans are making it, thanks to the U.S. military, thanks to the coalition forces, and most of all, 
thanks to the Afghan people, who are reaching out for freedom courageously. 

And the Iraqi people have a good crack at making it as well. And I believe they will make it, and I 
believe it will be because I have so much confidence in the American people winning that test of wills 
which we face. 

So I thank you all. May God bless the men and women of the United States Anny and our great 
country. Thank you. 

http://www.defenselink.mil/speeches/2004/sp20041027 -secdef0864 .html 
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TO: 

FROM:. 

Paul Butler 
LarryDi Rita 
V ADM Jim Stavridis 

Donald Rumsfeld t<}I\ 
SUBJECT:. Caleb Carr 

July 28,2004. 

Next week I would like. to have. Caleb Carr come in for lunch with Doug Feith,. me. 

and possibly Pete. Pace to talk about the. attached at1icle. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Carr, Caleb .. ·'Wrong Definition for a War,". WashingtonPost,July 28,2004, p. 19 .. 
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Wrong Definition For A War 

Washington Post 
July 28,2004 
Pg. 19 

Wrong Definition For A War 

By Caleb Carr 

Page l.of2. 

Toward the. end of its widely praised report, the. Sept. 11 commission offers a prescriptive chapter titled 
"What to Do?". There,. it makes an assertion that is. genuinely shocking. It says. that in our current 
conflict, "the. enemy is. not just 'terrorism.' some generic evil. This. vagueness. blurs. the strategy. The 
catastrophic threat at this. moment in history is. more specific. It is. the. threat posed by lslamist terrorism 
[ the report's emphasis l ·· especially the al Qaeda network,. its affiliates, and its ideology." 

At a stroke,. in other words,. the members. of the. commission have. tried to rewrite the. terms of the global 
war on. terrorism and tum it into a global war on Islamist terrorism alone .. 

It seems almost incredible that we could have been at war this. long without defining precisely who or 
what we. are.at war with .. But such is. the. case, and it has. never seemed an urgent matter to lawmakers .. 
When. 1 appeared before a congressional subcommittee studying strategies for the. war on. terrorism in 
2002 and suggested that the. first step. should be the promulgation of just such a uniform definition, the 
members. were. momentarily dumbstruck .. To their credit, they soon recovered and we. began to discuss 
the. issue,. but a comprehensive definition of terrorism for the use of the. American government and the 
education of the American people never emerged. Now, however, the. president and his. supporters.are. 
apparently. ready. to instantly approve the radical definition set forward by the. commission. 

Terrorism, as defined by military historians,. has. been a constant,. ugly feature of warfare, an aberrant 
tactic. akin to slavery. piracy and genocide. One of the reasons. that some of us argued throughout the. 
1990s for undertaking of genuine war on terrorism (involving the. military in addition to intelligence and 
law enforcement) was. the. notion that we. might finally declare. the tactic.·· like. those other aberrant 
belligerent methods. -- to be. out of bounds, for the armed forces of civilized nations. and non-state 
organizations alike. 

It's true. that both slavery and piracy are. still practiced. but only in remote. corners. of the world; certainly 
genocide is.still with us, but its. employment is now cause. for immediate. sanction and forceful reaction. 
(theoretically, at any rate) by the. United Nations. Banning such tactics. and actively stamping out their 
practice. has been the work of some. of the great political and military minds and leaders. of the past two 
centuries .. Now it is. time. -- past time,. really -- for terrorism to. take. its. place as a similarly proscribed and 
anachronistic practice .. 

But first we. must agree. c.m an. internationally acceptable definition. Certainly terrorism must include. the. 
deliberate. victimization of civilians. for political purposes. as. a principal feature -- anything else would be. 
a logical absurdity. And yet there are. powerful voices,. in this. country. and elsewhere,. that argue against 
such a definition. They don't want to. lose the. weapon of terror -- and they. don't want to admit to. having 
used it in the past.. Should the. United States. assent to such a specific definition of terrorism,. for example, 
it would have. to admit that its. fire-bombings of German and Japanese cities. during World War II 
represented effective terrorism .. On the other hand,. few Muslim nations. want to go up against the power 
of organized terrorist groups. by declaring them dejure. as. well as. de. facto outlaws. 

In the intellectual arena, meanwhile .. the. fatuous logic that "one man's. terrorist is. another man's. freedom 
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fighter" keeps left-leaning intellectuals away from the. cause of definition. And so its promulgation 
continues to elude. the. world,. even. as. we have embarked on a war against the phenomenon itself. 

The Sept. 11 commission evidently also came to feel, during. its. months of sitting, that defining terrorism 
was too thorny a problem to be undertaken in anything but a partial and temporary manner.. Fighting 
wars against tactics, they announced -- fighting wars over the nature of war itself -- is. simply too 
complicated. We need to fight specific wars. about people, not general wars. about ideas (the American 
Revolution, the Civil War and two world wars. notwithstanding). 

By this token,. any and all intellectual or moral meaning is removed from our military undertakings in 
Afghanistan and Iraq,. as. well as from the global war on terrorism generally. What began as a war 
between. modernism and medieval ism, between progressive ideas of how to reform war and regressive 
notions. of cataclysmic conflicts, will, if the commission's.recommendations. are fully implemented, 
become instead a "clash of civilizations". between extremist Western and extremist Muslim values:. a 
simplistic,. devastating confrontation. In a terribly ironic. but real sense, the final hijacking. of Sept. 1 1. 
will be the commandeering of the global war on terrorism itself. 

What the. commission fails to see. is. that the. word "extremist". (or "Islamist") is not what will be heard on 
the. "Arab street," or indeed much of anywhere else in the world,. when the new enemy is proclaimed. 
George Bush initially.reacted to the. Sept. 11 attacks by calling for a "crusade" against terrorism,.but 
many Muslims. heard only one word, "crusade, '1 and they heard it in its. historical rather than its. 
rhetorical sense. The West,. that word implied. is coming again to take. control. of Muslim nations and 
holy places.just as. it did after the turn of the last millennium. The president later apologized for his 
thoughtlessness, but the. damage had been done .. 

And now, when. the Sept. 11 commission. says that terrorism is no longer the enemy,. that Islamist 
extremism has assumed that role, most Muslims. are. going to hear the. same sort of threatening, 
generalized message, one constantly repeated by Osama bin Laden: The Americans are not really 
concerned with terrorism -- in. fact, they've practiced it throughout their history; what they are embarked 
on is. a war against Islam itself. 

The.commission should immediately amend its.report, and reassert, rather than deny, that we are indeed 
engaged in. a global war against terrorism, whoever practices it. (They might also. think to recommend 
that,. at some point soon, the United States formally repudiate the deliberate. victimization of civilians, 
something it has never done.) Then President Bush,. Sen. John Kerry and all national leaders should 
support the change in. message. The war on terrorism began not as a crusade. about ideology but as. a 
pragmatic war about war.. It must remain. such. 

The writer is professor cc military history at Bard College and the author,. most recently, of. "The. 
Lessons a Terror.oA History of Wa,fareAgainst Civilians." 
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TO: Jim Haynes 

CC: Steve Cambone 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld V-1\. 
SUBJECT: Vigilante 
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July 26, 2004 

Please take a look at this cable. I have never heard of this fellow. How do we 

deal with this? 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Reuters file 
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UNCLASSIFIED 
Vigilante in Afghanistan says he worked for U.S. 

KABUL, July 21 (Reuters) - The leader of three Americans 
arrested in Afghanistan for illegally detaining people he 
suspected of being Islamic militants said on Wednesday he was 
TEXT: 

ABC-AFGHAN-VIGILANTES (PICTURE)@ 
"Vigilante in Afghanistan says he worked for U.S.@ 

KABUL, July 21 (Reuters) - The leader of three Americans 
arrested in Afghanistan for illegally detaining people he 
suspected of being Islamic militants said on Wednesday he was 
working for the U.S. government. 

Jonathan ''Jack'' Idema said he had been in frequent contact 
with the Pentagon and other U.S. agencies in the course of his 
work tracking Islamic militants in Afghanistan, including al 
Qaeda members. · 

••we were working for the U.S. counter-terrorist group and 17 
working with the Pentagon and some other federal agencies,'' / \ 
Idema told reporters before the opening of his trial. 

''We were in contact directly by fax and email and phone 
with Donald Rumsfeld's office,'' he said, referring to the U.S. 
Secretary of Defence. 

The U.S. military and NATO peacekeepers have said the group 
was not acting on behalf of, or in conjunction with, their 
forces. 

Idema and his two American colleagues were arrested on July 
5 after a brief shootout in Kabul. They and some Afghan 
accomplices had illegally detained and interrogated eight 
people they believed to be terrorists, Afghan officials said. 

The three face up to 15 years in prison if found guilty of 
illegally detaining and torturing people. 

The arrests have been a headache for foreign forces in 
Afghanistan, where the U.S. military has been under scrutiny 
for its treatment of suspected militant prisoners. 

The U.S. military has been accused by U.S.-based Human 
Rights Watch of ''systematic'' abuse of detainees. 

The court sat for about two hours on Wednesday with a 
prosecutor giving details of the charges against Idema and his 
two colleagues, identified as Edward Caraballo and Brent 
Bennett. Idema said Caraballo was a journalist. 

Idema, wearing dark glasses, combat boots, khaki trousers 
and a shirt with a U.S. flag on the shoulder was brought into 
court in handcuffs. The handcuffs were removed when the trial 
began. 
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Idema told reporters he had broken up an assassination plot 
against Afghan government ministers and captured a Taliban 
intelligence chief in May and passed him to U.S. military 
authorities. 

The trial was adjourned for 15 days. 
ReutOS:18 07-21-04 
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TO:. Paul Butler 
RADM. Jim Stavridis. 
Larry Di Rita 

FROM:. Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT:. Mary Bono 

When are. we. having Congresswoman Bono down here?. 

Thanks .. 
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TO:. 

FROM:. 

SUBJECT: 

P~Ht '5t'l'ICIAE ttSE ONE f 

Gen .. Dick Myers. 

Donald Rumsf eld ~ {L 
Second Three-Star Billet for SOCOM 

. . . .. . ,· - ··-

I have reviewed your memo to me on this subject and understand your suggested 

strategy to pay for this billet. 

I am concerned that continued use of emergency powers authority may well cause. 

us problems in the future. There. are a few scenarios l can think of which might 

suddenly withdraw the. authority from us .. I am aware. of three. or four generals. we. 

have already appointed to positions. based on this authority. More. will only make. 

the potential problem worse. Furthermore. it doesn't feel right to use. this 

authority in the. "semi-permanenf' fashion that we. seem to be heading toward .. 

At this. time, I <lo not want to authorize. the second three-star billet at SOCOM 

using this authority. Instead,. I believe we. can identify an existing three-star billet 

as a bill payer.. It seems to me that within 60 days we should be. able to. identify 

the billpayer. If that position is encumbered and cannot be vacated in the short 

term, at that time l will consider using emergency powers as the. authority for the. 

SOCOM billet until the billpayer billet is. unencumbered .. 

Thanks .. 

Attach. 
Memos. from CJCS re. second three-star billet. for USSOCOM:. 5/27/04, 3/30/04, nom package 
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CHAIRMAN OF.THE JOINT CHIEFS OF.STAFF 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 2031f.-999~ 

ACTION MEMO 

FOR:.SECRETARYOF DEFENSE I DepSec Action __ _ 

FROM: .General Richard B. Myers,. CJC,, (t,1 

SUBJECT: Reconsideration of Second Three-Star Billet for USSOCOM 

• Recommend establishing a second three-star position in USSOCOM to perfonn all 
the. operational functions under the Commander. USSOCOM. is unique in having 
both Unified Combatant Commander/Geographical Combatant Commander in 
addition to service. responsibilities.. The current Deputy Commander would perform 
the. duties similar to a Service. Vice-Chief. 

• Suggest a two-part strategy in order to quickly establish this new three-star position. 

• Initially establish the. position using your authority under IO USC§ 527 to 
exceed active duty gener.al and flag officer strength and grade. ceiling .. 

• Establishing a temporary three-star position in USSOCOM. will provide 
sufficient time to identify, staff, and vacate. a current three-star position to 
downgrade. or civilianize .. 

• Preliminary guidance. is. lo identify ajoint Lhree. star position in. eilher the. 

European theater,. head of DoD Agency, or President of NDU to. downgrade or 
civilianize as appropriate .. l will provide. a recommendation within six. months 
with the objective to implement by end ofFY06. 

• At TAB A is General Brown's.detailed explanation of the. roles. and responsibilities 
of the two USSOCOM key leadership positions. requiring the grade of three-star .. 

• For your consideration, I have also enclosed the. nomination of Major General Dell L. 
Dailey for assignment as. Director,. Center for Special Operations, US Special 
Operations Command and appointmenl to the. grade of Lieutenant General.. 

RECOMMENDATION:. That the. Secretary of Defense exercise.his authority to. exceed 
~he active duty general and flag officer strength and grade. ceiling under IO USC ~ 527 
and forward Major General Dailey's nomination to. the President for approval. 

COORDINATION:. NONE 

Attachments:. 
As stated 

Prepared By:. Vice.Admiral T . .J. Keating, DJS_,!(b_)_(6_) __ _ 
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CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON,.D.C.20318-9999 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

Through: Deputy Secretary. of Defense 

Subject: General Officer Nomination 

27 May 2004 
GFO 159/ 11-04. 

I. In accordance with the. provisions of Title I 0, United Stales. Code, and DoD 
Instruction. 1320.4,. the. Acting Secretary of the. Army has. recommended Major 
General Dell L. Dailey. for assignment as. Director, Center for Special Operations, 
United States Special Operations Command, and appointment to the grade of 
lieutenant general. The. Acting Secretary also. asks. that this position be designated 
a position of importance and. responsibility authorized to. carry. the grade. of 
1 ieutenant general. 

2. This nomination requires you to exercise your authority to exceed the active 
duty general officer strength and. grade ceiling to. fill this temporary position under 
the provision of Title 10,. United. States. Code,. section 527 and. executive order 
13223 .. 

3. I have. reviewed. Major General. Dailey's performance in. threejoint assignments. 
While. serving as. Commanding General,. Joint. Special. Operations Command,. he 
specially organized, trained, and equipped assigned forces to. conduct time 
sensitive, surgical special operations across the spectrum. of conflict. Major 
General Dailey tirelessly improved inter-operability with all subordinate. commands. 
and. otherjoint units as. well as. leveraged scarce resources. to improve training 
facilities and initiate world-class. information operations. I. am. confident he. is well 
qualified for this assignment. and advancement.. 

4. I concur with the Acting Secretary's nomination of Major General Dailey for this 
assignment, appointment to the. grade of lieutenant. general,. and that this. position 
be designated as. a position of importance and responsibility. l recommend you 
forward it to the President for approval. 

Chairman 
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff 

Enclosure. 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
\VASHlNGTO~ DC 20310 

MAR 3 O 200\ 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OFDEFENSE 

THROUGH: THE CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 

SUBJECT:. General Officer Nomination 

We recommend the President designate the position of Director, Center for Special 
Operations,. United States Special Operations Command, MacDill Air Force Base, Florida, as a 
position of importance and responsibility authorized. to carry the. grade of lieutenant general 
under the provisions of Title I 0, U.S.C. Section 60 I, and that the President nominate Major 
General Dell L. Dailey,. age. 54,. for appointment to. the. grade. of lieutenant general. and assignment 
to this. position. Major General Dailey has served as. the Deputy Commanding General, XVIII 
Airborne. Corps. and. Fort Bragg,. Fort Bragg,. North Carolina,. since. September 2003. His. 
mandatory retirement date. is. July 1,.2009,. based on time. in service .. 

In accordance. with the. provisions. of Title 10,.U.S.C.,.andDoD Instruction 1320.4, a 
proposed. memorandum for the President is enclosed. Major General Dailey is. a graduate. of the 
United States. Army War College .. He. has. served in three.joint duty. assignments, but is. not a 
joint specialty officer. 

The. Director, Center for Operations,. Plans and. Policy, United States Special. Operations 
Command is. currently. a two-star billet.. The. upgrade. of this. position to. a three-star billet is. 
temporary.. We. request that you exercise. your authority. to. exceed. the. active. duty. general officer 
strength and grade ceilings to fill the position under the provisions of Title I 0, U.S.C., section. 
527; accordingly,. this. position will. not count against the. Army's. general. officer strength. ceilings .. 

All systems. of records,. to. include. Equal. Employment Opportunity. files and the. Standard. 
Form 278 (Public Financial Disclosure Report),. maintained in the Department of Defense that. 
pertain to. this. officer have. been examined .. The. files contain no. adverse. information about this. 
officer since. his. last Senate. confirmation. Further,. to. the. best of our. knowledge,. there. is. no 
planned. or ongoing. investigation or. inquiry into. matters. that constitute. alleged adverse. 
infonnation on the part of this. officer. 

If selected for this position of importance and. responsibility, we request approval to frock 
Major. General Dailey. to. the. grade. of lieutenant general upon his. confirmation by the. Senate,. but 
no. earlier than 60 days. prior to. assuming. his. new duties .. If the. exemption. is. approved,. this 
action. will not cause the Department of the. Army to exceed the number of officers authorized. to 
serve. in the. grade. of lieutenant general.. 



( 

SUBJECT: General Officer Nomination 

Major General Dailey's career resume is. enclosed. 

Peter J. Schoomaker 
General, United States Army 
Chief of Staff 

Enclosures 

~~. 
R. L. Brownlee 
Acting Secretary of the Army 

2 
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United States Army 

Major General DELL L. DAILEY 

Deputy Commanding General 
XVIII Airborne Corps and Fort Bragg 

Fort Bragg, North Carolina 28310 
since September 2003. 

SOURCE OF COMMISSIONED SERVICE USMA 

MILITARY SCHOOLS ATIENDED 
Infantry Officer Basic and Advanced Courses 
United States Army Command and General Staff College 
United States Army War College 

EDUCATIONAL DEGREES 
United States Military Academy - BS -.No Major 
Shippensburg University -.MPA-.Public Administration 

FOREIGN LANGUAGE(S) Spanish 

PROMOTIONS 

2LT 
ILT 
CPT 
MAJ 
LTC 
COL 
BG 
MG 

DATE OF APPOINTMENT 

9 Jun 71 
90ct 72 
9 Jun 75 
1 Feb 83 
l Mar 89 
I.Apr 94 
I Nov 97 
l Jan 01 

MAJOR DUTY ASSIGNMENTS 

FROM 

Jan 72 

Mar73 

Dec 73 

Oct74 

IO 

Feb73 

Dec 73 

Sep. 74 

Jul 75 

ASSIGNMENT 

Platoon Leader, later Executive Officer, B. Company, 1st Battalion (Mechanized), 
61st Infantry, 4th Infantry Division, Fort Carson, Colorado 
Student, Officer Rotary Wing Aviator Course, United States Army Primary 
Helicopter School, Fort. Wolters, Texas 
Executive Officer, 2d Aviation Battalion, later Aviation Officer, 1st Brigade, 
2d Infantry Division, United States Forces Korea, Korea 
Aviation Operations Officer, B Company. 2d Aviation Battalion, 2d Infantry 
Division, United States Forces Korea, Korea 

11-L-0559/0SD/037854 



Major General DELL L DAILEY 

Jul 75 Mar76 

Mar 76 Jun 76. 

Jun 76 Feb 78 

Feb 78 Apr 78 

Apr 78. Apr 79. 

Apr 79 Aug. 81. 

Aug. 81. Nov 81 

Nov81 Apr 83. 

Apr 83. Jun 84. 

Jun 84 May85 

Jun85 Aug 87 

Aug. 87 Apr 89. 

Apr89 Jul 91 

Jul 91 Jun 93 

Jun 93. Jul94 
Oct 94. Oct 96 

Oct 96. Aug 98 

Aug98 Jul.00 

Jul 00 Sep.OJ 

Student, Infantry Otlicer Advanced Course, United States Infantry School,.Fort 
Benning, Georgia 
Assistanl S-3 (Operations), 2.d Battalion, 21st Infantry, 24th Infantry Division, 
Fort Stewart, Georgia 
Commander,.Headquarters and Headquarters Company, later Commander,. 
B. Company ,.2.d Battalion, 21st Infantry Battalion, 24th Infantry Division,. 
Fort Stewart, Georgia 
Assistanl G-3 (Operations), 24th Infantry Division (Mechanized), Fort Stewart,. 
Georgia 
S-5. (Civil Affairs), later S-4 (Logistics), 1st Battalion,. 75th Infantry. (Ranger),. 
Hunter Army Ai11'ield, Georgia 
Platoon Commander, later Executive Officer, Air Troop, l Id1 Armored Cavalry 
Regiment, V Corps, United StatesArmy Europe.and SeventhAm1y, Germany 
Operations Officer S-3,. Command and Control Squadron,. 11th. Armored Cavalry 
Regiment, V Corps, United StatesArmy Europe. and Seventh.Am1y, Germany 
Commander,.CombatAviation Troop,. 11th Armored Cavalry.Regiment, 
V Corps,. United States Almy Europe. and Seventh Army,. Germany 
Student, United States. Anny Command and General Staff College,. 
Fort. Leavenworth,. Kansas. 
Senior Liaison Officer S-3 (operations),. later S-5 (Civil Affairs), 75th Infantry 
Regiment (Ranger), Fort Benning, Georgia 
Commander, D Company, Task Force. 160,. I 60thA ir Group (Airborne), 158th 
Aviation Battalion, 101st Airborne. Division, later D Company,Special 
Operations. Group,. 1st Special Operations. Command (Airborne), Fort Campbell, 
Kentucky 
Special. Operations. Aviation Staff Officer, United States. Am1y Special. 
Operations Agency, Office of the. Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations. and Plans,. 
Washington,. DC 
Commander, 3d Aviation Battalion, 160thSpecial. Operations. Command, Hunter 
Army Airfield, Georgia and OPERA TIO NS DESERT SHIELD/STORM, Saudi 
Arabia 
Commander, 1st Battalion, 160th Special. Operations Aviation Regiment 
(Airborne), Fort Campbell,. Kentucky 
Student, United States. Am1y War College, Carlisle Ban-acks, Pennsylvania 
Commander, I 60thSpecial Operations Aviation Regiment (Airborne), Fort. 
Campbell, Kentucky 
Assistant Division Commander, IO 1st Airborne. Division (Air Assault), Fort 
Campbell, Kentucky 
Chief of Staff, United States. Special Operations. Command, MacDill Air Force 
Base, Florida 
Commanding General, Joint Special Operations. Command,. Fort Bragg, North 
Carolina 

SUMMARYOFJOINTASSIGNMENTS 

Commander, 160thAviationBattalion,. 3d Special 
Operations. Command, OPERATIONS DESERT 
SHIELD/STORM, Saudi Arabia 

Chief of Staff, United States. Special Operations. 
Command, MacDill Air Force. Base, Florida 

Sep. 90-Apr 9.1 

Aug. 98 -Jul 00 

2 
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Lieutenant Colonel 

Brigadier General 



Major General DELL L. DAILEY 

Commanding General, Joint Special Operations 
Command, Fort Bragg, Nmth Carolina 

US DECORATIONS AND BADGES 
Defense Distinguished Service Medal 
Defense Superior Service Medal ( with Oak Leaf Cluster) 
Legion of Merit ( with 2 Oak Leaf Clusters) 
Bronze Star Medal 
Meritorious Service Medal ( with 5 Oak Leaf Clusters) 
Air Medal 
Anny Commendation.Medal. (with 2 Oak Leaf Clusters) 
Expert Infantryman Badge 
Master Parachutist Badge 
Master Anny Aviator Badge 
Air Assault Badge 
Ranger Tab 
Army Staff Identification Badge 

As of 17. March 2004 

Jul 00 - Sep 03 

J 
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Brigadier General/ 
Major General 



OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 
WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1000 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

SUBJECT:. Army General. Officer Nomination 

I recommend the position of Director, Center for Special. Operations, United States. Special. 
Operations. Command, MacDill Air Force Base, Florida, be designated as. a position of importance 
and responsibility authorized to. caiTy the grade. of lieutenant general. under the provisions. of Title I 0, 
United States Code,. section 601 (a). I also recommend the nomination of Major Genernl Dell L. 
Dailey, United States. Army, for appointmenl to the grade of lieutenant.general and his assignment as. 
the. Director, Center for Special. Operations, United States Special Operations. Command, MacDill 
Air Force. Base,. Florida. Major General Dailey, age. 54, is. currently serving. as. the. Deputy 
Commanding General, XVIII. Airborne. Corps. and Forl Bragg, Fort Bragg, North Carolina. This is a 
new, temporary position,. established to augment United States Special Operations. Command's. 
mission to defeat the Global War on Terrorism. 

To carry out the duties and responsibilities of the proposed assignment, a general officer must have 
demonstrated highly effective performance. in senior leadership positions, both in his. own Service 
and in the joint arena .. The. general officer must be. capable. of planning and synchronizing the. 
Department of Defense effort in the Global War on Te1TOrism .. He musl be thoroughly 
knowledgeable of the overall management of a unified command,. extensively trnined and 
experienced in the developmenl and execution of global. command and control of Special Operations 
Forces missions. and for providing tailored Special Operations. Forces. capabilities to the designated 
Combatant Command .. Major General Dailey meets these. requirements .. Major General Dailey 
possesses the qualifications. and broad leadership experience necessary to carry out effectively the 
duties and responsibilities of Director,. Center for Special Operations, United States. Special 
Operations. Command. 

l have exercised my authority to exceed general officer grade. and strength ceilings. under the. 
provisions. of Title I 0, United States. Code, section 527. According! y, this. position wi I I not count 
against the number of general/flag officers authorized under law. This. action is based upon the 
recommendation of the Acting Secretary of the Almy and the advice of the Chairman of the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff. Under the. provisions. of Title 10, United States. Code,. section 164(e), the 
Commander, United States Special Operations. Command concurs. with this recommendation. 

As required by Title 10, United States. Code,. Section 601(d)(l), I have attached an evaluation from 
the Chairman,. Joint Chiefs of Staff on Major General Dailey's performance in his joint duty 
assignments. 

Enclosure. 

APPROVED __________________ DATE.'-. ____ _ 
President of the United States 



Washington 

To the Senate of the United States: 

I nominate:. 

The. following named officer for appointment in the. Uni ~d States Army lo. the grade 
indicated.while assigned to a position. of importance and responsibi lily under title I 0, 
U .S.C., section 601: 

To be Lieutenant General 
Major General De 11. L.. Dailey, 37 4 7 
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GENERAL OFFICER ANNOUNCEMENT 

Secretary of Defense Donald H. Rumsfeld announced today that the President has. 
nominated. Maj. Gen .. Dell L. Dailey, U.S. Army,. for appointmentto the grade of lieutenant 
general and. assignment.as director, Center for Special Operations, United. States. Special 
Operations Command, MacDill Air Force Base, Fla. Dailcyis. currently serving. as the deputy 
commanding general, XVill Airborne Corps and Fort Bragg, Fon Bragg, N.C. 

-END-. 
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Major General Dell L Dailey 
Major Permanent Dut~ Stations/Positions 

Total 
Months in 

Dutt Station/Dot\ Assignmcuts From Io. Position 

Fort Benning, Georgia Jun 84 May 85 

• Senior Liaison Officer S-1 (Operations),later 11 
S-5 (Civil Affairs), 75th Infantry.Regiment 
(Ranger) 

Fort Campbell, Kentucky Jun 85 Aug 87 

• Commander, D Company, Task Force 160, 26 
160thAirGroup (Airborne), 158thAviation 
Battalion, IO ls t Airborne Di vision,. later D 
Company, Special Operations Group, 1st Special 
Operations Command (Airborne). 

Washington, DC Aug 87 Apr 89 

• Special Operations Aviation Staff Officer, 20 
United States. Army Special Operations Agency, 
Office of the. Deputy Chief of Staff for 
Operations and Plans 

Hunter Army Airfield, Georgia Apr89 JuI91 
• Commander,. 3d Aviation Battalion, 160th 27 
Special Operations Command,.and 
OPERATIONS DESERT SHIELD/DESERT 
STORM, Saudi Arabia 

Fort. Campbell, Kentucky JuI91 Jun 93 

• Commander,. I st Battalion, 160thSpecial 23 
Operations Aviation Regiment (Airborne) 

Fort Campbell,. Kentucky Oct 94 Aug98 
• Commander,. 160th Special Operations 24 
Aviation Regiment (Airborne) 

• Assistant Division Comrnander,. lOlst 22 
Airborne Division (Air Assault) 

MacDill Air Force Base, Florida Aug98 JulOO 
• Chief of Staff, United States. Special 23 
Operations Command 
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.. 
Fort Bragg, North Carolina Jul 00 
• Commanding. General,. Joint Special Operations 
Command 
• Deputy Commanding General, XVIII Airborne 
Corps and Fort Bragg 

As. of 30 March 2004 
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July 22,2004 

TO:. RADM Jim Stavridis 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: AG Meeting 

Jim Haynes is going to set up a meeting with the Attorney General and whoever 

else the AG wants. to bring. We will go over there. The meeting should be. set for 

Monday or Tuesday of next week if we can. I would like Haynes, Steve. Cam bone 

and probably Geren and Maples to be there. 

By Friday morning Haynes is going to give Cambone, Dick Myers and me a 

packet of material to read. Before we have the. meeting next week,. we. ought to 

have. a meeting of Haynes and Myers to discuss. how we are going to handle. the 

AG meeting. 

After the AG meeting we are going to think about having a meeting with Will Taft 

of the State Depat1ment. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
072204-4 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ________ _ 

110 17314-04 
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.. 

TO: 

FROM:. 

Larry Di Rita 

Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: 9/1 lCommission Report 

A couple of thoughts: 

July 21,2004. 

I. The issue of reform - set aside the Commission's recommendations or 

anyone else's recommendations for a minute - is an important one, and it is 

important that it be. discussed thoughtfully. 

2. The most important thing to do first is to identify the problems one. thinks 

need to be corrected, before coming up with solutions. to unidentified 

problems. To those who would tear down what is falls the. responsibility 

for specifying why it should be. changed, and then recommending 

something better that actually will fix. the real problem as. first identified. 

3 .. One consideration has to be the. new reality that a user of intelligence, 

whether anyone from the President down to a platoon leader,. really doesn't 

care. where the intelligence comes from. The distinction between national 

intelligence and tactical. military intelligence is somewhat of an 

anachronism in the. sense that information today is coming from a variety of 

sources - satellites, human intelligence, etc. What is really important is 

how that information gets to where it is needed. So,. in a sense, artificial 

separations between national and tactical intelligence really are. a thing of 

the last century. 

11-L-0559/0SD/037863 
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• 
4 .. Next, there. are certain activities- I would include.research and 

development and intelligence gathering- that have historically been shown 

to benefit from an absence. of centralization and regimentation. That is to 

say, competition and differing views in those areas have historically led to 

greater innovation and creativity in the case of research and development, 

and, in the case. of intelligence, avoiding the kind of "group think" that can 

lead to intelligence disasters. 

5. When there are problems, and goodness. knows there have been problems. 

with respect to intelligence, there is a tendency to rush to make. corrections. 

We don't want to see damage done. in the name of reform. It strikes me. it is 

important to think any reform through carefully, but first identify the 

problem, have. an elevated discussion,. and only then consider solutions .. 

Thanks .. 

DHR:dh 
072104-13 . 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by _________ _ 

02 
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TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

Jim Roche. 

!l.@j 

F8'-'t5 

Gen .. John Jumper 
(oe..J • "Dtc.k. f,,\ y 6',($ 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Air Force. End Strength 

July 20,2004. 

We have. talked about the. fact that the Air Force. is 20>000+ over authorized end 

strength. Some. weeks. ago, when it was 19,000, l asked you to start working that 

number down. Instead of going down, it has. gone up. Why has. it ballooned?. 

I would like to see a plan by Thursday, July 22,. that explains how you plan to get 

it down - with a timeline -.and with what adverse effects to the Service .. 

I also would like to. know where you are getting the money out of your program to 

pay for it, and what it costs to have 20,000 people. in the Air Force a year longer 

than budgeted. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
7 / 13/04 Active. & Reserve. Strengths Snapshot 

OHR:dh 
072004·12 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by -J / 2'2.- / D'f 

F0~0 ISO t1321-04 
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Active Component 

FY 04 Authorized Service 
End Strength(PB05) 

Army 482,400 

Navy 373,800 

Marine Corps 175,000 

Air Force 359,300 

Total 1,390,500 

Reserve Component 

Service CmTently Mobilized 

Anny 133,200 

Navy 2,772 

Marine Corps 10,304 

Air Force 8,068 

Total 154,344 

Active & Rt:se1 t 

FY04 Waiver Authority* Cu1Tent End Strength % Difference 

I Asof and Authorized 2% 3% Difference May 31, 2004 End Strengths 

492,048 I 496,872 I 495,763. 13,363 I 2.8% 

381,276 I 385,014 I 376,204 2,404 I .6% 

178,500 I 180,250 I 175,048 48 I 0 

366,486 I 370,079 I 379,534 20,234 I 5.6% 

1,418,310 I 1,432,215 I 1,426,549 /~SP49) 2.6% 

~ ........__,-····-· 

* Section U 5 of Title 10 allows Service Secretaries. to increase. end strength by 2% .. 

* Section l 15ofTitle lOallows.SECDEFto increase.end strengthby an additional 
I% for a total of 3%. 

* Section 123 of Title I Oremoves al end strength limitations during time of war or 
national emergency. 

File:. S · \R Q\QQQ-11.sers\desens\Acti ve & Reserve Strengths Snapshot May 2004 doc 
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July 20, 2004 

1l"2--~ \-\ 

2> It'., _.,,,-, ~ 
0'~~· 0 

Paul Butler 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Iraqi Stock Exchange 

..i{i 
Please fin out today ab t the Iraqi stock exchange - if one opened, what y 
happened to the market, how many stocks, and so forth. 0 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
072004-6 
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Please respond by 1 / k, / 0 f 

• 

5112., 
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To: SecDef 

From: Paul Butler 

Cc: Larry Di Rita 

Re: Iraqi Stock Exchange 

Here is some data on the Iraqi Stock Exchange: 

July 20, 2004 

• Opened on June 24, 2004. Open for business only on Wednesdays and 

Sundays for two hours per day. 

• Presently 27 companies are listed but Iraqis expect to list more than 100 by 

the end of July. 

• Trading has been vigorous. An article last Sunday (attached) describes the 

activity: over 1.43 billion shares worth over $10 million traded in the 

Sunday July 18 session (the first session open to the media). 

• There is no data on the Iraqi exchange in the Wall Street Journal stock 

tables. I will check the Financial Times and get back to you. 

Also noteworthy is the fact that on July 19 the Iraqis did their first post-Saddam 

bond issue raising $103 million for 91 day government bonds at 6.8% interest. 

The Iraqi government hopes to raise $1.2 billion this year in twice weekly bond 

auctions (second article attached). 
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Business News - July 20, 2004 

Volume Jumps on New Iraq Stock Exchange 

July 18, 2004 04:18 PM EDT 

BAGHDAD, Iraq - The 
miniature Liberty Bell 
clanged. Elbows flew. 
Sweat poured down 
foreheads. Sales tickets 

-...;.;;;;;;..:.....~.,,,,.........,3 were passed and, with a 
Iraqi stock traders bid during a trading session at flick of the wrist, 10,000 
the well guarded stocl<. exchange building i11 the shares of the Middle East 
r.en1er of Bagtidad. Iraq. Sunday July 18, 2004. Bank had more than 
At present. the Iraq stock exchange is open only 
011 Wednesdays and Sundays from 10 am until doubled in value. The 
midday, but plans are under way to create a six- frantic pace Sunday of 
r1ay 1rc1ding weel( JI only has 27 listed companies those first 1 o minutes of 
with about 1 00 more due to go public in the 
wining months. (AP Photo/Saeed Khan, Pool) trading typified the 

enthusiasm behind the Iraq 
Stock Exchange - a new institution seen as a critical step in building 
a new Iraqi economy. 

In just five sessions, trading volume has nearly quadrupled and the 
value of some stocks has surged more than 600 percent, gains 
traders say reflects the pent up frustration of 15 months of closure. 

"How can I not be excited by this?" Taha Ahmed Abdul-Salam, the 
exchange's chief executive officer, said as he eyed the activity on 
the trading floor. 

The ISX is temporarily housed in a converted restaurant. Looters 
had gutted the old exchange, so traders now jostle for position in a 
long room overlooking an old dining room. Where bartenders once 
chatted with patrons sidling up for drinks, a bank of secretaries log 
orders. 

With space limited, investors are not allowed in the exchange. let 
alone the "floor." Instead, from a makeshift courtyard, they can look 
in through the same windows that once offered diners a garden 
view. Joining them are the posse of men armed with assault rifles 
who provide security for the exchange. 

Such scenes are standard in the tumultuous Iraqi capital. But the 
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presence of security does little to dampen enthusiasm at the 
exchange, 

The unofficial figures of the day's trade tell the story, Over $10 
million in stocks changed hands, reflecting the movement of about 
1.43 billion shares - though only 27 companies are listed on the 
exchange, 

"Iraqis have always been business savvy," said Abdul-Salam, the 
former research head at the old exchange, "But that we have this 
much activity with so few companies listed shows just how much 
pent up frustration there was among investors under the previous 
regime." 

For Iraqis, these days have been a long time coming. The ISX 
replaces the now-defunct Baghdad Stock Exchange, which was 
riddled with corruption. Saddam's extended family often muscled in 
at will by simply issuing new shares for companies they found 
attractive. 

The new exchange has built in safeguards against manipulation. It 
took about a year to set up, with 12 brokerage houses and banks 
that own it working alongside former occupation authorities to lay 
the legal and regulatory framework. 

"This is much better than before," said Emad Shakir al-Baghdadi, a 
broker with the Okaz Co. firm. The removal of a 5 percent cap on 
price swings has added tremendous credibility and liquidity to the 
market, he added. 

"Look at these prices," he said, glancing at the board showing 
offers for one industrial company at about 25 dinars, almost two
tenths of a cent. "These shares are ridiculously undervalued. That's 
why prices are surging as much as 600 percent from day-to-day," 

The exchange was inaugurated last month and is open two days a 
week for two hours a day. Sunday's session was the first open to 
the media. 

Officials say they hope that in a month they will have all 120 
companies previously listed on the old exchange on the new ISX's 
"big board" - actually 27 small white boards, where workers record 
trades with markers. 

Thirty minutes after the ringing of the Liberty Bell replica - a 
donation from the Philadelphia Stock Exchange - Talib al
Tabatabie, the ISX's board chairman. hollered into the phone, 
struggling to be heard over the din from the unairconditioned 
trading floor. 

"Sell? Do you want me to sell them now?" he screamed at a client 
over the phone, his shirt coming untucked as he waved his arms, 
"It's up again! We should sell!" 

Economists say the key to success is a strong regulatory 
framework, transparency and accountability, A shift to an electronic 
trading system is coming, officials say, 

http://start.earthlink_nct/newsarticielc1r1riJf~p~~~Jlij70 7/20/2004 
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So are more regulations. Oversight here comes from the Iraq 
Securities Commission, headed by Luay al-Okali. 

"Right now, we're all working together to build up the exchange. 
Later, when things are running smoother, then we'll give them a 
hard time," al-Okali said with a wink. 

The added bonus will be opening the door for foreign investment. 
The legal framework is in place, but the details have yet to be 
completed. 

"My hope would be that they would quickly encourage foreign 
investment," Nobel Laureate and University of Chicago economist 
Gary Becker told The Associated Press by telephone. "Foreign 
investors often want to make sure they have majority ownership." 

Brokers and ISX officials predict that the tourism and hospitality 
sector will be the market's new blue chips. 

On Sunday, Baghdad Hotel's shares did not disappoint. In a market 
when many shares were trading at values equal to a fraction of a 
penny, the 25-cent offer for the hotel's stock was snapped up. 

"Don't forget that Iraq is a tourist country. There's plenty to see 
here," said Mohammed Ismael, a broker with Qidwa Securities. 

As the sound of automatic gunfire reverberated in the distance, he 
shrugged. 

"I guess it will take a little more time for them to come." 

Copyright 2004 Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material 
may not be published, broadcast, rewritten, or redistributed. 
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.I INTERNATIONAL 

Iraq raises $103m in post-Saddam bond sale 

July 19, 2004 

London - Iraq sold its first bonds since the ouster of Saddam Hussein more than a year ago, rai 
(R607.6 million) from domestic banks. 

The central bank in Baghdad will today announce the yield on the 91-day 6.8 percent-interest n 

"It shows the sophistication of the Iraqi banking system," said Richard Segal, research director 
London brokerage for emerging market securities, including Iraqi debt. 

r········· ·················--······-----··-[i} ~U'31NES$ iOOLS --, 
Iraq, the world's number three holder of oil reserves, this month made its first payment on domt 
banks since 1981, paying 507 billion dinars (R2.13 billion) for three-month 6 percent-interest bil 
banks during the days of Saddam's leadership. 

! 
N ews.lettc r Si!j n u_p ·-
~i11clric;i a l ... :r: ools . 
Corporate Financials ___ _ 
Glossary·-··· _____ _ 
Unit Trusts 
Currency_Convertcr 

~ -,~ 
Contact Us 

Today's sale will help it repay another 600 billion dinars of debt that comes due on October 1, d 
minister Aziz Jaafar Hassan said in a weekend interview. 

The government will have to overcome investor scepticism about its ability to pay debt. The nat 
are subjected to frequent attacks by insurgents, about 140 000 US troops are stationed in the c 
nation still has to reach an agreement on $120 billion of foreign debt. 

Meanwhile stockbrokers have reported roaring trade, making three times their monthly salaries 
shares bought just one week ago on the revamped Iraq stock exchange. 

~!'9.~t. !)_~----··· . ______ "It's simply fantastic. I sold shares worth 5 million dinars and made a profit of more than 2 millio 
Online Advertising one session. What a great day," exclaimed trader Abdul al Jabar. 

The bourse, which opened on June 24, enjoyed record trading volumes on its sixth session to c 
than 2 billion shares swapping hands. 

"The volumes seen Sunday are simply historic," said Taha Ahmed Abdulsalam, the chief execu 
exchange. 

"This is despite the primitive system we have. Imagine what it would be once the electronic trac 
come," he said, referring to a plan to shift from the old-fashioned paper system to a fully automi 

Iraq's stock exchange is a product of more than a year's work by 12 brokerage firms and banks 
it. It has 27 listed companies, with about 100 more due to go public in the next six weeks. 

The bourse is open only on Sundays and Wednesdays for two hours at a time. - Bloomberg an1 
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TO:. 

CC:. 

FROM: 

RADM Jim Stavridis 

Mary Claire Murphy 

Donald Rumsfeld ~I\ 

SUBJECT: Event for Combatant Commanders 

For the combatant commanders'. dinner, we will have:. 

.July 26,2004 

• Service. Chiefs-no substitutes, not the. Vice Chief if a Service Chief 
cannot be. there 

• combatant commanders 

• Craddock and Keating, who are confirmed 

• Martin, if he. is confirmed 

• Chairman and the. Vice Chairman 

• Admiral Stavridis 

• Probably Duncan Hunter and Congressman Skelton .. 

I think that is the group. Let's pull that together, check it out with Dick Myers, 

and then we. will decide. it for sure .. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
072304-16 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by 1/:20 /D 'f 

F8d~J 
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July 22,2004. 

I I 

Sir, 

I checked with CJCS protocol, and Sunday night, September 19th works well on 
their schedule, for you to host an event at your residence for the. Combatant 
Commanders .. They will all be. flying in that day, so it would be. the. welcoming 
event.. 

The. President does'NOT host a dinner during this Fall conference, but the 
Combatant Commanders. spouses. WILL be. accompanying their husbands to 
Washington. 

We will also host the. Commanders on Wednesday at the Pentagon,. for the. 
Strategic Planning Council and a working lunch, etc .. 

cc: Admiral Stavridis 
Paul Butler 

Larry Di ~ita :J(b)(6) 
Cathy Mamardul .__ ___ ___, 

-

~ 



July 26,2004. 

TO: Powell Moore. 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT:. Congressman Bartlett 

Please. get back to Roscoe. Bartlett and Murtha and tell. them what happened - that 

SGT Davis. was. interviewed and so forth. 

Thanks. 

Attach .. 
7/20/04 CJCS memo to SecDef, CM-1946-04 [OSD !0977-04J 

OHR:dh 
072604-2 

••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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May 19,2004. 

TO: Gen. Pete Pace. 

CC: Powell Moore. t 
FROM:. Donald. Rumsfeld ~ -, /1-'!) 
SUBJECT: lnfonr1ation 

What should we. do about getting that person who said he knew information about 

the abuses? He is in Roscoe Bartlett's Congressional distiict and briefed Murtha 

and someone. e1se .. 

Thmiks. 

DHR:dh 
V.'illJ04-l>I 

~,:~~~ ~;;;~~~ ~~-..... ? r;; 7 ~~ y ..................................... . 
r , 
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CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON, O.C. 20318-9999 

INFO MEMO 

FOR: SECRETARYOFDEFENSE 

FROM: General. Rich,u·d D. Myers, CJCS '[l/)1111/u> 
SUBJECT: Information 

CM-1946-04 .-· ·· 
20 July 2004 -

. I: r •. . . . 

• Question. "What should we do about getting that person who said he knew information 
about abuses? He is in Roscoe Barlett'sCongressionaldistrictand briefed Murtha and 
someone else.". ,. 

• Answer. The Army Criminal Investigation Division (CID) interviewed SGT Davis and 
there is no action required. 

• Analysis 

• SGT Davis is currently assigned to Headquarters and Headquarters Company, Fort 
Lee, Virginia. While assigned in Iraq with 372nd l\1P Company, his. duties included 
escorting detainees in mid out of Abu Ghraib (Oct 2003-Nov 2003). 

• SGT Davis provided a statement to Army CID dated 27 May 04 in which he. claims to 
have. witnessed certain treatment of detainees. at Abu. Ghraib to include: 1) Naked 
detainees handcuffed together and to the bars of the cell being yelled at by 
interrogators; 2) Naked detainees being ordered to low-crawl on the floor, and; 3) 
PFC England taking photos of detainees. 

• SGT Davis reported what he saw to his chain of command while in Iraq. His platoon 
commander gave a written reprimand to a CPL involved in. the events witnessed by 
SGT Davis.. In addition, when it was brought to the attention of the Commanding 
Officer of Fort Lee that SGT Davis. had information about possible detainee abuse, 
the Commanding Officer reported this to CID, resulting in CID interviewing SGT 
Davis. The information provided by SGT Davis is still part of a current investigation. 
This information was provided by CID Agent Worth of the Detainee Task Force. and 
the agent that interviewed SGT Davis. 

COORDINATION: NONE 

Attachment: 
As stated .. 

l(b)(6) 
Prepared By: LtCol Richard E. Grant; USMC;. OCJCS/LC;._ ___ _. 
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July 26, 2004 

TO: LTG John Craddock H 
Donald Rumsfclfvl\. 

~ 
FROM: "+> 
SL'BJECT: Memo £J 

Do you think we ought to get this memo you gave me to Casey? 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
10129103 MFR: Impressions - Iraq - 19-23 October 2003 / 

Dl!Rdh /; 

072604-6 V/ 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by --------- f 'l\i;'l 
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29 October 2003 
MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD 

Subject: Impressions - IRAQ - 19-23 October 3003 

This memo contains my impressions developed during a 19-23 October 2003 visit to Iraq. 
I am indebted to the commanders who opened their thoughts and units to me. This is not 
meant to be a critical piece, as I have not walked in their moccasins. I have not written 
letters to families as have these great leaders. This is intended to be a forward looking, 
not a rearward pointing, think piece. 

I. An infantry battalion commander told me, "You can't assume kindness will win their 
hearts. You've got to get in sync with the Arab male mentality- then they will respect 
you - tough but fair. 

2. From point I comes the need to balance "Dignity and Respect'' with operating within 
the cultural norms. Do we compromise our values to operate within their value set as did 
Laurence of Arabia? At what point on the toughness scale docs the new unit enter the 
fray? This is a really tough decision for the leadership of the new unit · - and I do not 
think it should be left to subordinate leaders to make this determination. 

3. Units have got to have their game face on before they leave the operating base. 
Standards have got be impeccable. This means looking correct enough that no one who 
wants to live would dare attack you. Units that do not demonstrate this degree of 
professionalism will invite attacks. I went on an early morning raid with a mechanized 
unit. We looked as tough as tough could be. The operation went off without incident -
every soldier looked ready for action all the time. As we returned, after daylight, we 
passed a logistics convoy. Soldiers were not postured with the same alertness as ours; 
some were out of uniform. Later on, we observed a lone vehicle drive by - the policy is 
three, two of which must have crew served weapons. Both the convoy and the lone 
vehicle were inviting attacks. In the train up for this mission, I would inflict kills every · · I A~o/J 

· time on ill disciplined convoys and lone vehicles to make the "Game Face" point. ------- c,i1, 
u,u,Ju~ /Jft_Juc£1. ,,,-,--

. 4. Before Units enter theater, everyone must understand the capabilities of CA, PSYOPS, 
. ---- C:)'HT. I also hear this point consistently from rotations in the Balkans. 

11-li',:f..r ~' 
If. 5. Units training for this mission need to practice drills from vehicles in all environments 

for ambushes, raids, and manning Ops. 

6. Translators should be treated as a pacing item. The battalion that I joined for the raid 
only had three translators - one was a CAT II, the other two were hired locally by the 
battalion. I am told not every battalion has a CAT II. We have forgotten what we 
learned in the Balkans. How do we manage perceptions, win hearts and minds, or just 

11-L-0559/0SD/037880 
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operate safely if we cannot communicate with the population? Soldiers detain people, 
search homes, and order people around without being able to explain to them what is 
happening. This is a recipe for disaster. 

7. I spoke to a CPA representative who routinely speaks with a local hnam. In a recent 
conversation the Imam stated that three months ago, he used to get one request a week for 
a Fatwa (sp) to kill an American soldier. These requests have increased to three a day. 
The two main reasons for the requests are: 

a. The way we treat their woman 
b. The detention of their men 

Now think back to the shortage of translators - This could be a second or third order 
effect of poor communications - we can't reach the people. 

8. There is always the feeling that "platoon headquarters" does not know what is going 
on. Most useful intelligence seems to be self generated by units. Scott St-Cyr has the 
key. Some days ago he expressed his philosophy to me. He said, "I work for the king. 
The king can be the squad leader who needs the information." That is really healthy
but tough. 

9. Relationships are more important here than they are for units operating in the Balkans -
- build them fast; but watch who you build them with. A commander can give stature to 
a thug just by paying attention to him in a group. 

I 0. All operations should be preceded with a risk assessment. The next step is to 
rigorously seek ways to mitigate risk. Absent this, force protection can be a crap shoot. 

11. Each time units mount an operation, we will, by nature, upset a portion of the 
population. We should use Information Ops to mitigate this much the same as we 
identify actions to mitigate risk after doing a risk assessment. Actions might be as simple 
as the production of a flyer explaining what we are doing and why; a phone number for 
an IRAQI OFFICE that family can contact to get information on detained family 
members; cold be a MEDCAP etc. 

12. Instincts are important. Leaders and troops must know what right looks like. Then, 
instinctively, they must know something is out of the ordinary. 

13. We've got to get out front of the enemy's IO. I heard over and over again, "Sheiks 
are the internet of IRAQ" - figure out how to leverage them! 

14. Don't write checks you can't cash. Don't write checks your boss can't cash. Don't 
promise anything till you've checked and double checked, and have the resources under 
your control. The first time you promise something and don't deliver, you have no 
credibility with an Arab. 

15. As the National Governing Council and field offices mature, operations and 
cooperation in the field will become more difficult. The Council in Baghdad is driving to 
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centralization. The CPA and the Coalition is driving, bottom up, to decentralization. 
They are on a collision course. One of the implications is provincial governments, put in 
place by the Coalition, are not being paid -- by the government in Baghdad. They seem 
to be on a collision course. 

16. Right scat left scat rides are significantly more important here than they are in the 
Balkans. Incoming commanders must gain a complete understanding of players and 
history of previous unit's operations in the AO. The implications can be tremendous. 

17. Troops I interviewed from previous rotations commented about conditions changing 
so much that ROE change or supplemental instructions were required, but not 
forthcoming. It might be prudent to review ROE regularly against METT-T-C. It might 
also be prudent to regularly review how ROE are being operationalized by subordinate 
units. In the extreme, frustration can be one heck of an enemy; it got my generation My 
Lai. 

Ed McCarthy 
29 OCTOBER 2003 
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rvk OFFJ(IHL (!~t! eNLY 

TO: Gen. Dick Myers 

CC: 

FROM: 

L TG John Craddock 

Donald Rumsfeld f /l· 
SUBJECT: Militias 

t •. .. .. , ..... 

;, __ • ··:.·July 2,200.4: 

,.711, • "''! ~ to 
"•' 

1 
• · -Y i. / 2: I 0 

I left one thing out when we had that meeting on the Iraqi Security Forces, and 

that is how we handle the militias. That has to be a part of the security situation in 

the country, and it should have a separate section in the approach. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
070204-5 ~,:~·s·: ~:.:;~~~~~-a a O a a.;-;·:. a O ••a a a• a a a a a a O a a a• a a••• a• a a• a a a a a a a a a• a a a I 
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,Dillard, Frances W, CIV, JCS SJS 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Dillard, Frances W, CIV, JCS SJS 
Wednesday, July 07, 2004 1 :30 PM 
Nosenzo, Thomas E, CDR, OSD 
Leonard, Kevin A, COL, JCS SJS; Koles, Robert E, Lt Col, JCS SJS 
Request for closure of SF-820 Militias 

CLASS/FICA TION: UNCLASSIFIED 

CDR Nosenzo, 

At a 2 July CJCS/MNF-1/CENTCOM SVTC, Gen Casey (MNF-1) stated militias should be woven 
into the plan for Iraqi Security Forces and CJCS agreed. MNF-1 is taking appropriate action 
on SecDef's memo (SF-820). 

Recommend Joint Staff action be closed out. 

II 
tasker_04-04431.p 

df 

1 
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July 26,2004. 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM:. Donald Rumsfeld 1-J-.. 
SUBJECT: Good News. Story 

You might want to take a look at this. story and see if you can move. it around .. 

Thanks. 

Attach .. 
7/23/04 Fax from SecState on MajorGanily 

DHR:dh 
072604-10 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ~Li, Jo f 
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WMltlirKton. D.C. 20S2D-S8U 

July 22,2004 

NOTETOTUESECREl'ARY ~ 

Attached js a summary ofa good news story about 
an Arm/ Reservist who got it right in her treatment of 
detainees m Southern Iraq .. Maj. Ganity js from Athens, 
PA - not far from where our farm is l.ocatEd r.i the far 
north of the state. Since all we hear from ICRC and the 
pz:ess is bad news about U.S. 1reatment, this is a story that 
oughtto reach beyondNorthcm Pennsylvania, 

1 an copyingthis to Richard Boucher. 



A GOLDEN HEART: ATHENS SOLDIEll BELOVED BY IMPRISONED IRAQIS· 
(,ummarized from TM Sunday Rm«w, July 4, 2004) 

Pict.Rs ftom Camp Bucca, a U.S.-run detelltion center near Umm Qasr in southern Iraq. 
shcNv a very different picture of prison life than the ima.ges of Abu Ghnib that have 
saturated the media.. Notably, the pietmes show American s:,JctietS and Iraqi prisoners 
smiling together. Most of the pktures include l\l\jr Slacy. Gm::ity, an Army Reservist 
from Athens, Pennsylvania. 

As Major Garrity used to walk through Camp Bucca, childra;i would chant: ''good, gxxi 
major!'' They would give her a. small, braided "friendship bracelets." At least one 
detainee wrote to her that--When we see you, we feel hope.'' Inqi generals at the. camp 
called her ''GoldenHeart.'' To othm, she VJaS 'The Angel of the Desert." 

Garrity IClVecl a: ca,., Bucca for one~. kccpina life flowing fi>r the muses of lnq 
detainees. Garrity handled processing a: the prisoDt interactin& with everyone who came. 
in and oul She was also re,pollSlble fur family visitations and interpretm, and she served 
u alled Cross liaison. 

Gmity took her mission to watch and care tir the Iraqis very seriously. Often, &he told 
detainees: 'You wi 11 never be mistreated while }OJ arc here.~ it va; ha conYiction that 
anybody who cametblougb the gates at Camp Bucca would be treated with dipity u a. 
human being. She followed the Geneva Convention',, looked out for the detail •• and 
ueamd everyone with respect and dignity. Jnqi, under her Ql'C lived m large tents, got 
water from water buffaloes. ard mccivcd ice two. times a.day tiom. the U.S. sokjiers. The 
h'aq6 showered twice a day, reccivod e~tra clothes and blankets, and got ciprettes twice 
a day. 

Garrity also took onprojec11 that were mt hher job description. She proeurecl soccer 
balls, volleyballs, chess, chocker a-.:t domino w, ail newspapers. She set up a poet 
office system where families could leave leuas for detainees.. She helped a.Chrislian 
orphinage nearby pt ~ney, toys, clo1hes and food. She helped design a family visiting 
system, ammging schedules and organizing bus driven. 

Hera.tteation tD priioners'well-being earned her affection, as evidenced by. the.gifts and 
thank-youQll'ds given tD her by Iraqi prisoners. One detainee .m particular didn't vat to 
leave CampBUQCa. A young haqi who speaks tlne languages kept committing minor 
crimes so he could keep coming back to Camp Bucca Each'time he would be released 
he would say"Major Ganity, rll sec you in two days!" And :in two days he would retum. 

When Garrity receivedwon/ this ~that she vvas going home, the cJetaiDees were very 
upset by the news. Many of the detainees invited her to visit their families - they think of 
her as a.siate:r. It was because shecared. And. she helped. Helping washer jcb, Ganity 
insist~. Most of all, it makes sense. One of the most important things, she believes,. "isto 
win heart~ and minds." If Iraqis like Americans, they won't hmt Amcricam. 

Garrify. has also s~cd .m Haiti six times for short-term missions and m Saudi Ambia 
during the Gulf War u an administrative officer. Garrity gndll&ted from Bloomsburg 
Univemty, where she joined the.ROTC, vlith a.business adrnirristrationdepe. 

A-3.t/ 
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A gOJ;aen heart. 
Athens soldier beloved by imprisoned Iraqis 
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TO: 

FROM: 

L TG John Craddock 

Donald Rumsfeld fJ\ 
SUBJECT:. Letter to Turkish MoD 

July 8,2004. 

Havel sent a thank you to the Turkish MoD? Jf not, 1 should. Please draft it. 

Thanks. 

Dl!Rdh 
070804-3 

~l~~s~· ;;;;~~~ ~~- •••• • 1 i' ;;_· l ~. t ...................................... . 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WAS.HINGTON 

His Excellency Mehmet Vecdi Gonul 
Minister of National Defense 
Republic of Turkey 

Dear Minister Gonul: 

JUL 2 DM 

Thank you so much for your warm hospitality. Joyce and 
I thoroughly enjoyed our visit to Istanbul. We found the dinner 
at the Officers Club delightful and the Gala evening at the 
Topkapi Palace spectacular. We wish we had been able to stay 
longer. 

Please do express my appreciation to Mrs. Gonul. It was a 
pleasure to be with her. 

Turkey organized and hosted a truly 1ne1norable Sununit. 

With best wishes and appreciation, 

Sincerely, 

OSD 09956-04 
11-L-0559/0SD/037891 
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July 13,2004 

TO: Lt.. Gen. Michael Dunn, USAF 
President,. National Defense University 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: NDU Accomplishments 

Thanks. so much for your memo on accomplishments over the last year. It sounds. 

like a lot of good work is being done. there .. 

Congratulations. 

DHR:dh 
071304-6 
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Please re::qwnd by -

FOR OFFICD-tL O SE bl~E t. 0SD 1732 
11-L-0559/0SD/037892 
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MEMORANDUM FOR: Secretary of Defense ( t'( Fc>R..) 
Chairman, Joints Chiefs of Staff 

FROM: President, National Defense Universit~ 

Subject: Accomplishments Over the Last Y car 

ll,1/ 
1 9.Jul 04 

t 

Sirs, I wanted to give you some thoughts on the changes we have made during my first year 
at NDU. 

Transformation - we have thoroughly infused the curricula in all our colleges with 
transformation -from transformational leadership, transformational organizations, to 
transformational thinking. However, we arc still not satisfied. Art Cebrowski is in the 
process of funding us to develop cuniculum for a certificate program in Transformational 
Leadership - which could be used in all war colleges (Army, Navy, Air, etc.), 

GWOT -- Adjusted curricula to reflect the long-term nature of the conflict. Have. focused on 
differences of views between US/allies and others. Have brought our international students 
forcefully into the debate. And have brought many senior policy makers to speak - in order 
to ensure we present the USG point of view. Have conducted workshops/roundtables for 
CPA, Amb Negroponte, and for Generals Casey and Sharp. Have conducted exercises for 
EUCOM and Government of Greece to enhance security for the 2004 Olympics and a major 
bioterrorism exercise for Secs Ridge, Minetta, Thompson, and other cabinet officials. 

Capstone -- many changes - most significantly--. to expose our new GOs/FOs to senior 
leaders - including both of you, USDP, Dir CIA, and Art Cebrowski. One class even heard 
from VP Cheney. Secondly, have shifted overseas travel to visit our JTFs -.to include 
GTMO, Afghanistan, Iraq, Bosnia,. Korea,. and Hom-of-Africa. Have also visited Israeli 
Northern Command (watched live Hizballah infiltrations in broad daylight) - great lessons 
learned. SpeakerGingrich continues to support us with his time and thoughts. 

Research -- have refocused our efforts to support our customers in OSD/JS -policy, AT&L, 
and Nil. Have added OSD chairs to the. university from policy and AT &L. Have. met with 
DASDs/Directors on products/round tables frequently. Have provided numerous studies and 
papers: on transformation; stabilization and reconstruction ops; IT in the military; analyzed 
difficult Homeland security challenges, including bio-terrorism, dirty bombs,. and MANPAD 
threat to civil aviation; studies on implementation of US CT strategy; de-Ba'thification; 
building new Iraqi defense forces; changing civil-mil relations in the greater Middle East; 
enhancing stability in Afghanistan; papers on NE Asia and Korea/PRC roles, and others .. 
This year, Joint Force Quarterly celebrated its 10th anniversary and INSS completed its 201

h 

year of operations. We have provided library support to both OSD/JS. 
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Counter Terrorism Fellow (CTF) Program - A singular success. ls supported by SOLIC -
brings international officers from those countries without enough IMET or those which have 
significant IMET restrictions (e.g. Indonesia), and focuses them on a CT curriculum. About 
70 officers per year for 8 month program. A new class enters every 4 months. We expect our 
first Afghani and Iraqi students this year. 

Regional Centers (Africa Center, NESA Center, Center for Hemispheric Defense 
Studies)- All have new directors. Thru Ryan Henry's leadership, are in process of using 
them in the "battle of ideas." We. have new courses on GWOT, created alumni associations. -
and providing them with high quality information, provided virtual access to our library, 
shared best practices among the centers, and a myriad of other programs. 

Congress- have continued simulated war games and attracted over 80 members and many 
senior officials - have added scenarios on anthrax, plague, port security and transportation 
system. Have. also run a Korean scenario and have one on China/Taiwan planned for later 
this month. We have conducted Hill staffer courses -both in terrorism and in "Defense 101," 
and run brown-bag lunches for Hill staffers. With Ike Skelton's help, we have held 
Congressional breakfasts - which expose our National War College and JCAF students to 
members of Congress (and vice versa). 

Joint Professional Military Education (JPME)- we have broadened JPME: created a 
course for Capt/USN Lts, created a Joint Advanced W ai·fighting Course for joint planners, in 
process of creating a course (named Pinnacle) for prospective JTF Commanders. Are 
reviewing ideas for joint courses for NCOs, have created Advanced JPME course for Reserve 
Component (RC) Officers - combination in-residence/DL format, and increased the number 
of RC two-week courses by 50%. 

Sr Leaders - we have made a concerted effort to bring the most senior policy makers to the 
University to address our students. DSD has visited about a dozen times, Dep Sec State, 
USDP, USS Political Affairs, OHS, and almost every Combatant Commander and Service 
Chief have addressed our students. We have gone after many notables - many of which are 
scheduled to talk - including former Sec Schultz. Pres Bush addressed our classes in 
February. 

International Focus. - have expanded our International Fellow (IFs) program with NWC and 
ICAF by 25% -- seeking to increase the number of countries represented from the arc of 
instability and from Africa. We are delivering more. courses to more. people with our regional 
centers - both here. and abroad .. We. have. reinvigorated our international Hall of Fame -
where we recognize those Ifs who succeed in their country. Working with embassies in 
Washington and country teams abroad, we have sought out our grads, catalogued their 
present positions, and sent notes to every Ambassador, DASD/ASD/DASS/ASS informing. 
them that they had people in the AORs which have studied in the. US and are. likely to have. a 
favorable impression of the US. We urged they be nurtured and included in events when key 
US officials visited the country .. In the near future, we see.NDU linked with counterpart 

2 
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institutions and alumni in almost every country in the world - interacting virtually, by VTC, 
and in person - seeking to build consensus in support of US objectives. [Presently l 
correspond with the Commandants from over 50 countries on a routine basis. J We continue 
to volunteer to host distinguished foreign visitors here - to conduct roundtables with them 
and to press US views on them. Our experience is that we can say some things in an 
"academic setting" that can't be said in formal meetings. 

Homeland Security-Have formed a new Institute for Homeland Security Studies (IHSS) -
led by Hon Steve Duncan, former ASD (RA) and DOD drug czar under SD Cheney. Purpose 
of lHSS is to pull together various aspects of HLS in other NDU components. and to interface 
with OHS. We have created a Homeland Security Planner's Course in support of 
NORTHCOM. We have. developed a range of training and simulation programs designed to 
enhance interagency planning and cooperation of complex contingencies. 

Information Resources Management College- continues to adjust its focus -we have new 
intensive courses focused on network-centric organizations, DOD enterprise architecture, and 
building the business case. for lT. Curriculum changes were made to update CJO 
competencies and CIO leadership skills such as collaboration,. communication, critical 
thinking, and leading change. Enrollment in distance learning courses grew to 25 percent of 
total enrollment, and the College continues to be an innovator in instructional design. 

Facilities. and Infrastructure. Planning is well under way for a new 240,000 SF Academic 
and Conference Center - we expect ground breaking Nov 04. We plan to bring numerous 
NDU elements housed in leased space off campus into what we are tentatively calling 
"Lincoln Hall." However, we have an opportunity to build a Homeland Security College -
one which serves DOD, OHS, other parts of the government, and state/local authorities. We 
want OHS to fund the college and help us build the curriculum. Will let you both know of 
any roadblocks we might face. 

Board of Visitors - have reinvigorated the BOY - provided it with more expansive view of 
NDU activities~ have. included its members in almost every facet of NDU operations, 
including overseas travel, key conferences, and. workshops. I am very happy with the 
independent, thoughtful advice I get from the Board. 

Funding - we have. adequate funding ..... but, in priority order, need additional funding for: 
( l) NESA center -.courses for Afghanistanis and Iraqis, and for playing an increasingly 
important role in the battle of ideas in the Presidents' Greater Middle East Initiative. (2) 
NCO JPME - this is long overdue,. needs resources .. 

Bottom line: Great things are underway here. We are improving in all we do. 

Very Respectfully, 

CF: DSD, USDP, DJS 

3. 
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July 19,2004 

TO: RADM Jim Stavri<lis 

FROM:. Donald Rumsfel~, 

SUBJECT: IRRNumbcrs 

Please have someone get me. the. Individual Ready Reserve numbers to add to this 

.. Active and Selected Reserve Forces" chart, so I. know the. total. 

Also. have. them put on the same. page the civilian headcount. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
5/04. "Acli ve. and Selected Reserve Forces". 

DHRdh 
071904.20 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ________ _ 

Pett et t tt::M.L "~I! eNL I. 8SD 17330·0• 

11-L-0559/0SD/037896 
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Active and Selected Reserve Forces 

Service Active Guard& 
Reserve 

Anny 495,763 555,266 
Navy 376,204 83,234 
Marine Corps 175,048 39,756 

Air Force 379,534 180,950 
Total 1,426,549 859,206 

Active Duty as of May 30,2004 
Guard & Reserves as of May 30,2004 

File: S:\R0\000-users\desens\Active and Reserve Forces May 2004.doc 
. ---·-·- 11-L-0559/0SD/037897 
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July 14,2004 

TO: Pete. Geren 
4:.-: ·t24 /~ j-t6,J ~ 

1),\ FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Allegation 

You ought to have. someone. look into this. allegation by the former detainee from 

Jordan. 

Thanks. 

Attach .. 
AMEMBASSY AMMAN Cable. P l 402252JUL 04. ZDK,. ''Jordanian Released from GITMO 

Interviewed. by Islamic Weekly Al-Sabil, Cites Abuse" 

DHR:dh 
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*** UNCLASSIFIED *** 
"'**** This Message Has Been l\l:.ered 

PTTUZDKW ?I_IEH.!i.i'cL!.,5,3';1.: 1960225-UUUU--RUEKNMA. 
ZNR ._ .. _n.Nl.J ZZJJ 
P 1402252 JUL 04 ZDK 
FM AMEMBASSY AMMA..\J 
tQ. RUEHt:'/SECST.?>.Te WASflDC PRIORITY 3973 
RUEKJCS/SECDEF WASHDC PRIORITY 
INFO RUCNRAQ/IRAQ COLLECTIVE PRIORITY 
RUEHGB/ AMEM8.~SSY BAGJJDAD PRIORITY 004 6 

UNCLAS ANt•L?.J: 005893 

E.0. 12958: N/A 
TAGS: PREL, PHUM, IZ, J<:J 

'"'+--1': JORDANIAN RELEASED FROM GITMO lMTEFVIE';/;R ,= • 

r;~b'../Jli"' \l\i"'EEKLY AL-SABIL, CITES ABUSE 

REF:. FBIS JNF:0040707000102 

Page 1 of 3 

l • c10RDAN I3L.:..::IST WEEKLY AL-SA13IL PlJBLISflED. JULY 6 A 
LENGTJJY INTERVIEW. WITJJ, TflEY REPORT, TJJE FIRST JORDAl\IAl\ 
RELEASED FROM THE GUA!\TA.\JAMO DETE::\JTIOt\ CAMP IN CUBA.. THE 
FORMER PRISO::\JER DESCRIBED HIS ALLEGED EXPERIENCES AT 
DETENTION CAMPS IN AFGHAtGSTAN AND CUBA FROM JANUARY 2002 
UNTIL APRIL 2004 AS BEING WORSE THAN THE REPORTED ABUSE AT 
ABU GHREIB. THE FULL TEXT OF THE ARTICLE CAN BE FOUND IN 
FBIS REFTEL. WE REPORT THIS IN THE I::\JTEREST OF AJl'i O::\JGOit\G 
INVESTIGATION. 

HANDED OVER IN TEHRAN TO US FORCES 

2. WISAM ABD-AL-RAHMAN, KNOWN AS ABU-UBAYDAH, DESCRIBED TO 
AL-SA13IL JJIS ALLEGED EXPERIENCES AS A PRISONER I)J DETENTION 
CAMPS. IN AFGffA:-JISTAN A:-JD GUANTANAMO. HE. SAIC IRANIAN POLICE 
ARRESTED £JIM I)J ZAJJEDAN ON JJIS RETUR:-J FROM A TRIP TO 
PAKISTAN. flE SAID TfIAT AFTER HIS INTERROGATION BY IRANIAN 
POLICE HE WAS TOLD THAT HE WOULD BE RELEASED. HOWEVER,. HE 
WAS INSTEAD TAKEN TO THE AIRPORT 1::\1 TEHRAN A.\JD. ALLEGEDLY 
HANDED Ov'ER TO A U.S. PLANE WITH AFGHAt\. MEN ON BOARD. 

DETENTION IN AFGHANISTAN, CUBA; RETURN TO JORDAN 

OSD - SECDEF CABLE DISTRII3UTION :. 

SECDEF:. X DEPSEC: / EXEC:SEC: 
C&D :. CCD :. / CABLE CH: FILE:. -----
USDP: DIA:. OTHER: 
USDI: 

, , PER SEC: COlVIM :. 

*** UNCLASSIFIED * * * 
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This Message Has Been Altered 
1 Page 2 of 3 

3. ABD-AL-RAHMAN DESCRIBED HIS REPORTED PERIOD OF DETE:\JTIOt\. 
Il\ AFGIIANISTAl\ FROM JANUARY 2002 UNTIL APRIL 2003 AS MOVING 
FROM "ONE AMERICA:-J PRISOK TO ANOTllER", STAYING I:-J COLD, DARK, 
AND CROWDED ROOMS. HE. SAID HE STAYED, WITHOUT CHARGES OR 
It\TERROGATION, WITH NI:\JE OTHER PERSO:\JS It\ A 25 SQUARE FOOT 
ROv"M WITHOUT SUNLIGHT AND FED ONLY BREAD AND RICE FOR A 
PERIOD OF ABOUT 77 DAYS. TIE SAID TIIAT SA:-JITARY AND TIYGIENE 
CONDITIONS WERE TERRIBLE, AND THAT HE DID NOT RECEIVE MEDICAL 
CARE t\OR SEE THE SUN DURING THE PERIOD OF DETENTION IN 
AFGHA..\JISTAN .. HE ALSO REPORTED SLEEP DEPRIVATIOt\,. UNDRESSING 
Tl\ FRO:-JT OF FEMALE SOLDIERS, DESECRATIOK OF TflE KORAN BY A 
DOG, BEATINGS, AND TllREATS OF TIARM FROM BARKING DOGS W[JILE 
BLI:\JDFOLDED. 

4. ABD-AL-RAIIMAl\ SAID TIIAT AFTER BEING TOLD OF TITS INNOCENCE 
BY AN I:-JTERROGATOR, IIE WAS FLOWN TO TIIE GUANTANAMO DETE:-JTIOK 
CAMP IN CUBA AT THE END OF APRIL 2003. MORE ALLEGED ABUSE, 
POOR CONDITIONS, Al\D SCARCE FOOD FOLLOWED. UPON TITS RELEASE 
IN 2004, HE WAS FLml/:\1 BY A U.S .. MILITARY PLA.\JE I:\JTO AJvMAN AND 
HELD BY JORDA:\JIA:\J SECURITY OFFICIALS FOR ~6 DAYS, FOLLOWED BY 
RELEASE UNDER HOUSE ARREST. 

RED CROSS FAILED TO DELIVER LETTERS 

5. ACCORDING TO ABD-AL-RATIMAN, TfJE Il\TERl\ATIONAL RED CROSS 
(ICRC) DID KOT DELI\lER ANY OF TTIE LETTERS TflAT TIE WROTE TO 

TITS FAMILY W[JILE DETAil\ED. TIE SAID TIIAT AN ICRC REP CAME TO 
TITS IIOUSE AFTER TITS RELEASE, IIANDED flIM TIIE LETTERS, .t\.ND 
APOLOGIZED FOR NOT DELIVERit\G THEM TO HIS FAMILY. 

COMMENT 

6. GIVE)} THE REVELATIO)JS OF ABUSES OF PRISONERS It\ ABU 
GHREIB PRISON, ABD-AL-RAHMAN'S ALLEGATIO:\JS OF ABUSE IN U.S .. 
CUSTODY It\ AFGHAKISTAN AND. GUANTANAMO WILL BE WIDELY BELIEVED. 
HERE. 

7. BAGHDAD MINIMIZE CONSIDERED. 

VISIT EMBASSY AMMAN'S CLASSIFIED WEBSITE AT 

HTTP://WWW.STATE.SGOV.GOV/P/NEA/AMMAN/ 

OR ACCESS TIIE SITE TIIROUGII TflE STATE DEPARTMENT'S SIPRNET 
HOME PAGE. 
TIALE 

POSSII3LE DUPLICATE OF MCN=04196/03291 
POSSIBLE DUPLICATE OF MCN:04196/03175 
POSSIBLE DUPLICATE OF MCN=04196/03186 

*** U:-JCLASSIFIED *** 
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TO: 

FROM:. 

RDML Stavridis 

Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Declassify Testimony 

July 14,2004 

ls there. a way we. can declassify Steve Cambone's testimony today to the. Intel 

Committee and get. a declassified version for broader use?. 

Thanks .. 

DHR:dh 
071404-IJ 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ---------
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UNCLASSIFIED 

STATEMENT FOR THE RECORD 

BY 

DR. STEPHEN A. CAMBONE 
UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE FOR INTELLIGENCE 

BEFORE THE 

HOUSE PERMANENT SELECT COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE 

JULY 14,2004 

THE CRITICAL NEED FOR INTERROGATION 

IN THE GLOBAL WAR ON TERRORISM 
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UNCLASSIFIED 

STATEMENT FOR THE RECORD 

BY 
DR. STEPHEN A. CAMBONE 

UNDER SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE FOR INTELLIGENCE 

BEFORE THE 
HOUSE PERMANENT SELECT COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE 

JULY 14,2004 

INTRODUCTION 

(U) Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee for inviting 

me here today. I appreciate this opportunity to speak to you about the interrogation 

guidelines, training, and resources the Department of Defense provides its military 

forces. My remarks will focus on Department-level intelligence guidelines and 

policies,. since that is the area over which I have cognizance. Mr. Feith and I are 

accompanied by Service and Command experts who can address your more 

specific questions. 

VITAL IMPORTANCE OF INTERKOGATIONS 

(U) Interrogation is a HUMINT collection technique employed to obtain 

reliable, timely information to support combat operations, military campaign plans, 

UNCLASSIFIED 
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and national strategy. Interrogations have. provided highly valuable information on 

individual terrorists, terrorist groups or networks, and terrorist plans. They have 

also been essential to the conduct of the counterinsurgency campaign in Iraq. It is 

a fact that interrogations can yield information on terrorists that is unavailable. from 

any other collection discipline. 

(U) Detainee debriefs have had a major impact on our understanding of the 

terrorist threat since 9/11 . In the case of al-Qaida, interrogations have provided 

highly valuable insights into its structure, target selection process, operational 

planning cycle, degree of cooperation between various groups, and the. identities of 

key operational and logistical personnel. For example, interrogations at 

Guantanamo have yielded information on: 

• Individuals connected to al-Qaida's efforts to acquire weapons of mass 

destruction; 

• Front companies and accounts supporting al-Qaida and other terrorist 

operations; 

• Surface-to-air missiles,. improvised explosive devices, and tactics and 

training used by these terrorist groups; 

• Explosives training, assembly, and distribution networks used by al

Qaida throughout Afghanistan; 

UNCLASSIFIED 
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• Training of young adults for suicide bombing missions; 

• Potential travel routes to be used by terrorists to reach the United States; 

• Transnational funding operations; 

• Individuals suspected of money launde1ing for terrorist organizations; 

and 

• Non-governmental organizations providing financial and material support 

to terrorist organizations. 

(U) The intelligence we have obtained from detainee inte1Togations at 

Guantanamo Bay has expanded our understanding ofj ihadist selection,motivation, 

and training processes. This information has helped the US Government to disrupt 

active threat planning through the capture of operatives and the implementation of 

additional security measures. 

(U) In Iraq interrogation has been employed to locate and capture Saddam 

Hussein, roll up his support and conimunications network, locate and then capture 

or kill insurgent leaders, pinpoint munitions stockpiles, and disrupt attacks. The 

loss of this source of information would have a significantlynegati ve impact on 

our counterterrorismefforts, induding our ability to warn of impending threats. 

(U) LTG Boykin, VADM Jacoby, and LTG Alexander will provide specific 

examples of valuable information we have obtained from the inteJTogation of 

UNCLASSIFIED 
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detainees when they testify later today. 

INTERROGATION POLICY AND GUIDELINES 

(U) Interrogations take place, broadly speaking, in two venues - on or near 

the battlefield or at detention facilities. 

(U) On or near the battlefield or at transfer facilities, the primary goal is to 

obtain time-sensitive information which is immediately useable in helping to 

accomplish the supported unit's mission. There is a premium on gaining this 

information from a detainee as rapidly as possible after capture. If the information 

is not gained within the first 96 hours after capture, it is usually of limited value to 

an ongoing operation. 

(U) Interrogations at detention centers ( e.g. , Guantanamo, Bagram, and 

Baghdad International Airport) can be conducted over longer periods of time. 

Detainees at these centers have either been sent to the rear from the battlefield or 

point of capture for continued interrogation, or assigned to a center from the time 

of capture. The primary goal is to extract information that might affect the broader 

military campaign or national strategy, although information of immediate use on 

the battlefield might be acquired. Interrogation plans at the centers are often more 

elaborate than those prepared for use at the front lines because the information is 

UNCLASSIFIED 
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harder to extract. The disorienting effect of capture wears off; the detainee is more 

comfortable with his setting;.he may have the support and assistance of other 

detainees in resisting interrogations; and, he has time and opportunity to hone the 

resistance techniques he may have learned in his training. 

(U) Before providing a reprise of interrogation guidelines developed for 

Guantanamo, Afghanistan and Iraq, I would like to make the following points: 

• In each case the interrogation guidelines received a legal review by a 

command Staff Judge Advocate. 

o In the case of Guantanamo,.the. interrogation guidelines received 

two additionalreviews at the DoD level. 

• In each case, external reviews of tactics, techniques and procedures 

(TTP) for interrogators were conducted with the aim of refining those 

TTPs and establishing standard operating procedures (SOPs) to improve 

the effectiveness of interrogations. 

• In each case, the baseline for interrogation guidelines and practices was 

the Army Field Manual (FM) 34-52. It is important to understand that 

FM 34-52 does not describe the full universe of permitted TTPs. The FM 

states, the "approaches and techniques flistedl are not new nor [ are they l 

all the possible or acceptable techniques.'' Therefore,judgment is 

UNCLASSIFIED 
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required in every case to determine whether proposed TTPs comply with 

applicable rules, regulations, standards, policies, and domestic and 

international law. That is why, as one reviews the guidelines for 

Guantanamo, Afghanistan, and Iraq, one finds a range of opinion among 

interrogators, SJ As, and commanders about what is permitted, and a 

variation in the TTPs proposed and employed in each of the three cases. 

(U) Guantanamo .. With respect to the Geneva Convention and detained a1-

Qaida and Taliban supporters, the President directed on February 7 ,2002 that: 

[a]s a matter of policy, the United States Armed Forces 

shall continue to treat detainees humane I y and, to the 

extent appropriate and consistent with military necessity, 

in a manner consistent with the principles of Geneva. 

(U) From Guantanamo's establishment in early 2002, interrogators 

employed the standard techniques found in the FM 34-52. 

(U) During the summer and fall of 2002, the United States was in a high

threat environment, and intel1igencecontinued to indicate planning by al-Qaida for 

attacks in the United States and elsewhere. Among the detainees at Guantanamo 

were individuals thought to have close connections to al-Qaida planning figures. 

UNCLASSIFIED 
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These detainees of high interest also demonstrated training in al-Qaida tactics to 

resist interrogation. 

(U) On June 17 ,2002, the acting SOUTHCOM Commander, Major General 

Speer,requested that the Joint Staff conduct an "externalreview of intelligence 

collection operations" at Guantanamo. The resulting report was delivered in 

September. It cal1ed for the adoption of a "rule of thumb" or "Rules of 

Engagement" for inte1Togation. 

(U) Subsequently, the new SOUTHCOM Commander, GeneralJames T. 

Hill, received from Joint Task Force-170 (charged with interrogations at 

Guantanamo) a proposed set of inte1Togation techniques, divided into three 

categories. GEN Hill was of the view, based on a review by the SJA for JTF- 170, 

that the Category I and II techniques were "legal and humane." He requested, 

through the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, a review and approval of the 

Category III techniques. This set of techniques had been proposed by JTF- 170 for 

use on some detainees who had, according to Hill, "tenaciously resisted our current 

interrogation methods." What GEN Hill sought were "counter-resistant [sic] 

techniques that we can lawfully employ." 

(U) On November 27 ,2002, the DoD General Counsel, after discussing the 

request with the Deputy Secretary of Defense, the Under Secretary of Defense for 

UNCLASSIED 
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Policy, and the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff,recommended that the 

Secretary of Defense "authorize the Commander of USSOUTHCOM to employ, in 

[ sic }lis discretion,. only Categories I and II and the fourth technique listed in 

Category III ('Use of mild,. non-injurious physical contact such as grabbing, poking 

in the chest with the finger, and light pushing.').'' 

(U) On December 2,2002 the Secretary of Defense concurred in this 

recommendation. He did not approve for use from Category III the use of: 

• Scenarios designed to convince the detainee that death or severely painful 

consequences are imminent for him and/or his family; 

• Exposure to cold weather or water (with appropriate medical 

monitoring); 

• Use of a wet towel and dripping water to induce the misperception of 

suffocation. 

(U) These guidelines remained in effect until January 12,2003,when the 

Secretary verbally suspended his December 2 decision, and then formally 

rescinded, on January 15 ,2003, all Category II techniques and the one Category II I 

technique he had approved. 

(U) On January 15,2003, the Secretary of Defense directed the 

Department's General Counsel to establish a Working Group to assess the legal, 
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policy, and operational issues relating to the interrogation of detainees held by the 

US military in the war on terrorism. 

(U) The Working Group consisted of representatives of the Military 

Departments, Service general counsels, the.Judge Advocates. General of the. armed 

forces, the Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Policy, the Joint Staff, and 

the Defense Intelligence Agency. The Department of Justice advised the Working 

Group in its deliberations. 

(U) Based on the Working Group's report,. which was reviewed by the Joint 

Chiefs of Staff, the Secretary of Defense authorized the use of 24 techniques for 

use at Guantanamo on April 16,2003. Eighteen of these 24 techniques came from 

FM 34-52. Four of the. 24 techniques required notification to the. Secretary before 

they could be used. Two of these. were in the FM 34-52:. "incentive and removal" 

and "pride and ego down." Two additional techniques requiring notification were 

recommended: "Mutt and Jeff' and "isolation." The four other techniques not in 

FM-34-52 were "diet manipulation,". "environment manipulation,". "sleep 

adjustment," and "false flag." Any additional techniques GEN Hill might wish to 

employ other than those approved by the Secretary of Defense would require the 

Secretary's approval. 
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(U) Of the six techniques approved, but not included in FM 34-52, five were 

on General Hill's original list - all from Category 11. 

(U) Prior to the execution of US military operations. in both Afghanistan and 

Iraq, USCENTCOM issued guidance directing the humane treatment of detainees. 

While detainees could be categorized as Enemy Prisoners of War or unlawful 

combatants, the requirement for humane treatment was a constant. 

(U) Afghanistan. In Afghanistan, from the war's inception through the end 

of 2002, all forces employed FM 34-52 .. On January 21,2003, the Director of the 

Joint Staff (DJS), on behalf of the Working Group referenced above, requested that 

CENTCOM provide information on the inteJTogation techniques it was using and 

had used, highlighting those it had found to be effective and those it desired to 

implement, with rationale included. 

(U) On January 24,2003, CJTF-I80prepared for forwarding to the Working 

Group, through the CENTCOM Staff Judge Advocate, its response to the DJS 

tasking. CJTF- 180 listed all techniques currently being used, including some not 

explicitly listed in FM 34-52. CJTF- l 80was aware that the Secretary of Defense 

had rescinded the techniques he had authorized for use at Guantanamo from 
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December 2,2002 to January 15,2003. 

(U) With respect to Special Operations in Afghanistan, SOF conducted 

interrogations in accordance with FM 34-52 in the beginning of 2003. Convinced 

that its interrogations were not yielding useful results, some SOF units conducted 

an external review of its interrogation TTPs in the fall of 2003. As part of its 

review, these. elements were aware of the Secretary's December 2,2002 memo, 

and discussed with personnel at Guantanamo when and where information most 

useful to SOF might be collected. Psychologists were also consulted as part of this. 

SOFreview. 

(U) The SOP it published in February 2003 focused on battlefield 

interrogation. It closely paralleled FM 34-52. 

(U) The SJA for one of the SOCOM major subordinate commands, at the 

time a subordinate command for CENTCOM in Afghanistan, reviewed and 

recommended approval of these techniques. The Task Force Commander 

approved the techniques. 

(U) Iraq. During July and August 2003, elements of the 519thMilitary 

Intelligence Battalion, which had previously served in Afghanistan, were sent to 

the Abu Ghraib Detention Facility to run interrogation operations. The warrant 

officer-in-charge prepared a draft interrogation guidelines based in part on a 
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February. 2003 SOF SOP. It is a near copy of the SOP created by SOF in 

Afghanistan. The SOF SOP in Iraq was used because members of the 519thknew 

of its existence and were looking for a point of departure in building an SOP for 

Abu Ghraib. On August 25, two SJ As from CJTF-7, an American and an 

Australian, reviewed the draft guidelines and recommended CJTF-7 approval. 

(U) On August 31, 2003, Major General Geoffrey Miller arrived in Iraq 

from Guantanamo. MG Miller had been tasked by the Joint Staff to send a team to 

Iraq to conduct an external review of interrogation policies and procedures, to 

include detention operations. MG Miller chose to lead the team, and he discovered 

that there were no official interrogation guidelines yet in place, he recommended 

that CJTF-7 formalize the draft inte1Togation counter-resistance guidelines that had 

been reviewed on August 25. CJTF-7 prepared such draft guidelines on September 

10. It was put in a format similar to the April 16,2003 guidance relative to 

Guantanamo. The draft underwent a second legal review by CJTF-7 and, with 

some modification, was signed on September 14,2003 by Lieutenant General 

Ricardo Sanchez, CJTF-7 Commander. When L TG Sanchez promulgated the 

guidelines in theater, he stipulated that the use of certain techniques would require 

his personal approval. He emphasized that the Geneva Conventions on humane 

treatment continued to be applicable. 
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(U) On September 14,200 3, L TG Sanchez also sent the new CJTF-7 

interrogation policy to CENTCOM for review. At CENTCOM, the Staff Judge 

Advocate reviewed the policy and recommended the removal of some techniques. 

(U)October 12,2003, L TG Sanchez published revised counter-resistance 

guidelines. He granted authority to employ only techniques outlined in FM 34-52 

with the exception of two techniques. He also required that any new techniques. 

proposed, beyond those identified in the October 12 guide1ines, would require 

approval.. This policy remained in effect until it was modified on May 13,2004. 

( U) With respect to the SO F in Iraq, the Director of the Joint Staff inquired 

in June 2003 whether interrogation techniques in use in Afghanistan and Iraq by 

SOF were compliant with FM 34-52. A SOF SJA replied through the CENTCOM 

SJA that "the military interrogations at both BIAP [Baghdad International Airport] 

and Bagram are conducted using doctrinally appropriate techniques in JAW FM 

34-52 and SecDef direction." 

LOOKING FORWARD 

(U) As I stated before this committee on May 11th, there dearly was a 

breakdown in discipline by some at Abu Ghraib. However, nothing l have seen or 

heard thus far indicates that the source of that breakdown was the guidance on 
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interrogation provided to SOUTHCOM or by CENTCOM. 

(U) This is not to assert that individual interrogators may not have exceeded 

their authority. We await MG Fay's findings on this point. It is to say that in 

Guantanamo, Afghanistan, and Iraq, appropriate measures were taken to ensure 

that proper guidance, to include legal reviews, was provided to and within the 

chain of command. And, it is to say that nothing we have seen in the pictures from 

Abu Ghraib were in any way associated with a lawful inteJTogation. 

(U) With respect to the abuses, the Department has initiated a number of 

efforts to determine what happened and why, and to hold those responsible 

accountable. These efforts include investigations concerning accountability of 

those within the chain of command, such as the Taguba report and the Fay, 

Formica, Jacoby, and Helmley investigations; investigations by the Army's 

Criminal Investigation Division and Inspector General; and, various unit-level 

investigations within the Commands to improve accountability, unit discipline, and 

standard operating procedures. 

(U) In addition, the Secretary of Defense has: 

• Appointed VADM Albert Church to conduct a comprehensive Detainee 

Operations and Interrogation Review. 

• Set up a review panel under Secretary of the Navy Gordon England to 
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accelerate the release of detainees at Guantanamo. 

• Is taking steps to appoint an ombudsman for detainee matters within the 

Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Policy. 

• Is taking steps. to establish a new office within the Office of the Under 

Secretary of Defense for Policy to oversee detainee affairs. 

• Named former Secretary of Defense James Schlesinger as envoy to the 

International Committee of the Red Cross. 

• Established the Schlesinger Panel to oversee a11 the Department's 

co1Tective actions. 

(U) The Department has taken the following measures to improve its 

capacity to conduct inte1Togations and the inte1Togation process: 

• As the Anny transforms to a modular force structure, the number of 

enlisted interrogators and warrant officers will nearly triple. in size, 

increasing from over 5 5 5 currently on hand to. over 1500 by 2009. 

• The Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) plans to hire fluent linguists to 

serve as interrogator supervisors and to create deployable HUMINT 

assistance teams that will consist of inteJTogator supervisors, strategic 

debriefers,reports officers, and other HUMINT collectors. These teams 
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will help. reduce the impact of heightened OPTEMPO. 

• As you know,. we are engaged inremode1ing Defense intel1igencethat 

encompasses a wide range of efforts to change the way we prepare for 

and conduct intelligence.activities in the Department. As part of that 

effort, we intend to increase the foreign language proficiency of our 

HUMINT collectors, including interrogators. We have begun to do this 

by raising the standards of graduates from the Defense Foreign Language 

Institute from Level 2 proficiency to Level 3 (professionalproficiency). 

These new standards will improve the performance of the language 

specialist corps throughout the force, including interrogators. 

• DIA is currently coordinating its Interrogation Policy for DHS. 

• Furthermore, I have engaged the Department's intelligence community 

on the question of a DoD-level set of guidelines for interrogation drawing 

on DIA )s work. 

• The Army proposed a joint review of doctrine regarding interrogations, 

prisoners of war, and security detainee. operations. This will include a 

review of operations and oversight of confinement facilities. The goal is 

to clearly identify responsibilities among Military Intelligence, Military 

Police, and other agencies that conduct interrogations in a military theater 
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of operations. The review is underway, under the lead of Major General 

Ronald Burgess, the Director, J-2, Joint Staff, with assistance from Joint 

Forces Command. The. Department wil1 act expeditiously on the. 

recommendations that come out of this review. 

• CENTCOM has taken a number of steps to streamline the. chain of 

command at Abu Ghraib,unifying responsibility for detention operations, 

law enforcement, investigations,and disposition of criminal cases under 

MG Geoffrey Miller. It has also taken action to expedite detainee 

processing and upgrade detention facilities. 

• CENTCOM has. taken the following corrective steps in the area of 

intelligence and interrogation. It has: 

o Placed a General Officer on the Multi-National Force-Iraq staff 

to serve as Deputy Commander General-Detainee Operations. 

Made this officer responsible for all detention and interrogation 

operations; 

o Issued interrogation policies reinforcing. the requirement to abide 

by the Geneva Conventions and required that all interrogations be 

conducted with command oversight; 
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o Assigned a behavioral psychologist to provide support to 

inteJTogators; 

o Transferred responsibility for all HUMINT collection and analysis 

to the Multi-National Force-Iraq and increased that 

organization's manning level. 

o Established a weekly Inter-Service/ Agency Targeting Board to 

focus HUMINT collection and targeting efforts; 

o Established an intelligence fusion system that decreases the 

amount of time needed to co1lect, analyze, and disseminate 

information; and 

o Assigned DIA personnel to primary theater interrogation facilities 

to facilitate intelligence sharing between agencies. 

• In Iraq, MG Geoffrey Miller is working to accelerate the release of those 

detainees who no longer pose a security threat, who do not possess 

valuable intel1igence, and who wi11 not be subject to criminal 

prosecution. Based on a review of each detainee's case, we have already 

been able to reduce the detainee population at Abu Ghraib by 50 percent 

- from approximately 5,000 on April 14,2004, to 2,500 on June 7 ,2004. 

By mid-July, the goal is to have the total detainee population in Iraq 
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reduced to between 1,500 and 2,000. A simi1ar process is underway at 

Guantanamo, where Secretary of the Navy England is leading an effort to 

review each detainee' s case annual1y. We have released detainees when 

we conduded they did not pose a significant threat, but we must continue 

to detain those we think would launch new attacks if released. 

CONCLUSION 

(U) In conclusion, I would like to underscore the absolute necessity of 

maintaining an inherently robust interrogation capability within the Department of 

Defense: it is critical to protection of our forces and critical to fighting a 

meaningful war against terrorism. Too much is at stake to abandon an intelligence 

co11ection technique that often gives us the only useful intelligence we have on 

terrorist capabilities and intentions at both the tactical and strategic level. Nothing 

that took place at Abu Ghraib was in the context of lawful interrogation. Nor do I 

ascribe. to the premise that a climate was created that condoned such behavior. 

(U) The Department recognizes that grievous mistakes were made. in the 

treatment of some detainees in Iraq. The abuses are being investigated, and the 

Department wil1 take appropriate action. Meanwhile, the Services, DIA, and the 
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Combatant Commands are reviewing detainee and interrogation policies and 

procedures; these wi11 be updated and con-ected where necessary. Service training 

curriculum is also being carefully examined. Our intent is to learn from mistakes 

that were made, ensure that they are not made again, and continue forward with a 

strengthened interrogation capability. 
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TO:. 

FROM:. 

V ADM. Jim Stavridis. 

Donald Rumsfeld ))J\ 
SUBJECT: Meet w/ Anny 

August 2,2004 

l need a meeting with the Army. Don't tell them,. but I want to talk about: 

• Incentives for folks. 

• The. possibility of having some come homejust marginally earlier than they 

expected. 

• Morale. 

• Managing the. force well. 

• The importance of leadership on the part of co 

I will need this. note for the meeting. 

Thanks. ,.. 



SB tSI5f.IYE SECBEFE~ OPfLY 

2 August 2004 

TO: SECDEF 

FROM: VADMJTM STAVRTDIS 

SUBJ: MEETING WITH ARMY LEADERSHIP 

1. Sir, we've set up a meeting on Wednesday with SecArn1y, 
Chief of Staff, Vice Chief of Staff, and Dr. Chu. 

2. As per your snowflake, I have not given them advance notice 
of topics. Director Army Staff called and said he thought the 
topics were force rotation and detainees. I was non
committal. 

3. In your snowflake you mentioned a few topics. Here are my 
thoughts on each: 

a. Incentives. Should push this hard. Army needs to be 
creative and leaning forward. This would solve much 
of the non-volunteer issue, I believe. 

b. Bringing units home marginally early. Huge winner. 
Recommend pushing hard. If they can go down from 
148 K to 120 K for weeks, why not use some of that 
time to bring folks home early, especially with holidays 
coming up? 

c. Morale. They need to provide you with a sense of how 
the troops are doing on a regular basis, drawing on a 
wide variety of inputs. Senior enlisted advisor could be 
very helpful here. 
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d. Managing the force well. Need to get "out of the 
shoebox." Too many times you get the answer, 
"system doesn't give us enough granularity." 

e. Importance of leadership on part of commanders. 
The basis of coming through this challenging period 
lies in this point. Insist on a sense of how the 0-5 / 0-6. 
level leadership is working through the issues - that's 
where the officer impact "rubber meets the road." 

4. l recommend you also discuss "the rules" for deployments 
with them (attached), keying on their need to manage their 
way through challenges and not create surprises. 

5. This may be the first of several meetings. We'll schedule 
appropriately after you go through these topics with them. 
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PERSONNEL ANO 
READINESS 

UNDER. SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20301·4000 

ACTION MEMO 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

July 30,2004, 1300 

FROM: UNDER SE~RE RY OF DEFENSE, PERSONNEL AND READINESS 
J UM'(j ,(? ... c ~,,_ ~,p·;:T,-4.~ ,9JI 

SUBJECT:. Force Dep ent Ru1es for Operations IRAQI FRE~OM and ENDURING 
FREEDOM 

The. following summarizes for the deployment rules used to source active duty and reserve 
forces. 

Active Component Forces 

• Dwell Time: a minimum 1.:1 ratio of deployed time (in support of any contingency 
operation} to. home. station time. Whenever possible, forces are. chosen based upon longest 
dwell time. 

• Forces. assigned to other Combatant Commanders may be. used. if risk is acceptable. 

• Units will deploy at required readiness levels. 
o. Units with less than required readiness ratings may be used if required training can be 

accomplished,. or the. unit can be. cross-leveled with appropriate. personnel and 
equipment. 

• Time. in theater guidelines differ for each Service .. 
o Army: Units (not soldiers} will serve one-year boots on the. ground (BOG). BOG is 

defined as. when the. main body of the unit (not individuals) arrives in the. OIF/OEF 
AOR (e.g., arrival in Kuwait). The Joint Staff has. defined BOG as. "the window a 
time a unit (mainbody)physically arrives in thealer until !he window of time the uni I 
physically deparls the !heater.'' 

o Marine Corps: Marine units below Regimental/Group level deploy for seven months .. 
Regimental/Group Headquarters. and above. deploy for twelve months .. The. Marines. 
volunteer their OIF/OEF forces as a "surge".capabilityif the on-ground situation 
requires more. forces. 
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0 Air Force: The Air Force. rotates. personnel in accordance with its Air Expeditionary 
Force (AEF) cycle. Beginning September 2004, the baseline deployment will be 120 
days. in a 20-month cycle. Each Ainnan deploys only once during a cycle, although 
some stressed specialties will deploy longer, and in greater frequency. Some 
deployment rules. have. been modified at the unit level to increase volunteerism or 
provide stability.in key missions, ( e.g. senior personnel rotations in the Combined Air 
Operations Center are for 1 year). 

o Navy: The Fleet Response Plan (FRP), calls for surge capability to meet global 
requirements while. moving away from traditional schedukd/longer deployments. 
Currently, CNO deployment goals are 6 months portal to portal with I 2 months in a 
non-deployed status.' 

• Alternative sourcing is considered before re-deploying active forces in violation of above 
criteria or service guidelines. Options include: 
o Can COCOM handle. the task with forces already in country.with a gap?. 
o Can the in-country force be. extended without violating "boots on ground" criteria?. 
o Can host nation (Iraqi/Afghani) and coalition support be used? 
o Can the duty be outsourced and supported by a contractor?. 
o Can similar specialties from other Services support the requirement? 
o Can other geographic Commanders' forces be used without undue risk? 

• Low Density/High Demand (LD/HD) assets are. closely managed under the Global 
Military Force Policy to preserve their capability to respond to emerging crises. Before an 
asset is tasked above levels. sustainable. without significant adverse effects, Joint Staff 
asks:. 
o Can another asset be substituted or lower-priority/exercises joint experiments. be 

cancelled'! 
o Can a Prepare to Deploy Order (PTDO) minimize excessive deployments, while. 

maintaining home-station training? 
o Can the asset support one AOR, but be. quickly re-rolled into another AOR during a 

crisis? 

Reserve Component Forces 

• Activate Reserve component forces only after determining that it is both prudent and 
judicious to do so. 
o Voluntary duty - no restrictions on tour duration. 
o Involuntaryduty-,maximumof24 cumulative months .. 

• Involuntarily.recalling the Individual Ready Reserve only after considering Selected 
Reserve members & volunteers. 
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Second or subsequent involuntary recalls. - previous service (length & nature} is 
considered and. the. maximum break between tours is provided ( 1 in 6. planning factor 
considered). 

• Maximize. Predictability- mobilization orders to be provided in a timely manner 
(minimum of 30 days prior to active duty report date). 

• Training when mobilized - members may not be. mobilized solely for the purpose of 
training, but training related to the mobilization mission is permitted. (Legislative relief 
being requested). 

• 

• 

Members retained on active duty only as long as absolutely necessary . 

Members taking ]eave prior to release from active duty are vo]untarilyretained to use 
accrued leave .. 

General. Observations 
• These. rules. evolved in response to changing. needs since September 11,200 I. They are 

therefore likely to evolve further. The rules recognize that this is an all-volunteer force; 
equitable sharing of our burden is essential. to retaining today's volunteers and attracting 
their future replacements. 

, Upon your confirmation of these rules,. we will publish the. associated implementing 
guidance. 

Decision 

Schedule meeting to discuss _____ Proceed without further discussion ____ _ 

l(b )(6) 
Prepared By: Paul Mayberry1._ ___ ___, 
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~.,.. . SUBJECT: 
/// 1t11-? 

F8R 8FFICJ/tb""SE. 8PJLY 

Larry Di Rita 

Donald Rumsfel~ 

Lynne Cheney tells e that this Captain Hopper is a star. If she is goi 

around here sometime, e probably ought to meet her. You mi 

of whether there is anythi you could <lo to acknowlcd 

Thanks. 

Allach. 
Mrs. Cheney photograph 
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U.S. Air Force 
Capt. Christina Hopper 

Pilot Wins Good Housekeepi ngAward 

By KeithPanne/1 I 27th Fighter Wing Public.Affairs. 

CANNON AIR FORCE BASE, N.M., June 30,2004. - An 
unwavering. faith, a good clean life and a sparkling.career. -
not necessarily a clean house. - earned a 524th Fighter. 
Squadron F-16 Fighting Falcon pilot here.a Good 
Housekeeping. award .. 

Capt.. Christina Hopper. was presented Good Housekeeping 
magazine's Woman in GovernmentAward for 2003 recently 
and will be featured in the magazine's.July. edition .. 

The award is given to. a woman who. "has made. a significant 
contributiontoward the advancement of women in 
government.". 

Hopper was nominated by base officials here .. 

"I got a call from the editor at Good Housekeepingtelling me. I 
won the grand prize," the captain said. "I couldn't believe I.had 
been selected. I literally trembled for about a half hour after. I 
hung up. Then, I called my family and my squadron 
commander lo let them know." 

Hopper's husband, Capt. Aaron Hopper an F-15pilot in the. 

Air Force Cai 
Hopper pose 
76 FightingF 
Air Force.Bai 
Good Housel 

... magazine's v 
. Government 
and will be fe. 
magazine'sJ 
1s a pilot ass, 

. Fighter Squa 
1' Force.photo! 

bw&:·«d Class Dawn I 

She said the. biggest stressor is the. constant 
her husband because. of demands. by their. d i1 
squadrons. 

"We are often separated by temporary duty a 
opposite flying schedules,". he.said. "But our 1 
blessing and gives. both of us strength. to. focL 
work." 

The. fighter pilot duo. is to be separated again 
for. an instructorpilotassignmentat Luke Air. 

The. Good Housekeeping grand prize also ca 

"We plan to give a portion of the money to tht 
we'll make. a contributionto. the. squadron,". s~ 
know about the. rest yet." 

Hopper was deployed with her. squadron in Iv 
the war. in Iraq started .. She and the. other sqL 
bombing targets the second day of. the. war. 

522nd Fighter. Squadron, said he is happy. for. his wife. "The desert experience was unforgettable," s 
look back on that experience with a deep sen 

"I am extremely. happy for her," he said. "It's a tremendous. I'm grateful to. God.who. gave the. opportunity. 
honor. for her to have. been selected out of such a qualified pool such a life-changing and world-changing eve, 
of nominees .. I think the attention she. has receivedwill prove. to 
be v~ry ~ene(ici alfor the Air. Force by encou ragi ~g women and She s id she also . . , 
ethnic. min9nt1es ~o ~ursue t~e1r 9reams_,in the. military, fler w~at she. neec:&'3?&\m,\,rpcf~tITT,t~"~qi~' 
especially 1/ that inc udes flying fighters. enough faith in her. to. do the job well. 

Attention _is something he said his wife has not asked for, but 
has certainly. gotten. 

In. the. last year, she. has. been interviewed by reporters on 
international news channels and from international magazines. 
Hopper. said she has. spoken with Oprah Winfrey and has done 
countless local. interviews .. 

"Christina never.set out to. gain recognition or. special attention, 
but many people. have been encouraged by the opportunities 
she has. been given by both. God and the. Air. Force," said her 
husband .. 

"Christina Hopper is an all around 
Col. Jeffrey Stambaugh, the 27th FighterWin 
commander. "She performed magnificently in 
and firm in her faith, and she's a fitness role 
simply a wonderfully talented and hard-worki1 
great character." 

More Profiles 

~-·,. 
~Printerfiendty Version 
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DefendAmerica News - Profile Article 

Hopper said she. does not see her. faith as a part of her. life. 
rather as the central point in her life. Her call. sign, "Thumper," 
is not a play.on. her last name, but a shortened form of "Bible 
Thumper." 

"I.believe.every. blessing, including this. Good Housekeeping 
award,. is.a gift from (God)," she said. "My faith gives me the 
consistent ability to. cope with all kinds of. stressors." 

Page 2 of 2 
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POGO 

August 2,2004 

TO:. Steve Cambone 

FROM: Donald Rumsf eld 

SUBJECT: Schelling Foreword 

I am thinking of sending the Thomas. Schelling foreword to the. following people: 

Fran Townsend, Tom Ridge, John Ashcroft, Condi. Rice, Rich Armitage, Bodman, 

the Deputy Secretary of the. Treasury, Mueller,. and Bellinger. 

Please let me know if you think there. is anyone else who should get it. 

Thanks. 

Attach .. 
Cover memo, Schelling foreword 

DHR:dh 
073004-5 . 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ________ _ 

H5U~J OSD t 13 3 7-0 4 
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TO:. 

FROM:. Donald Rumsf eld 

SUBJECT: Schelling Foreword 

This. is a worthwhile read on the subject we have been discussing .. 

Thanks .. 

Attach. 
Schelling foreword to Roberta Wohlstetter's book,Pearl.Harbur 

DHR:dh 
073004-11 

11-L-0559/0SD/037935 
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FOREWORD 

. 
It would be. reassuring to believe. that Pearl Harbor was just a colossal 

and extraordinary blunder. What is disquieting is that it was a supremely. 
ordi11t1ry blunder. In fact, "blunder''. is. too. specific; our stupendous 
unreadiness. at Pearl Harbor was. neither a Sunday-morning, nor a 
Hawaiian .. phenomenon .. It was just a dramatic failure of a remarkably 
well-informed government. to. call the. next enemy move in a cold-war 
crisis. 

If we think of the. entire. U.S. government and. its. far-flung military 
and diplomatic. establishment. it is. not true. that. we. were caught napping. 
at the. time. of Pearl Harbor, Rarely has a government been more. expec
tant. We just expected wrong. And. it was not our. warning. that was. most 
at fault, but our strategic. analysis .. We. were. so busy thinking through 
some "obvious". Japanese moves. that we neglected to. hedge against the. 

choice that they actually made .. 
And. it was an "improbable". choice; had. we escaped. surprise .. we. might 

still have. been mildly astonished. (Had we not provided the target, 
though, the. attack would have. been called off.) But it was. not all that 
improbable .. If Pearl Harbor. was a long shot for the. Japanese,. so was. 
war. with the United States: assuming the decision on war, the attack 
hardly nppcnrs reckless .. There is a tendency in our planning. to confuse 
the unfamiliar with. the. improbable. The. contingency we. have. not con

sidered. seriously looks strange; what looks strange. is. thought improbable: 

what is improbable need. not be considered seriously. 
Furthermore,. we made the. terrible. mistake-one we. may have come. 

11-L-0559/0SD/037936 
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viii Foreword 
-

close to repeating in the t 950's--of Eorgetting that a fine deterrent. can i.' 

make a superb target. t 
Surprise, when it happens to. a government .. is. likely to. be a compli-. j 

cated, diffuse, bureaucratic thing. It includes neglect. of responsibility, t 
;~ 

but also responsibility so poorly defined or so ambiguously delegated l 
that action gets lost. It includes gaps in intelligence, but also intelligence i 
~hat, like. a string of pearls too. precious to wear, is too sensitive to give ~. 
to those who need it.. It includes the. alarm that. fails to work, but also , 
the. alarm that has gone off so often it has been disconnected. It includes. 
the unalcrt watchman. but also the one who knows he'll be chewed. out 
by his. superior if he gets. higher authority out of bed. It includes the con-. 

tingencies that occur to. no. one, but. also those that everyone assumes 

somebody else is taking care of. It includes straightforward procrastina

tion, but also. decisions. protracted by internal disagreement. It includes, 
in addition .. the inability of individual human beings to. rise to. the occa
sion until they arc. sure it is the. occasion-which is usually too late. 

(Unlike movies, real life provides no musical background to tip us off to 

the climax.) Finally, as at Pearl Harbor, surprise may include some. meas

ure of genuine novelty introduced by the enemy. and. possibly some sheer 

bad luck. 
The results. at Pearl Harbor, were. sudden. concentrated, and dramatic. 

The. failure, however, was cumulative, widespread, and rather drearily 

familiar. This is why surprise, when it happens to a government, cannot 

be. described just in terms of startled people. Whether al Pearl Harbor. 

or at the. Berlin Wall, surprise is everything. involved in a government's 

(or in an alliance's) failure to anticipate effectively. 

M:s. Wohlstcttcr's book is a unique physiology of a great national. 

failure to anticipate. If she. is. at pains to. show how easy it was. to. slip 
into. the rut in which the Japanese found us, it can. only remind us how 

likely it is that we arc in the same. kind of rut right now .. The danger is 
not that we shall read the signals and. indicators with. too little skill; the 

danger is in a poverty of expectations-a routine. obsession with. a few 

dangers that may be familiar rather than likely. Alliance diplomacy, inter-. 

service bargaining, appropriations hearings. and. public discussion all 

seem to need to focus on. a few vivid and oversimplified dangers. The 

planner should think in subtler and more variegated terms and. allow for 

oretuord .. 
a wider range of contingc s. But, as Mrs. Wohlstettec shows1 the 
"planners". who. count arc. also responsible for alliance. diplomacy. inter· 
service. bargaining, appropriations hearings, and public discussion; they 

are also very busy. This is a genuine dilemma of government. Some. of 

its consequences are. mercilessly displayed in. this. superb book. 

Center. for International A/fairs 
Harvard University 

Ttto:v1AS C. ScHntLING 
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Pearl Harbor 
Wa r 111-11 g --:o11·1 ( ~ :;-') ,r.:v ·· · · ·· ' · ·. ca i u ~ v,1 .. :) ,:'l,=~ .; 

m!lllll'lll'!lffl' mi~~~~~ ~~...,....,....~----- ----~ 

Roberta Wohlstetter 

"The best book by far on the question of why we were 
surprised at Pearl Harbor:· - Samuel Eliot Morison 

Stanford University Press 

' i 

I 
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TO: Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsfcld 1J/f.-
SUBJECT: :'JATO Response Force in Afghanistan 

We need to keep pushing in NATO on this issue of getting the ~ATO Response 

Force (NRF) to go into Afghanistan for the election. ln doing so, we have to make 

sure we don't allow the French to paint the NRF into a corner so that the NRF 

could only be used in a crisis. That was never the intention. 

Please get from ~ATO the resolution that passed NATO to create the NRF. I 

want to sec if the word ''crisis" was used. 

If we cannot get the ~RF into Afghanistan, then I think we ought to have a force 

generation in ~ATO. If that doesn't work, we ought to get a coalition of the 

willing. 

Thanks. 

DHR:<lh 
070104-17 

••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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"-- · ·· · · July 1; 2'004 
r~·i .,~., I ,. .. "' 0~ .~·~=.>. j··:/ - :·l1 ~: ti 

TO: Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1J'., 
SUBJECT: Kurds and Sunnis 

Attached is a memo I sent to Condi Rice. Why don't you screw your head into it 

and get the Deputies going. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
6/25/04 SD memo to Rice: "Kurds and Sunnis" [062504-2 (ts computer)] 

DHR:dh 
070104-16 

~/~~~~ ~:; ;~:~ ~~- ....... 7 "li i,,"i ~ t" ................................... . 
r I 
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June 25, 2004 

TO: Dr. Condoleezza Rice 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ / , 

SUBJECT: Kurds and Sunnis 

I think we need to have a briefing to the PC that tees up a proposal as to how the 

Iraqis are going to solve the problem between the Kurds and the Sunnis in tenns of 

the properties that Saddam Hussein took from the Kurds, and the Kurds now want 

back. 

It is a serious point of friction, and there are those who think it could lead to a 

major conflict as early as August. It merits our attention. The flash points could 

come soon. so I would think we would want to get a briefing in the next two 

weeks. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
062S04·2 (IS computer).doc 

"P'OUO 
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July 19, 2004 

TO: Gen. Dick Myers 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld -VI\ 
SUBJECT: Afghanistan Security 

When will I have the first cut on the Afghan security force situation mentioned in 

my memo of June 14? 

In the future, pJease do have folks put down dates that you expect to provide me 

what I have requested. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
7/15/04 CJCS memo to SecDef CM-1933-04 [OSD 10492-04), response to SD 061404-12 

DHR:dh 
071904-7 

;1:-:S~ ;~;~;;,; ~~-..... 1J_; ;; t ...................................... ' 

FOR OFFICIAL 0.!~ el:fLY 
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July 19, 2004 

TO: Gen. Dick Myers 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld '"Vf\ 8ZS 
SUBJECT: Afghanistan Security 

When will I have the first cut on the Afghan security force situation mentioned in. 

my memo of June 14? 

In the future, please do have folks put down dates that you expect to provide me 

what I have requested. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
7/15/04 CJCS memo to SecDefCM-1933-04 [OSD 10492-04], response to SD 061404-12 

DHR:dh 
071904-7 
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J'O: Gen. Dick Myers 

CC: 

FROM: 

Paul Wolfowitz 
Gen. John Abizaid 
Doug Feith 

Donald Rumsfeld ~~..., 

SUBJECT: Afghanistan Security 

June 14, 2004 

I think we ought to develop two or three options as to different ways we might 

deal with the Afghanistan security situation. 

One option should include using our clout to get the militias to turn in their 

weapons and cooperate with the government. A second option might include an 

accelerated Afghan security force. Another might include a way to incorporate the 

Afghan militias into the Afghan military. 

Here is a report on Afghan capabilities . 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by _ ____.7~/_q......,_J_o_'{,___ __ 

r ' Su~ 
Kes

1

P<9nSe.- ~~Li~
v 1 C-,\) (L N Ds..tM.,'1..-0 

7 /J ':> 

UPON REMOV ALOf A TrACHMENT(S) 
'XJCUMENTBECOMES UN~IFIED 
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• CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS.'O~~AR= 7: .:= 
l··.·.·;·. :T;·.~.:/ .. ··: ;·.::.::::~~·:--:

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20318-9999 .. •. . . . . ·-' '-· ; ,;_ 

INFO MEMO·: ·: :i ,. , ·i ;"l. : CM-19 3 3-04 
. ; , .. ;- f J , ..• ,,.,. l, lS July 2004 

FOR: SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: General Richard B. Myers, CJC~"l(ty 
SUBJECT: Afghanistan Security 

• Issue. "I think we ought to develop two or three options as to different ways we 
might deal with the Afghanistan Se~~ Situation. One option should include 
using our clout to get the militias to~n their weapons and cooperate with the 
government. A second option might include an accelerated Afghan security force. 
Another might include a way to incorporate the Afghan militias into the Afghan 

· 1 · " rm 1tary .... 

• Conclusion 

• My staff is working closely with General Abizaid to develop a framework for 
Afghanistan security forces, similar to the one now being developed for Iraq. 
This framework will address concerns regarding the security situation and 
provide a way ahead for Afghanistan forces. 

• As the Iraq framew.ork piece nears completion, work is beginning in earnest on 
a simila'r framework for Afghanist{ln. 

COORDINATION: TABB 

V Attachments: 
As stated 

. l(b)(6) I Prepared By: LTG W r L. Sharp, USA; D1rector, J-5;._ ____ _ 
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USCENTCOM COL Doxey 18 June 2004 
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TO:. Ken Krieg 

cc: 

FROM:. 

Paul Wolfowitz 
Powell. Moore. 

Donald Rumsfelcl~ 

SUBJECT: Analysis. of Alternatives. 

FOGO 

.July 29,2004 

Please take a look at this. letter from Senator McCain and come up with three or 

four alternatives.as. to. what. we might do about the fact that he. is challenging 

RAND~s ability to do this. 

Please. try to do it fast and get it to me by tomorrow. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
7/28/04 McCain Letter 

DHR:dh 
072904.3 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by __ - ·_1 J_3:v'--'""-,,__/ 0 ...... 4 __ _ 

f( I , 

F8UO 
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JUL. 28. 2004 
JOHN McCAIN 

c~- -
COMMITTil! ON COMMEl'I 

S~NCE. ANO TRANSl'O!\TJ 

c;:QMMITI'tl! Ol't oAAAl'flJ SEA 
COMMITTU ON INlllAH /IFf / 

-
YIAFAC 

The Honorable. Donald H. Rum~feld 
Secretary 
Depar1ment of Defense 
The Pentagon :;E880 
Washington, DC 20301-3010 

DB: Mr. Secretary: 

P. 2/6 
Kl.I. Sll't'°'Tll Ql'l<Cf 8UlllNH~ 
,11~G'l'ON, DC20510-DJO~ 

12021 224-2235 

,50 liOlfflt RURAL ROA'° 
8ylfft,,,1~ 

TEM'I, AZ 162112 
, .. ao, 897 -8289. 

2400 !HT A~N,'I 
IStLT~.e CIIIOI.E. 

S11n11,to 
,,.oai.,x, AZ 65016 

l6DZ) &sz..2410 

, wur r ... ,co 11100~0 
Tt0l'~701. 

1'2Dle7H9,_. 

,ONll PCMt HIMING !Ml'AUISI) 
1:ioai U4-'1J2 
111)21 8SZ~1TO 

I am concerned about how the Analysis of Alternatives (AoA) for the Tanker Lease 
Proposal will be conducted. In particular,I an concerned about the participation of Air Force 
leadership in the AoA, and the involvement of die Air Force's federally funded research and 
development center (FFRDC)-RAND, which I understand is spearheading thi&' effort. 

The. conduct of Air Force leadershipregardi4g the Tanker Lease Proposal has been 
unacceptable. Frankly, is credibility on the.recapitalization of the tanker fleethas ~ 
fundamentally called into cpest:icn. Notably,nerw of the problems that die Dfatlnet:. of 
Defense Office of the Inspector General (DoD-OIG) found ii the Tanker lEB9e Proposal are 
similarto.those.ir recently fowtd in the multibillion dollar C-13:lJprorurement progrdlll. Bases 
for my concem about the participation of Air Force leadership m the. AoA include, b.t. are rot 
llinit.ed ~ the following. 

Emt.,. the Air Force has provided Congress inaccurate infomation in an attempt to justify 
ils original proposal to lease 100 Boein1 KC-767A5. For example,Air Force. Secretary Jim 
Roche has repeatedly advised Congress that, in the existing KC-135 . .fleet, "corrosion is 
significant,pervasive, and represents an u11a~_g,ptable risk." Secretary Roche has also 
emphasized to Congress increased operating costs .in the current fleet as a ba~i~. for entering m::o 
the tanker lease. Air Force leadership bs indicated that these elements ereate ell "urgent''need 
to recapitalize the fleet. However,.as you ofcome.know,.theDSB takforce concludedthat the 
Air Force's claims of unmanageable corrosion problems and cost growth were overstated. As 
such, the. task force also concluded that "(t]here is no compellin.sz; material or financial reason to 
initiate a replat.-ement px-ogram prior to. the completion of the AoA and the M.CS." Thus, the. ta~ 

11-L-0559/0SD/037950 
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1be Honorable Donald H. Rumsfeld 
July 28,2004 
Page2ofS 

t-0. 842. P. 3/6 

forccjettisoned the "dominant reason" Secretary Roche first cited in his July 10, 2003,report to 
Cbgress as the basis for having taxpayers pay billions of <bJ.laIS more for leasing tankers than 
they would for buying them. TheAir Force's. representations on this issuerema.ins amatt.tr of 
continuing investigative concern.1 

In another example, to comply with the. 01iginal authorizing.statute, the kt Force 
misrepresented to Congress that its proposal to lease 100 Boeing KC-767 tankers ws merely ai 

operating lease. 'nJis would. have obviated the requirement that the White House obt.ain advance 
budged authority for the whole lease proposal. But, the. DoD-OIG and. Program Analysis and 
Evaluation (P A&B), as well as the C'agiessia,al.Budget Office (CBO) and the General 
Accounting Office (GAO) found that the procurement of these tankers is, in fact, a lease
purchase. In addition, facts surrounding the. Ori{;nal lease proposal made.it clear tlEltthc 
transad:iai was a lease-purchase:. under the. original proposal1 the.Air Force conceded that the 
DoD is "committed to eannark[ing] an additional $2B in FY08 andFY09 for the purchase of 
aircraft coveredby the multi-year program under the tenns of the proposed contract" to head off 
a f,mdingspike overthe Future-YearsDefense.Program 

Second,. Lhe DoD-OIG and the NDU concluded that the Air Force's commercial item 
procurement strategy "prevented aey visibility into Boeing's costs and required the. Air Force to 
use a fixed-price type a:rtm.::t ... The strategy also exempted [Boeing] from the requirement to 
submit cost or pricing data The strategy places the Department at hiql rise for paying excessive. 
prices and precludes. good fiduciary responsibility for DoD funds." The NDU similarly 
concluded that"[i]n a solesource,monopoly commercial environment, the. govemmentis n::::t 
served well with limited price data'' and suggested that the Air Force neglected its 
fiduciary/stewardship responsibilities. 

Notably. the DoD-OIG anived at similar conclusions. regarding the. Jir Force's. 
mismanagement of the C-13 OJ procw-ement program.. In particular, the DoD-OIG found that, 
because. theC-130Jwas improperly acquiredas acomn,ercial item, the Air Force did rot have 
contractor-certifiedinfonnation on contract prices, costs, or profits, and therefore was .. limited,, 
in its ability to protect the Government against possible overpricing. 

1My eo11cems about whether the staledreasonforth.e leasewasps:ectism part based on an e-mail among 
seniorBoeing cxcc..,itivcs, dated September 18,2001. 1bis e-mai I descn"bes a meeting between. Boemg and 
Assistant Secre1al'y ofthe . .Aiz For<..--e for Acqnisition. MaIViu. Sambur, during which "(Sambllf] indicated 1hat the 
USAF .isdespmtely looking forthe1tDJnalcforwhy the USAF should pur.mcthe 767Tanker1'"0W. Thebri.e.fing 
his seal! had put 'tOiether on the Eco:nomi.c Service Life St'udy did not meethis needs ... Samburis IookiJl.e fur the 
cotnpellm8 reasoa. the adntinistiation should do tbi.s now rather thar: p,lSli off to a fii1nre admiJlistratlon." E-mails of 
this sort llllderscorc the Commitfee•s need forth e documents it reque.1ed frQm the DoD and the Air Force 01duly 2, 
and September 11,2003 .. 
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Third, the.DoD-OJG and the NDU also concluded that the operational requirements 
document (ORD) for tankers was not tailored, a3 it should have been, to the requirements of the 
warfig.hter. but rather to. closely correlate to the Boeing KC-767A. Tbe DoD-OIG found that 
senior Air Force. staff directed that the ORD closely correlate to the Boeing KC-767A that was 
being developed for a foreign government, in anticipation of the authorizing legislation. This. is 
particularly troubling where, according to. an internal Boeing document regarding the ORD, 
Boeing planned to "[e]stablish clearly defined requirements in ORD for the USAF. Tanker 
configuration that results. iJl an affordable solutionQat meets the USAF mission needs. and wi 11 
_prevent an AOA from being conducted" Under the current proposal, the. first t 00 tankers 
produced will not be capable of, among other things, .interoperability with Navy, Marine, or 
coalition, assets, or simul taoeously refueling more than one receiver aircraft. Aaar Adm. Marl<. P. 
Fitzgerald, USN, recently suggested that in theater, such a limitation restricts 1he Navy'slong
range strikin;J capability and fosters a rteedlessly risky .aerial refueling environment.. 

Notably,wth respect to the C-1301 procurementprogram,.the DoO-OIG similarly found 
that, while the Air Force conditionally paid Lockheed Martin about $2.6 billion,. the C-130J is. 
not operaiionally suitable or effective and cannot perform its intended mission .. Fm1he1more, to 
date, 36 deficiency ~orts that "could cause death, severe injury or illness, major loss of 
equipment or systems,. or that could directly Jestrict combat or operdtional readiness"have been 
received .. 

Finally, Boci ng documents suggest that the Air Force allowed Boci ng to modify the 
requirements m the ORD while. it was being developed. These documents also reflect that the. 
Air Force induced the.Joint Requirements Oversight Council (JROC) into approving and 
validating the co1TUpted ORD by falsely representing that it wa~ not tailored to a specific aircraft. 
This is of continuing investigative interest to the Committee. 

Interestingly~ as a result of the conunercial specifications of the C-1301 not meeting user 
needs,. the.Air Force (and Marine Corp) decidedto "revise itsrequirements document"to reduce 
the initial capabilities required and to sat.tsfy operational requirement deficiencies through block 
upgrcade programs at the Government expense. l am very concerned a1xut this. 

I understand that RAND (the Air Force's FFRDC). and Project Air Force in particular, is. 
spearhe~ding the AoA. Generally, the. Air Force, specifically Dr. Sambur, is "tbi; overall 
spon~r 'for Project Air Force activities. However, having argued against the. need for an AoA 
M early as November 2002, according to. a receJltly produced internal DoP e-mail, Dr. Sambur 
has apparently prejudged its outcome: 

A formal AoA will cost money, delay the.program two.years,. and still come up with 
the. same an~er we have todav. There are only a few aircraft that can serve as. 
tankers, they are already in pmclJcti.al, and so analyzing their respective capabilities 
andcoslS won't take Jag-m fact,it's already been done and the results passed to 
OSD. What's left to study? 
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As I originally indicated in my letter of March 12,2004, Air Force Vice ClDef of Staff 
General T. Michael Moseley similarly touted the Air Force's proposal to lease and 'buyBoeing 
767s. during recent budget hearings. ln particular, General Moseley provided "opinion" 
testimony suggestingthat the KC-767tanker is the.Air Force's only viable option,. For example, 
in testimony before the Projection Force Subcommittee. of the House.Anned Services 
Committee, General Moseley specifically rejected re~engining remainin.i KC-135& (as the DSB 
task force recommended); modifying used aircraft. (for example, DC-1 Os, also as the DSB task 
force suggested); using contractor suppott services (as the GAO recently opined), and other 
options that your office'sAaA guidance specifically required the Air Fo:roe to examine. While 
General Moseley attempted to explain away his testimony as "personal opinion," at no time wa<s 
he asked to. provide his personal opinion and atno tine during his testimony did General 
Moseley indicate that he was conveying apersooal opinion. Considering General Moseley's role. 
as the chaitman of the.Air Force. Steering Group for Project Air Force and, respectfully> despite 
your assurances in your March I 7 ,2004, Letter, I remain concerned that the Air Force and RAND 
have effectively prejudged the outcome of the AoA regarding the Tanket Lease Proposal. 

Several recently produced internal DoD e-mails call into q.EStial whether the. ongoing 
AoA will be. conductedobje(.,'tively. For example,inan e-mail, datedAugust 15,2003, nan 
Secretary Roche to Dr .. Sambor and Acting Undersecretary Wynne, Secretacy Roche dis.suadt,-d. 
theOSD and Air Force staff from initiating anAoA. In this e-mail, Secretary Roche said the 
following: 

Agggggg, stop the nonsense! Don't even begin to start an unnecessary AoAatthis 
point. All this would do is give ?he enemies of the lease rui excuse fmnDoD to 
delay the. lease, and really honk off the.Appropriators. Let's see what comes. out of 
conference, damn it! H' the lease is approved then we can talk about how to decide 
on the recapitalization of the other 400 airplanes) but there is no rush here. 

Soon thereafter, Acting Secretary Wynne responded, "I agree with Jim, f sic l What started 
:his fluny of acth'ity? I'd hate for our storv to. change." Thef oregoingdoes not in~pire 
confidence that the current AoA \tJl be. conducted properly. 

~ concern that. RAND, in particular, may have prcjudgt..-d. the outcome of 1he AoA i s 
underscored by its. conclusionregarding t.aicerrecapitalizationin a recent report. In a December 
2003 report entitled "Inv"stigatinc Optimal Replacement cL AgingAir Farce Systems," RAND> 
in pai1icular Project.Air Force,. found-without the benefit of an AoA--that "it appears to be 
optimal to. replace the KC-135 by the end of the decade.". Apparently relying on Air Force. at.a 
and analysis that was ultimately rejected by the DSB task force, this conclusion comes 
unacceptably dose to prejudging the outcome of the AoA and is .irx::x:mistEn: with the 
conclusions of the Air Force's own Economic Se:rvice Life Study; the GAO; and, most recently, 
the DSB ta~k force, all of which found that the current fleet is viable through 2040. In 1..i.ght of 
the relationship between the. RAND and the Air Force, as described above, there can be no 
assW'ance that RAND will conduct the AoA here with the desired independence. 
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~ concerns appear to.be rcflcctcdin a recently released internal DoD e-mail from Eric 
Coulter, Dpt¥ Director :fir Theater As9essuaLs and Pl.anrwg at Program, Analysis and 
Evaluation (P A&E) to Nancy Spruill, co-chairperson of the Leasing Review Panel Working 
Group, datcdAugw,t 7, 2003 :. 

I do. not support RAND as the sole source. or lead to conduct the. Qn;)l:essialal.l:'.f". 
directed independenttanker AoA. First, its [sic] sad that it takes Congress to direct 
the Department to dos omething it should do on its own .. We've been trying to eetthc 
AF to.conductanAoA forseveralyears, but couldne-ver 2ctAT&L'ssupporttodirect 
Me The AP clearJy wanted to postpone it for as long as possible to delay the issue 
of recaoitali~ the fleet. Now lhe.Deoartrnent is playing catch UP. That said,. [the 
Instit\lte for Defense Analyses (IDA)J has more experience to. conduct this type a 
effort. In fact, [Air Mobility ComrnandJ relies on IDA to do a lot of it~ mobility 
analyses both for airlift and tankers .. I believe the Department will get a better. more 
objective oroduct than we would from RAND. I hope we 're not letting IDA' s cost 
review of the tanker lease color our opinion. Please convince.me otheiwise. 

lam also. concerned about the fact that Project Air Force may have received as mx::h as 
$50 mi 11 ion for FY03 and FY04 and lS expectedto get at lea~t another $25 million for FYOS, 
'D1is financial relationship between Lhe.Air Force and RAND renders RAND unsuitable for 
conducting the AoA on this m1JtibiJJi01 dollar procurement proposal. 

Given the foregoing, I respectfu.lly suggest that the Air Force not enter into en agreement 
to procure aerial. refueling aircraft until an entity independent of the Air Forc&-en the basis of a 
study not funded directly or indirectly by the Air Force-completes the AoA. 

As always,! appreciate your consideration. 
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TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM:. Donald Rumsfeld 1"' 
UBJECT: Op-ed 
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I gol a nole. from John Howard asking if he. should submil his. arlicles,. such as. Lhe. 

auached one, lo Stars and Stripes. If you lhink so, you should Lell him. If nol,jusl 

forget it. 

" 

Thanks. 

Atla(;h. 
6/26/04 Howard letter. and. op-cd piece 

DIIR:dh 
070104-1~ ~/:~-,~ ~::;::~~; ..... ~-ii-~-r ...................................... . 
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FROM:. Larry Di Rita 

TO: SecDef 

CC:. Allison Barber 

DATE:. July 13,2004 

SUBJECT: Op-Ed 

Stars & Stripes is always looking for thoughtful and thought-provoking pieces like 
this. I will have. Allison Barber make. contact with him so that he knows how to 
submit his. articles .. We'll encourage him to do so .. 
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FOR: 

FROM: 

CC:. 

July 15,2004 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

Allison. Barber,. Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Public. 
Affairs 

Larry Di Rita, Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Public 
Affairs 

SUBJECT: Op-Ed Submission to Stars and Stripes 

• Dr. John Howard will be submiuing his arlicles Lo Stars and. Stripes. 
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Editor 
Address 
City, State Zip 

Dear Editor: 

DRAFT 

Date 

Inhis biography of John F. Kennedy, Ralph Martin notes that when James. 
Rest on asked the. new President what vision he had for the future, Kennedy 
replied that he hadn't had time to think about it. The intensity of modern 
presidential campaigns is so great that the. news media like the candidates tend to. 
be engrossed in today's issues, seldom finding time to. consider larger matters 
such as what personal qualities make for wise and capableJeadership. 

Here is an essay about presidentialleadership you are welcome. to. publish 
or distribute. 

LDJ/cg 

Sincerely, 

Lawrence D. Jacobs 
Vice President 
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LEADERSHIP RECONSIDERED 

by Dr .. John A .. Howard 
Senior Fellow, The Howard Center for Family, Religion & Society 

Rockford, Illinois 

Following the death of Ronald Reagan there was a spontaneous. tmce in the 

continuous media barrage of angry criticism hurled at President Bush and his. 

Administration. For a week the news was dominated by fond memories and praise of 

another president. Although it was a time of mourning, the relief from the. rancor of the 

political campaign, combined with the. numerous. stories. of Ronald Reagan's courage, 

optimism, kindness and good humor made it a welcome period of national amity, and, for 

many, of renewed pride. in their country. 

There is. an eternal human hunger for leaders who proclaim and champion ideals, 

who embody the principles undergirding those. ideals, and who provide hope and 

inspiration to the people. During the two decades prior to the Reagan election,. the sour 

cynicism about,. and criticism of, America that prevailed in the. media, academia and the 

entertainment industry cast a pall over patriotism and other idealistic sentiments.. It 

became a modem Dark Age which James Reston in 1969, perceived as "a new 

pessimism," Arthur Bums as. "a loss. of faith in our institutions," and Archibald 

MacLeish, as "an anesthesia of the soul." 

Suddenly America had a leader who reversed the. engines. As. Margaret Thatcher 

said: "Others. prophesied the decline of the. West; he inspired America and its allies. with 

renewed faith in its mission of freedom. Others saw only limits to growth; he 

transformed a stagnant economy into an engine of opportunity. His. politics had a 
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freshness and optimism that won converts from every c1ass and nation - and u1timatcly 

from the very heart of the evil empire." 

One startling aspect of that freshness was the fact that he did not seek the 

presidency for fame or power or personal advancement. As he said in his speech to the 

nation when leaving. office, "I never meant to go into politics ... but. I was raised to 

believe you had to pay your way for the blessings bestowed on you. I was happy with 

my career in the entertainment world, but l ultimately went into politics because I wanted 

to protect something. precious.". Serving. his country was a natural and genuine motive 

and gave him the freedom to follow whatever course. he judged best for the. nation. Self

seeking moneyed pressure groups had no c1aim on him. 

The something. precious he. wanted to protect was,. naturally, the first point he. 

made in his Farewell Speech. He spoke of an incident involving the Midway aircraft 

carrier in the China Sea: They spotted a. small craft filled with "Boat People," trying to 

escape from Communist tyranny. As the launch from the Midway brought them back to 

the Carrier, a refugee shouted to a seaman way up on the deck, "Hello, American sailor. 

Hello, Freedom Man." What more poignant illustration could there be to illustrate the 

preciousness of freedom to all human beings? 

The. religious up-bringing which instilled in him the duty to be of service 

to the. community also. taught him to serve and love other people. Vice. President Cheney 

in his eulogy. stated,. "If Ronald Reagan ever uttered a cynical, or cruel, or selfish word,. 

the moment went unrecorded." President Bush said, "Ronald Reagan carried himself, 

even in the most powerful office. with a decency and attention to small kindnesses that 
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define, a good life. He. was a courtly, gentle and considerate man, never known to slight 

or embarrass others." 

Ronald Reagan reawakened in our nation an appreciation of the. depth and 

beneficent power of the. basic ideals of our free society and labored to help other nations 

adopt and benefit from them. 

A politician he was not.. A gifted and admirable leader he was. 
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

Pete.Geren 

Ryan Henry 

Donald Rumsfcld 

SUBJECT:. Use. of Helicopters w/Detainees 

July 28,2004 

Someone raised a question as to whether or not anyone who was. at GTMO or 

anywhere. else. was. taken up in a helicopter and threatened to be thrown out as a 

way to scare them .. 

l had never heard that before. 1 had heard it about Vietnam,. but l had. never heard 

it about the global war on terror. Please have someone. check into that and see. if 

anyone. knows anything about it.. If so, we. better do whatever is appropriate .. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
072804-13 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ________ _ 

fQ~O 
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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
COMMANDER 

U.S. JOINT FOHCE'S COMMAND 
156;> MITSCHEH AVE' NUE su1-: E 2cc 

NOnFOLK, VA 23551-2488 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

Subject: Improvements to Jointness - Response to Singapore Snowflake 

JOO 
4 Oct 04 

1. I have reviewed Lin Wells' summary of Singapore's military transformational efforts and 
appreciate the opportunity to provide you my thoughts on improving "jointness" within this 
context. I will specifically address the areas of Joint command and control, where I can speak 
from experience. 

2. Singapore's emphasis on integrated command and control and warfighting experimentation 
are key enablers to jointness. U.S. Joint Forces Command (JFCOM) is working closely with the 
Services and Defense Agencies to develop fully integrated command and control capabilities. 
Further, we continue to reach out to our multinational partners to draw them into our exercise 
and experimentation programs. In fact, I personally extended an offer to Singapore's CNO to 
assign a liaison officer to JFCOM. 

3. Singapore's decision to designate a "Future Systems Architect" and "fence" a portion of their 
budget for experimentation and future systems architecture development is noteworthy. In a 
similar vein, JFCOM's oversight of Joint Battle Management Command and Control is crucial to 
ensuring the relevance of this system-of-systems approach to our joint operational commanders. 
As we look to the future of Joint command and control, the key to success will depend on 
effective joint oversight and adequate resources. The use of the Joint Battle Management 
Command and Control Roadmap, signed by myself and Mike Wynne on 26 May 2004, as a 
directive document to guide Service and Agency acquisition efforts is a key element of JFCOM 
oversight per Management Initiative Decision (MID 912), signed by the Deputy Secretary of 
Defense on 7 January 2003. This roadmap is my "~rosal" for Joint command and control in 

DoD. ~/( 

Admiral, U.S. Navy 

OSD 17354-0. 
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TO:. 

cc: 
FROM: 

- _ ...... -

DavidChu 

Qm Dick Myers 

Donald Rum~feld f1\. 
SUBJECT: ~ and R~rve Call-up Nwnbers 

October 20, 2004 

I'd like some hard data -within the. next week - telling me precisely the. 

percentage of Guard and Reserve that have been called up once, twice or thrice in 

the la~t six years. 

Thanks. 

' 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••w••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by l f /z~OL{ ~---

TOTAL P.01 

OSD 11356·04 
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PERSONNEL AND 
READINESS 

UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D.C.20301-4000 

INFO MEMO 

November 1,2004-9:00 AM 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: David~· . bu,. USD(P&R) f/ 
./ii "' 'AA, /.;1V~v~ . ~ '/P~'f- . ' \( • c.;, t,..z.,-

SUBJECT:. SNOWFLAKE-Guard and Reserve Call-up Numbers. 

:--., 
::.73 .. ·;.;: 
. ; 

·-

• You asked for hard data telling you precisely the percentage of Guard and Res~e 
who have. been called up once, twice or thrice in the last six years .. 

.. ,,- ~ 

i ·,. 

• Our official database. for the. Reserve components reflects that I, 796,347 individuals LN 
were. members. of the Selected Reserve (SelRes) from FY99 through FY04. Average 9J 
annual SelRes strength over that 6 year time frame has. been about 875,000. (' 

• Of these almost 1.8 million individuals shown to have. served in the SelRes. since 
FY99, the following. is a breakdown of those. who have served once. or more. in 
support of contingency operations over the last six years .. This. includes operations in 
Bosnia,. Kosovo,. Southwest Asia, and current operations - ONE/OEF/OIF. 

OneTime Two Times Three Times ( or. more) Total 

334,078 53,478 8,822 396,378 

18.60% 2.98% 0.49% 22.07% 

• The percent of members. who have. been called-up multiple times is about 3.5% of the. 
members who were reflected to be in the SelRes Population fromFY99 - FY04. 

• Looking atjust the. cmTent SelRes.population of 860,764,. about 327,900-.or-38% · 
have been called-up for operationsONE/OEF/OIF over the. past 3 years. 

Prepared By:. Mr .. Dan Kohner, OASDIRA(M&P), ~ 

0 OSD 17356- 04 
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TO: 

cc: 
FROM: 

David Chu 

GenDick Myers 

Donald Rumsfeld J1'.. 
SUBJECT: Guard and Reserve Call-Up Numbers 

October 20, 2004 

I'd like some hard data - within the next week -telling me precisely the 

percentage of Guard and Reserve that have been called up once, twice or thrice. in 

the last six years. 

Thanks .. 

DKR.'U 
10200.-S 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please resp0nd by t O I 2-,/oL( 

F ~ 
,...-.:,··· --

TOTAL P.01 

OSD 17356-04 
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November 1,2004 

TO: Jay Garner 

FROM:. Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Missile. Defense 

Thanks. for the heads up on missile. defense. We are working with General 

Cartwright and Steve Cam bone on it, and I think we are making. headway .. 

Regards,. 

DIIR:dh 
110104-7 

OSD 17361-04 
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PERSONNEL ANO 
READINESS. 

UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE. PENTAGON .. · ~ 

WASHINGTON,. D.C.20301-4000 ·. 

INFO MEMO ~:"' ... - . ''t I'. 'HI 

November I ,2004:_ 'fl :UO AM 

FOR: SECRETARY OFDEFENS~ 

Dr.DavidS.C.Chu,Us:o@_~Ac/.i, £1~'-- /-t-·~~ycf/ 
(Signature and Date} 

FROM: 

SUBJECT:. Guideposts For Boards - SNOWFLAKE (Attached) 

• The Secretaries of the Military Departments issue guideposts. to the 
promotion boards. in the. form of written instructions: 

• Army-. "Give special attention to officers who can conceptualize, 

chart strategies, and formulate policies as opposed to merely organizing 
solutions to problems." 

• - Navy-. 'The Navy needs. bold officers who are. willing to think creatively, 
take well-calculated risks,. develop new ideas,. and maximize capabilities 
through sound management practices." 

• Marine. Corps- "A critical. goal of the. Marine Corps is to encourage -- to 
demand-- innovation and efficiency to ensure. that we retain an adaptive, 
flexible,. and effective naval force able to anticipate events. and win across the 
spectrum of conflict." 

• Air Force- "To. support this. effort, the. Air Force. needs. leaders who can be. 
the. intellectual compass for the institution -- leaders who don't just do,. but 
who can conceptualize what needs. to be done." 

• But we. can also encourage innovation and boldness through other avenues, 
on which I will report shortly. 

• Ultimately, the. issue is whether those mechanisms. actually produce the. 
results you want--a subject for further thought. 

Attachment: 
As stated 

Prepared by: Lt Col Lernes. Herbert,!' ... b_)_(
6
_) ____ _. 
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TO: 

cc: 
FROM:. 

David Chu 

Gen Dick Myers 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Guideposts for Boards 

FO~O 

September 28,2004 

Should. there. be. certain precepts. or guideposts for boards that select flag officers? 

Things that come to my mind are:. Innovativeness and boldness .. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
092804-10 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ---+-1 _o-+I ~z,_z-+-/-o~~---

OSD 17374-04 
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TO: 

cc: 
FROM: 

David Chu 

Gen Dick Myers 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Guideposts for Boards 

September 28,2004. 

Should there be. ce1tain precepts. or guideposts for boards that select. flag officers'? 

Things that come. to my mind are:. Innovativeness. and boldness. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
092804-IO 

........................................................................ , 
Please respond by __ ~I o........___,( 2-'--z_/,._o=-~--

OSD 17374-04 
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"-'· Octobe~ 29; 2004 
"".~,, ....... ,, .. 
: . "·. . - .· . ~ 1 J • II I• 
. .. . . . : ' . : . . ~ 

TO: Doug Feith 

CC: Gen Dick Myers 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: Dutch Issue 

Colin Powell called. He said the Dutch are locking themselves into pulling their 

troops out in March. He said the Defense Minister Kamp apparently has the lead 

role in their Coalition politics on this subject. 

Apparently they have 1450 people there and he has said publicly that they will not 

be extended past mid-March, 2005. The White House and State are trying to walk 

the Dutch back. 

What should we be doing? Should I be ca11ing Kamp and finding out? I had not 

heard this. Please get your folks to find out what's going on. We should get 

ahead of the curve on this stuff, as I've been asking. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
102904-28 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

ret1e 
TABA 

CJCS HAS SEEN 

Doug Feith _,.-1) 
Donald Rumsfel<f r 
follow Up on Italy's Offer 

OCT l 9 ?004 ·OCT 1 5 2004 

We ought to make sure we follow up with Italy on their offer to train and equip in 

Iraq. 

Thanks. 

DHR:n 
101404•37 

·--
:.:3 

..... ·.: 

I ...... , 
: ... ? .. ,: ... 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by I 0Jv41/ Di 

Tab A 
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CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 
WASHINGTON,. D.C. 20318-9999 

CM-2161-04 
3. November 2004. 

ACTION MEMO 

FOR: SECRETARYOFDEFENSE DepSec Action __ _ 

FROM:. General Richard B .. Myers, CJCS ~,t(.:!> 
SUBJECT:. Niigata Earthquake. Assistance. 

• Issue.. "Let's. see. what we can do about the earthquake. in Japan.. Please see. the. 
attached memo from Howard Baker and get back to me with a recommendation.''. 
(TABA) 

• Conclusion .. One. C-130 load of plastic sheeting and one C-130 load of 
Government of Japan ( GOJ)-provided relief supplies were delivered on 
28 October .. 

• Four additional C- 130 loads. of GOJ-providedsupplies. were.planned;. however,. the. 
second sortie satisfied the. relief requirement. 

• Discussion. Department of State requested DOD humanitarian support.to the. 
victims of the 23. October earthquakes in the. Niigata Prefecture ( 130 nm NNW of 
Tokyo). Assistance. is being provided on a non-reimbursable. basis. 

• Japanese Foreign Ministry conveyed a request for the US Government (USG) to 
provide. and airlift one C-130 load of plastic sheeting. for use. as temporary shelter 
for approximately I 00,000 displaced citizens and support five C-130 loads. of 
GOJ-furnishedrelief supplies .. 

• The Office of the Secretary of Defense approved this. action via OSD Executive 
Secretary memorandum on 27 October.' 

• The. US Embassy has. worked closely with. the GOJ to provide. additional 
assistance. No other requests. for assistance remain. Relief supplies. available. to 
US Forces.Japan include:. 

• Blankets,. tents,. bedding,. generators,. potable. water and Meals Ready to Eat 

• A standard tent camp for 1500persons .. 

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY OSD 175 81-04 
11-L-0559/0SD/037975 



• 
• A SEABEE Detachment,. a Marine Engineer Battalion ( on Okinawa) and Air 

Force Prime Beef Engineer Units. 

• These additional assets can be. available on short notice. 

RECOMMENDATION: Authorize a positive response to future GOJ requests for 
assistance related to the. currentNiigata earthquake.situation. 

Approve. ___ Disapprove ___ Other __ _ 

COORDINATION: TABB 

Attachments :. 
As stated 

Reference: 
1 OSD Executive Secretary memorandum, OSD 17017-04~ 27 October 2004, 

"Approval of State Request forDoD Assistance to Japan Earthquake. Victims". 

Prepared By:. Lieutenant GeneralJ. T. Conway, USMC; Director, J-3; .... r_)(-6) ____ _. 

11-L-0559/0SD/037976 
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TAB A-'-·· ·. · 

7.8'1 ;:~· .. · - J ~:; :,: lktober 27, 2004 

TO: 

FROM: 

Gen Dick Myers 
Doug Feith 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT:. Niigata Earthquake Assistance 

:r-~ 

Let's see what we can do about the eatthquakein Japan. Please see the attached 

memo from Howard Baker and get back to me with a recommendation. 

Thanks .. 

Attach. 
l 0/26/04 Memo to Sec Def from Amb Baker,~: Eanhquakc 

DHR:s.s 
102704-1 

~/::~ :::;:: ::· .... ·, 0 i ~; ·1 • ~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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• 
From: Baker, Howard H (Tokyo) 
Sent: Tuesday, October 26,.2004 11:26 PM 

Subject: PLEASE PASS MESSAGE TO SECRETARY RUMSFELD 
FROM AMBASSADOR HOWARD BAKER 

Importance:. High 

Dear Don:. 

I. am sure that you are well aware. of the. 
earthquake that shook the Niigata area of Japan 
I as t Saturday and of the. devastation that it 
caused .. Several dozen people were killed, over 
10 0, 0 0 0 are. out of their homes,. roads and other 
infrastructure have been badly damaged. There has 
been a very strong aftershock just this morning, 
adding to the. existing damage and further 
complicating efforts to return the. affected area to 
normal. 

We have been working here with the Japanese 
Government on ways in which the USG. might respond 
to this disaster. I have turned over a check for 
$50,000 as a start. State and DoD are· now working 
out details of a plan to authorize. providing badly 
needed materials such as plastic sheeting. U.S. 
Forces. Japan is ready and willing to support this 
effort. 

I hope that you will give this issue your 
personal attention. It goes without saying that 
this humanitarian mission must be. accomplished 
swiftly in order to be effective and beneficial to 
the affected people in Niigata Prefecture. I 
greatly appreciate your support. 

Sincerely, 
Howard 

11-L-0559/0SD/037979 
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TO: 

FROM:. 

TABA 

Gen Dick Myers 
Doug Feith 

Donald Rumsf eld ~ 
SUBJECT:. Niigata Earthquake.Assistance. 

,...., ~ ,... '. .. 
nctober:21, 2004 ~\_ 

3-3 

Let's sec what we can do about the em1hquakc in Japan .. Please. see the attached 

memo from Howard Baker and get back to me. with a recommendation .. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
l 0/26/04 Memo to Sec~f from Amb Haker re: 1<:arthquake 

DHR:ss 
102704-1 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by \0 t 2~ I ot 

TabA 
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From: Baker, Howard H(Tokyo) 
Sent: Tuesday, October 26,.2004. 11:26 PM 

Subject: PLEASE PASS MESSAGE TO SECRETARY RUMSFELD 
FROM AMBASSADOR HOWARD BAKER 

Importance: High 

Dear Don: 

I. am sure that you are well aware of the 
earthquake that shook the Niigata area of Japan 
last Saturday and of the devastation that it 
caused. Several dozen people were killed, over 
100, OOOare out of their homes, roads and other 
infrastructure have been badly damaged. There has 
been a very strong aftershock just this morning, 
adding to the existing damage and further 
complicating efforts to return the affected area to 
normal. 

We have been working here with the Japanese 
Government on ways in which the USG. might respond 
to this disaster. I have turned over a check for 
$50,000 as a start. State and DoD are now working 
out details of a. plan to authorize providing badly 
needed materials such as plastic sheeting. U.S. 
Forces Japan is ready and willing to support this 
effort. 

I. hope that you will give this issue your 
personal attention. It goes without saying that 
this humanitarian mission must be accomplished 
swiftly in order to be effective and beneficial to 
the affected people in Niigata Prefecture. I. 
greatly appreciate your support. 

Sincerely, 
Howard. 

11-L-0559/0SD/037981 
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TO: 

cc: 
FROM:. 

Gen Dick Myers 

Doug Feith 

Donald Rumsfcld 11'... 
SUBJECT:. Jim Jones. Organization 

September 29 ,2004 

I 
\., . .r 

'£1 
.·J 

Should the Jim Jones. organization be reorganized? My impression is. it should be .. 

The world has changed, NATO has. changed. 

Please have. some. folks look at it and get back to me .. 

Thanks .. 

DHR:ss 
092804-)7 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by Io /114 /ot.t 
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TO: 

CC: 

reere 

Dina Powell 

Vice President Richard B. Cheney 
The Honorable Andrew H. Card Jr. 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Air Force Appointees 

November 4, 2004 

I've been informed by the Secretary of the Air Force, Jim Roche, and Under 

Secretary Pete Teets that they, as we11 as the other PAS appointees in the Air 

Force, with the exception of Michael Dominguez, are planning to step aside 

sometime after the election. 

DHR:ss 
110104·36 

F8li8 
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

af6Uc7 

Dina Powell 

Vice President Richard B. Cheney 
The Honorable H. Card, Jr. 
Dr. Condoleezza Rice 

Donald Rumsfeld 1)1\. 

SUBJECT: Turbulence in Key Positions 

NOV O 4 2004 

Attached is a memo on the subject of turbulence in key Presidential Appointment positions. As 

you know, DoD has had a vacancy rate of about 20-25% throughout the past four years. 

• The FBI clearance process has been sluggish 

• The ethics clearance process has been sluggish 

• The Senate confirmation process has been damaging, with some Presidential nominees 
being held up without a vote for as long as a year and a half. 

The attached paper addresses the facts surrounding the corruption to which Darlene Druyun has 

now confessed. 

Quite beyond the Air Force is the fact that the Secretary of the Army position has been vacant 18 

months, because of the refusal of the Senate to confirm a nominee. And, it is the Secretary of the 

Army that is the Executive Agent for detainees and, I should add, therefore for Abu Ghraib. 

Something has to be done to fix this process. There is only a modest veneer of civilian control in 

the Department of Defense. With an average 20-25% vacancy rate in the 48 Presidential

appointed Senate-confirmed positions, a President's grip on the Executive Branch is even 

thinner. DoD is responsible for more than three million people, including the active force, the 

. reserve components, civilians and contractors, and a budget of more than $400 billion. 

Operating at a 20-25% vacancy rate during a war is unacceptable. This process needs be fixed. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
11/1/04 Druyun memo 

DIIR:dh 
l 10104-30 OSD 17607-04 

11-L-0559/0SD/037985 
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2 November 2004 

SUBJECT: Darlene Druyun and conuption in the Air Force acquisition process. 
The question is: "How could such major corruption happen, over 
such a long period, without those serving above and around her 
seeing her conuption and reporting it to the proper authorities?" 

The following history offers a clue as to how this might have happened: 

Druyun served as the "civilian" Deputy Assistant Secretary of the U.S. Air 
Force for Acquisition for ten years. 

During the ten years of Druyun's service, the position of her immediate 
superior, the Assistant Secretary of the Air Force for Acquisition, was 
vacant for four of those ten years. As a result, for those four years Druyun 
was the senior civilian in the Air Force acquisition system and in charge of 
the day-to-day activities of all Air Force acquisition. In the six years that 
there was a confirmed Assistant Secretary, daily oversight of Druyun's 
activities was spotty, since there were four Assistant Secretaries who 
moved in and out of the post as her superior, for an average tenure of 
roughly 18 months. 

In addition to Druyun 's post, there is also a "military" Deputy Assistant 
Secretary of the Air Force for Acquisition. During Druyun's ten-year 
tenure, there were four "military" Deputies moving in and out of office. 
But, these three-star general officers were not involved in contracting. It is 
notable that, under Title l O U.S.C., even today only a senior civilian can 
make major acquisition decisions. Military officers, no matter how senior, 
cannot do so. Therefore, by virtue of her position as the senior Air Force 
acquisition civilian, all procurement information passed through and was 
controlled by her. 

To further add to the turbulence in Air Force acquisition, during her ten
year tenure, there were five Secretaries or Acting Secretaries of the U.S. Air 
Force. And, there were four different Under Secretaries of Defense for 
Acquisition, Technology and Logistics to provide oversight of Air Force 
acquisition organization and processes. The rapid turnover reduced 
continuity of adult supervision. 

However, within twelve months of the current Air Force Secretary being 
confirmed, and within seven months of having an Assistant Secretary of the 
Air Force for Acquisition confirmed, the Air Force acquisition organization 

'""" 11-L-0559/0SD/037986 
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and processes were altered to ensure that no one person could acquire too 
much independent acquisition-authority. This had the effect of removing 
much of the organizational power Druyun had accumulated over time. She 
chose to retire shortly thereafter. 

The turbulence in the civilian political appointees, both the Secretaries of the Air 
Force and the Assistant Secretaries of the Air Force for Acquisition, plus the 
turbulence in the "military" acquisition officials, is a formula for problems. The 
combination of that turbulence, coupled with the statutory requirements, and the 
serious delays in getting political appointees through the FBI clearances, the ethics 
clearances and the Senate confirmation process, all conspire to create an 
environment that is hospitable to corruption. And corruption is what we got. 

To what extent this set of circumstances caused corruption of such magnitude will 
never be known with certainty. But facts are facts, and I am persuaded these facts 
were a nontrivial part of the problem. They need to be fixed. 

2 

"P8ti8 
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ROBERTL. EHRLICH,JR. 
GOVERNOR 

Olficeof Legal Counsel 
Shaw House, Room 201 
21 State Circle 
Annapolis, Maryland 21401 

STATE OF MARYLAND 
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 

October 26, 2004 

The Honorable Donald H. Rurnsfeld 
Secretary of Defense 
Office of the Secretary of Defense 
Room 33880 
1300 Defense Highway 
Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301. 

Dear Mr. Rc~~~~i: J""fif . ( _,, 

,. q l 

Jervis S. Finney, Chief Counsel 
J.P. Scholtes, Deputy Counsel 

Arielle. Fougy Hinton, Deputy Counsel 
Tele: (410) 974-3005. 
Fax: !(b}(6) I 

For openers, permit me again to reiterate the pleasure 
and uplifting that your fine (if brief) visit to Annapolis 
several months ago provided the Governor and all the rest 
of us. Even from a great wrestler (now more that a half
century ago), it was special. All the members of my office 
Join me in our gratitude, prominently displaying our photo 
with you. 

Your distinguished career of honor and persistence in 
devoted service to our beloved country will retain all of 
its outstanding character, whatever the future holds. 

On an item of governmental as well as perional 
privilege,. Clarence Watson 11 Watty" Wheelwright was a close, 
also under-age carousing friend of mine,. who joined the Air 
Force to. defend our country when the Korean War began. As 
gunner on a B-26. bomber, AIC Wheelwright went down with his. 
aircraft on a bombing run over North Korea on May 31, 1952. 
There were no survivors. Since then his sister Martha and 
brother-in-law have tirelessly worked with U.S. officials 
to recover his remains. The exact site has. been 
pinpointed. 

Most recently, Martha Wheelwright Galleher was. 
extensively briefed in May at the Korean and Cold War 
Annual Government Accounting Initiative Meeting by Doug 

oso 17608- 04 
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Blasser,. an expert on POW/MIA issues, particularly with 
respect to the Soviet involvement in the Korean War .. Mary 
Beth Carozza, Deputy Chief of Staff for Governor Ehrlich,. 
and Tom Hance, Director of Maryland's Washington Office, 
became involved at my request. Claude Chafin of your 
office and Babs. Chase,. Intergovernmental Relations for DOD, 
have been involved and most cooperative. Please convey my 
and Martha Wheelwright Galleher' s personal. appreciation to 
them. 

My file reflects that Watty Wheelwright's identifier 
is. Tasker Number 2003015143. (AIC Clarence w. Wheelwright) . 
As you know far better than I, the USG has been negotiating 
with North Korea for nine years, with North Korea approving 
only three areas for search. It is. my impression that 
Watty' s remains are. in or within walking distance of one of 
those sites. It is. not clear to me whether a specific 
request as to the precise site, or a further general 
request, is now appropriate. Whatever, your departmental 
colleagues have been processing my inquiry, and anything 
you can do personally to assist would also be greatly 
welcomed .. Governor Ehrlich,. Mary Beth Carozza,. Tom Hance, 
and all the other members. of this. office join me in 
forwarding our genuine appreciation. 

Finally, please give my very best to Joyce, with 
congratulations on all her efforts, most particularly in 
trying to keep you, Nedgar, Debbie,. and the other New 
Triers in line. 

As 

JSF/svh 

ever, ( 

~ 
/ 

cc:. Mary Beth Carozza, Deputy Chief of Staff 
Mr .. Tom Hance, Director,. D. C. Office ( for forwarding) 
Ms .. Martha Wheelwright Galleher 
Mr .. Redmond C.S. Finney 

11-L-0559/0SD/037989 



November 8, 2004 
I. 

TO: Paul Butler 

f)aU\ BU\\~kOM: DonaldRumsfel~, 

~SUBJECT: Letter ti-om Jervis Finney 

Please take a look at this letter from my friend,Jerve Finney. He works with 

Governor Bob Ehrlich .. You will see Finney's name at the. top, on the. letterhead .. 

He is a very close friend - please see what you can do about this and update me. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
10/26/04 J. Finney letter to. Sec Def 

DHR:ss 
110804-5 

11-L-0559/0SD/037990 
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November 8,2004 

TO: Paul Butler 

FROM:. Donald Rumsfel~, 

SUBJECT: Letter from Jervis Finney 

Please. take. a look at this. letter from my friend,Jerve Finney. He. works with 

Governor Bob Ehrlich. You will see Finney's name. at the. top, on the letterhead .. 

He. is a very close friend - please see. what you can do about this. and update me. 

Thanks .. 

Attach .. 
10/26/04 J. f-iinney letter to. Sec Def 

DHR:ss 
110804-5 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by I Y 15' / 0 ~ 
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STATE OF MARYLAND 

OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 
,. q j 

ROBERTL EHRUCH,JR 
GOVERNOR 

Oflice of Legal Counsel 
Shaw House, Room 201 
21 State Circle 
Annapolis, Maryland2140t 

October 26, 2004 

The Honorable Donald H .. Rumsfeld 
Secretary of Defense 
Office of the Secretary of Defense 
Room 33880. 
1300 Defense Highway 
Pentagon 
Washington, D.C .. 20301 

Dear Mr. Yt{~t~ ~{ : J,..'if c-"11 

Jervis $. Finney, Chief Counsel 
J.P. Scholtes, Deputy Counsel 

Arielle Fougy Hinton, Deputy Counsel 
Tele: 410 974-3005. 
Fax: (b}(6) 

For openers, permit me again to reiterate the. pleasure 
and uplifting that your fine (if brief) visit to Annapolis 
several months ago provided the Governor and all the rest 
of us. Even from a great wrestler (now more that a half
century ago),. it. was special. All the members of my office 
join me in our gratitude, prominently displaying our photo 
with you. 

Your distinguished career of honor and persistence in 
devoted service to our beloved country will retain all of 
its outstanding character,.whatever the future holds .. 

On an item of governmental as. well as per§onal 
privilege, Clarence Watson "Watty" Wheelwright was a close, 
also under-age carousing friend of mine, who joined the Air 
Force. to defend our country when the Korean War began. As. 
gunner on a B-26 bomber, AIC Wheelwright went down with his 
aircraft on a bombing run over North Korea on May 31, 1952. 
There were no survivors. Since then his sister Martha and 
brother-in-law have tirelessly worked with U.S. officials 
to recover his remains. The. exact site has. been 
pinpointed. 

Most recently, Martha Wheelwright Galleher was 
extensively briefed in May at the Korean and Cold War 
Annual Government Accounting Initiative Meeting by Doug 

oso 17608-04 
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Blasser,. an expert on POW/MIA issues, particularly with 
respect to the Soviet involvement in the Korean War. Mary 
Beth Carozza, Deputy. Chief of Staff for Governor Ehrlich, 
and Tom Hance, Director of Maryland's Washington Office,. 
became involved at my request. Claude. Chafin of your 
office and Babs Chase, Intergovernmental Relations for DOD, 
have been involved and most cooperative. Please convey my 
and Martha Wheelwright Galleher' s personal. appreciation to 
them. 

My file reflects that Watty Wheelwright's identifier 
is Tasker Number 2003015143 (AIC Clarence w. Wheelwright) . 
As. you know far better than I,. the OSG has been negotiating 
with North Korea for nine years, with North Korea approving 
only three areas for search. It is my impression that 
Watty' s remains are. in or within walking distance. of one of 
those sites .. It is not clear to me whether a specific 
request as to the precise site, or a further general 
request,. is now appropriate. Whatever,. your departmental 
colleagues have. been processing my inquiry,. and anything 
you can do personally to assist would also be greatly 
welcomed .. Governor Ehrlich,. Mary Beth Carozza,. Tom Hance, 
and all the. other members. of this. off ice join me. in 
forwarding our genuine appreciation. 

Finally, please give my very best to Joyce, with 
congratulations on all her efforts, most particularly in 
trying to keep you, Nedgar, Debbie, and the other New 
Triers in line. 

As ever, 

JSF/svh 

cc:. Mary Beth Carozza,. Deputy Chief of 
Mr. Tom Hance,. Director,. D.C .. Offic 
Ms .. Martha Wheelwright Galleher 
Mr. Redmond C.S. Finney 

11-L-0559/0SD/037993 
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OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
2400 DEFENSE PENTAGON. 

Mr .. Jervis S. Finney 
Chief Legal Counsel 
Office of the Governor 
Shaw House, Room 201. 
21. StateCircle 
Annapolis, l\1D 2140 l 

Dear Mr. Finney: 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-2400 

' . ••• ('I, c::5 . _, 

- ~! -:E 

0 8 DEG 2004 . 

2004/014850 

This. is in response to your inquiry to SecretaryRumsteld concerning your friend 
Allman First Class. Clarence Wheelwright who wa\ lost during the Korean War .. A~ the 
Department of Defense office responsible for accounting for Americans missing from oor 
Nation's wars, we are pleased to provide the following information. 

We are not certain that we have pinpointed the exact location c.f Airman 
Wheelwright's crash site or burial location. The Russian document that provides us with 
our most detailed information on the shoot down states:." A search group established that 
on 31. May 1952 at 2300 hours. a burning B-26 type aircraft passed at low altitude through 
the Sonchenregion on a southwesterly course.and crashed near the. village An-Khari 20 
meters. :fa:::m the railway bed. The aircraft broke into pieces upon impact; the three-man 
crew perished and was buried by Korean citizens on the. following day." 

. 
We believe that "An-Khari"is. probably the Russian transliteration of the present 

vi II age Anha-ri by general area and presence of the nain rai I line. A possible 
complication is that even if the village name is correct, it is possible that the village may 
have moved. North Koreans often relocate villages due. to constructionor reclamation .. 
Secondly, there is no mention of the crew's burial location. So while. wc are. fortunate to 
have. this. documentation, we are far from having an exact location to excavate .. 

Unfortunately, the.North Korean government imposes significant restrictions on cur 
access to their country. Therefore,cur ability to investigate this crash site depends on the 
North Korean government allowing our teams access to the. m·ea. In any case, we. do wish 
to investigate this site, as well as other aircraft crash sites in the vicinity .. The 
a1Tangement wc concluded last month with the No1th Koreans provides for a Korean 
People's Anny (KPA} pre-investigative period in March and a joint investigation period 
in July 2005 .. Ptior to startingjoint field activities in North Korea in 2005,. we intend to 
propose that our teams investigate this crash site.and others during thejoint investigative 
period in July. 

G 
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... 

We appreciate your concem and suppo1t for this important humanitarian issue. 
Please. convey to. Mrs. Gallaherthat we ·are pursuing every avenue of investigation and 
making every effort possible to account for her brother and his. fellow service members 
missing from the. Korean War. If we may be of fmther assistance, please contact us. 

2. 

Sincerely, 

Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense 
POW/Missing Personnel Affairs 

11-L-0559/0SD/037995 



OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY. OF DEFENSE 
2400 DEFENSE PENTAGON. 

INTERNATIONAL 
SECURITY AFFAIRS 

Mr. Jervis S. Finney 
Chief Legal Counsel. 
Office of the Governor 
Shaw House. Room 20 I 
21 State. Circle. 
Annapolis, 1\1D 2 1401. 

Dear Mr. Finney: 

WASHINGTON, DC. 20301-2400 

• • • ('l. C' C: 
..... ·.,;' 

~ - -

O 8 DEC 2004 

2004/014850 

This. is in response. to your inquiry to Secretary Rumsfeld concerning your friend 
Airman First Class Clarence Wheelwright who was lost during the Korean War. A<.;, the 
Department of Defense office responsible for accounting for Americans missing from our 
Nation's wars. we are pleased to provide the following information. 

We are not certain that we have pinpointed the exact location of Airman 
Wheel wright· s crash site or burial location. The Russian document that provides us with 
our most detailed information on the shoot down states: "A search group established that 
on 31 May 1952 at 2300 hours. a burning B-26. type. aircraft passed at low altitude. through 
the Sonchenregion on a southwesterlycourse. and crashed near the village An-Khari 20 
meters from the railway bed .. The. aircraft broke into pieces upon impact; the three-man 
crew perished and was. buried by Korean citizens on the following day." 

We believe that "An-Khari". is probably the Russian transliteration of the present 
village Anha-ri by general area and presence of the main rail line .. A possible 
complication is that even if the. village name is correct, it is possible that the village may 
have moved.. No1th Koreans often relocate. villages. due. to construction or reclamation .. 
Secondly,there. is no mention of the. crew's burial location .. So while. we are. f01tunate to 
have. this. documentation, we. are far from having an exact location to excavate .. 

Unfortunately, the North Korean government imposes significant restrictions on our 
access. to their country. Therefore, our ability to investigate this crash site depends on the 
North Korean government allowing our teams access to the area. In any case, we do wish 
to investigate this. site, as well as. other aircraft crash sites in the vicinity. The. 
arrangement we. concluded last month with the No11h Koreans provides for a Korean 
People's Army (KPA) pre-investigative period in March and ajoint investigation period 
in July 2005. Prior to startingj oint field activities in North Korea in 2005, we intend to 
propose that our teams investigate. this. crash site and others during the.joint investigative 
period inJuly. 

P. 
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We appreciate your concern and support for this important humanitarian issue. 
Please convey to Mrs. Gallaher that we-are pursuing every avenue of investigation and 
making every effort possible to account for her brother and his fellow service members 
missing from the Korean War. If we may be. of further assistance.please contact us .. 

Sincerely, 

- <_). <7. '.j 
,<>#r,,7"fo..l Je~ 0 

Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense 
POW /Missing Personnel Affairs 

2 
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TO: President George W. Bush 

CC: 

FROM: 

Vice President Richard B. Cheney 
The Honorable Colin Powe11 

Dr. Condoleezza Rice A ~ 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ ,~, 

SUBJECT: Iraqi Security Forces Update 

Dear Mr. President, 

November 4, 2004 

Attached is the latest update on Iraqi Security Forces. I'm sending a copy along to 

UK's Minister of Defense Geoff Hoon, so that he can provide one to Prime 

Minister Blair. 

Respectfully, 

Attach. 
I l/1 /04 Iraqi Security Forces Update 

DHR:ss 
110404-7 

OSD 17639 -04 
F8U8 

11-L-0559/0SD/037998 
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Iraqi Security Forces Update 

1 November 2004 

Data as of: 1 Nov 04 Version M2 1 
11-L-0559/0SD/037999 



Grand Total all Ira i Securi Forces 
T"\ - -~-~-•IT __ "-'•• l 
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• Ministry of Interior Forces 
-Police 
-Civil Intervention Force 

-Emergency Response 

-Border Enforcement 

-Highway Patrol 

-Dignitary Protection 

• Ministry of Defense Forces 
-Army 
-National Guard 

-Intervention Force 

-Special Operations 

-Air Force 
-Coastal Defense Force 

Data as of: 1 Nov 04 

•1111 

Trained & Equipped 

63,844 

Trained & Equipped 

50,941 

114,785 

11-L-0559/0SD/038000 
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Trained and Equipped Iraqi Security Forces 

300000~~~~~ 

150000 -+----1 

50000 

May 2003= 
0 Iraqi Security 

Forces 

Ill Iraqi Regular Army 
llEI Iraqi National Guard 
• Border Enforcement 
o Army Special Opns Bde 

o Iraqi lntel'\ention Force 
• Iraqi Regular Police SeNce 
o Ci\11 lntel'\ention Force 
• Coastal Defense & Air Force 

•1111 

- Does not include 74,000 in Facilities Protection Service trained by Ministry Of Interior but employed by other 
ministries. 

Data as of: 1 Nov 04 

11-L-0559/0SD/038001 
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Ministr of Interior Forces-Projection 
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Projected Percentage of goals of Capable (Manned, Trained, and Equipped) Units on hand over time 

Security 
Force 
Element 

Regular Iraqi 
Police <1> 

Special Police 
Regiments 

Public Order 
Battalions 

Emergency 
Response Unit 

Iraqi Highway 
Patrol <2> 

Bur. of 
Dignitary 
Protection 

Special Police 
Commando 
Battalions 

Dept of Border 
Enforcement (3) 

Current 
Targeted 
End State 

135,000 

1,200 

3,600 

270 

6,300 

500 

2,019 

32,000 

45% 

57% 

Notes 
1. Police figures reflect trained and equipped lndfvlduals, not units 

1 MAYOS 

46% 

62% 60% 

2. On 23 October, lraql Highway Patrol authori~tlons were expanded from 1,500 to 6,300 officers. 
Training tlmellnes for the expanded force are under development. 

3. Border Police considered trained based on training by coalition forces; capabilities are uneven 

Data as of: 1 Nov 04 

11-L-0559/0SD/038002 

-·---- ~--
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1 AUG05 1 JAN 06 

59% 

Legend 

Ill 10.100 % OF REQUIREMENT 

D 40·69 % OF REQUIREMENT 

1139 °/o OR LESS OF REQUIREMENT 
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Projected Percentage of goals of Capable (Manned, Trained, and Equipped) Units on hand over time* 

Security 
Force 
Element 

Iraqi Regular 
Army 

Iraqi 
Intervention 
Force 

Iraqi National 
Guard 

Commando 
Battalion 

Iraqi Counter 
Terrorism 
Force 

Current 
Targeted 

End State 

27,000 

6,584 

61,904 

1,516 

451 

*Based on achievement of Limited Operational Capability 

Data as of: 1 Nov 04 

44% 

67% 

66% 

58% 67% 

40% 

1 MAY 05 1 AUG 05 

58% 

Legend 

70-100 % OF REQUIREMENT 

D 40-69 % OF REQUIREMENT 

1139 % OR LESS OF REQUIREMENT 

11-L-0559/0SD/038003 
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MNF-1 and Iraqi Security Forces 
..... ,.,.,,__,_•WT __ l'\.-1 .. ~ ' 
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Albania 
Australia 

74 El Salvador 
375 Estonia 

Armenia 0 
Azerbaijan 
Bulgaria 
Czech Rep 
Denmark 

150 Hungary 
444 Italy 

98 Japan 
426 Kazakhstan 

D Iraqi Forces On Hand D MNF·I 

Data as of: 1 Nov 04 

MNF-1 = 32 Countries 
380 Korea 2,803 Norway 
48 Latvia 133 Poland 

Lithuania 87 Portugal 
276 Macedonia 33 Romania 

3,131 Moldova 11 
792 Mongolia 132 

30 Netherlands 1,473 

CIVIL INTERVENTION FORCE 

EMERGENCY RESPONSE UNIT 

BUREAU OF DIGNITARY PROTECTION 

HIGHWAY PATROL 

SPECIAL POLICE COMMANDO BATTALIONS 

DEPT OF BORDER ENFORCEMENT 

ARMY 

NAT'LGUARD 

INTERVENTION FORCE 

SPECIAL OPS FORCES 

AIR FORCE 
COASTAL DEFENSE 

47°/o 

D Trained Iraqi Forces D MNF-1 

11-L-0559/0SD/038004 

1,196 

166 
388 

555 

2,019 

18,375 

12,654 

44,873 

6,916 

669 

206 

536 

•1111 
9 Tonga 

2,452 Ukraine 
129 United Kingdom 
745 us 

Total 

63 
1,595 
7,862 

131,376 

155,392 

Other Forces 

Facilities Protection 
Service 
73,992 

NATO Trainin Team= 41 

6 



NATO Training 
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• ....,.. -•••'-•Ma -~"- '-IIIIJ . 

• NATO Training Implementation Mission-Iraq (NTIM-1) becc 
NATO Training Mission-Iraq (NTM-1) when the Activation < 

published. 

• Prime Minister Allawi will address the North Atlantic Count 
Brussels on 5 November. 

• NATO Force Generation Conference scheduled 8-9 Nove1 
Mons, Belgium to seek fulfillment of NTM-1 force requirem1 

Data as of: 1 Nov 04 

11-L-0559/0SD/038005 
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Back Up 

Data as of: 1 Nov 04 

11-L-0559/0SD/038006 



Iraqi Security Forces Mol Update 

COMPONENT AUTHORIZED ON DUTY 

POLICE 135,000 87,248 

CIVIL 
INTERVENTION 4,920 1,196 
FORCE 

EMERGENCY 
270 166 

RESPONSE UNIT 

BORDER 
32,000 20,039 

ENFORCEMENT 

HIGHWAY 6,300 925 
PATROL* 

DIGNITARY 
500 

PROTECTION 484 

SPECIAL POLICE 
2,019 

COMMANDO BNS 2,019 

TOTAL 176,209 112,077 

• On 23 October. lraql Highway Patrol Authorizations were expanded from 1,500 to 6,300 officers. 
Training tlmellnes for the expanded force are under development 

Data as of: 1 Nov 04 

TRAINED & 
EQUIPPED 

43,439 

0 

91 

18,375 

555 

484 

900 

63,844 

11-L-0559/0SD/038007 
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TRAINED & 
100% OF 

EQUIPPED ON AUTHORIZED 

31 JAN '05 
TRAINED & 
EQUIPPED 

52,800 JUL '06 

3,120 JUL '05 

270 MAY '05 

19,889 AUG '06 

TBD TBD 

500 
DEC '04 

2,019 
JAN '05 

79,153 AUG '06 
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Iraqi Security Forces MoD Update 
•1111 

LIMITED FULL OPERATIONAL 31 JAN '05 100% FULL 
OPERATIONAL CAPABIL TY(21 L/F CAPABILITY OPERATIONAL 

COMPONENT AUTHORIZED CAPABILITYf1 I (BATTALIONS) CAPABILITY 

ARMY 27,000 3,887 620 10,915 /10,915 JUL '05 

NATIONAL 61,904 43,445 0 45,000 / 0 SEP '05 
GUARD 

INTERVENTION 6,584 0 
1,816 

1794 / 4,790 MAY '05 
FORCE 

SPECIAL OPS 1,967 597 0 0 I 725 SEP '05 

TBD BASED ON TBD BASED ON 
AIR FORCE 502 167 0 AIRCRAFT AIRCRAFT 

PROCUREMENT PROCUREMENT 

COASTAL 
TBD BASED ON TBO BASED ON 

582 409 0 PATROL BOAT PATROL BOAT 
DEFENSE PROCUREMENT PROCUREMENT 

TOTAL 98,539 48,505 2,436 57,709 / 16,430 MAR '06 

(1)Limited Operational Capability= unit is conducing combat operations, but continues to receive advanced unit training and may still require some 

equipment 
(2) Full Operational Capability= unit is manned, trained, and equipped to prescribed standards and has capability to plan and conduct independent 

operations at company level. Battalion headquarters capable of commanding and controlling battalion operations. 

Data as of: 1 Nov 04 10 
11-L-0559/0SD/038008 



COMPONENT 

Iraqi Police Service 

Clvll Intervention Force 

Emergency Response Unit 

Dept of Border Enforcement 

Highway Patrol 

Bureau of Dignitary Protection 

Speclal Police Commando Battalions 

Iraq Regular Army 

lraql National Guard 

lraql Intervention Force 

Iraqi Special Ops Force 
• Commando Battalion 
• Counter Terrorist Task Force 

Air Force 

Coastal Defense Force 

Data TOTAL 

i Security Fore es Training 
111 

3 Week TIP Training 
8 Week Academy 
Specialized Training 

TRAINING 

6 Week Specialized Training 

8 Week Specialized Training 

4 Week Academy 
Speclallzed Training 

3 Week TIP Training 
8 Week Academy Training 

3 Week Initial Training 
2-3 Week Advanced Training 
Mentoring by US Speclal Forces 

4 Weeks Basic Training 
1-3 Weeks Advanced Training 

Cadre: 4 Weeks 
Basic Training: 4 Weeks 
Collective Training: 4 Weeks 

Basic Training: 3 Weeks 
Collective Training: 4 Weeks 

Cadre: 4 Weeks 
Basic/Collective Training: 8 Weeks 
Urban Operations Training: 6 Weeks 

Field Training Provided by US Special Forces (Small 
Unit tactics Ranger type training) 
12 Week course on Close Quarter Combat 

Varies by specialty: 1-6 months 

Basic Training: 8 Weeks followed by specialized 
Training at Umm Qasr (In Progress) 

11-L-0559/0SD/038009 

NUMBER IN TRAINING 

400 
5,476 

170 

1,196 

75 

0 

0 
NA (Prior Service IPS) 

96 

750 

7,367 

2,013 

5,287 

72 

39 

0 

22,941 11 



Iraqi Security Forces Missions 
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I •1111 
Unit Mission 

Police • Provide law enforcement, public safety and internal security 

Civil Intervention Force • Provide a national level, high end, rapid response police capablflty to counter large scale 
disobedience and insurgents. 

Special Police Commando Bns • Provide a direct action, special operations, and counter Insurgency capabillty in support of 
Ministry of Interior. 

Emergency Response Unit • Provide a special operations police capability in support of the Iraqi Police Service. 

Department of Border • Protect the Integrity of Iraq's border and monitor and control the movement of persons and 
Enforcement goods 

Highway Patrol • Provide law enforcement, publlc safety, and Internal security, and convoy security along Iraq's 
Highways. 

Bureau of Dignitary Protection • Provide close protection, convoy security, and fixed-site security for lraql key polltlcal leaders. 

Regular Army • Defend Iraq against external threats. 
• When directed, assist the Ministry of Interior In providing defense against internal threats to 
national security. 

National Guard , Conduct stablllty operations to su~port the achievement of Internal security, Including (as 
required) support to Ministry of Interior elements. 
• Conduct Constabulary duties In support of Internal security 

Intervention Force • Conduct operations in order to defeat anti•lraqi forces In Iraq, with primary focus on urban 
areas 
• Assist in the restoration of a secure and stable environment In which the Iraqi Police Services 
and Iraqi National Guard can maintain law and order 

Commando Battalion • Sup~ort for Iraqi Counter Terrorist Force. Similar in organization, training, and mission to US 
Army anger Battalion 

Counter•Terrorlst Task Force • Direct action counter-terrorism slmllar In organization, mission, and training to US Special 
Operations Forces with counter.terrorist function 

Air Force • Provide aerial reconnaissance, and rotary and fixed wing transport for Iraqi Security Forces 
and authorities 

Coastal Defense Force • Conduct security operations on the lraql coastline and over territorial waters, Including gas 
and oil platforms out to 12 nautical mlles 
• In conjunction with DBE, conduct police operations on the Iraqi coastline and out to 12 

1~ • ., ... _ .• ,.,. nauttcal mlles to counter piracy, smuggling and other unlawful activities 12 Data as 

11-L-0559/0SD/038010 



Significant Events Since Last Report 
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Man: 
• Intimidation attacks are impacting Iraqi Security Forces' effectiveness and retention in Anbar 

Province and several other locations in the Sunni areas, though there remain no shortage of recruits 
for the military or police. 

Train: 
• Began trainin~ for 96 Bureau of Dignitary Protection students in VIP Personal Security and Motor 

Escort Operations, and graduated 38 students from a VIP Site Security course. 
• Graduated 545 Department of Border Enforcement students on 28 October from four-week courses 

in Customs, Immigration, and Border Police Operations at the Jordan Academy. 
• Graduated 282 law enforcement students from five specialized policing courses at Adnan Training 

Facility on 28 October (Basic Criminal Investigation, Organized Crime Investigation, Iraqi Police 
Service Training Staff Development, and two courses in Election Security Management). 

• Began the Provincial SWAT training program at the Baghdad International Airport Training Facility 
with 22 students from the Baghdad Region. 

• 1st Battalion and the Basic Training battalion completed basic trainin~ courses; MNC-1 units provided 
security escort for soldiers to reduce chances of ambush as the soldiers embarked on leave. 

Equip: 
• Issued 100 weapons, 100 vehicles to Iraqi Police Service. 
• Issued 550 AK 47s, 2445 Body Armor sets, 100k rounds of 7.62 X 39 ammunition, 10,000 desert 

boots, and 3,095 kevlar helmets to Iraqi Armed Forces. 
• Issued 645 9mm Pistols to Iraqi National Guard. 
• Received inbound air shipment of 2,529 AK47s, 50 PKMs and 264 RPKs for Iraqi Armed Forces. 
• Airlifted 1,371 sets of body armor to Mosul for delivery to Iraqi Regular Army units at Al Kasik. 

Data as of: 1 Nov 04 13 
11-L-0559/0SD/038011 



Significant Events Since Last Report 
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Build: 
• 

• 

• 

Intimidation has caused delays in construction at Al Kasik Military Base in Ninewa Province that may 
delay generation of the 3rd Division's final brigade; workarounds being pursued. 
Awarded contracts for Basrah Military Airfield Project and Iraqi Air Force C-130 Base at Baghdad 
International Airport on 29 Oct 04. 
MNSTC-1 has committed over $412 million of $859 million received for construction in the Iraq Relief 
and Reconstruction Fund (IRRF) transfer in early October. MNSTC-1 is ahead of schedule in meeting 
its spending plan goal of $589 million in obligations in the first quarter. 

Mentor/Employ: 
• 1st Brigade, Iraqi Intervention Force; 3rd Brigade(·), Regular Army; 35th Commando Battalion; Iraqi 

Counter Terrorist Force; 3rd Police Commando Battalion; and the Police Emergency Response Unit 
are preparing for operations. 

• 1st Police Commando Battalion commenced successful operation in Mosul; companies from 2nd 
Police Commando Battalion continue good operations in North Babil and Samarra. 

• Ministry of Interior conducted a communications exercise on 25 October with the National Joint Ops 
Center using all available systems in rehearsal for Iraqi voter registration security requirem,nts. 

• CG CPATT met with the Ministry of Interior Deputy Minister for Iraqi Police Service on 26 Odober to 
discuss plans to expand the Special Police Commando force structure by at least three more 
battalions (to six) and, possibly, substantially more. 

Data as of: 1 Nov 04 

11-L-0559/0SD/038012 
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TO: Vice President Richard B. Cheney 

CC: Dr. Condoleezza Rice 

FROM: Donald Rumsfcld ~ 
SUBJECT: Karzai Inauguration 

November 4, 2004 

I think you ought to think about leading the U.S. delegation to Kabul for the 

December 7 Inauguration of Karzai. It is an enormous success for the region and 

the world. It's important for the Global War on Terror. It would really show the 

right level of interest. 

I'd like to go and I think the President ought to think about including Tom Franks 

in the delegation, given all he has done with respect to Afghanistan. 

UIIR:ss 
110404-15 

reuo 
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TO:. Powell Moore 
David Chu 

cc: Gen Dick Myers. 
V ADM. Jim Stavridis 

Donald Rumsfeld m.. 

October 6,2004. 

\FROM: 

·' SUBJECT:. Law Regarding Forced Retirement of Superintendents 

Please. get the. Department working on the task of changing this law so that a 

superintendentat the. Naval Academy can go on to. anotherjob and the. same thing 

in other superintendentpositions .. 

Thanks .. 

Attach .. 
Title. IO Law Chapter 60J - U.S. Naval Academy 

DHR:ss 
100604-l 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by __ .......,, o,L.,IJ-z. ...... ~Ll-'/o ..... ~_,_ __ 

F8~8 
11-L-0559/0SD/038014 OSD 17700-04 
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PERSONNEL AND 
READINESS 

FOR: 

FROM:. 

~.. . ' . · .. : .. 
SEC.~:.<-~.;. · 

UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGCl~- _,rnr1 t':'11/ _-::. 

WASHINGTON, D.C.20301-4000-U, ··, · J : .. , 

INFO MEMO 

November4,2004.-. 1.:00PM 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

. CHU, USD(P&R) /Y 
r A'1. e, c) ~ "</ ,v..,vop 

DR. 

SUBJECT: Forced Retirement of Superintendents--SNOWFLAKE 

• You asked that the. Depmtment get "working on the. task of changing the law so 
that a supe1intendent at the. Naval Academy can go on to anotherjob." 

• Mission Accomplished. With the signing of the. F'Y-05 Authorization Bill,. the 
law has been changed. The Bill provides for a waiver to allow continued 
service beyond an officer's tenure as Superintendent at any of the Service. 
Academies. 

• If the Superintendent is. reassigned or retires before having completed three 
years in that position, the. Service. Secretary must report to Congress. 

Attachments:. As. stated 

l(b )(6) 
Prepared by: Captain Stephen M .. Wellock, .... ____ _. 

11-L-055980/038015 OSD 17700-04 
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TO: Powell Moore 
David Chu 

cc: Gen Dick Myers 
VADM Jim Stavridis 

.Peco 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

October 6,2004 

\

FROM: 

SUBJECT:. Law Regarding Forced Retirement of Superintendents 

Please get the Department working on the. task of changing this law so that a 

superintendent at the Naval Academy can go on to another job and the same thing 

in other superintendent positions. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Title 10 Law Chapter603 - U.S. ~aval Academy 

DHR:ss 
100604-1 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by , oJz,Jo~ 

FOGO 
OSD 17700-04 11-L-0559/0SD/038016 



TO: 

CC:. 

FROM:. 

The. Honorable Andrew H .. Card, Jr. 

Vice President Richard. B. Cheney 

Donald Rumsfeld ? ~ 
SUBJECT:. Defense Policy Board 

~ov es 2004 

We've been thinking about adding Joe Califano, a former Democrat office holder, 

to the. Defense Policy Board .. Given the. President's. comments. this. morning and 

his. desire. to reach out,. I wonder if it might be better to consider Tom Daschle for 

the position. He'd probably be a good member of the Defense Policy Board .. I 

would be happy to make the offer, and we could do it soon if we thought it would 

be helpful to the effort. Probably the sooner we do it, the better.. Please let me 

know .. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
110404-12 

11-L-0559/0SD/038017 
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TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

Paul Butler 

Powell Moore 

Donald Rumsfeld ~-

SUBJECT: Congressional Letters 

POUO 

November 11,2004 

I just looked at Powell Moore's paper on what is changing in the Congress. lt 

seems to me that l should write to some of the people. who are retiring or were 

defeated, people like Daschle~ Nethercutt, Hollings, Schrock, etc. - people l have 

known and maybe some others that I didn't. 

Please get a list of all of the people. who are retiring or were defeated, and draft up 

appropriate. letters where it seems likely that l should do so. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
11/5/04 ASD(LA) memo to SecDef re: hnpad of Elections on Defense Oversight Committees [ OSD 

17729-04) 

DHR:dh 
111104-17 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by 

----. 
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LEGISLATIVE 
AFFAIRS. 

THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFEN$.E ... :'::;:c'.~ .· : ' -~ 
1 f ' • • • • • • • • •• • • • • .- • • • ~ ••• 

WASHINGTON,. DC 20301-1.300 

UNCLASSIFIED 

INFO MEMO 

, .... \_: · .. :... . . ·, 

2fn'l ,,-, f - 5 f.Hf 2·. _"' 7 .. ,J' I • i. , 

November 5,2004 11:15AM. 

13u\\'t10R: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
~9-\}.\ 7 DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

111f .,.f.'c> FROM: Powell A. Moore,. Assistant Secretary of Defense 
for Legislative Affairs !(b}(6) I 

SUBJECT: Impact of Elections. on Defense Oversight Committees 

• The. gain of four seats in the. Senate. and three seats. in the House for the. 
Republican majority is expected to. slightly change the ratios of majority and 
minority members of DoD committees of jurisdiction .. The. Republican term limit 
in both houses will have. a greater impact. 

1. Senate. Armed Services. Committee:. None. of the. 25 members retired or were 
defeated, but the. increase in. the Republican majority will probably lead. to a two 
vote. margin rather than a one. vote margin. No decisions have. been made in this 
regard, but. it is likely that a couple. of Armed. Services. committee members may 
leave.to fill vacancies on the. Senate.Appropriations Committee orthe Senate 
Finance. Committee .. It is. our understanding,. for example,. that Senator Evan Bayh 
has. had. a long-standing interest in the Senate. Finance Committee where. Democrat 
vacancies are. likely as. a result of the. departure. of Senators. Daschle,. Graham and 
Breaux. 

2. SASC Subcommittee. Chairmen: There. will be. a reshuffling. of 
subcommittee chairmen .. Senator McCain will be eligible to become a 
subcommittee chairman .. He. was. previously ineligible. as. a result of his 
chairmanship of the Commerce Committee because. of a Republican rule. that 
prohibits Republicans from simultaneously serving as. a full committee chairman 
and a subcommittee chairman. He will. relinquish Commerce because. of a term 
limit rule .. McCain supposedly favors the Airland Subcommittee underscoring his 
interest in Air Force procurement issues. The. Republican rule prohibiting a 
Senator from simultaneously chairing a full committee and a subcommittee may 
require. Pat Roberts. to give. up. the. SASC Subcommittee on Emerging Threats. 
This. would add to the. subcommittee reshuffle. 

TSASO 
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3 .. House. Armed Services. Committee:. Two members, Congressmen~ 
Virginia and Turner of Texas, have retired and Democrats, Baron Hill of~a, 
Charlie Stenholm of Texas. and Ciro Rodriguez of Texas,. were. defeated. None. of 
the subcommittee. chairmen and ranking members are leaving the. House .. 

Subcommittee of the Senate. Appropriations Committee: Senator 
Hollings' eparture, through retirement, will be. the only change on this. 

U~rt;Qlmmittee. He. may not be replaced as a result of the change in ratios from the 
addition to the Republican majority. 

Senator Stevens. will continue. to serve as Chairman of the Subcommittee. thanks. to 
an exemption from the term limit rule for appropriations subcommittee chairmen .. 
Stevens is starting his. 25th year as. either Chairman or Ranking on the. Defense 
Subcommittee .. Stevens will,. however,. have. to move. from full Appropriations. 
Committee chairmanship to Commerce. Chairman, as a result of the term limit 
rule .. Thad Cochran will replace him as full committee chairman. 

5. Defense Subcommittee of the House Appropriations Committee: Chairman 
Jerry Lewis is required to give up his Chairmanship as a result of term limits and 
he. is expected to be. replaced by Chairman Bill Young who must relinquish the 
Chair of the. full committee as a result of term limits .. Lewis. is a candidate. for full 
committee chairman along with Ralph a of Ohio and Hal Rogers of 
Kentucky. Congressman Geor ethercutt f Washington is leaving the House. 
of Representatives. having · en · o run unsuccessfully for the. Senate. 

6. In the Senate. Leadership, them · c a e will come. as a result of the 
departure of the Majority Leader om Dasch e. Harry Reid of Nevada is 
currently the front runner to repl .? yron Dorgan of North Dakota and 
Dick Durbin of Illinois. are. reported to be interested in the. leadership and may face 
each other to replace Reid as Minority Whip .. 

11-L-0559/0SD/038020 
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LEGISLATIVE. 
AFFAIRS 

• 
THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF. DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1300 

UNCLASSIFIED 

INFO MEMO 

, ... 
1-.. -.,- .. :,··: ... 

.. ,_.· . .,,. -- . 

r, --7 L.
. ., 

-· 

November 5,2004 l l: 15.AM. 

FOR:. SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE (~ J 

--t' ~i ~....L........4-k~c/ FROM: Powell A. Moore, Assistant Secretar . of Defense 
for Legislative. Affairs (b)(6) 

SUBJECT: Impact of Elections on Defense Oversight Committees 

• The gain of four seats. in the Senate. and three seats. in the House. for the. 
Republican majority is expected to slightly change the ratios of majority and 
minority members. ofDoD committees of jurisdiclion. The Republican term limit 
in both houses will have. a greater impact. 

1. Senate. Armed. Services. Committee:. None of the 25. members. retired or were 
defeated, but the increase in the Republican majority will probably lead to a two 
vote. margin rather than a one vote. margin. No decisions. have. been made in this 
regard, but it is likely that a couple of Anned Services. committee. members may 
leave. to fill vacancies on the Senate Appropriations. Committee. or the Senate 
Finance Committee .. It is our understanding, for example, that Senator Evan Bayh 
has had a long-standing interest in the. Senate. Finance Committee where Democrat 
vacancies are likely as a result of the departure of Senators Dasch le, Graham and 
Breaux. 

2.. SASC Subcommittee Chairmen:. There. will be a reshuffling of 
subcommittee chairmen. Senator McCain will be. eligible to become. a 
subcommittee. chairman .. He. was. previously ineligible. as. a result of his 
chairmanship of the. Commerce Committee because. of a Republican rule that 
prohibits. Republicans. from simultaneously serving as a full committee chairman 
and a subcommittee chairman. He will relinquish Commerce because. of a tenn 
limit rule .. McCain supposedly favors the Airland Subcommittee underscoring his 
interest in Air Force. procurement issues. The. Republican rule. prohibiting a 
Senator from simultaneously chairing a full committee and a subcommittee. may 
require. Pat Roberts to give. up the. SASC Subcommittee on Emerging Threats .. 
This. would add to the. subcommittee reshuffle. 

OSD 17729-04 
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3. House Armed Services. Committee:. Two members, Congressmen Schrock of 
Virginia and Turner of Texas, have. retired and Democrats,. Baron Hill of Indiana,. 
Charlie. Stenholm of Texas. and Ciro Rodriguez of Texas, were. defeated. None. of 
the. subcommittee. chairmen and ranking members. are leaving. the. House .. 

4 .. Defense Subcommittee of the Senate. Appropriations Committee:. Senator 
Hollings' departure, through retirement, will be the. only change on. this 
Subcommittee .. He. may not be replaced as. a result of the. change in ratios from the. 
addition to the Republican majority. 

Senator Stevens. will. continue to serve as Chairman of the Subcommittee. thanks to 
an exemption from the. term limit rule for appropriations subcommittee. chairmen .. 
Stevens. is starting his 25th year as either Chairman or Ranking on. the. Defense 
Subcommittee .. Stevens will,. however, have. to move. from full Appropriations 
Committee. chairmanship to. Commerce Chairman, as. a result of the term limit 
rule .. Thad Cochran will replace him as. full committee chairman. 

5. Defense Subcommittee of the. House Appropriations Committee:. Chairman 
Jeny Lewis. is required to give up his Chairmanship as a result of term limits and 
he. is expected to be replaced by Chairman Bill Young who must relinquish the. 
Chair of the full committee as a result of term limits. Lewis is a candidate. for ful I. 
committee chairman along with Ralph Regula of Ohio and Hal. Rogers of 
Kentucky. Congressman George. Nethercutt of Washington is. leaving the. House. 
of Representatives having given up his seat to run unsuccessfully for the Senate .. 

6. In the Senate Leadership, the. major change will come. as.a result. of the 
departure of the. Majority Leader,. Tom Daschle .. Harry Reid of Nevada is 
currently the front runner to replace. him. Byron Dorgan of North Dakota and 
Dick Durbin of Illinois. are. reported to be interested in the. leadership and may face 
each other to. replace Reid as Minority Whip. 

11-L-0559/0SD/038022 
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, ... · .... . September 27 ,2004 ~ 
,. .......... . 

TO: David Chu 

cc: Gen Dick Myers 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~, 

SUBJECT: Joint Credit 

How much longer are. we going to have to wait to straighten out which billets. get 

credit for beingjoint billets? We don't have joint credit for billets that deserve it, 

but we are currently givingjoint credit for billets that don't deserve it. 

I wanl folks to geljoint credil for billets. they ought to havejoint credil for. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
092704·26 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by t O / 1 s / 04: 

0 SD 1 7 7 3 2 -0. 
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CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20318-9999 

INFOMEMO 
7r1!1 ! '"'l! I 7 

CH-2190-~t • ,, · •· Pa 5= 10 
1 7. November. 2004 

FOR: SECRETARYOFDEFENSE 

F"A h 6'/ 
FROM: GeneralRichardB.Myers,CJCS V~ f{J;..¥6"'< /JtJ, 

SUBJECT: Joinl Credit 

• Question. "How much longer are we going lo have lo wait lo slraighten out which billets gel credit 
for beingjoinl billets?. We don't havejoim credit for billets that deserve it, but we are cull'emly 
givingjoint credit for billets. that don't deserve it.. I wam folks lo geljoinl credit for billels lhey 
ought lo havejoim credit for." (TAB) 

• Answer. In response. to SecDef snowflake to USO (P&R), Joint Stafti'J-1,in coordination with 
OSD, developed initiatives lo obtain credit for deserving warfighters. The previous. legal issues. 
regarding.proposedjoint credit were resolved as follows: SecDef, in appropriate cases, could 
exercise his. aulho1ily under IO U.S.C. 664 (b) and waive the slalulory 24-. and 36-month lour 
lengths for full joint duty credit if the positions. are on the Joint Duty Assignment List (JDAL) . For 
US officers to be eligible for this waiver, Joim Staff/J-1 will hold a review board of those positions. 
that warrant joint duty credit, recommend these positions be. added to the JDAL and work with 
OSD K. expedite u JDAL bowd. Individ~ls obtaining J65 days cw"T.iufative credit in an .-pprovQd 
JDAL position will be recommended lo. Sec Def for f ulljoim duty credil.. 

• Analysis. The. actions listed below are planned for completion within the next 90 days. 

• CENTCOM 61: Award cumulativejoint duty credit for 61 nominated Service. specific 
posilions "below" lhe JTF Headquarters. in the USCENTCOM AOR. 

• Full Joint. Duty Credit:. Award full joint duty credit for deserving.JTF-level positions in the 
USCENTCOM AOR. Following USCENTCOM 's development of its. key position listings, my 
staff will recommend their inclusion on the Joint. Duty Assignment List (JDAL). 

• A follow-on call. for positions.lhat wairnntjoinl duty credit, as. well as a list of the officers 
recommended for joint duty credit, will be reviewed by a G/FO board in January 2005 .. The. 
approved positions will be recommended for inclusion in the JDAL .. Officers with 365 days of 
cumulative credil in those positions. will be. recommended for consideralion for fulljoim duty 
credit. 

• In the. spring 0(2005, theJDALwill be analyzed,and.positions. with a modesl level o~jointness 
will be. recommended for delelion .. The Joim Slaff will host a G/FO and SES-level. board to 
develop recommendations. 

COORDINATION: NONE 

Attachment:. 
As stated 

copy to:. 
USD(P&R) 11-L-0559/0SD/038024 

Prepared By: RDML Donna L. Crisp, USN; Director, J-1; ... l (b_)-(6_) ___ __. 
OSD 1773 2-04 
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TO: 

cc: 
FROM: 

David Chu 

Gen Dick Myers 

Donald Rumsfeld ~, 

SUBJECT: Joint Credit 

September 27 ,2004 

How much longer are we going to have. to wait to straighten out which billets get 

credit for beingjoinl billets? We don't have joint credit for billets. that deserve it,. 

but we are. currently givingjoint credit for billets. that don't deserve it. 

1 want folks to getjoint credit for billets they ought to havejoint credit for. 

Thanks. 

OHR:$$ 
092704-26 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by I O / I s / OL.f 

Tab 
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UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE. 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON-. . 

WASHINGTON, D.C .. 20301~ 

INFO MEMO ;-:-: . -· ... r ' .. : :.) 

PERSONNEL ANO 
READINESS. ~ November 5, 2004, 10:00 AM 

FOR .. 

FROM: 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

David S.C. Chu, USD (P&R) 1-ttdlt: L../Z,4(,' ,.:i"'A.,<:'.~(, -~y 
Signature & Date 

SUBJECT: Joint Credit -- SNOWFLAKE 

• Together with the Joint Staff, we are executing the following action plan:. 

• Immediate (December 2004): Ensure deservingjoint wmfighters get appropriate 
creditnow (-1000) 

o Allow cumulativejoint duty credit for 6Jnominated Service-specific positions 
"below". the Joint Task Force (JTF) headquarters in CENTCOM which would not 
otherwise qualify (solution is to dual-hat the incumbents in a qualifying position),. 

o Ask you to exercise your waiver authority to award full joint duty credit for 
deserving JTF-level. positions in Iraq, Afghanistan and Hom of Africa, if the 
period of service. does. not meet the statutory minimum. General Casey and 
CENTCOM.are. completing nominations. Positions elsewhere. may also deserve 
credit and we. will pursue .. 

• Near-term(Summer 2005): Broaden Joint Duty Listing 

o Add/delete positions based on actual joint content (RAND assisting Department),. 
as confirmed by a Validation Board .. 

o Complete strategic review of joint officer management by due date. (January 2006) 
(FY05 Authorization Act). Results of RAND)s analysis and Validation Board's 
conclusions should be ready for your review by sum mer 2005. 

• Long-term {January 2007): Strategic review of total work force (FY05 Authorization 
Act directs follow-on strategic review of senior civilians,.senior noncommissioned 
officers, and senior Reserve leadership). 

. l(b )(6) 
Prepared By: Captain Stephen M .. Wellock, .... ___ ___, 

0 0 SD 1 7 7 3 2 • 0 4 
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September 27 ,2004 ~-

TO:. David Chu 

cc: Gen Dick Myers 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~" 

SUBJECT: Joint Credit 

How much longer are. we. going lo have. lo wait lo slraighten out which billets. get 

credit for beingjoint billets?. We. don'l havejoint credit for billets. lhat deserve. il,. 

but we are cunently givingjoint credit for billets that don't deserve it. 

I want folks to get joint credit for billets. lhey. ought lo havejoint credit for. 

Thanks. 

DHR;ss 
092704-26 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by l O J I s / 04 

Fooe 0 so 1 7 7 3 2 -o 4 
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TO: Paul Wolfowitz 
Gen. Dick Myers 
Gen. Pete Pace 

CC: Doug Feith 
Lt Geo Sharp 
Tina Jonas 
VADM Willard 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld If)(\ 
SUBJECT: Afghanistan Funding 

TABA 

September 15, 2004 

Please take a close look at the costs of funding ongoing and future security 
operations in Afghanistan. Clearly, there will be increasing pressure to reduce 
overall costs and to control such funding through the normal budget process. 

We need to be sure that: 

• Any security projects we put in place (ANA, Police, infrastructure) can be 
.sustained by the Afghanis in the long run. 

• We create a force, both in size and infrastructure, which is appropriate to 
Afghanistan. reflecting its economy and circumstances, as opposed to 
creating something along American lines and standards. 

• The interagency must be supportive of this process, to include fully and 
correctly staffing the Embassy, cooperating with us on funding, and 
agreeing with our approach. 

Please come back to me with some thoughts on this as part of a larger Afghan . 
Security Strategy soon. 

Than.ks. 

DHJb,a 
091504-6 

......•...•..•••...•...••...•...•••...•........•...•....•....•.......•••. 
Please respond by ?,'? S 11.£ 0 'f 

: j( ~-

!ODO 

0SD 

~ 

17919~04 t 
C, 
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TO:. 

FROM:. 

Gen Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 
Doug Feith 

Donald Rumsfcld 1). 
SUBJECT: Iraqi Elections 

TAB 

OCT 112004 

ss" 

I'm concerned that Ptime Minister Allawi may be counting too heavily on UN 

paiticipation in the upcoming elections. If the UN pulls out,. I think the elections 

should still go fo1ward, 

l wonder what we should do about GEN Casey and Amb Ncgropontc beginning 

the. process of working them on that, so it doesn't just stop if the UN gets skittish 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
101904-14. 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by __ I o_l-z.._q_J._o .... l/: __ 

(:·,,t 
,····:, 
,. :, 

l,,i.1 

·: ~ 

I,.' 

f:.,:·, 
.-· :~ 
·· .. t .. :·· 
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CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20318-9999 

INroMEMO 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: General Richard B. Myers, CJCSfJ,11/it !'I 
SUBJECT: Iraqi Elections. 

CM-2172-04 
9 November. 2004 

• Issue. ''I'm concerned that Prime Minister Allawi may be counting too heavily on 
UN participation in the upcoming elections .. . l wonder what we should do about ··, 
GEN Casey and Amb Negroponte beginning the process of working them on that,. 
so it doesn't just stop if the UN gets skittish." (TAB) 

• Conclusion. General Casey, Commander, Multinational. Forces in Iraq (MNF-I), 
and Ambassador Negroponte should reinforce to Prime Minister Allawi the. US 
commitmentto sustain support for the Iraqi elections and stress that while the UN 
presence. is important, it is not a requirement.. Mr. Allawi and other key leaders of 
the Iraqi Interim Government (IIG) have. been consistent and public about the 
importance of executing the. national elections in January 2005 .. In coordination 
with. the US Embassy and the IIG, MNF-I has developed detailed plans for 
support. 

• Discussion .. MNF-I's plans include security for distribution of materials, key 
officials and polling places. The Joint Staff, USCENTCOM and MNF-I arc also 
working with the UN leadership on the ground in Baghdad and in New York to 
demonstrate US commitment to the. elections and the security of UN personnel and 
facilities. The United Nations has a small number of election officials in Iraq, 
with plans to expand over the. next several months .. While important, their 
presence would not be the. deciding factor in the success of the elections; in the 
end, it is Iraqi participation that will decide that outcome. 

COORDINATION:. NONE 

A ttachmcnt: 
As stated 

Prepared By: LTG Walter L.. Sharp, USA; Director,J-5~ .... r_)(-6) ___ .... 

· ..• ,~ 
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POGO 

Paul Butler TO:. 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~~ 
SUBJECT: November 14 Invitation 

October 22,2004. 

I can't attend this.Boy ScouteventonNovember 14 .. Please.have someone write a 

letter of congratulations. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Boy Scout Invitation for Nov 14 

DIIR:ss 
102204-1 

8888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888881. 

Please respond by ________ _ 

oso 17965-04 

11-L-0559/0SD/038031 
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Hoy Smuts of America Community Troop 613 
1121 llniwrsity Blvd. W .. #103 
Silver Spri11p., Maryland, 20902 

Octob~r 15. 2004 

The Honorable Don,tld Rumsfeld 
Secretary of Defense 
The Pentagon 
Washington,. DC 20301-3400 

Dear Secretary Rumsfeld: 

The Scouts, Leaders. and Members. of the Committee. Boy Scout Troop. 6 I J take great 
pleasure in announcing that:. 

Having completed the requirements. for, and having been examined by an 
Eagle Scout Board of Review 

Nathaniel Shalom 
Was found worthy of the. rank of Eagle Scout. 

In honor of this achievement, we have scheduled an Eagle Scout Court of Honor to be 
held at 6 o'clock PM on November 14,2004at: 

The Kemp Mill Synagogue 
11910 Kemp Mill Road 

Silver Spring,. Maryland. 

In. the event. that. you. are. unable to attend,. we would greatly appreciate a letter or 
certificate acknowledging. his achievement.. We. will compile. it with. other 
acknowledgments. and placed in a scrapbook commemorating. this special. occasion. 

Thank you for taking time from your extremely busy schedule. to help this. community 
recognize the achievements and service. of Eagle Scout Nathaniel E .. Shalom. 

Sincerely, 

The Members. of Troop 6 I 3 

National Capital Area Council, Rock Creek District 

0SD 17965-04 

11-L-0559/0SD/038032 



As the Boy Scouts. of America 
approaches its centennial, it seems. 
appropriate that the. distinction of the. 
Eagle Scout award has. been bestowed .. 
Local Scout Nathaniel Shalom earned 
the. Eagle Rank in June. of 2004; the. 
medal will be formally presented to. him 
in November. Open to all boys of ages. 
eleven to eighteen,. Scouting. stands. for 
and upholds. the. ideals of leadership,. 
citizenship,. service, and collective skill.. 
Boys have the. opportunity to earn 
numerous awards. and achieve specific 
ranks within the Scouts,. of which. Eagle 
is. the highest.. Nathaniel joined the 
organization in 2000. and since then has 
worked toward Eagle. with. unwavering 
dedication. 

Internationally recognized for 
nearly one hundred years, the. Eagle rank 
is. the. epitome of achievement in 
Scouting. Requiring excellence in. 
Scouting's entire repertoire of skills, less 
than three. percent of all Boy Scouts. 
reach the rank. Because of its. demanding. 
requirements, maturity, focus, and 
dedication are crucial.. While. time added 
a certain challenge,. Nathaniel considers. 
that aspect of thejourney a definite 
factor contributing to his. motivation .. He. 
also is grateful for his expedience in the. 
Cub Scouts,. open to boys. not yet old 
enough to become Boy Scouts. While a 
Cub Scout, he earned the. Arrow of Light 
Award,. its.highest recognition. 

Going. beyond fulfilling. basic. 
requirements,. Nathaniel made sure. to 
exemplify excellence. At each level of 
advancement,. he earned recognition for 
achievement far beyond that required for 
the. Eagle rank. 

He was the first in his area to 
receive. the. prestigious Etz. Chaim award 
for religious accomplishment, and has 
been recently elected to Scouting's 
national honor society. He has also 

pushed himself to earn additional 
awards .. Knowing that setting an 
example helps to. inspire his troop's 
future success, Nathaniel sets. high goals. 
He. endeavors to. pass on the ideals of 
Scouting to all youth. 

Recently graduated, Nathaniel 
has. pursued excellence. beyond Scouting. 
His. accomplishments include. becoming 
Valedictorian of his. class. as. well as. 
earning school wide Math. and Science 
awards .. He served as. school yearbook 
editor, and also become a Maryland 
Distinguished Scholar.. He. has studied 
classical piano for ten. years,. and is 
largely involved in. martial arts. 

Fully. believing. in dedication,. 
Nathaniel looks. forward to applying 
himself in the. years to come .. Interested 
in attending MIT and the University of 
Maryland, his. study plans. include. 
computer science,. mathematics, 
engineering, and music .. As. far as. 
continued involvement with the. Boy 
Scouts of America, he hopes to continue. 
as. an adult leader within a local troop, 
considering the. Scouting experience lo 
be. an essential part of life. 

11-L-0559/0SD/038033 
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Mr.. Nathaniel. Shalom 
c/o Eagle Scout Court of Honor 

Dear Nathaniel, 

Congratulations on achieving the rank of Eagle Scout! 
Unfortunately,l will not be able to make it to your upcoming 
Court of Honor, but I do want to join your family, friends, and 
fellow troop members in extending best wishes on this special 
occasion. 

This significant milestone is a result of hard work and 
commitment. The. leadership skills you have gained will not 
only serve you well in the future, but also set a fine example for 
those. who fol low in your footsteps. 

With my best wishes,. 

Sincerely, 

~o rJ\ 

ft)Jb 
~au\ au,\et 

I'\ t 
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EAGIB SCOUT COURT OF HONOR 
EVENT COORDINATOR 
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THE. SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASH ING TON. 

Mr. Nathanie1 Shalom 
c/o Eagle Scout Court of Honor 
Event Coordinator 
(b )(6) 

Dear Nathaniel, 

NOV 9 2004 

Congratulations on achieving the rank of Eagle Scout! 
Unfortunately, I will not be able to make it to your upcoming 
Court of Honor, but I do want to join your family, friends, and 
fellow troop members in extending best wishes on this special 
occasion. 

This significant milestone is a result of hard work and 
commitment. The leadership skills you have gained will not 
only serve you well in the future, but also set a fine example for 
those who follow in your footsteps. 

With my best wishes, 

OSD 17965-04 
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TO: Jim Haynes 

FROM: Donald. Rumsfel~ 

SUBJECT:. State and CIA Deployment Policy 

Please. find out if the Department of State and CIA can order their employees to go 

to foreign posts, or if they can only ask them to do so .. 

Thanks. 

DIIR:ss 
102804-15 ;1:~s:· ;;;;:~~ ~~; .... ·,·,. i, i o ~ ....................................... . 
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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE -··· ---~ ... - , -: -,··-- .. : .. , -- .. 
OFFICEOFGENERALCOUN

1
~:·-·:,· ·_ '.--·:~·-··'.·_ 

1600Dl<:Fl<:NSRPENTAGON ;1~ ·• ·· . . . .. -·. 
WASHINGTON.DC 20301-1600 , 

INFO MEMO ?ri':I •.--,., - 1 r::i S: L' 4 
. ; ~ t···· • • • • ! .,,r 1 

November 9,2004,.5:00 P.M. 

FOR: SECRETARY OFDEFENSE 

FROM: Daniel J. Dell'Orto, Principal Deputy General Counsel M J flu~ 
SUBJECT: Authority of the Central Intelligence. Agency (CIA) and the. 

Department of State. (State) to Assign Employees to Overseas Work 
Sites 

• You asked whether State. and CIA have the. authority to "order their employees to go 
to foreign posts, or if they can only ask them to do so." 

• In short, both State and CIA have the authority to '·order" employees to perform work 
overseas for an extended period of time. 

• Under the. Foreign Service.Act of 1946, as. amended,. members. of the. State Foreign 
Service. are. "obligated to serve abroad". and are. required to be "available to serve. in 
assignments throughout the world." 

• Foreign Service members who refuse to serve at foreign assignments may be subject 
to adverse. employment action, including termination of their employment with State .. 

o It should be noted,. however, that generally State civil service employees, other 
than Foreign Service members, may not be assigned involuntarily to serve. at 
overseas posts. 

• CIA employees, like. Foreign Service. members, may be. directed to serve at duty 
stations outside. the United States. for an unlimited period of time. 

• Under Section I 04 of the. National. Security Act of 1947, as amended,. the. Director of 
Central Intelligence (DCI) has. extremely broad authority and discretion to terminate 
CIA employees who refuse to serve. on assignments overseas. 

Prepared by: Hilary Hageman, ODGC(P&HP), .... !(b_)(_6) __ 
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TO:. Jim Haynes. 

FROM:. Donald Rumsfel°'»-

SUBJECT: State and CIA Deployment Policy 

Please find out if the. Department of State and CIA can order their employees to go 

to foreign posts, or if they can only ask them to do so .. 

Thanks. 

D1t1t:s$ 
102804-15 

~/~~:~· ;;;;::~ ~~-.... ·, ~. j ~ i o ~ ....................................... . 

11-L-055975sb/038040 
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November. 11,2004 

TO: Larry Di Rita 
PauJB.tk' 

FROM Donald Rumsfeld 1~ 
SUBJECT: Thank YOU Letters 

Paul, let's. get tharK you letters to thesetwo people,ln:kew Athens and Andrew 

Manatos, thanking them for tmir letter. 

Larry, please do a letter to.)hl Qztis thanking him for the editoriul he wrote •. 

You mg,t want to get it m Che Early Bird or posted someplace, move. it around .. 

Thanks. 

AIIIICb. 
111911)4 Nllimll Cionlillalod Effim ofllcllmes lcttct1D ~ 
I l/9,'04 Cu,tis lcua ., SccDef 

Dflll:411 
. 111104-)3 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by _...._l__,I /,...._I ....1.11 /1-0+1--

11-L-0559/0SD/038041 
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TO: 

TJDlU.TIONAL COORDINATED 
EnOllT OJ' BELLENE9 (CEB) 

TELECQ?'JiB, · ISANSMI9S1QN 

~ON~OFTHISCOYD.PAG&AND 1 
AI>DmoNALP.AOESTOfOU.OWi . 

JP YOUDONOI'UC!Mi. AU. PAGES, Oll'lP '"fflUUS ANXflOBLEM. 
PLE;..<iE CONTACT '11m SEND!R.AT_--1.~~b )!.l..::(6:L) _ _r_l---

COMMENTS: ---------------

l(b)(6) 

l 
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- .... d •• ------,..~ -----·-a..11 a C Ne • --------

TSE NA110NAL COORDlNATED EPJORT 
OF BBI,I.JJSIS CCPJ> 

The-Hoocnblc Doall4Rmm&ld 
SecseClc1 otn.. 
~ofI>d'lme 
1000~,....... 

:;~~~,~)000 
Dair Secnlmy lblatdi&d;. 

Ncmmlia' 9,2004 

~a. oa :,var wry~ diam 10 Wp1e-Clect Pneldmt Glot'I' 
W,Bah. · · 

HGJlma J:Cllmd 1oa8 a,c, 1!ial t1lc paop1t•1 abilit)t 1D 111act 1bmt GOU11uy'11alden· 
.., Mpallld-, cdla' mrm1 of' lekdioD ewr 1rlaL AD Amlriaml m1&11 do whit 
die., e. ID betp om Pnlidcatm«M oar coan,o ia the ripl clin:ceion. 

Wt look tirw.rd 1o 'Mlltin& wiCb yw 1D·11161 IO bdp 1hl• Admklillblica qiab 
.. .,_ decilkma pollllibk b ~ -w:iih nepcl '° ""* lbolll wllicb ..... have 
,o,rlC ap:,c:ill Jmowd,e. 

2 
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FAX TRANS.MITIAL 
~---~-,,std ,11N....,.,.....,.,,.,_,. ... """'* ~- l ... 

·fRY .. : 

w.~. 

i1 :"~~ :~i. _ ., . . .. . ......... . 
·o·""'"P tl-· ~"'"''~~.o. . . . . .... ' 

~ "t,h-) C. i.44-rW' . ... . ..... .. 

. . . PUA!'r Hll'H . 

.. ux•l(b}(6) 

.fAU ... .. 

. P. 'f :i:'.: . ... . . . • 

. . Ylo(II=- e,_ • .,_.-.. . . . . . . .. . . ··-

:r~c. "~~o·"'.~~-:~.--~.~."'!~..1 .. 

.\..fl,.,. flt• . ;,\···//,11/JJ!• ll•,. ·u,t·"·'t' I: ,i,.,1,dl11'fl 11,1 f,., .• l,,.,h I~ rnJ!I f11• 
th:· .. :.1' ot th_, 11uthl1to.;t 111 "twi,, u 1 •. ut4'a,,,., . ., '""" 111;,v 

t .,:,I. i<' klrMMl&th•II H1al I, l'I hlttll( .. I!, ,,0,1.hlrctllfll. o•lt<f·c-•t• .... I 
ho,1;, ,11t-1,11,11t< Vt~lf'.J •li'f"I; .1!1&t• I•~• M iht• ,.,..,.,,. cit t~li. I.\• 
I~ t'*' flll• )f1$f'IWOII U•(1,r11tl, '"II 1tN- ft('l'I'-, t11>1'1k41 tJ1.t ltn) 

,n!tu·".tt1111t11m. dh11·n.,,111>11. 1tr t 4tft)IIIC •• 9'11• t.wtfltft> .. \l.a 
1'1N1i111i.i*allo1t•b> 11fw111•u-r 11u-11,..,.. ti. 5'rk-, ,.t11hU1UNf, h 
;-.11 ,.,'\\t• ~,. thl~ •'1111\lllttn .. ....._.. I• tornor, fll'<Ht: -,.aw,· ltt\' 
windo 111111111CS1.itt1, ~ ttie,tw,M· ll•llli '" ler l 1Jt1r ,9-.,.., ..... 

l (b}(6) 
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D1SC080LDS TEL HDI ... (b- )(_
6

_) _ __, 

RUM&FIU> ON TARGET 02004 J.M C.lia 

CopyrightNOMfN* 8,2004 
1Altltlfht$ "·~ 

JOHNM.CUI\TII 

l(b}(6 ) 

Nar 05,4>. 7:04 P.02 

~~ that t~ Wtr in Iraq will ~ oriy be~ la~....., SOClleUIIY cl 
SW* O<ald H. Ruti_Mfdd llundN:d hil OWl'I pn,papnda ~ hofft!IIJ Lo~ 
ac,plit.t in 1114 ud dlllMlln. Mlrdiiaa 00 FaDolv1 llffldt a laud ma-,c to dOII°*" 
~ tJ.S. ~ to rOOl out iaalqC:r'U. Elocdott)'elf" pcllta 9'4::d t>w 
,~·• cifl'anatocaptwwkeybaul~ indudiN ~Id~ 
of.Pallauja Ind lltmldi. SllonJy lift&r !ca. Jolin JI. Kcny COIM*lcd, Wt force& WCR 
tJiy• lbe ~ li&lit 1c Nltw ut1WJCftt-illblal F~ ._ pi-.imcd bue of Abu 
Ml.lab 1l-Zarqawi., thaup U.S. offic:illa now Ww,vc the Jocdadwl.-n tanlrill hu 
IMg-uc:c IIIOved DII. Bue whetlw a.J.Zsqawi ia killad or~ U.S. oooirol or 
FallauJ• ,coll a kMld 111Dt1tfP1 to ioaat,a,t• ~ &o denil ,i...-for t..,16q 8-
~ in J~. . 

Tlkiiis f1D<Kd1 hal buBe symbolic value to ~ bellf'ltllai INll il11Wgcnt1 h,d 
the upper htnd. Watt.ltiQa icnon111 .1A111t1 ~ lnqi 1ll1cml Prime Minisser lyad 
J\1-1 n,,ewed i.rodibili1y u.t hi• U.S.-ti.ck.S ,~ i, Mre to 11ay. Jala)'ina tat· •muu1& with inJIUTIClla _. tbc WR1111 llla,lll lhlt ~ wu blal8 ii• war wi\h 
temwiliu. "Sucoc:u In FIDauja will deal a blow to 1arori•• m die coun11y, w ahouW 
1111Mt Jraq tu,tber •My &om• t'ulun or'liolence to .. orhedcm and opJ1U11.Lwity ~ 

. tJle Jnqi people," llilS Rumaflld & I Pcll11JOII tirw1iDa, ltllffil(dd l1ll9lllf'Cld TIDl e>l'lfy 
baqll but a180 ~ lk~ inlik the U.S. Wilnng ,cdlictioa W- tile Whito 
Hause 112111t btmthina tOCID far dcli\lCrina Pnilident Oeorp W. »di'• Jlf'Olmll of 
d~. Gainina IN UJIP'I' llllnd in FIDo\u1 &Na MW lqie ID ~\iOft plaal 
IIX' ~ dec:clou. 

Sull1IO Bapiad WI ill April 9, :wo3, U1e U.S. tiaa ba:ll lncked In ilt.for-111 baldli 
with lnlUfllllM, ~h ~ mc:uufable ptoarell. Iraqi• haw IPO.U inc;.,qaln»ly l!lctlp!ical 
orU.S. drotuto rmntorcc Alllwl"ancw ~ W11b U.S. tn1t1Jd .tWti"8 
~• in )'albljl. Jniq'a lniert.n pn,,,u,..,. aai• 1 dlaaiac& propapada ~
Wi\J.out punin& up faillance, t.-rorilll, lib ill ,v ..... 1inc1 ~ "" !'-Nllo 
toRcd '° 1* ill.rc:muw locationa. ~ t~ °"' or~ic 11rqtdch !In '.ilouf• ud Ramadi 1dll llw: Iraqi pu* "llawt'1 an, Jnql FWJ'IIIM'• i• ~ to 
take~ Dillodaq wrun,ta (rom 1'CQJ(9111*1 ~ doun'I 111>~ llM> 
dilaemi of JII'~ jibldiltl f\um illl'Unrt1 ICfflll lnq"1 bc,rdan Mb Iran, Syria and 
Stud; Null.. Bilalonl ..,.__.ii Ind tpCdal etlbn1111111t be a.de ID .t 01T'Jnq'11 
~bonba. 

11-L-0559/0SD/038045 



DISC.OBDLOS TEL. MDI ... (b- )(_
5
_) ___ I 

Credit Iraq'& illltrn ._,.AllnllwllJIrer.o&nbizw111111kR 1:111 bo IIO 

winprom.. wi1h tctrcmu. l..iko Afglw\ l'ta.1dalt Hlmld Kira. AJlaWi taldl bim$df 
ON buhl away O'onl ... dly. llctnawllMINII otllyhopOoCauNMI "'° UIC U.S. 
raroea.io pullll\ 1n1w"gcn11 r1111Ja tan IJ.,Wad, ··!c. ~,. bullditls up bi• 
0-. mlllwy. So ~, Allawt' I IIOW mllllary MCI security fona have prowd 
Ji-,puintlng oapcall1ly die l"ICCIS ITIUIIICn ~ !IC) blql Ll'OOpl ~ Mfihnlion. 
h'• twrd to r...,., whether rlllk•aft&MUc lnqll support Alla,wl'• hlW BCNcrrnaa1 or 
lnupu Op~ W. •pd U.S. cceuptlion, At ~Ulllldlkl 11.nowa, llf'J loflt-l'UliC 
it,.tqy muse IDdl,de wlnni• lhe beln..-..mlndt cirlnql eM&ana. OulytlvouaJI an 

. .a-a, ._,,. bliu CIMI die UJI. hope to llUll lraqil apiml termritU QlfYOIIJy 111pportcd 
. b)' AJ 1DCml lllld Al Anblya.TV. 

2 

Dffi\ea \anb IDlo the heart of}'1lloujl Clull I blow lo tnau,.-s teiins die Iraqi 
. people daa tlley'~ wt~ lhll lllttle 9lnll u. S. ~ lnqi1 wcn't auppon U.S. 
dl'uii ~ undl ib&y bcllCMI illalfl""b lfO lollns poVl'Cll', No QIJf wanu tn .. l'allouJa ao 
I.he wq of Seffllnw, whm'e U.S. ron:a IDlcnUld the aty but lll.1W ~ ~ ta ongoing 
umirill .u.cb. Puutre ofl'tho uaalt OIi 1-allouja in Apil"" naik niauan WOl'BC. 
fg n,d .. -=re pcnnlncd u, 1111a11 ud dfa In, callmJ bqpr lleedac:t,ct fOf U. !i. lbt1* 
1Wlkla1 liay citial lna4de ths Sunni Trugl.. "'lt'1 liko pullillg your 111l out of I bueket uf 
-aet, inl ftlr)'OnG soep1 i.:k In, w tlld Andtww ~ of'the O:rilar fa, ~"tralegic 
1111! KudJ\:(uy Alllll5IIICIIU In W•llhbtaton. cooc:cmecll thlt Ylhujl won't be Rum,fdd't 
"llppi~ potsn. ~· If P'allouja .)olm S1111CR. IS won't nuan tao llllfl)' 1Bqit thlz w 
~~ Is ~W111rol. . . 

bamlllll pd hit ft¥ on the pullo ~ t1* tlll U.S. ftAM da o bcaor jCJI, or 
. wlnnina I.be '-'1~Ll-mlnd1 of ordlNry lnq!L Koodnt cu In ........ and ratallinp, 
Iraqi 81roiisJiuhl1 won't~ \l!llul the U.~. ooofroat1 ...,...... rur.midlble 
~nda ~ 1M1ppu'11d In lvae pan~ AJ Ju:crn and Al Atlblyf. TV and radirl. 
Iraqis.,.. .. be cc»rvulQUd llllit Clw.n:'t DO.,.. bl;t. noy lnlllt ~ _, tlat 
IMur,ou 1N lnsilljl 1,10Wlll lo Iraq·, new &OWrnmco&. '*I*• ~cpcicl. Allawi mull& 
k""P up lhe war-of-wonSa -,.lns1 penudoUI pnlf)lllllda. •tt t1Wf not take long to 
Ap\'ll!'II \M dly, bu1 sKJChma 'Mii llavo bca1 n=Nllved. )& wtlt be I symbolie ~. • Nici 
fnl'dl mBJwy llfflew,I Jou Lnub J>ufour, pmvilW, if IIDl1liDg-. tfm propaaand• 
Jumn't only am from tho Mlddle .t:.MI. I'*! mUIC follow~• lad 111d -"roAl 
ai.pttit,t. cr~,ioam. . 

~ 

Jolll1 M. Curt.ii wri'lcs polltlcdy DCUlnl ~ 1~ apill ii> mtiooal and 
. 8'obal -·· ·Hc'1 dlor D('OftlinoColumMt.oom and IUlhor of 1"""1ciRN Tllrt JhJJJrt 111d 
a,,.,.M• r1-1-. 

3 
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A.ndrew A. Athcw 
o.;m .. 
ll~ c-d~d Vtcwt llf Heli....1 1.Clltll ,....,_,,~ 
Uoill>d Htlkk 11....,..., Cm..- (l,ll-l"'C, 
~rr..dom 
~ Cllltwil o! It.It.or, Abmod CSA!) 

Phllip Christoph~r 
Vlc•Cfi'""""~ 
Nllloonl c .... 11110...., l!ffo" 1>1 HclleMo (CEIi) 

~-•I 
lMM~III C'vordi••..-. CozatMuet-
.i- IOI' Cyp""' 11'$1UChl 

~114tAI "-YPn•• ,..,.,.i.,io,, o( .,.._ 

Andnw E. Man•tos 
~*'11 1'1•-Coonlln- l!Hao, of llcllr ... i~ 
EMnti .. II-M..,.11c, 
V)4,'C •Ol 1'$li,IVI 

l"anicn., P.ap11ntcolao11 
s1.,.,....,..,,...,,. 
el'l"''• __.. ,,r All'Cri<o 

Nikos Moui,i•ri• 
lbecudtt vi.. ...,.l<lom 
"""C)'IIN'l ..._.i,llon "' ,.-.. 

Cllarles :Maranto11d•IM ,..,, ...... 
UMJIC Nev YOfl: 
Etffllli"" 8-M
l'SEXA 

THE NATIONAL COORDINATED EFFORT 
OF HELLENES <CEHl 

(b )(6) 

PERSONAL ANH CONFIDENTIAL 

The Honorable Donald Rumsfeld 
Secretary of Defense 
J>eoartmenf of Pefensr 

Dew Secretary Rumsteld; 

November 9,2004. 

Congratulations on your very successful efforts tc, help. re-elect President George 
W. Bush. 

· ... · .. 
. '. . 

Hellenes. realized long ago that the people's ability to select their country's leaders. 
far surpassed any other means of selection ever tried .. All Americans must do what 
they can to help our President move. our country in. the right direction. 

We look forward to working with you in an effo1t to. help this Administration make 
lE best decisions possible. for America with respect to issues about which we have. 
some special knowledge. 

Sincerely, 

An 

0 so 1 8 0 1 8 - 0 4 
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TO:. 

THE NATIONAL COORDINA'JrED 
EFFORT OF HELLENES (CEH) 

TELECOPIER T.RANSM:ISSION 

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENl'IAlt 

. . 

FROM~-- --flh·ac.i-lL1- Aft\oos ?x AnJc-evu ffiM~tos 

COMMENTS: 

TRANSN.OSSION CONSISTS CF THIS COVER PAGJ~ AND 1 
ADDffiONAL PAGES TO FOLLOW. 

IF YOU DO NOT RECEIVE Al.L PAGES, OR If' ::EIS 6llll'. iROBLEM. 
PLEASE coNTACT um SENDER AT L ) ~ 

er> j;T z}m,A!~faZ;f 21 
11-L-0559/QSD/038048 



THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE. 

WASHINGTON 

Mr. Andrew A. Athens 
Mr. Andrew E. Manatos 
The National Coordinated Effort 

of Hellenes ( CEH) 
(b )(6) 

Dear Mssrs. Athens and Manatos, 

NOV 24 2004 

Thank you for your letter of congratulations. I do 
appreciate your support.. 

The President is indeed a superb leader, and will 
continue to do a wonderful job for the country. 

Sincerely, 

-OSD 18018-04 

11-L-0559/0SD/038049 
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MEMO TO:. Doug Feith October 28,2004. · II ( 1<./J) 

Pete Pace /1 . / 

FROM: Paul Wolfowttz\\]J 

SUBJECT: Post-Election Strategy for Iraq 

Doug/Pete, 

I agree with John Abizaid and Steve Cambone that we should get some 
contingency thinking going on how we would deal with the possible outcomes of 
an Iraqi election. 

Could the two of you get back to me and the Secretary quickly with a plan 
of action? I would start with a very small cell that just lays. out four or five 
possible election outcomes and then tries to enumerate the three or four major 
issues that we might face in each of those possible outcomes. If you prefer to start 
with a smaller number of outcomes and/or issues, that would be fine. 

11-L-0559/0SD/0380®5'0 {80 J}-{,- O'i 
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ffltJ6. 

October 27 ,2004 

'IO:. Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM:. Donald Rumsfeld 'if\. 
SUBJECT: Strategy 

Attached is. amemo from Steve.Cambone. If you agree with them,.as.I do, would 

you please adon both of these recamendations? otherwise, please see me. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
10/25/04 USD(I) Memo toSecDefre: 10/23 ConversationwithGcnAbizaid 

OHR:• 
102704-11 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by l I / S'" / 01 

11-L-0559/0SD/038051 
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MEMO TO: VCJCS 
Secretary of the Air Force 
Director, PA~ t,::) 

FROM: Paul Wolfowit1 I 

October 28,2004 -,-1 c. ,0(2.., 
,., 'JO 

SUBJECT: Operations Analysis of UA V Employment in Iraq 

Could you please come back to me quickly with some. recommendations on 
how we. might pursue Steve Cambone's suggestion here. about analyzing the use. of 
UAVs. in Iraq? 

I had exactly the same reaction when we were briefed by the Air Force last 
week on the. UAV issue. The subject needs a systems approach. 

Could you get back to me. quickly with some suggestions about who we. 
might task to do this and how? Thanks. 

11-L-0559/0SD/038052 
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FOR ffiFICIAL, USE ONLf 
l 0/25/2004 5:01 PM 

lvfEMORANDUMFORTHESECRETARYOFDEFENSE 

FROM:STEVECAMBO~ 

SUBJECT: Saturday, October 23 Conversation w::th General Abizaid 

General Abizaid called rre on Saturday seeking advice on responding to 

Chairman Hunter's request for comments on the IntelligenceRefonn Bill. I 

advised him acJainst responding. General Abizaid said he would follow that 

advice. 

General Abizaid and I then spoke about strategy in Iz:cq. He said he could 

use help in two categories: 

• development of a better approach forthe employmentofUAVs and 

othersensors,and 

• development of a post-election strategy in Iraq. 

With respect toUAVempJoyment, General Abizaid expressed the view that 

we are making sub·optiniaI use aftheasseis. Tnmy view, this is a classic 

operations research problem. Given a competing set of objectives ( ~scorting 
' ~ 

convby§, patibililig, lines of C..Q!._lllTIUni:ation, p0mA.-J.ines and p.!J>elines, 

providing surveillance for critical infrastructure, etc., in addition to 
-----· -

supp01ting tactical operations), limited resources, and an adaptable 
. ) 

adversary, how does the Commander optimize the return on the employment -
I 

-
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